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The three volumes of Syntactic architecture and its consequences present contri-
butions to comparative generative linguistics that “rethink” existing approaches
to an extensive range of phenomena, domains, and architectural questions in lin-
guistic theory. At the heart of the contributions is the tension between descrip-
tive and explanatory adequacy which has long animated generative linguistics
and which continues to grow thanks to the increasing amount and diversity of
data available to us. As the three volumes show, such data from a large number
of understudied languages as well as diatopic and diachronic varieties of well-
known languages are being used to test previously stated hypotheses, develop
novel ideas and expand on our understanding of linguistic theory.
The volumes feature a combination of squib- and regular-length discussions
addressing research questions with foci which range from micro to macro in
scale. We hope that together, they provide a valuable overview of issues that
are currently being addressed in generative linguistics, broadly defined, allow-
ing readers to make novel analogies and connections across a range of different
research strands. The chapters in Volume 1, Syntax inside the grammar, and Vol-
ume 3, Inside syntax, address research topics both at the syntactic interfaces and
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in syntax proper, such as language change, complexity, and variation, as well as
alignment types, case, agreement, and the syntax of null elements.
The contributions to the present, second volume, Perspectives frommorphosyn-
tax, address research questions and developments in morphosyntax. The volume
is divided into two parts, dealing with architectural (Part I) and structural issues
in morphosyntax (Part II).
The chapters in Part I, Architectural issues in morphosyntax, take on classic
issues in grammar and provide new perspectives on questions such as univer-
sality and variation (Watumull & Chomsky), language evolution and variation
(Grohmann & Leivada), as well as the architectural underpinnings of recent syn-
tactic theory. These involve the role of the structure-building operation Merge
(Zeijlstra; Moro) as well as the structure-removing operation Remove (Müller),
and cross-linguistic questions relating to labelling (Tsoulas), the nature of lin-
earisation (Johnson), phases and cyclicity (Gallego), phrase structure (Lasnik &
Stone), and constraints on extraction from conjuncts and adjuncts (Bošković).
Myler’s chapter explores how formal syntax can make predictions about surface
frequencies in word order variation, while the age-old question of lexical and
syntactic categories is addressed from different perspectives in the chapters by
Brandner, Kenesei, and Moro.
Part II, Structural issues in morphosyntax, starts with chapters reconsidering
properties of relative pronouns and relative clauses (Daskalaki; Douglas). The
following chapters deal with second-position and third-position effects in con-
stituent order (Mitrović; Meelen, Mourigh & Cheng). Several contributions deal
with the structure of and microvariation in noun phrases, for example, with re-
spect to demonstratives (Cinque; Ledgeway; Kinn), and the properties and syn-
tactic representation of person splits in Romance (Manzini and Savoia), as well
as microvariation in passives in varieties of Dutch (Haegeman).
Taken together, then, the contributions to this volume, many of which have
clearly been influenced and inspired by Roberts (2010; 2012), Roberts & Roussou
(2003), Roberts & Holmberg (2010), Biberauer & Roberts (2012; 2015), and Biber-
auer et al. (2014) give the reader a sense of current research into morphosyntax
and morphosyntactic variation.
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For a discrete infinity of reasons, Ian Roberts is to be celebrated. Here we discuss
how his important work has caused us to rethink what could be, arguably, the
most unbelievable and extraordinary aspect of language: its universality. In partic-
ular, we proffer Roberts’ theory of parameter hierarchies to corroborate an econ-
omy thesis – a thesis implying that the quiddities of language transcend human
language, and would obtain of any language anywhere in the universe.
1 Beyond the infinite
As far as anyone knows, spaceships have been successfully built by exactly
one civilisation in the entire history of the universe: by post-1957 humans
(the Space Age actually happens to coincide exactly with my lifetime, al-
though I had nothing to do with it) (Roberts 2017: 1)
Ian Roberts may not have been amongst those to engineer the Space Age, but
he is one of the best to have explained (indirectly) how it was possible, and ex-
planation is the prerequisite for all progress in scientific understanding and its
technological applications. Specifically, Roberts has over his career explained
how human language – its structure, acquisition, and historical change – has
propelled our species to being the paragon of animals – to go “beyond the infi-
nite” in Kubrick’s words.
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Chimps, who allegedly share around 98 percent of their genes with us, […]
show no interplanetary ambitions […]. Our extra 2 percent makes us ex-
tremely good – by the standards of everything else in the known universe,
unbelievably, extraordinarily, cosmically good – at generating, storing and
transmitting knowledge. How do we do it? With language.
(Roberts 2017: 1–2)
In this, the sixth decade of Roberts’ cosmic existence, we celebrate him and how
his work has caused us to rethink what could be, arguably, the most unbelievable
and extraordinary aspect of language: its universality. In particular, we proffer
Roberts’ theory of parameter hierarchies to corroborate an economy thesis – a
thesis implying that the quiddities of language transcend human language, and
would obtain of any language anywhere in the universe.
2 A universal instrument
The humanmind, Descartes argued, is undoubtedly in some sense a “universal in-
strument”. We cannot know with certainty what he intended by this provocative
comment, but we do know that the Cartesians would have understood language
as fundamental to any nontrivial notion of “universality” because it is language
that empowers humans to generate an unbounded set of hierarchically struc-
tured expressions that can enter into effectively infinitely many thoughts and
actions – that is, the competence of every human, but no beast or machine, to
use language in creative ways appropriate to situations but not caused by them,
and to formulate and express these thoughts coherently and without bound, per-
haps “incited or inclined” to speak in particular ways by internal and external
circumstances but not “compelled” to do so. Of course in the pre-Turing world,
the Cartesians did not know how a finite “machine” such as the brain could gen-
erate the infinity of expressions of natural language, and therefore posited a soul
where we need only posit a neurobiological Turing machine (obviously idealized
with unbounded memory, etc.). Nevertheless Descartes intuited the essence of
Turing universality: “Only a spiritual entity could achieve the limitlessness of in-
teractive language, putting words together in indefinitely many ways”, and to do
so in ways that are “free” (i.e., not compelled by internal or external conditions)
and intelligible and appropriate to situations, and to do so over an unbounded
range in different domains.
Any material machine must specialize: while a machine might do very well
some of the things people do, it would necessarily be unable to do others.
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Any part or organ needed a particular configuration to achieve a task, and
it was impossible to have enough different parts with the requisite configu-
rations in a single machine to make it act in all the contingencies of life in
the same way that our reason makes us act. Only disembodied reason could
be ‘a universal instrument’. (Riskin 2017: 63)
Of course the genius of Turing was to discover that “[i]t is possible to invent
a single machine which can be used to compute any computable sequence”; he
called this mathematical object, appropriately, the “universal machine” (Turing
1937: 243).
Linguistic competence (and especially its creative use), in concert with other
mental faculties, establishes the general intelligence necessary for the evolution-
ary “great leap forward” of our species (see Chomsky 2016). As Roberts (2017:
182) conjects, “there might have been a crucial mutation in human evolution
which led, in almost no time from an evolutionary perspective, from [humans
living in] caves to [their creating knowledge of such sophistication as to enable
us to imagine and construct things as complex as, say,] spaceships. It’s a plausi-
ble speculation that the mutation in question was whatever it is that makes our
brains capable of computing recursive syntax, since it’s the recursive syntax that
really gives language – and thought – their unlimited expressive power. It’s one
small step from syntax to spaceships, but a great leap for humans”. A great leap
for humans – and only humans, evidently (see Berwick & Chomsky 2016). The
architecture of intelligence necessitates “provisions for recursive, hierarchical
use of previous results” as manifested in the “articulation” of a complex struc-
ture into descriptions of “elementary figures” and “subexpressions designating
complex subfigures”, with a “figure first divided into two parts; and then with
each part described using the same machinery” (Minsky 1963: 16). The recursive
capacity of intelligence is most manifest in natural language:
Whatever we can express or describe, we can treat its expression or de-
scription as though it was a single component inside another description. In
languages, this corresponds to using embedded phrases and clauses. That
final trick – of representing prior thoughts as things – gives our minds the
awesome power to use the same brain-machinery over and over again, to
replace entire conceptualizations by compact symbols, and hence to build
gigantic structures of ideas the way our children build great bridges and
towers from simple separate blocks. It lets us build new ideas from old ones;
in short, it makes it possible to think. The same is true of our [future] com-
puters. (Minsky 1985: 124)
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Thus wemight expect any (super-)human-level intelligence anywhere in the uni-
verse – including any genuine artificial intelligence (“our [future] computers”)
we create – to be recursive in this way.
It has been assumed that the essential properties of human language are not
only unique, but logically contingent:
Let us define “universal grammar” (UG) as the system of principles, condi-
tions, and rules that are elements or properties of all human languages not
merely by accident but by necessity – of course, I mean biological, not log-
ical necessity. Thus UG can be taken as expressing “the essence of human
language”. (Chomsky 1975: 29)
There is no a priori reason to expect that human language will have such
properties; Martian could be different.” (Chomsky 2000: 16)
This assumption, we submit, merits rethinking in light of Roberts’ work and
progress in theMinimalist programmore generally (Chomsky 1995). Recentwork
demonstrating the simplicity (Watumull et al. 2017) and optimality (Chomsky et
al. 2019) of language increases the cogency of a conjecture that at one time would
have been summarily dismissed as absurd: “the basic principles of language are
formulated in terms of notions drawn from the domain of (virtual) conceptual
necessity”, the domain defined by “general considerations of conceptual natural-
ness that have some independent plausibility, namely, simplicity, economy, sym-
metry, nonredundancy, and the like” (Chomsky 1995: 171, 1) that render linguistic
computation interestingly optimal. To the extent that this strong Minimalist the-
sis (SMT) is true, the essential – computational (even mathematical) – properties
of language would derive from laws of nature – language- and even biology-
independent principles that, once realized in the mind/brain, do entail particular
properties as logically necessary. For instance, it is simply a fact of logic that
the simplest (optimal) form of the recursive procedure generative of syntactic
structures, Merge, has two and only two forms of application (i.e., external and
internal). Relatedly, given the nature of the structures Merge generates, minimal
structure distance is necessarily the simplest computation for the structure de-
pendence of rules. And so on and so forth (see Berwick et al. 2011; Chomsky
2013; Watumull 2015 for additional examples).
Research in the Minimalist program starts with the optimality conjecture and
proceeds to inquire whether and to what extent it can be sustained given the
observed complexities and variety of natural languages. If a gap is discovered,
the task is to inquire whether the data can be reinterpreted, or whether princi-
ples of simplicity and optimal computation can be reformulated, so as to solve
6
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the puzzles within the framework of SMT, thus generating some support, in an
interesting and unexpected domain, for Galileo’s precept that nature is simple
and it is the task of the scientist to demonstrate it.
As we discover more and more of “the essence of human language” to be de-
fined by (virtual) conceptual necessity, the less and less absurd it is to question
just how contingent a phenomenon human language really is. It may well be
with language as with other phenomena studied in the natural sciences that, in
the words of the sage physicist J.A. Wheeler, “[b]ehind it all is surely an idea so
simple, so beautiful, that when we grasp it – in a decade, a century, or a millen-
nium–wewill all say to each other, how could it have been otherwise?” (Wheeler
1986: 386). In other words, there may well be some a priori reasons to expect hu-
man language to have the (essential) properties it does; or, to put it whimsically,
the Martian language might not be so different from human language after all.
In short, the universality of universal grammar needs to be rethought.
3 Simplicity itself
Our rethinking is based on a rethinking – or reminding – of simplicity as orig-
inally conceived in generative linguistics. “[S]implicity, economy, compactness,
etc.” were proffered in the first work on generative grammar as criteria the gram-
mar of a language must satisfy: “Such considerations are in general not trivial
or “merely esthetic”. It has been recognized of philosophical systems, and it is, I
think, no less true of grammatical systems, that the motives behind the demand
for economy are in many ways the same as those behind the demand that there
be a system at all” (Chomsky 1951: 1, 67). This proposition echoed that of Good-
man (1943: 107): “The motives for seeking economy in the basis of a system are
much the same as the motives for constructing the system itself”. The idea is ele-
mentary but profound: if the theory is no more simple, economical, compact, etc.
than the data it is proffered to explain, it is not a theory at all; hence the more
compressed the theory, the more successful – i.e., the more explanatory – it is.
The mathematician Gregory Chaitin (2005: 64) has formalized this idea in
terms of algorithmic information theory: “a scientific theory [can be thought
of] as a binary computer program for calculating observations, which are also
written in binary”; a generative grammar can thus be thought of as a program
for generating syntactic structures. “And you have a law of nature if there is
compression, if the experimental data is compressed into a computer program”,
equivalently a grammar, “that has a smaller number of bits than are in the data
that it explains”, or generates. “The greater the degree of compression, the better
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the law, the more you understand the data. But if the experimental data cannot
be compressed, if the smallest program for calculating it is just as large as it is
[...], then the data is lawless, unstructured, patternless, not amenable to scien-
tific study, incomprehensible. In a word, random, irreducible”. In the terms of
generative grammar (Chomsky & Miller 1963: 285):
As a matter of principle, a grammar must be finite. If we permit ourselves
grammars with an unspecifiable set of rules[,] we can simply adopt an infi-
nite sentence dictionary. But that would be a completely meaningless pro-
posal. Clearly, a grammar must have the status of a theory about those reg-
ularities that we call the syntactic structure of the language.
To have the status of a theory, the grammar must be compressed, generating –
and thereby explaining – the regularities in syntactic structures.
This idea is appreciated surprisingly seldom today: many computational cog-
nitive scientists and machine learning theorists (and hence virtually all “artifi-
cial intelligence” (AI) labs in academia and industry) have perversely redefined
a successful theory or computer program to be one that merely approximates or
classifies unanalyzed data. This contrasts dramatically with the Enlightenment
definition in which data are selectively analyzed as evidence for/against conjec-
tured explanations (see Popper 1963; Chomsky 2000; Deutsch 2011). The machine
learning systems (e.g., deep learning neural nets, reinforcement learning tech-
niques, etc.) so popular in the current “AI spring” are weak AI : brute-force sys-
tems laboriously trained to “unthinkingly” associate patterns in the input data to
produce outputs that approximate those data in a process with no resemblance to
human cognition (thus betraying Turing’s original vision for AI). These systems
will never be genuinely intelligent, and are to be contrasted with the strong –
anthronoetic – AI Turing envisioned: a program designed to attain human-level
competence with a human-style typified by syntactic generativity and semantic
fluidity – to think the way a human thinks. Today such programs, based on gen-
erative grammars, are finally being built.1
The early discussions on simplicity were addressing the logic of theory con-
struction by the scientist, but later (Chomsky 1965: 4) this logic was analogized
to the learning of language by children: “The problem for the linguist, as well as
for the child learning the language, is to determine from the data of performance
the underlying system of rules that has been mastered by the speaker-hearer”. To
determine the grammar (qua “theory” in the mind of the learner and qua theory




is necessary. Specifically, a format-evaluation framework: “(v) specification of a
function𝑚 such that𝑚(𝑖) is an integer associatedwith the grammarG𝑖 as its value
(with, let us say, lower value indicated by higher number)” (Chomsky 1965: 31).
Naturally, “simpler” grammars are more highly valued, but, then as now, “sim-
plicity” is complex: “In the context of this discussion, ‘simplicity’ (that is, the
evaluation measure 𝑚 of (v)) is a notion to be defined within linguistic theory
along with “grammar”, “phoneme”, etc. Choice of simplicity measure is rather
like determination of the value of a physical constant” (Chomsky 1965: 37–38).
Goodman (1943: 107–108) too was cognizant of the complexity of simplicity, ob-
serving that “the mere counting of primitives is no satisfactory measure” because
“by the purelymechanical application of certain logical devices, we can readily re-
duce all the primitives of any system to one”. Thus while Goodman searched for
a general notion of simplicity applicable to all systems, a specific notion applica-
ble to language was sought in generative linguistics, and both ultimately “failed”
(i.e., superseded by better notions – characteristic of a healthy science): the for-
mer for technical reasons, the latter because of the success of the principles-and-
parameters (P&P) framework (Chomsky 1981), which obviated the need for any
simplicity measure of the type envisioned for the format-evaluation framework.
4 The principles-and-parameters mission
In P&P, language acquisition is the process of setting the values for the finitely
many universal parameters of the initial state of the language faculty (UG). The
apparent complexity and diversity of linguistic phenomena is illusory and epi-
phenomenal, emerging from the interaction of invariant principles under vary-
ing conditions. This was a radical shift from the early work in generative linguis-
tics, which sought only an evaluation measure that would select among alterna-
tive theories of a language (grammars) – the simplest congruent with the format
encoded in UG and consistent with the primary linguistic data. But with the P&P
shift in perspective, simplicity can be rethought, though this was not initially ap-
preciated. As discussed in the earliest work in generative linguistics, notions of
simplicity assume two distinct forms: the imprecise but profound notion of sim-
plicity that enters into rational inquiry generally, and the theory-internal mea-
sure of simplicity that selects among I-languages. The former notion of simplicity
is language-independent, but the theory-internal notion is a component of UG,
a subcomponent of the procedure for determining the relation between experi-
ence and I-language (again, something like a physical constant). In early work,
the internal notion was implemented in the form of the evaluation procedure
to select among proposed grammars/I-languages consistent with the UG format
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for rule systems. But, as Ian Roberts (2012) and others (e.g., Sheehan et al. 2017)
discovered, the P&P approach transcends that limited, parochial conception of
simplicity: with no evaluation procedure, there is no internal notion of simplicity
in the earlier sense. There remains only the universal notion of simplicity.
In P&P, grammars – I-languages – are simple, but, as evidenced in Roberts’
work (e.g., Roberts & Holmberg 2010), they are so by virtue of third-factor prin-
ciples of computational efficiency (Chomsky 2005), not by analogy to theory-
construction or by stipulation in UG. In fact, rather than “simple”, we propose to
define P&P-style acquisition as “economical”, which, in the Leibnizian spirit, we
understand to subsume simplicity:
The most economical idea, like the most economical engine, is the one that
accomplishes most by using least. Simplicity – or fuel consumption – is a
different factor from power [i.e., generative capacity, empirical coverage,
etc.] but has to be taken equally into consideration […]. The economy of
a basis may be said to be the ratio of its strength to its simplicity. But su-
perfluous power is also a waste. Adequacy for a given system is the only
relevant factor in the power of a basis; and where we are comparing several
alternative bases for some one system, as is normally the case, that factor
is a constant. Thus in practice the simplest basis is the most economical.
(Goodman 1943: 111)
Economy, in other words, is a minimax notion. In Leibniz’s words (see Roberts
& Watumull 2015): “the simplicity of the means counterbalances the richness of
the effects” so that in nature “the maximum effect [is] produced by the simplest
means”. This notion is enshrined in the Galilean ideal (see Chomsky 2002).
One economical form of P&P-style learning explicable in terms of third-factors
is the traversal of a parameter hierarchy (see Roberts 2012; Biberauer 2016) – pa-
rameter specification. In such a system, the child is not unthinkingly enumerat-
ing and evaluating grammars.2 Instead, the I-language matures to a steady state
in a relatively deterministic process of “answering questions” that emerge nat-
urally and necessarily in the sense that there exist “choices” in acquisition that
logically must be “made” for the system to function at all; none of the parame-
ters need be encoded in the genetic endowment (see Obata et al. 2015 for similar
ideas). This is the ideal, of course. Like SMT generally, how closely it can be
approximated is an empirical matter, and there remain many challenges.
2Such an inefficient and unintelligent technique is the modus operandi of many machine learn-
ing (weak AI) systems.
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Parameter specification – i.e., the P&P-conception of “learning” as the speci-
fication of values for the variables in I-language – can be schematized as a de-
cision tree (parameter hierarchy) which, as Roberts has shown, is governed by
minimax economy: minimizing formal features (feature-economy) coupled with
maximizing accessible features (input-generalization). Traversal of a hierarchy –
a conditional-branching Turing machine program – is inevitably economical in
that the shortest (in binary) and most general parameter settings are necessarily
“preferred” in the sense that the faster the computation halts, the shorter the pa-
rameter settings. For instance, to specify word-order, a series of binary queries




Present on all heads?
no









For compatibility with computability theory and Boolean logic, the parameter
hierarchy can be translated as follows:
(1) Hierarchy: H
State T : Decision problem
Yes: 0/1 (0 = transition to state T+1) (1 = halt and output parameter
specification for H )
No: 0/1 (0 = transition to state T+1) (1 = halt and output parameter
specification for H )
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(2) Hierarchy: Word order
State 1: Is head-final present?
Yes: Output 0 (transition to State 2)
No: Output 1 (halt and output “head-initial”)
State 2: Present on all heads?
Yes: Output 1 (halt and output “head-final”)
No: Output 0 (transition to State 3)
State 3: Present on [+V] heads?
Yes: Output 1 (halt and output “head-final in clause only”)
No: Output 0 (transition to State 4)
…
So in P&P, the logic is not “enumerate and evaluate” with stipulative (theory-
internal) simplicity measures: it is “compute all and only what is necessary”,
which implies the language-independent reality of economy in that, as with the
parameter hierarchies, the process answers all and only the questions it needs to.
It is not that there is any explicit instruction in the genetic endowment to prefer
simple answers: it is simply otiose and meaningless to answer unasked questions
(i.e., once the parameters are set, the computation halts).3
Moreover the “answers” to “questions” can be represented in binary. Indeed bi-
nary is a notation-independent notion necessary and sufficient to maximize com-
putation with minimal complexity: functions of arbitrarily many arguments can
be realized by the composition of binary (but not unary) functions – a truth of
minimax logic with “far-reaching significance for our understanding of the func-
tional architecture of the brain” (Gallistel & King 2010: x). The mathematical and
computational import of binary was rendered explicit in the theories of Turing
(1937) and Shannon (1948), the former demonstrating the necessarily digital –
hence ultimately binary – nature of universal computation (a universal Turing
machine being the most general mathematical characterization of computation);
the latter formalizing information in terms of bits (binary digits). The consilience
of these ideas is our economy thesis: human language is based on simple repre-
sentations (i.e., bits) and strong computations (i.e., the binary functions of Turing
machines) – and “economy of a basis may be said to be the ratio of its strength
to its simplicity” (Goodman 1943: 111).
3In this way it is trivial to derive Ockham’s razor from virtual conceptual necessity. If the law of
parsimony is not to multiple entities beyond necessity, and language conforms to conceptual
necessity, then ergo it is maximally parsimonious. AsWittgenstein (1922) observed: “Ockham’s
maxim is, of course, not an arbitrary rule, nor one that is justified by its success in practice: its
point is that unnecessary units in a sign-language mean nothing” (5.47321); “If a sign is useless,




As one of the “general considerations of conceptual naturalness that have some
independent plausibility”, economy would be a factor that obtains of any opti-
mally “designed” (natural or artificial) computational system. So, rethinking uni-
versality, if the Martian language were optimal in the sense of conforming to
virtual conceptual necessity, then it might be surprisingly similar to human lan-
guage. In point of fact, we ought not to be too surprised. It is nowwell established
by biologists that convergence is a common theme in any evolutionary process:
the number of evolutionary end-points is limited: by nomeans is everything
possible. [Because of evolutionary convergence,] what is possible usually
has been arrived at multiple times, meaning that the emergence of the var-
ious biological properties is effectively inevitable.
(Conway Morris 2013: xii–xiii)
Indeed, the paleontologist Simon Conway Morris argues that human-style in-
telligence was effectively inevitable given the initial conditions of evolution on
Earth. And there is no reason a priori to assume that the principle of evolutionary
convergence is unique to the biology of a particular planet. Quite the contrary,
if we accept the rational form of inquiry in which the principle is understood
abstractly in a computational framework. The idea is that any computational
system anywhere made of anything is governed by laws of computation. As the
cognitive scientist C.R. Gallistel and computer scientist Adam King argue per-
suasively (Gallistel & King 2010: 167):
The functional structure of modern computers is sometimes discussed by
neuroscientists as if it were an accidental consequence of the fact that com-
puting circuits are constructed on a silicon substrate and communicate by
means of pulses of electrical current sent over wires. Brains are not com-
puters, it is argued, because computers are made of silicon and wire, while
brains are made of neurons. We argue that, on the contrary, several of the
most fundamental aspects of the functional structure of a computer are dic-
tated by the logic of computation itself and that, therefore, they will be
observed in any powerful computational device, no matter what stuff it is
made of. In common with most contemporary neuroscientists, we believe
that brains are powerful computational devices. We argue, therefore, that
those aspects of the functional structure of a modern computer that are dic-
tated by the logic of computation must be critical parts of the functional
structure of brains. (Gallistel & King 2010: 167)
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This argument simply reiterates Turing’s (1950: 446) thesis that “[i]f we wish
to find such similarities [as may exist between minds and machines] we should
look [not at their substrates, but] rather for mathematical analogies of function”.
And given this universality of the functional, mathematical architecture of com-
putation, it is possible that we may need to rethink how uniquely human or even
uniquely biological our modes of mental computation really are. One interesting
implication is that we must rethink any presumptions that extraterrestrial intel-
ligence or artificial intelligence would really be all that different from human
intelligence.
So we assume that human language is a computational process that can be
characterized by a Turing machine (see Watumull 2015). It is possible to explore
the space of all possible Turing machines (i.e., the space of all possible computer
programs), not exhaustively of course, but with sufficient breadth and depth to
make some profound discoveries. The late Marvin Minsky, founder of the arti-
ficial intelligence laboratory at MIT, and his student Daniel Bobrow, once enu-
merated and ran some thousands of the simplest Turing machines (computer
programs with minimal numbers of rules). Intriguingly, out of the infinity of
possible behaviors, only a surprisingly small subset emerged. These divided into
the trivial and the nontrivial. The boring programs either halted immediately
or erased the input data or looped indefinitely or engaged in some similar silli-
ness. The remainder, however, were singularly interesting: all of these programs
executed an effectively identical counting function – a primitive of elementary
arithmetic. In fact, this operation reduces to a form ofMerge (see Chomsky 2008).
More generally, these “A-machines” (A for arithmetic) prove a point:
[I]t seems inevitable that, somewhere, in a growing mind some A-machines
must come to be. Now, possibly, there are other, really different ways to
count. So there may appear, much, much later, some of what we represent
as ‘B-machines’ – which are processes that act in ways which are similar,
but not identical to, how the A-machines behave. But, our experiment hints
that even the very simplest possible B-machine will be so much more com-
plicated that it is unlikely that any brain would discover one before it first
found many A-machines. (Minsky 1985: 121)
Let us think of this exploration as exposing parts of some infinite ‘universe
of possible computational structures’. Then this tiny fragment of evidence




Figure 1.1: Representation of a universe with “A” and “B-machines”
(Minsky 1985: 120)
This is evidence that arithmetic – the foundation of any mathematical/com-
putational system – as represented in an A-machine – reducible to Merge – is
technically an attractor in the phase space of possible mathematical structures:
any entity who searches through the simplest processes will soon find frag-
ments which do not merely resemble arithmetic but are arithmetic. It is not
a matter of inventiveness or imagination, only a fact about the geography
of the universe of computation. (Minsky 1985: 122)
Curiously, some physicists have argued that human mathematics is contingent:
“the next batch of aliens might turn out to be different” (Alford 2006: 774), with
no recognizable rules or systems. This objection echoes once regnant dogma in
linguistics that “[human] languages could differ from each other without limit
and in unpredictable ways” such that linguists ought to proceed “without any
preexistent scheme of what a language must be” (Joos 1957: 96, v), implying that
any two human languages could be as different from each other as any one could
be from an alien language. But this dogma could not withstand critical scrutiny,
and was dispelled with the advent of generative linguistics and its formulation
of universal grammar – the theory of the abstract grammatical system encoded
genetically in Homo sapiens sapiens – and crucially by the deeper empirical in-
quiries into the languages of the world undertaken within the framework of
generative grammar (e.g., the spectacular demonstration that Warlpiri, contrary
to all appearances, has the standard hierarchical structures universal to natural
languages (see Hale 1976; Legate 2001). To the extent that SMT is true, general
properties derivative of this formal system define the properties universal to par-
ticular languages. Therefore we should indeed study these particular languages
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with a “preexistent scheme of what a language must be” because UG and general
principles of computation constrain the space of possible linguistic properties.
And thus languages could not “differ from each other without limit”, but only in
“[predictable] ways”.
The thesis that arithmetic is an attractor in the phase space of possible math-
ematical structures obviously generalizes beyond arithmetic to all simple com-
putations (see Wolfram 2002 for countless examples). “Because of this, we can
expect certain ‘a priori’ structures to appear, almost always, whenever a com-
putational system evolves by selection from a universe of possible processes”
(Minsky 1985: 119). Analogously, we submit that it is not implausible that an evo-
lutionary search through the simplest computations will soon find something
like Merge. Merge is an operation so elementary as to be subsumed somehow in
every more complex computational procedure: take two objects X and Y already
constructed and form the object Z without either modifying X or Y, or impos-
ing any additional structure on them: thus Merge(X, Y) = {X, Y}.4 This simple
assumption suffices to derive in a principled (necessary) way a complex array
of otherwise arbitrary (contingent) phenomena such as the asymmetry of the
conceptual-intentional and sensory-motor interfaces (entailing the locus of sur-
face complexity and variety), the ubiquity of dislocation, structure-dependence,
minimal structural distance for anaphoric and other construals, the difference
between what reaches the mind for semantic interpretation and what reaches
the apparatus of articulation and perception (see Chomsky 2017).
6 The dawn of language
As we discussed in terms of our economy thesis, simplicity can be defined in
algorithmic information theory (or the theory of program-size complexity): the
complexity of a program is measured by its maximally compressed length in bits
so that the simplest program is that with the shortest description. A search of
the phase space of possible programs, whether conducted consciously (e.g., by
us, extraterrestrials, etc.) or unconsciously (e.g., by modern computers, evolu-
tion, etc.) automatically proceeds in size order from the shortest and increasing
to programs no shorter than their outputs (these incompressible programs are
effectively lists); many complex programs would subsume simpler programs as
the real numbers subsume the natural numbers. And, as demonstrated logically
and empirically, “any evolutionary process must first consider relatively simple
4This formulation ofMerge requires some rethinking inways thatwe can put aside here (seeWa-
tumull et al. in press for discussion).
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systems, and thus discover the same, isolated, islands of efficiency” (Minsky 1985:
122).Why are the simple systems (e.g., Merge) so sparsely distributed in the phase
space of possible processes? (Why are they “islands” in the computational uni-
verse?) Why are there no “similar” processes in the neighborhood? (There is not
something “like” arithmetic out there: there is just arithmetic, “cold and austere,
[…] yet sublimely pure, and capable of a stern perfection such as only the great-
est art can show” in Bertrand Russell’s words.) The answer must be that small
sets of rules (e.g., Merge) can generate unbounded complexity, but the converse
is not in general true: it is simply a mathematical fact (a tautology) that there is
only a small set of small sets of rules, and thus not all complex phenomena can be
generated by small sets of rules (there is simply not a sufficient number of small
sets of rules “to go around”). This explains why, for instance, one cannot fiddle
with arithmetic: one cannot posit its simple rules, generate a universe of conse-
quences, and then make changes to that universe and expect the simple rules
to cover the “revised” universe (e.g., one cannot remove a number or change a
sum, product, etc.). Analogously, having posited Merge and executed it to gener-
ate the discrete infinity of syntactic structures, one cannot modify the logic (e.g.,
structure dependence) that obtains of those structures by dint of their having
been generated by Merge and still expect Merge to generate new structures that
conform to the modified logic, for the modified system is now “miraculous” in
the technical sense of possessing properties that did not emerge from the rules
themselves (or nonarbitrary third factors, i.e., laws of nature). And there cannot
be infinitely many sets of small rules in the neighborhood of Merge to produce
the effect of continuity. Thus there can only be islands of computation, not con-
tinents.
Thus it may well be that, given the universal and invariant laws of evolution,
convergence on systems – Turing machines – virtually identical to those “dis-
covered” in our evolutionary history is inevitable.5 Hence our rethinking the
proposition “Martian could be different”.
The fact that simple computations are attractors in the phase space of possible
computations goes someway to explainingwhy language should be optimally de-
signed (insofar as SMT holds) in that an evolutionary search is likely to converge
on it, which leads us to consideration of the origin of language. Convergence is
a consequence of constraints. As with intelligence, evolution and development
are possible only by coupling scope with constraints. Stated generally: the scope
5Indeed we might speculate that were we to “wind the tape of life back” and play it again, in
Stephen Jay Gould’s phrasing, not only would something like Merge reemerge, but something
like humans could well be “inevitable”, as some biologists have suggested (see Conway Morris
2013).
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of any creative process is a function of its operating within limits. In the context
of evolution, for instance, Stuart Kauffman (1993: 118) observes,
Adaptive evolution is a search process – driven bymutation, recombination,
and selection – on fixed or deforming fitness landscapes. An adapting pop-
ulation flows over the landscape under these forces. The structure of such
landscapes, smooth or rugged, governs both the evolvability of populations
and the sustained fitness of their members. The structure of fitness land-
scapes inevitably imposes limitations on adaptive search.
The analogy tomind is deeply nontrivial, for “intellectual activity consists mainly
of various kinds of search” (Turing 1948: 431).
The evolution of language is mysterious (see Hauser et al. 2014), but SMT is
consistent with the limited archeological evidence that does exist on the emer-
gence of language, evidently quite recently and suddenly in the evolutionary
time frame (see Tattersall 2012).6 Furthermore there is compelling evidence for
SMT in the design of language itself. For instance, it is a universal truth of nat-
ural language that the rules of syntax-semantics are structure-dependent (see
Berwick et al. 2011): hierarchy, not linearity, is determinative in the application
of rules and interpretation of expressions. This implies a far-reaching thesis with
many consequences: linear order is a peripheral property of language, emerging
only in externalization at the sensory-motor interface (where serial ordering is
necessary). If this thesis holds generally, then Aristotle’s dictum that language
is “sound with meaning” should be revised: language is not sound with mean-
ing, but rather meaning with sound (or some other modality of externalization),
a very different concept, reflecting a different traditional idea: that language is
fundamentally an instrument of thought – “audible thinking”, “the spoken in-
strumentality of thought”, as William Dwight Whitney expressed the traditional
conception (see Chomsky 2013), consistent with the Cartesian idea that language
is a central component of ourmind as a “universal instrument”, endowing uswith
general intelligence. As François Jacob suggested (see Berwick & Chomsky 2011),
plausibly, “the role of language as a communication system between individuals
would have come about only secondarily” to the emergence of generative syntax
(Merge, we would now say) and its mapping of structures to the conceptual-
intentional system for semantic interpretation. “The quality of language that
makes it unique does not seem to be so much its role in communicating direc-
tives for action” or other typical features of animal communication, but rather
6There is quite compelling evidence that since the trek of our ancestors fromAfrica some 50,000
years ago, the language faculty has undergone no significant change, and not very long before
(in evolutionary time) there is no evidence that it existed at all.
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“its role in symbolizing, in evoking cognitive images”, in molding our notion of
reality and yielding our capacity for thought and planning, through its unique
property of allowing “infinite combinations of symbols” and therefore “mental
creation of possible worlds”. Thus the most reasonable speculation today – and
one that opens productive lines of research – is that from some simple rewiring
of the brain, Merge emerged, naturally in its simplest form, providing the basis
for unbounded and creative thought – the “great leap forward” evidenced in the
archeological record and in the remarkable differences distinguishing modern
humans from their predecessors and the rest of the animal kingdom (see Huy-
bregts 2017; Berwick & Chomsky 2016 for in-depth discussion of these topics).
If this conjecture can be sustained, we could answer the question why lan-
guage should be optimally designed: optimality would be expected under the pos-
tulated conditions, with no selectional or other pressures operating; the emerg-
ing system should just follow the laws of nature such as minimal computation
andmore “general considerations of conceptual naturalness that have some inde-
pendent plausibility, namely, simplicity, economy, symmetry, nonredundancy,
and the like” – rather the way a snowflake forms. If this is correct, then, con-
trary to what was once presumed, there would be a priori reasons to expect any
language anywhere in the universe would resemble human language; the “princi-
ples, conditions, and rules that are elements or properties of all human languages”
would be logically necessary, deriving from laws of nature. And so, just as physi-
cists seek “an idea so simple, so beautiful, that […] we will all say to each other,
how could it have been otherwise?”, in the study of language we search for – and
are discovering – objects of great beauty and simplicity.
7 The wonders of language
It is […] quite possible that we, as a species, have crossed a cognitive thre-
shold. Our capacity to express anything, through the recursive syntax and
compositional semantics of natural language, might have taken us into a
cognitive realm where anything, everything, is possible. Effectively, having
language has made us the equal of any extraterrestrial.
(Roberts 2017: 181–182)
Notwithstanding the universal logic of computation, it is obviously necessary
that there exist constraints on the mind if it is to have any scope at all, and these
constraints may very well be uniquely human. Taking the extreme case, sup-
pose that the human mind is a universal Turing machine (see Watumull 2015).
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Such a mind could be a universal explainer. The argument is simple: a universal
Turing machine can emulate any other Turing machine (i.e., a universal com-
puter can run any program); a program is a kind of theory (written to be read-
able/executable by a computer); thus a universal Turing machine can compute
any theory; and thus, assuming that everything in the universe could in prin-
ciple be explained by and understood within some theory or other (in other
words, assuming nomagic, miracles, etc.), a universal Turingmachine – a Turing-
universal mind – could explain and understand everything. It is an intriguing
conclusion, and not obviously false, but numerous objections could be posed.
For instance,
an arbitrary Turing machine, or an unrestricted rewriting system, is too
unstructured to serve as a grammar […]. Obviously, a computer program
that succeeded in generating sentences of a language would be, in itself, of
no scientific interest unless it also shed some light on the kinds of structural
features that distinguish languages from arbitrary, recursively enumerable
sets. (Chomsky 1963: 360)
Beyond language, if a Turing-universal mind is to be a universal explainer, it
should not generate all possible explanations, true and false, because that would
be merely to restate the problem of explaining nature: deciding which in an infi-
nite set of explanations are the true (or best) explanations is as difficult as con-
structing the best explanations in the first place. There must be “limits on admis-
sible hypotheses”, in the words of Charles Sanders Peirce (see Chomsky 2006).
This interdependence of scope and limits has been expounded by many creative
thinkers and analyzed by (creative) philosophers of esthetics: the beauty of jazz
emerges not by “playing anything”, but only when the improvisation is struc-
tured, canalized; the beauty of a poem is a function of its having to satisfy the
constraints of its form, as themathematician StanislawUlam (1976: 180) observed,
When I was a boy I felt that the role of rhyme in poetry was to compel
one to find the unobvious because of the necessity of finding a word which
rhymes. This forces novel associations and almost guarantees deviations
from routine chains or trains of thought. It becomes paradoxically a sort of
automatic mechanism of originality.
Thus from science to art, we see that the (hypothesized) infinite creativity of the
Turing-universal human mind is non-vacuous and useful – and beautiful – only
if it operates within constraints – constraints that appear to be uniquely human.
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So understanding language means understanding a very big part of what it
is to be human, what it is to be you. And that is perhaps the greatest wonder
of language of all. (Roberts 2017: 182)
The wonders of language Ian Roberts has illuminated are beyond counting; we
have surveyed but a twinkling here. Indeed, of his work we might say, in closing,
“my God! – it’s full of stars!” (Clarke 1968: 202).
Abbreviations
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This work aims to reconcile the atomic objects of study typically assumed within
comparative variation studies with an evolutionarily plausible faculty of language.
In the process, we formulate and address the incompatibility problem, the observa-
tion that studying comparative (micro)variation has progressively led to an evolu-
tionarily implausible Universal Grammar. We identify a solution to this problem
through arguing in favour of a so-called emergentist approach to some linguistic
primitives. We then address the granularity mismatch problem and argue on the
basis of this emergentist approach firstly, that linguistic and neurocognitive stud-
ies of language may be brought to the same level of granularity, and secondly, that
specific insights from comparative variation can inform an evolutionarily plausible
approach to human language.
1 Introduction
The topic of language variation and how it informs our study of the faculty of
language (FL) together with its initial state are currently at the forefront of lin-
guistic research (for latest overviews, see e.g. Hinzen 2014; Trettenbrein 2015;
Kleanthes K. Grohmann & Evelina Leivada. 2020. Reconciling linguistic theories on
comparative variation with an evolutionarily plausible language faculty. In András
Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture
and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 25–42. Berlin: Language Sci-
ence Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4280629
Kleanthes K. Grohmann, Evelina Leivada
Berwick & Chomsky 2016). As a matter of fact, the exploration of variation from
a comparative, cross-linguistic perspective can be considered one of the very few
topics which both linguists and cognitive neuroscientists agree merits further at-
tention.
A representative perspective of the first area of research is that of generative
linguist Noam Chomsky. When asked in a recent interview what the main ad-
vantages and/or reasons to study linguistic variation are, he reiterated a view
that has been repeatedly explored in his work: In order to determine the capac-
ity to use and understand language, we need to know “what options it permits”
(Chomsky 2015). Put differently, if we want to understand FL and its initial state,
Universal Grammar (UG), we must determine what structures UG is capable of
generating. In the same vein, we should also determine what structures UG is
not capable of generating as striking typological gaps across phylogenetically di-
verse languages call for explanations that can enrich our theory of language (see
Biberauer, Holmberg & Roberts 2014 for a concrete example). From a linguistic
perspective, we will call this the “insider” view.
To pursue the analogy, the perspective of cognitive neuroscientist Peter Ha-
goort can be described as the “outsider” view. Hagoort devoted part of his ple-
nary talk at the 47th annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of Europe to how
linguistics, once seen as a key player in the field of cognitive science, has seen
its influence fade over the years (Hagoort 2014). This alienation directly relates
to how linguists have presented their discoveries in the study of language vari-
ation. Often linguists have captured aspects of comparative variation through
postulating primitives that they did not grow or derive in any sense, typically
by assuming that a UG-encoded feature drives the relevant linguistic representa-
tion. Such postulations cannot be informative in the long run. Perhaps they can
be successfully employed when one deals with some language A or B, but when
the aim is broader (e.g., to approach our language-readiness and UG as its initial
state), then such postulations are rather impeding progress.
In this context, the two most important questions to be addressed are (i) why
this alienation across disciplines is happening and (ii) whether there is a rem-
edy for this situation. The second question is the topic of §2. With respect to
the first question, it seems that the reason is in part the way the topic of lan-
guage variation has been approached over the last few years. More specifically,
discussing comparative syntax and the way parametric models capture variation
(see, for example, the recent collection of papers in Fábregas et al. 2015), Biber-
auer, Holmberg, Roberts & Sheehan (2014) argue that linguistic descriptions that
have emerged since Chomsky (1981) have achieved an increasingly high level of
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descriptive adequacy, but sacrificed explanatory adequacy due to the postulation
of more and more entities in UG. In their words:
Arguably, the direction that [principles & parameters] (P&P) theory has
taken reflects the familiar tension between the exigencies of empirical de-
scription, which lead us to postulate ever more entities, and the need for
explanation, which requires us to eliminate as many entities as possible. In
other words, parametric descriptions as they have emerged in much recent
work tend to sacrifice the explanatory power of parameters of Universal
Grammar in order to achieve a high level of descriptive adequacy. (Biber-
auer, Holmberg, Roberts & Sheehan 2014: 104)
Describing linguistic data and formulating observations or generalisations
over these data may then offer observational adequacy, possibly even descrip-
tive adequacy, but not explanatory adequacy.
Although Biberauer, Holmberg, Roberts & Sheehan’s point is well-taken, it is
only a part of the issue at hand. Another part is presented by Yang (2004) when
he writes that
adult speakers, at the terminal state of language acquisition,may retain mul-
tiple grammars, or more precisely, alternate parameter values; these facts are
fundamentally incompatible with the triggering model of acquisition […] It
is often suggested that the individual variation is incompatible with the Chom-
skyan generative program. (Yang 2004: 50–51)
We can thus phrase the full problem as follows:
(1) The incompatibility problem: Studying microvariation has led to a model
entailing an evolutionarily implausible UG/FL.
Put differently, we have managed to describe many linguistic structures across
different languages, but now we have trouble explaining the ontology of the bi-
ological “structure” underlying their existence: UG. Given the short time scale
typically assumed for evolution, the higher the degree of linguistic specificity
encoded in UG, the more difficult the task of accounting for it in evolutionary
terms.
Reconciling a bottom-up approach to UG and a resulting evolutionarily plau-
sible FL with the findings from the literature on language variation has the po-
tential to solve not only the incompatibility problem but also Poeppel’s problem.
More specifically, this reconciliation can overcome the granularity mismatch
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considerations according to which linguistic and neuroscientific studies of lan-
guage operate with objects of different granularity in a way that makes the con-
struction of interdisciplinary bridges particularly difficult (cf. the granularitymis-
match problem in Poeppel & Embick 2005). A bottom-up approach to UG entails
a non-overarticulated UG which consists of a few computational principles (as
Di Sciullo et al. 2010 have argued) only, leaving outside of this component many
of the linguistic primitives that have been ascribed to it within comparative vari-
ation studies.
In this context, the next section discusses the importance of studying variation
from a comparative, cross-linguistic perspective while at the same timemaintain-
ing a bottom-up approach to UG (i.e. an approach to UG from below that seeks to
ascribe to it as little as possible, while maximizing the role of the other two fac-
tors in language design; Chomsky 2007). Pursuing a bottom-up vs. a top-down
approach matters because depending on how much one ascribes to UG, the plau-
sibility of the latter from an evolutionary perspective changes significantly. Our
main aim is to offer the following solution to the incompatibility problem: An
emergentist approach to some UG primitives can reconcile the Chomskyan gen-
erative program and the individual variation attested in reality. §3 then aims to
offer a concrete demonstration of how relevant findings and primitives from the
field of language variation can inform a biological approach to human language.
§4 concludes and presents some suggestions for future work on this topic.
2 An emergentist approach to UG primitives
The second question that arose in the context of Hagoort’s view on the inter-
action of linguistics with the larger field of cognitive science is whether there
is a remedy for the observed decreased influence of linguistics. Hagoort (2014)
offers five different directions for rectifying this issue. We apply some of these di-
rections through pursuing an approach to UG primitives from below (Chomsky
2007), while at the same time retaining in our theory of FL some of the theoreti-
cal notions that pertain to the comparative variation literature. This combination
has the potential of killing two birds with one stone, solving not only the incom-
patibility problem but also doing justice to the patterns of (micro)variation that
are attested across languages in the following, two-step way:
I. Disentangling variation by teasing apart the different contributing factors
which are responsible for deriving it in a way that does justice to soci-
olinguistic and psycho-/neurolinguistic aspects of language use, such as
mono- vs. bilingual acquisition trajectories, the sociolinguistic status of
the linguistic input, and the non-linguistic part of the environment.
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II. Keeping UG primitives to a minimum in order to effectively comply with
both minimalist principles and evolutionary constraints.
Point (I) has a second part that will not be addressed in this paper but that
should be kept in mind nevertheless if the goal is to construct interdisciplinary
bridges and overcome the granularity mismatch problem: Embedding the the-
ory of language variation that emerges from step (I) into a “shared context of
justification” (Hagoort 2014) by obtaining reliable data from different language
groups, each of which may contribute its own characteristics towards deriving
variation.1 In practice, this would mean that careful elicitation of data should be
followed by an attempt to interpret the data through deriving their properties
rather than assuming that they are driven by a new, ad hoc postulated feature. If
the aim is to understand FL rather than describe structure A in language B, then
this process of interpretation should also be cautious to not rely on assumptions
that are hard to sustain in the long run and quickly decompose under the light
of interdisciplinary examination.
Talking about different contributing factors in (I) boils down to realising that
variation across developmental paths of individuals that speak the same language
can be the outcome of different modalities, environmental factors, non-linguistic
features that affect linguistic development, and so on. For instance, research has
shown that non-standard varieties allow for greater grammatical fluidity in a
way that blurs the boundaries across different varieties. This, in turn, affects
speakers’ perceptions of whether a specific variant belongs to their linguistic
repertoire or not (Cheshire & Stein 1997; Henry 2005). Another contributing fac-
tor is the trajectory of language acquisition and subsequent development, and
the circumstances in which it takes place. For example, non-heritage speakers
of a language may differ from heritage speakers of the same language with re-
spect to the amount of variation attested in their repertoire (Montrul 2002; 2008;
Lohndal & Westergaard 2016). The sociolinguistic status of the language(s) one
is exposed to (the mono- vs. bilingual trajectory is in and of itself another factor
that leads to variation) is yet another potential source of variation: In the case
of non-standard varieties, speakers’ perceptions about their native grammatical
1Hagoort (2014) argues that running sentences in one’s head and consulting a colleague is fine
for discovering interesting phenomena and possible explanations (the “context of discovery”),
but it does not suffice as “the context of justification”, due to innate confirmation biases and
the fallibility of introspection. Thus, “to justify one’s theory, empirical data have to be acquired
and analysed according to the quantitative standards of the other fields of cognitive science”.
In the context of addressing the incompatibility problem, Hagoort’s perspective is relevant
because it shows how findings that may target points of grammatical (micro)variation should
be analysed and interpreted.
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variants are likely to be affected by their knowledge that many of their dialectal
structures are considered unacceptable or “incorrect” by speakers of the standard
variety (Henry 2005 for Belfast English; Leivada, Papadopoulou, Kambanaros, et
al. 2017 for Cypriot Greek) in a way that enhances grammatical fluidity. Also,
in those cases in which a standard variety co-exists with a structurally proximal,
non-standard variety, the discreteness across grammatical variants at times fades
away by the emergence of intermediate (Cornips 2006) or “diaglossic” speech
repertoires (Auer 2005), resulting once more in a greater degree of variation (see
also Rowe & Grohmann 2014 and relevant references cited for Cypriot Greek).
Understanding the multitude of faces that variation can acquire (for a more
extensive overview, see Leivada 2015a) is of key importance when it comes to
approaching UG primitives from an emergentist perspective. The reason is that
cross-linguistic variation has long been described as part of UG, that is, deriving
from UG parameters. Showing that patterns of variation are not as stabilised or
uniform as the traditional UG parameters-account predicts opens the way for
an emergentist approach to linguistic primitives that were traditionally viewed
as part of UG. Understanding what terms like “stabilised” or “uniform” refer to
in the present context requires shifting our attention to how variation within
linguistic communities has been approached.
A crucial challenge for any approach to variation derives from the mainstream
conception of the notion of “surface variation” (i.e. grammatical variation among
speakers of the same language that is not the result of any acquired or develop-
mental pathology) within a linguistic community. For example, Chomsky’s ide-
alised picture of a “completely homogeneous speech community” and an “ideal
speaker-listener […] who knows its language perfectly” (Chomsky 1965: 3) is
often assumed together with the assumption that the so-called “linguistic geno-
type” is uniform across the species in the absence of severe and specific pathology
(Anderson & Lightfoot 2000). Another related idea is that attained adult perfor-
mance is “essentially homogeneous with that of the surrounding community”,
unless again a pathology is present (Anderson & Lightfoot 2000: 698). When
translated into empirical terms, idealisations like these, although theoretically
well-argued in their original context, paint a picture directly related to both Ha-
goort’s and Poeppel’s considerations. More specifically, by not doing justice to
the patterns of surface variation that are attested in reality, theoretical linguistics
may lose a significant part of its potential for interactions with fields that deal
with recent sign language emergence, evolutionary linguistics, or sociolinguis-
tics. Despite what the idealised picture suggests, variation can be found even in
the absence of any pathology, even among speakers of the same language, and
even within a native speaker who has passed the L1 acquisition period. The core
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of this idea can be analysed across two dimensions, the linguistic dimension and
the developmental one.
The developmental dimension refers to the fact that the presence of a severe
and specific pathology is not a necessary condition for obtaining variation, even
among neurotypical speakers of the same language. Individuals that share a diag-
nosis of cognitive disorder (or the absence of one) are not necessarily uniform in
terms of their innate endowment: Individuals with a pathogenic variant of a gene
can be impaired in a non-uniform fashion (variable expressivity), which may re-
sult in different cognitive phenotypes at times not reaching a cut-off point where
the diagnosis of a specific pathology is possible. To demonstrate this with two ex-
amples, Fowler (1995) observes that there is tremendous variability with regard
to language function in individuals with Down syndrome (variable expressivity).
And it has also been observed that the existence of subsyndromal schizotypal
traits in the general population is higher than average in first-degree relatives of
patients with schizophrenia (Calkins et al. 2004). This led to the realisation that
schizophrenia is not, despite its clinically important and reliable categorical
diagnosis […], a binary phenotype (present, absent) with sudden disease
onset. (Ettinger et al. 2014: 1)
In other words, some pathological characteristics might be present even if the
cut-off point for reaching a diagnosis is not met – and, on the other hand, a diag-
nosis of schizophrenia might be reached, even if the pathological characteristics
manifested among individuals with the same diagnosis are far from uniform. To-
gether, these two examples suggest that it is equally plausible to expect that at-
tained adult performance is not uniform among members of the same linguistic
community in the absence of a pathology or in the presence of the same pathol-
ogy.
With respect to the linguistic dimension, this is where factors related to non-
standard varieties and inherent grammatical fluidity enter the picture. Evidently,
not all linguistic communities are homogeneous, and inmany cases this variation
goes well beyond bi- or multilingualism. Similarly, in the case of recent language
emergence de novo, as in the case of Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL)
and other sign languages, fieldwork has shown that not only is the development
of grammatical markers subject to environmental factors (e.g., time, distribution
of speakers/signers, etc.), but also that great grammatical fluidity is attested at
the various stages in the development of a language. In these recently emerged
languages, points of variation (“parameters” in generative terms) are not fixed in
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terms of their values, resulting in the realisation of alternate settings both within
and across speakers (Washabaugh 1986; Sandler et al. 2011).
To mention a concrete example, consider the head-directionality parameter.
S(ubject) O(bject) V(erb) is the prevalent word order among ABSL signers; this
was, however, established as the prevalent order from the second generation of
signers onwards only (Sandler et al. 2005), meaning that for some time the man-
ifestations of this “parameter” were more fluid than what a stabilised parameter
value would permit. Even more important is the fact that variation exists past
the “stabilisation” point: Sandler et al. (2005: 2663) report the existence of some
(S)VO patterns. As Leivada (2015a) argues in her discussion of ABSL, the fact that
SOV patterns became robust in the second generation of speakers illustrates that
variation is present when certain grammatical properties are still emerging. Fluc-
tuating parameter values within a syntactic environment are incompatible with
the idea that a parameter value is fixed past the terminal state of acquisition.
Observing that this fluctuation exists in various cases, be it non-standard vari-
eties or recently emerged grammars, is an indication that the head-directionality
parameter “should indeed be better viewed as a surfacey decision that allows
for varying realizations, rather than a fixed, deeply rooted syntactic parameter”
(Leivada 2015a: 48). This does not mean that points of variation are unfixed and
eventually culminate in an “anything goes” grammar, but it does mean that this
surface decision is not (i) syntactic (i.e. Chomsky in recentwork has explicitly rec-
ognized that variation between grammars is a matter of variable externalization;
see Berwick & Chomsky 2011: 41), (ii) UG-encoded, or (iii) binary, as the classical
parametric approach would suggest. Non-binarity is particularly evident in case
of bidialectal speakers; their linguistic repertoire may include functionally equiv-
alent variants (Kroch 1994) with different values that are alternatively realized in
the same syntactic environment (Leivada, Papadopoulou & Pavlou 2017).
An emergentist approach to some linguistic primitives that were previously
thought to be parts of UGwill be able to reconcile the Chomskyan generative pro-
gram (and especially UG, as one of its main pillars) with the patterns of variation
that are attested in reality (see Yang’s 2004 point mentioned earlier). Moreover,
an emergentist approachwill solve the incompatibility problem, as the number of
linguistic primitives allocated to UG will be reduced. The notion of emergent pa-
rameters (Roberts & Holmberg 2010; Roberts 2012; Biberauer, Roberts & Sheehan
2014; Biberauer & Roberts 2017) is an important step in this direction. The central
idea behind emergent parameters is that instead of postulating a richly specified
parametric endowment as part of the initial state of our FL (UG; Chomsky 1981),
parameters are derived (i.e. emergent) properties falling out of the interaction of
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Chomsky’s (2005) three factors in language design (Biberauer, Holmberg, Rob-
erts & Sheehan 2014). In the context of emergent parameters in which UG does
not provide a pre-specified “menu” of parametric choices, Biberauer, Roberts &
Sheehan (2014) note that it is very important to provide independent motivation
for the plausibility of the parameters that acquirers will postulate as well as for
the sequence in which each point of variation should be considered. Here lies the
solution to the incompatibility problem and a first step towards approaching the
granularity mismatch problem.
With respect to the incompatibility problem, if the points of variation that are
meaningful from a comparative (micro)variation perspective are treated as emer-
gent properties, they are no longer translated as innately specified options. The
consequence of this move is that UG would be considerably deflated and much
easier to discuss from an evolutionary perspective. As Chomsky (2007) has very
convincingly argued, for any given component or structure, the less attributed to
structure-specific factors for determining the development of an organism, the
more feasible the study of its evolution, hence the need for a bottom-up approach
to UG.
In relation to the granularity mismatch problem, the important component of
the “emergent parameters”-account lies in the element of interaction. As Biber-
auer, Roberts & Sheehan (2014) explicitly claim, it is the interaction of the sec-
ond factor (linguistic input) and the third factor (non-language-specific princi-
ples of cognition) plus the language-readiness (provided by the first factor, UG);
that delivers emergent parameters. To illustrate this with an example, let’s re-
turn to the head-directionality parameter, which makes reference to the posi-
tion of a head in relation to its dependents. Traditional accounts of grammar
would describe Japanese as a head-final and English as a head-initial language,
with the difference between the two explained in terms of the different value to
which the head-directionality parameter is set. The typological preference given
to harmonic orders (i.e. consistent head-initial or head-final patterns within a lan-
guage; see Hawkins 2010) might also be taken to suggest that a UG-based head-
directionality parameter is indeed operative and, once set, its effects are diffused
across different syntactic environments.2 Alternatively, one could argue that the
realisation of the head in relation to its dependents does not boil down to setting
a UG-based parameter. This latter approach should be preferred because it is com-
patible with the fact that variation can be attested past the “setting” state in the
repertoire of a neurotypical, adult speaker who has fully acquired her language
2A reviewer points out that this is not assumed within the emergentist approach just outlined.
Indeed, it is not and we do not embrace this explanation either; we only point out that it is an
alternative explanation, which, however, should not be preferred, since it does not accommo-
date the patterns of variation that are attested.
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(as suggested in the case of ABSL). If one chooses to approach this parameter
as an emergent parameter, the interaction of this grammatical choice with prin-
ciples of general cognitive architecture becomes meaningful. For example, why
are harmonic orders preferred if they are not imposed by the setting of a pre-
determined parameter? Of course, an emergent parameter would also need to
be “set” in order to reflect the options that are permitted in the adult grammar,
but crucially by not being encoded in UG, its variable realizations within and
across speakers of the same language (e.g., in the form of functionally equiva-
lent variants; Leivada, Papadopoulou & Pavlou 2017) would not be a problem for
our theory of UG and/or FL.
Roberts (2016b) suggests that these generalisation effects are related to the
computational conservatism of the learning device. This is formally captured
by his input generalisation: “There is a preference for a given feature of a func-
tional head F to generalise to other functional heads G, H …” (cf. Roberts 2007:
275) – that is, to “maximise available features” (Biberauer & Roberts 2016; Roberts
2016b). This computational conservativism is a third factor principle. If so, pref-
erence for harmonic orders no longer amounts to a UG-wired principle or param-
eter, but to the way human memory or even learning more broadly works. It has
been shown that sequence edges are particularly salient positions and facilitate
learning in a way that gives rise to either word-initial or word-final processes
much more often than otherwise (see, for example, Endress et al. 2009 on the
prevalence of prefixing and suffixing across languages in comparison to the rar-
ity of infixing). At the syntactic level, Dryer (1992) observes the following correla-
tion with respect to generalisation effects in relation to the position of the Head
on the basis of 434 languages: OV languages are mostly postpositional and VO
languages are mostly prepositional. From Dryer’s dataset, Hawkins (2010) calcu-
lated that the vastmajority of languages (93%) are consistentlyOV-postpositional
or VO-prepositional. Hawkins (2010) approaches harmonic word-orders in terms
of third factor demands, and, more specifically, a processing preference that
favours shorter processing domains. Evidently, the workings of comparative (mi-
cro)variation which deal with headedness patterns across typologically different
languages can now be revisited and explained from a different perspective. This
perspective involves the interaction of linguistic patterns with the driving forces
of general cognition in a way that addresses Hagoort’s considerations. With re-
spect to the “messy” patterns of variation that just do not fit in the classical notion
of a binary parameter, but that are just as uncontroversially there, an emergen-
tist approach has the potential to cover these too. If parameters are emergent
and allow for non-binary realizations, then the incompatibility that Yang (2004)
correctly observes between these “messy” patterns and UG disappears.
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Despite its theoretical and empirical benefits, this interaction may not solve
the granularity mismatch problem. It may contribute to the construction of in-
terdisciplinary bridges in some respects, but still a good portion of primitives
may be left unmapped across disciplines. Put differently, even if parameters or
other linguistic primitives are explained through an emergentist approach, this
would not entail that the granularity mismatch problem has been solved. This
could be due to the complicated nature of the task at hand; as Hornstein (2009:
156–157) argues, “the right theory of grammar will be one that has (roughly)
the empirical coverage of [government-and-binding theory], and that ‘solves’
Plato’s problem, Darwin’s problem, and the granularity mismatch problem” (em-
phasis added).3 In other words, given how polylithic both the problem and its
solutions are, there can be no a priori guarantee of success. Despite recognising
this possibility, the next section will follow Hagoort’s (2014) suggestion to max-
imise the interdisciplinary contributions of linguistics within a larger cognitive
(neuro)science environment. We endeavour to approach a constraint, which in
the linguistics literature has been called “linguistic” or “syntactic” more often
than not, in neurocognitive terms.
3 Levels of granularity: Anti-identity as a case study
Anti-identity has received many distinct names in the linguistics literature; con-
sider, for example, the obligatory contour principle in phonology (Odden 1986),
identity avoidance (van Riemsdijk 2008), distinctness (Richards 2010), X-within-X
recursion (Arsenijević & Hinzen 2012). This is also the basis for anti-locality re-
lations in syntax (Grohmann 2003, recently surveyed with additional references
in Grohmann 2011). Regardless of the level of linguistic analysis at stake, anti-
identity in general describes the absence of adjacent elements of the same cate-
gory (e.g., [*XX] in syntax).
There are different ways to approach this phenomenon. In the linguistics lit-
erature, it has been approached in terms of a UG-imposed well-formedness ban
that precludes the adjacency of same-category elements (see Richards 2010 for
a more detailed discussion). This position would place the ban in UG, together
with the configurations of categorial features that the ban is sensitive to. Alter-
natively, one could aim to keep UG at a minimum and see whether [*XX] can be
shown to boil down to a general, cognitive principle. A first step in this direction
3According to Hornstein (2009), Darwin’s problem refers to “the logical problem of language
evolution”, how language emerged in the species (see also Boeckx & Grohmann 2007 on the
relation between Plato’s problem and Darwin’s problem).
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is made by van Riemsdijk (2008) when he briefly argues that identity avoidance
might be “a general principle of biological organization” (p. 242). If so, one ex-
pects to find its manifestations not only in language, but also in other domains
of cognition.
Taking one step back, if this comparison across cognitive domains is fruitful,
one would have successfully mapped an element that appears in the “parts list”
(i.e. a list that enumerates concepts canonically used in the fields of study it rep-
resents; see Poeppel & Embick 2005) of two different disciplines. In more recent
work, Poeppel (2012) talks about the mapping problem. In his words, the map-
ping problem “addresses the relation between the primitives of cognition (here
speech, language) and neurobiology. Dealing with this mapping problem invites
the development of linking hypotheses between the domains” (Poeppel 2012: 34).
Developing these linking hypotheses is the only route to potentially solving the
granularity mismatch problem. Returning now to the case at hand, linking hy-
potheses can be constructed for [*XX].
It seems to be true that humans do not like repetitions in general and that anti-
identity in language is not the result of a linguistic ban but of a bias that finds
application in other domains of human cognition too.Walter’s (2007) biomechan-
ical repetition avoidance hypothesis proposes a physiological motivation for this
dislike: Repetition of articulatory gestures is relatively difficult, and this difficulty
results in phonetic variation; that is, in [XX] it is likely that the two elements are
not spelled out identically. We propose the term “novel information bias”, which
has a cognitive motivation: It refers to the well-demonstrated fact that subjects
are unable to tokenise multiple adjacent instances of the same type (Treisman &
Kanwisher 1998, Walter 2007) because of a general bias in the perceptual system
to be more attentive to novel sensory information than to repeated information
(Leivada 2017).
In the body of research by Kanwisher (1987 et seq.), repetition blindness has
been described as the result of difficulties in detecting repeated tokens in rapid
serial visual presentations of words. Another illustration is the apparent motion
illusion: Identical stimuli flashed in different locations are largely perceived as a
single moving stimulus; in other words, subjects show a clear preference for a
representation of different tokens as one moving token (Vetter et al. 2012). What
thismeans in the context of [*XX] is that talking about a general cognitive bias on
anti-identity instead of a UG-wired linguistic constraint that bans [*XX] explains
why a limited number of [XX] patterns do surface cross-linguistically (as shown
in Leivada 2015b). In sum, the strong preference for anti-identity in language has
to do with the way our brain computes types and tokens, and not with a syntactic
ban on same-category embedding.
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Overall, this approach to anti-identity can be extended to other UG primitives
such as parameters or categorial features. In line with Poeppel & Embick’s (2005)
suggestion to “tak[e] linguistic categories seriously and us[e] them to investigate
how the brain computes with such abstract categorical representations” (p. 107),
this approach can lead to an evolutionarily plausible UG, while at the same time
describing and accounting for the patterns of variation that one has to deal with
in the field of comparative variation.
4 Outlook
The approach to UG primitives advocated in this work is still in its earliest stages.
An important thing to keep in mind for future work is that deflating UG does
not equal arguing against its existence. In other words, there can be a notice-
able change in the way we treat UG primitives, without denying the existence of
UG (for further discussion, see Roberts 2016a and many of the contributions to
that volume). The second important note is that achieving the right levels of ab-
straction and representation in this effort is crucial: The more linguists abstain
from postulating UG-encoded primitives that are very language-specific in na-
ture, the more progress will be made in embedding findings from linguistics in a
productively shared context of justification. Last, a third part of this type of ap-
proach that is worth mentioning is the conclusion reached in Biberauer, Roberts
& Sheehan (2014): What were previously thought to be hard-wired properties
of FL could actually reduce to emergent properties that feature the element of
interaction among the different factors in language design.
Abbreviations
ABSL Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign
Language
FL faculty of language
UG Universal Grammar
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In an influential paper, Katz & Pesetsky (2011) present the identity thesis for lan-
guage andmusic, stating that “[a]ll formal differences between language andmusic
are a consequence of differences in their fundamental building blocks (arbitrary
pairings of sound and meaning in the case of language; pitch classes and pitch-
class combinations in the case of music). In all other respects, language and music
are identical.” Katz & Pesetsky argue that, just like syntactic structures, musical
structures are generated by (binary) Merge, for which they provide a number of ar-
guments: for instance, musical structures are endocentric (each instance of Merge
in music, just like in language, has a labelling head). They also argue that move-
ment phenomena (i.e., the application of Internal Merge) can be attested in both
language and music. While fully endorsing the view that musical structures are
the result of multiple applications of External (binary) Merge, this paper argues
that the arguments in favour of the presence of Internal Merge in music are at best
inconclusive and arguably incorrect. This is, however, not taken as an argument
against the identity thesis for language and music; rather, I take it to follow from it:
the identity thesis for language andmusic reduces all differences between language
andmusic to its basic building blocks. If the application of InternalMerge in natural
language is driven by uninterpretable features (cf. Chomsky 1995; 2001; Bošković
2007; Zeijlstra 2012) that are language-specific and not applicable to music (the rea-
son being that only building blocks that are pairings of sound and meaning can be
made up of interpretable and uninterpretable features), the direct consequence is
that Internal Merge cannot be triggered in music either.
Hedde Zeijlstra. 2020. Rethinking remerge: Merge, movement and music. In András
Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture
and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 43–66. Berlin: Language Sci-
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1 Introduction: External and Internal Merge in language
and music
Since Chomsky (1995), the operation Merge has been taken to be the primary
structure-building operation in natural language. In current minimalism, syn-
tactic movement is, moreover, considered a special instance of Merge (Internal
Merge), which applies to a particular syntactic object and a part thereof (cf., in-
ter alia, Chomsky 2005). In this sense, Internal Merge is different from External
Merge, where the two input objects do not stand in an inclusion relation.
However, natural language is not the only cognitive domain where Merge is
said to be a structure-building operation. As has been claimed in Lerdahl & Jack-
endoff (1983) and, more recently, in Katz & Pesetsky (2011), music is also a cogni-
tive domain where structures can be taken to be generated by means of an oper-
ation like Merge. If musical structures are indeed generated by means of Merge
and if movement is a special instance of Merge, the question arises whether mu-
sic exhibits movement effects as well. After all, why could Internal Merge not
apply in music if it can apply in natural language?
In order to account for the differences and similarities between language and
music, Katz & Pesetsky (2011) entertain their so-called identity thesis for language
and music, which states that:
[a]ll formal differences between language and music are a consequence
of differences in their fundamental building blocks (arbitrary pairings of
sound and meaning in the case of language; pitch-classes and pitch class
combinations in the case of music). In all other respects, language and mu-
sic are identical. (Katz & Pesetsky 2011: 3)
For Katz & Pesetsky, this means that Merge should be equally effective in nat-
ural language and music and that therefore music is indeed expected to exhibit
both External and Internal Merge effects. In their paper, they identify particular
musical patterns that they take to reflect movement in music.
However, one may wonder whether it is correct to assume that identity thesis
for language and music entails that both External and Internal Merge should ap-
ply in music. As I will argue in this paper, it all depends on what triggers Internal
Merge in the first place. Internal Merge differs from External Merge in the sense
that Internal Merge does not have to take elements from the numeration into the
syntactic structure. If every element in the numeration needs to end up in the
syntactic structure, it follows immediately that every element present in the nu-
meration needs to undergo External Merge. But why would particular elements
be required to undergo Internal Merge as well?
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Following a longstanding tradition in syntactic theory, I assume that Internal
Merge is triggered by so-called uninterpretable formal features – formal features
that need to stand in a particular configuration with their interpretable coun-
terparts. If that is the case, the question arises as to whether such movement-
triggering features can also be attested in music. I argue they do not.
According to the identity thesis for language and music, all differences be-
tween music and language should reduce to differences in their building blocks:
for Katz & Pesetsky, arbitrary pairings of sound and meaning in the case of lan-
guage, and pitch classes and pitch-class combinations in the case of music. Let’s
focus in more detail on each type of building blocks.
Lexical items are generally thought to consist of three types of features: phono-
logical features, syntactic or formal features, and semantic features. Phonological
features are only interpretable or legible for the sensori-motor system; semantic
features are only interpretable or legible for the conceptual-intentional systems;
and syntactic or formal features are interpretable or legible for neither of them. In
that sense, linguistic building blocks can be said to be multi-modular, not mono-
modular.
Things are different when it comes to musical building blocks. One dimen-
sion in which the architecture of music is much different from that of natural
language is that musical structures are not subject to compositional semantic in-
terpretation in the sense that the meaning of a musical structure – to the extent
it has any (see, for instance, Schlenker 2016 and references therein for discus-
sion) – follows compositionally from the meaning of the parts it consists of and
the way these parts are structured. While linguistic objects are built of elements
that form sound-meaning pairs, the musical objects are not. Musical building
blocks are mono-modular building blocks. Mono-modular building blocks are
building blocks that are all interpretable or legible for the same module, in this
case the sound side of music. And even if it turns out that pitch classes and pitch-
class combinations are not the only available building blocks in music (and other
building blocks are available as well, either inside or outside Western tonal mu-
sic), those building blocks will still belong to the same sound module.
Mono- vs. multi-modularity is then a main characteristic of the differences be-
tween musical and linguistic building blocks. Now, under the view that the appli-
cation of Internal Merge is indeed driven by the need of so-called uninterpretable
features to be checked by their interpretable counterparts, it follows immediately
that Internal Merge can only be triggered by features present on linguistic build-
ing blocks, not on musical building blocks. The reason is that uninterpretable
features are defined as elements that are not part of the set of semantic features,
but require a particular checking (or valuation) relation with a feature that does
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belong to this set. As a consequence, no uninterpretable feature can be acquired
without the presence of a semantic counterpart (see Brody 1997; Svenonius 2007;
Zeijlstra 2008; 2012). But if that is correct, uninterpretable features, by defini-
tion, can only be part of building blocks that are not mono-modular. In fact, in
any cognitive system whose output is not defined in terms of pairs of elements
belonging to different cognitive modules (in the way that linguistic output is de-
fined in terms of sound-meaning pairs), features that denote dependencies on
elements belonging to different modules cannot exist.
If that is the case, the identity thesis for language and music should actually
predict that, to the extent that Internal Merge can only be triggered by uninter-
pretable formal features, it can never apply to pieces of musical structure and
that therefore instances of movement are expected to be absent in music.
In this article, I first further elaborate the claim that (properties of) uninter-
pretable features are the trigger for syntactic movement (§2). Then, in §3, I dis-
cuss Katz & Pesetsky’s claim thatmusic does not only exhibit ExternalMerge, but
also Internal Merge. In §4, I spell out some problems for the claim that music ex-
hibits movement effects, and I provide an alternative analysis for the phenomena
discussed by Katz & Pesetsky that does not allude to movement. I argue that this
alternative account can equally well, if not better, explain the special behaviour
of full cadences than the movement account does. §5 concludes.
2 Internal and External Merge in natural language
One of the highlights of the twenty-first-century developments in minimalism
has been the operational unification of syntactic structure building and move-
ment. While previous versions of minimalism (and its generative predecessors)
tookmovement to involve a separate syntactic operation alongsideMerge (or any
other structure-building operation), Chomsky (2005) argued that nothing a pri-
ori forbids Merge to apply to previously created parts of the syntactic structure,
and to remerge, or internally merge, these with the top node of the derivation
(see also Starke 2001). Under this conception of Internal Merge, the question as to
why natural language would display displacement operations no longer seemed
to be in need of an explanation. If Merge is not restricted to External Merge, it
would rather require additional explanation if language did not display move-
ment effects.
At the same time, questions still arise with respect to when Internal Merge
should take place. Internal Merge differs from External Merge in the sense that
Internal Merge does not have to take elements from the numeration into the
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syntactic structure. If every element in the numeration needs to end up in the
syntactic structure, it follows immediately that every element present in the nu-
meration needs to undergo External Merge. But why would particular elements
be required to undergo Internal Merge as well? From this perspective, there is
no (external) reason that would force Internal Merge to take place.
The most straightforward solution would be to assume that Internal Merge
only takes place if not applying it would render the sentence ungrammatical.
Under that view, Internal Merge is a costly operation that only applies when
necessary. This means that it is an operation for which a trigger is needed; and
therefore, the question immediately arises as to what triggers Internal Merge.
Originally, it has been proposed by Chomsky (1995) that so-called uninter-
pretable features triggermovement. In a structure like (1), it is the uninterpretable
[u𝜑] feature on T that triggers movement of the lower DP into the specifier posi-
tion of the T-head, so that this feature, as well as the nominative feature on the
DP, can be checked. The central conceptual motivation behind uninterpretable
features as triggers for movement was that this would reduce two not well un-
derstood phenomena – the existence of semantically vacuous elements and the
existence of displacement effects – to one not well understood notion: the need
to remove uninterpretable features (where removal of uninterpretable features








This view, however, was later on rejected, primarily since it turned out that un-
interpretable features could be checked at a distance (the uninterpretable feature
probing down in its c-command domain to find a matching active goal). English
expletive constructions (where the finite verb agrees with a lower VP-internal as-
sociated subject) (2), Icelandic quirky case constructions (where the verb agrees
in number with a nominative object) (3), and various other constructions all un-




(2) a. There seems to have arrived some student.
b. There seem to have arrived some students.




















‘It seems to me that the horses are slow.’
If uninterpretable features can no longer be taken to trigger Internal Merge,
the question arises as to what should do instead. Chomsky (2000; 2001) argues
that movement should be thought of as an operation dependent on, and not trig-
gered by, agreement. For him, probes, carrying uninterpretable features, could
be equipped with an additional feature [EPP], which requires that the specifier of
the probing head be filled. If no other suitable candidate could be merged exter-
nally in that position (such as an expletive subject like English there, or a dative
subject, to the extent that such elements could be externally merged in this po-
sition in the first place; cf. Chomsky 2000; Deal 2009 for different proposals and
discussion), the goal would raise into that position.
Even though using the EPP-feature gets these facts right, its postulation has
often been criticized for a lack of independent motivation. The EPP-feature is
rather a movement-triggering diacritic and does not build upon any explanation
as to why movement should take place in the first place, although it could be
that the presence or absence of movement (diacritics) is really just formal arbi-
trariness (a position taken by Biberauer et al. 2009; 2014; Biberauer & Roberts
2015, among others). For this reason, others have proposed to reinstall uninter-
pretable features themselves, rather than EPP-features, to be the sole triggers
of movement (e.g., Bjorkman & Zeijlstra 2019). Nevertheless, whether uninter-
pretable features or subfeatures of uninterpretable features are the trigger for
movement, in both cases uninterpretable features still form necessary elements
in movement-triggering configurations.
Naturally, it is not the case that EPP-features and (un-)interpretable features
are the only candidates for being movement triggers. Richards (2016), for in-
stance, has argued that phonological adjacency requirements trigger movement;
and Neeleman & Van de Koot (2008) have argued that movement may feed var-
ious mapping rules. But it should be noted that this type of approaches also re-
lates the necessity of movement to interface requirements, as do uninterpretable
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feature approaches. This all suggests that, in cognitive systems that lack formal
features mediating between phonological and semantic features, triggering of
Internal Merge might not be possible.
3 Internal and External Merge in music
In this section, I discuss the extent to which Merge can be said to be the (sole)
structure-building operation in music, as claimed by Katz & Pesetsky. In order
to provide evidence for this claim, Katz & Pesetsky build upon the insights pre-
sented in Lerdahl & Jackendoff’s (1983) Generative theory of tonal music (GTTM).
I will first briefly illustrate the major components of GTTM that are relevant for
the discussion in this paper, without doing justice to the richness of this theoret-
ical framework (§3.1). Then, in §3.2, I will present a particular aspect of music,
namely the existence of structural hierarchies in music, which, for Katz & Peset-
sky, forms evidence for their claim that musical structures are generated by at
least External Merge. In §3.3, I discuss how, according to Katz & Pesetsky, other
musical properties provide evidence for Internal Merge in music.
3.1 Lerdahl & Jackendoff’s Generative theory of tonal music
According to the GTTM model, there are four components that determine the
proper analysis of a musical structure. These four components are listed/given
in (4) below:
(4) a. grouping structure
b. metrical structure
c. time-span reduction (TSR)
d. prolongational reduction (PR)
Following Lerdahl & Jackendoff (1983: 8–9), grouping structure “expresses the
hierarchical segmentation of the piece into motives, phrases, and sections”; met-
rical structure “expresses the intuition that the events of the piece are related
to a regular alternation of strong and weak beats at a number of hierarchical
levels”; TSR “assigns to the pitches of the piece a hierarchy of “structural impor-
tance” with respect to their position in grouping and metrical structure”; and PR,
finally, “assigns to the pitches a hierarchy that expresses harmonic and melodic
tension and relaxation, continuity and progression”.
For Lerdahl & Jackendoff (1983), each component can assign a set of structures
to a given string of music; and an additional set of preference interface rules then
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determines which of these analyses is the correct one (often just one). In this
sense, the musical architecture forms a strong resemblance with Jackendoff’s
parallel architecture of grammar (Jackendoff 1997; 2002; Culicover & Jackendoff
2005), which treats phonology, syntax, and semantics as independent generative
components whose structures are also linked by interface rules: each compo-
nent generates (a number of) structures, and interface rules determine what the
proper mappings between these structures are. Such interface rules, for instance,
determine which prosodic and which syntactic structures correlate.
Jackendoff’s parallel architecture differs fromMinimalist grammar in the sense
that parallel architecture grammar has multiple engines, whereas Minimalist
grammar has only one engine: its output leading to different levels of represen-
tation (phonetic form (PF) and logical form (LF)). However, at least according to
Katz & Pesetsky, and I follow them in this respect, it is not the case that every
musical component may bi-directionally inform every other component. Rather,
it turns out that the outputs of grouping structure and metrical structure both
inform TSR, which, in turn, informs PR. But if that is the case, the model for a
grammar of music can be thought of as these components being directionally
ordered, much like different grammatical components are directionally ordered
in Minimalist grammar (Figure 3.2). Katz & Pesetsky’s implementation of GTTM







Figure 3.1: Katz & Pesetsky’s (2011)





Figure 3.2: The reverse Y-model of
the grammar of natural language
If this implementation is correct, the architecture of musical grammar forms
a striking correspondence with the architecture of natural language grammar. A
particular input is assigned an initial structure that can be derivationally trans-
formed in subsequent structures, with particular well-formedness conditions
holding at different levels of representation.
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Under this architecture, it can indeed be investigated what the exact paral-
lels are between the syntax of music and the syntax of natural language, and,
most notably, whether the differences attested between language and music are
merely a consequence of the differences in their building blocks or whether these
differences are richer in nature.
3.2 External Merge in music
For Lerdahl & Jackendoff and for Katz & Pesetsky, the correspondence between
language and music is stronger than merely being an architecture with various
components that together are responsible for the analysis of a structure (irre-
spective of whether these components are derivationally or representationally
connected by means of interface rules). As Lerdahl & Jackendoff already pro-
posed, TSR in GTTM is very similar to prosodic structure in natural language,
as both are formulated in terms of relative prominence. Moreover, Katz & Peset-
sky take PR to align with linguistic syntax. The reason for them is that both PR
and linguistic syntactic structures are binary branching, endocentric (i.e., headed)
structures of the kind that is created by (External) Merge in Minimalist grammar.
That such structures are headed can be witnessed by the fact that such structures
are able to encode dependency relations between non-string-adjacent elements.
To see this, let us focus on the structure of PR. PR structures assign to the
pitches a hierarchy that expresses harmonic and melodic tension and relaxation,
continuity and progression. Simplifying things, every pitch that increases some
kind of tension needs to be followed by some kind of relaxation. However, this
need for tension followed up by relaxation is crucially not a string-adjacent condi-
tion. In fact, as wewill see later on, it may very well be the case that the first tonic
already induces a tension that is to be relieved by the final tonic, thus creating a
constituent of two sisters whose heads span the entire musical piece. That means
that tensions and relaxations in musical structures form non-local dependencies
that are best explained as structural dependencies. This intuition is encoded in
PRs by assigning head status to any sister of a node that is more relaxed. As an
example, take the toy melody in Figure 3.3.
In this structure, the first event (the tonic C) establishes a sisterhood relation
with the second event, the tonic being the head. In Western tonal music, tonics
are always the most relaxed pitches, whereas pitches or chords based on pitches
belonging to other scale degrees are felt to be tenser. Accordingly, the first event
in this toy melody is the head of the merger with the second, third, fourth, and
fifth events. The fifth event is the dominant (five degrees away from the tonic),

















Figure 3.3: Toy melody (Katz & Pesetsky 2011: 16)
so-called subdominant (here, the fourth event), which is four degrees away from
the tonic. Similarly, the final pitch (again, a tonic C) creates similar dependen-
cies with the sixth till ninth events. The overall structure then consists of a con-
stituent of two phrases: one in which the tonic in the first event is the head (1P)
and one in which the tonic in the tenth event is the head (10P).
Evidence for this procedure of structure assignments comes from so-called
Schenkerian reductions (see Forte 1959). Schenkerian reductions are best under-
stood as musical summaries. Going bottom-up, removing every layer of non-
heads will still yield a melody that feels like the same kind of melody as the
intact structure. This process can in principle be continued until the most promi-
nent chords are left. By contrast, if an event with higher prominence is left out,
the piece is no longer perceived as a proper reduction. Examples, taken again
from Katz & Pesetsky (2011), are presented below:
(5) Good reductions of Figure 3.3
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What does this tell us aboutMerge inmusic? The crucial comparison is that the
structure-building operation appears to be similar to (External)Merge. Every two
musical objects (being atomic or non-atomic) may merge and form a constituent
of which the label is the same as that of one of its two daughters (the head). But if
that is correct, it can be seen as evidence for there being a “syntactic engine” that
is equally active in language and in music. This would, of course, be fully in line
with Katz & Pesetsky’s identity thesis for language and music. It is the module-
specific properties of music that determine what elements can be merged and,
once merged, which ones yield the heads (in terms of tension and relaxation, to
be computed on the basis of scalar distance with respect to the tonic). But the
combinatorial mechanism, Merge, applies to musical objects in exactly the same
way as it applies to syntactic objects.
3.3 Internal Merge in music
The previous discussion of External Merge in music sets the ground for the next
step in the discussion. If musical structures are indeed built bymeans of the single
generative operationMerge (and the evidence for that claim, confirming the iden-
tity thesis for language and music, seems quite strong), then the question arises
as to whether only External Merge applies or whether Internal Merge may apply
as well. Formally, there is nothing in the combinatorial procedure that would ex-
clude Internal Merge applying to music. Katz & Pesetsky argue that movement
effects can indeed be attested in music. Let us first look at the arguments they
present for that.
In order to assess whether musical pieces may display movement effects, one
should first determine what the proper characteristics of movement in music
would be. That task is far from trivial, as general diagnostics for movement (the
surface position of some element does not correspond with the locus of its se-
mantic interpretation) do not apply in music, for the simple reason that musi-
cal structures lack semantic interpretation (in the sense that musical structures
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lack LF). Therefore, the diagnostics for movement should either be formal or PF-
like. Moreover, such diagnostics are arguably different for phrasal movement and
for head movement. Since Katz & Pesetsky do not provide any evidence for the
existence of phrasal movement in music (even though they explicitly do not rule
it out per se), but rather focus on head movement only, I will also only discuss
what the characteristics of head movement in music would be. The characteris-
tics that Katz & Pesetsky apply for head movement in language and music are
given in (7) and (8), respectively:
(7) Head-movement in language (Katz & Pesetsky 2011: 40)
a. Once the head H of a phrase HP has undergone head movement, H is
pronounced string-adjacent to the head of a higher phrase, but at the
same time …
b. … the rest of HP remains an independent phrase that behaves just
like a phrase whose head has not moved – even though:
c. The movement is obligatory. Movement of finite V to T in French
satisfies some need of an element in this structure […].
d. The zero-level head that undergoes head movement to another
zero-level head ends up tightly coupled to its new host. The two
heads end up behaving like a single morphologically complex word
for later processes of grammar (both syntactic and phonological).
(8) Head-movement in music (Katz & Pesetsky 2011: 41)
a. Some chord X must be performed string-adjacent to a chord Y. But at
the same time …
b. … X has a normal set of syntactic dependents of its own, linearized
normally – and thus apparently also heads its own phrase (an XP);
c. The movement should be obligatory, insofar as it produces an
alteration in the features of Y that is required in order for the
derivation to succeed;
d. Even though X may take a normal set of syntactic dependents, X is
tightly coupled to its host Y, such that they function as an indivisible
unit for other purposes (cf. the notion word).
Here, I will not contest these characteristics for movement, although I would
like to point out that these characteristics should be interpreted in a uni-direc-
tional way. They are not diagnostics. Even if all effects attributed to head move-
ment are indeed attested, this does not entail that the reverse must be the case
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as well. If some 𝛼 and 𝛽 are both heads, pronounced string-adjacently, with 𝛼
altering some feature of 𝛽 and 𝛼 and 𝛽 together taken to form an indivisible unit
(i.e., behaving word-like), this does not necessarily entail that 𝛼 underwent head
movement into 𝛽 . I will come back to that in §4.
Katz & Pesetsky continue their argument by showing that so-called full ca-
dences are a musical phenomenon that shows all the characteristics of head
movement. In full cadences, the final chord, the tonic, which determines the key
and counts as the head of the entire musical structure, must be preceded by a
dominant, a chord whose root is five scale-steps away from the tonic and which
has at least one dependent, generally headed by the so-called subdominant, often
four scale-steps away from the tonic. In PR, the dominant is directly subordinate
to the tonic and occupies a highly prominent position; metrically, it is often felt
to be a much weaker chord that seems more deeply embedded in PR and seems
to act as a weaker dependent of the tonic. This latter phenomenon is generally
referred to as cadential retention – the phenomenon that the dominant and the
tonic behave almost like a joint chord (and are even analysed as such in GTTM).
An example is provided in Figure 3.4, where the dotted arrow (for now) indicates















Figure 3.4: Example of a full cadence (Katz & Pesetsky 2011: 44)
Looking at the characteristics of head movement in music, Katz & Pesetsky
conclude that full cadences indeed are the result of head movement, and, there-
fore, of the application of Internal Merge in music.
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As for the first two characteristics, if the dominant indeed raises into the head
position of the tonic (yielding the structure in (9), where angled brackets indicate
lower copies of moved elements), the dominant is expressed string-adjacently to
the tonic, even though the dominant still heads a phrase of its own (δP). This
way, the construction behaves exactly like the first two clauses of the list of char-
acteristics for head movement (in music).
(9) [τP [δP [νP ν … ] ⟨δ⟩ ] δ–τ]
As for the third characteristic, Katz & Pesetsky claim that movement of the
dominant into the tonic marks the tonic for establishing the key of the entire
musical piece. They suggest that, in full cadences, movement of the dominant
into the tonic head has the function of tonic-marking τ, i.e., assigning it the fea-
ture [+TON]. When the tonic head in a structure is tonic-marked, the terminal
nodes of the phrase headed by the tonic are understood to belong to the key of
τ. In this sense, head-movement of the dominant alters the tonic in having the
feature [+TON].
As for the fourth characteristic, finally, Katz & Pesetsky argue that moving
the dominant into the tonic position makes the joint dominant–tonic complex
act more like a single unit in terms of metric position and makes the dominant
look structurally less important than its PR position would legitimize. This joint
behaviour, then, is what underlies the phenomenon of cadential retention.
On the basis of this analysis, Katz & Pesetsky conclude that musical structures
are indeed generated by means of Merge, and the fact that Merge comprises both
External and Internal Merge predicts that musical structures may indeed exhibit
movement effects, of which full cadences are then an example. And, if musical
structures indeed allow for movement, this forms additional evidence for Merge
being the generator of musical structures. However, the reverse is not the case.
If it turns out that head movement in music are absent (and that full cadences
call for an alternative explanation), the claim that Merge is the sole generator of
musical structures, and therefore also the identity thesis for language and music,
can still be maintained. The evidence for structural (non-adjacent) dependencies
in music and the structural mappings suffice as evidence for (External) Merge.
The only question that would arise if (head) movement turns out to be absent in
music, is: why is it absent in music despite the generative operation Merge being
able to create structures involving movement, whereas (head) movement is so
abundantly present in natural language? However, as argued for in §1 and §2,
if so-called uninterpretable features are the sole triggers of Internal Merge and
those features are absent in music, it is actually predicted that Internal Merge
cannot apply in music.
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4 Challenging movement in music
Full cadences are the sole cases of alleged (head) movement in music that Katz
& Pesetsky present. That means that the validity of the claim that music exhibits
movement rests solely on the validity of the argumentation behind their analysis
of full cadences as involving head movement. Consequently, in order to main-
tain that Internal Merge applies in music, it must be shown that (i) full cadences
indeed exhibit all the characteristics of head movement and (ii) that these con-
structions cannot be analysed in alternative terms (or that such an alternative
analysis is much weaker). In this section, I argue that full cadences do not show
a full parallel with instances of head movement in natural language and that the
construction itself calls for an alternative analysis.
One fact that already casts doubt on the claim that music exhibits movement
effects is that, outside full cadences, no other clear cases of movement in music
have been attested. This is not because Katz & Pesetsky have been the first to
look at those effects (although, admittedly, there have been few studies of the
kind). Rohrmeier & Neuwirth (2014) discuss particular configurations that may
involve movement in music as well, but crucially state that these constructions
do not have to be analysed as syntactic movement and therefore do not form any
evidence in favour of movement in music. The only other claim of movement
in music that I am aware of is Temperley (1999), who notes a parallel between
syncopation in rock music and head movement in syntax.
Strikingly, these cases of alleged movement in music are the linguistic equiva-
lent of rightward, string-adjacent head-movement. That, of course, already trig-
gers the question as to why other instances of movement (phrasal movement,
non-string-adjacent movement and leftward movement) have so far not been at-
tested in music.
It should be noted in this respect that the core cases of movement in language
indeed are cases of leftward, non-string-adjacent movement. That phrasal move-
ment has not been attested as such is not so telling. Both head movement and
phrasalmovement are indeed solid cases ofmovement, although head-movement
has often been said to be an instance of PF-movement, instead of movement
that takes place in narrow syntax (cf. Chomsky 1995; Boeckx & Stjepanović 2001;
Harley 2004). However, even if head movement were an instance of PF-move-
ment, this would not invalidate the claim that music exhibits movement effects,
as musical structures, just like syntactic structures in language, are to be lin-
earized. In fact, one might even argue that the specific nature of music (with its




Things are different, however, when it comes to rightward, string-adjacent
movement, which has received more scepticism in the linguistic literature. Right-
ward movement, especially in comparison to leftward movement, is heavily con-
strained (cf. Ross 1967; Kayne 1994; Cinque 1996; Ackema & Neeleman 2002;
Abels & Neeleman 2012). For instance, Kayne (1994) observes that there are verb-
second languages but no so-called verb-penultimate languages (where the finite
verb appears in the penultimate position). Neither are there languages where
Wh-terms consequently move to the right (with the possible exception of cer-
tain sign languages, cf. Cecchetto et al. 2009). According to Abels & Neeleman
(2012), rightward phrasal movement is only possible for full extended projections
(that do not strand any parts of it), and according to Ackema & Neeleman (2002),
rightward head movement is restricted to moving heads that do not cross any of
their dependents. If that is correct, then rightward head movement can only be
string-adjacent.
But string-adjacent movement perhaps even calls for more scepticism. How
can one determine whether a particular element underwent movement if the lin-
ear position of the moved element is the same as its base position? Already in
linguistics this is far from clear. In the case of string-adjacent phrasal movement,
there might be good reasons to assume that some particular elements indeed un-
dergo movement. For instance, Pesetsky (1987) and Bobaljik (1995; 2002) have
argued that subject Wh-phrases (like Who in Who left?) arguably undergo move-
ment from Spec,TP into Spec,CP (to end up in A-bar position) (pace Grimshaw
1997). For head movement things are less clear. Do heads in head-final languages
(the only candidates for rightward string-adjacent head movement), such as Ko-
rean and Japanese, undergo head movement or not? Is it the case that, in such
languages in a configuration like (10), V moves into T and/or T into C?
(10) [CP [TP [VP V ] T ] C ]
Whether languages like Japanese and Korean exhibit string-adjacent right-
ward head movement or not has been widely discussed in the literature. Vari-
ous scholars have provided arguments in favour of it. Otani & Whitman (1991)
have argued that, in Japanese, the verb must raise to account for various ellipsis
effects. The same applies to Koizumi (1995; 2000), who has primarily discussed
scrambling and coordination. Also, Yoon (1994) makes an argument in favour of
string-adjacent head movement based on coordination of tensed and untensed
conjuncts. Choi (1999), finally, formulates an account in terms of NPI licensing
that calls for string-adjacent head movement. But as Han et al. (2007; 2016) have
shown, basing themselves on arguments by Kim (1995), Chung&Park (1997), Hoji
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(1998), Kim (1999), and Fukui & Sakai (2003), all these facts can also be accounted
for by approaches that do not allude to rightward head movement. In turn, Han
et al. (2007; 2016) argue that head-final languages (Korean is their example) may
actually vary language-internally with respect to whether heads undergo raising
or not (though see Zeijlstra 2017 for an argument against their claim that some
varieties of Korean provide evidence for string-adjacent head movement).
But even if in some languages string-adjacent, rightward head movement can
be attested, this does not predict that this is the case for every language. There
may be particular language-specific reasons that call for such instances of string-
adjacent, rightward head movement, but that does not entail that, in every head-
final language, verbs raise into higher heads of the extended projection.
Under the null hypothesis that one should only postulate movement to take
place if the data cannot be accounted for otherwise, the question really arises
how strong the evidence for movement of the dominant into the tonic position
is. What would go wrong if one were to analyse full cadences as instances where
the dominant does not raise into the tonic-position but instead just stays in its
string-adjacent PR position?
For this, we need to reinvestigate the characteristics of full cadences presented
in §3.3. It turns out that, out of the four listed properties, three of them immedi-
ately follow by assuming that the dominant stays in situ (11). The fact that the
dominant is expressed string-adjacently to the tonic, and the fact that the domi-
nant still heads a phrase of its own (δP) are fully compatible with the analysis in
(11).
(11) [τP [δP [νP ν … ] δ ] τ]
Moreover, the fact that the dominant and the tonic are perceived as one unit
(the musical counterpart of being a single word) can also be explained under
string-adjacency. Here, the parallel with affixation comes up. Under more tradi-
tional concepts of head movement heads raise into higher head positions to en-
sure realization of the higher head as an affix on the lower head (or vice versa).
In that sense, head movement is triggered by the so-called stray-affix filter (cf.
Lasnik 1981; 1995; Baker 1988) (in any of its guises). For this stray-affix filter to
apply, it suffices that the two relevant heads always appear in a string-adjacent
position at PF. Now, in head-initial languages, this cannot be guaranteed with-
out alluding to verb movement (due to intervening specifiers/adjuncts), but in
head-final languages, where heads are already string-adjacent to each other, it
can. Following Bobaljik (1995), an affix can be spelled out on the verb in an OV-
language without the verb moving to it, since V and the affix are string-adjacent
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at PF. But if that is the case, string-adjacency can suffice as a condition for the
dominant and the tonic to be realized as a single unit. Consequently, the fact that
the dominant and the tonic end up as one unit does not form evidence for head
movement.
This leaves the obligatoriness of head movement as a final possible piece of
evidence in favour of an analysis of full cadences in terms of head movement.
Head movement in language is obligatory (e.g., movement of finite V to T in
French must take place; the finite verb cannot stay in situ). This obligation for
head movement is generally understood as a movement-triggering requirement:
Some feature of the higher head must be altered for the derivation to proceed,
and only raising of another head into this position can establish this feature al-
teration. For movement, Katz & Pesetsky argue that this feature alteration must
be understood as tonic-marking. Movement of the dominant into the tonic po-
sition assigns a feature [+TON] to the tonic. Having a tonic feature, in turn, is
responsible for this tonic to establish the key of the entire musical piece.
Two questions come to mind here. First, is it necessary that movement triggers
such a feature alteration? Can’t adjacency suffice here as well? It is known from
various impoverishment facts that features present on one head can manipulate
the features on a neighbouring headwithout undergoingmovement. Hence, even
if the tonic must be tonic-marked by the dominant, this does not have to be
realized by means of movement.
Second, is it really the case that the feature of the tonic must be tonic-marked?
After all, full cadences are not obligatory in music. Tonics do not require dom-
inants to remerge into their head positions, and neither is it impossible for a
dominant to remain in situ (which generally appears to be the case, except per-
haps for full cadences). In that sense, head movement of the kind in music is not
obligatory in the sense we understand movement to be obligatory in language.
What appears to be the case under Katz & Pesetsky’s analysis is that movement
of the dominant into the tonic is only obligatory under string-adjacency, a much
weaker requirement.
But if the structure underlying full cadences is not obligatory for tonic-mark-
ing, what one can say is that, at best, it facilitates key establishment. It may help
the listener in determining what the key of the entire phrase or piece is. But nat-
urally, other musical facts may play a similar role. For instance, the selection of
pitches used in the musical piece already forms a strong (and often sufficient)
cue for establishing the key of the entire piece. And also, if harmonic properties
determine the PR of a musical piece and if TSR–PR mismatches may only take
place under particular circumstances that follow from the underlying PR struc-
ture, such mismatches may also provide the listener with a cue of what the key
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of the entire piece is. In other words, what full cadences seem to do is facilitate
key recognition instead of establishing it.
This all calls for an alternative picture for an analysis of full cadences along
the lines of (11), where the adjacency of the dominant and the tonic results in a
confirmation of the tonic determining the key and where cadential retention is
nothing but the result of an adjacency requirement (a string-adjacent dominant
and tonic may or must be realized as a single unit). Already the existence of a
viable alternative to the head-movement analysis undermines the status of full
cadences as evidence for head movement in music. And this alternative analysis
may equally well get the facts right, if not better. But if the only piece of evidence
in favour of movement in music turns out to be inconclusive (and may be even
incorrect), there is no evidence left any more for the claim that music triggers
Internal Merge.
So where do we stand? If full cadences can be equally well, if not better, under-
stood in terms of adjacency requirements, much like Bobaljik (1995) takes such
requirements to suffice to establish dependencies between adjacent heads at PF,
there appears to be no evidence for movement in music. This allows us to enter-
tain a stronger and more powerful hypothesis, namely that musical structures,
despite being generated by Merge, do not exhibit any kind of movement. There
is only External Merge going on in music. That amounts to saying that, despite
the principled availability of its application, Internal Merge never takes place in
music. Given the discussion in §1, where I have argued that that musical build-
ing blocks crucially lack the type of features that may trigger Internal Merge and
that, consequently, the identity thesis for language and music should predict that
Internal Merge never takes place in music, I take this to be a welcome result.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, I have aimed at rethinking remerge. Starting from the premise that
uninterpretable features are the sole trigger of Internal Merge, I have looked at
another cognitive system, music, to see whether in such a system, where, clearly,
(un)interpretable features are absent, Internal Merge may still apply. Focussing
on Katz & Pesetsky’s elaboration and modification of Lerdahl & Jackendoff’s
(1983) Generative theory of tonal music, I have evaluated Katz & Pesetsky’s claim
that musical structures also exhibit movement, and, in particular, their claim that
full cadences are to be understood as involving string-adjacent, rightward head
movement. My conclusion is that full cadences are equally well, if not better,
understood in terms of linear adjacency requirements and that, therefore, the
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presented evidence of movement in music does not hold. I have argued that this
rather calls for a view of music where movement is absent. However, I have
argued as well that this does not speak against Katz & Pesetsky’s identity the-
sis for language and music, but rather speaks in favour of it. Musical structures
indeed appear to be generated by means of Merge. However, the absence of un-
interpretable features in music prevents Internal Merge from applying in the
first place, at least under the assumption that uninterpretable features are the
sole trigger for the application of Internal Merge. The reason why music lacks
(un)interpretable features is that (un)interpretable features can only emerge in
cognitive systems whose building blocks are multi-modular, such as linguistic
building blocks. Musical building blocks, by contrast, are mono-modular and can
therefore never consist of such (un)interpretable features. The absence of move-
ment in music thus follows directly from the differences between musical and
linguistic building blocks and is, therefore, fully in line with Katz & Pesetsky’s
identity thesis for language and music.
Abbreviations
EPP extended projection principle
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Chapter 4
Life without word classes: On a new
approach to categorization
István Kenesei
Research Institute for Linguistics, Budapest, & University of Szeged
This is an attempt to redefineword classes, ormore precisely, to replace the concept
of word class with clusters of properties much like the notion of the phoneme is
dissolved into the various combinations of distinctive features. It is claimed that
word classes are but comfortable generalizations not supported by hard evidence
as seen in examples from a select group of languages and illustrated in detail by
the list of auxiliaries in Hungarian.
1 Introduction and overview
The problem of the definition of word classes has been with us since the very be-
ginnings of linguistics. The first grammars already provided terms according to
which to classify words. Dionysius Thrax (BCE 170–90) lists the following eight
classes: noun, verb, participle, article, pronoun, preposition, adverb, conjunction.
The definitions are simple, familiar, and of course mostly notional, e.g.,
A Noun is a declinable part of speech, signifying something either concrete
or abstract (concrete, as stone; abstract, as education); common or proper
(common, as man, horse; proper, as Socrates, Plato). It has five accidents:
gender, species, forms, numbers, and cases.
(The grammar of Dionysios Thrax, this citation from Davidson 1874: 331)
The classical definitions have followed us well into the 20th century. To quote
another example, this is what the Port-Royal philosophers had to say about parts
of speech in the 17th century:
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Les objets de nos pensées, sont ou les choses, comme la terre, le Soleil, l’eau,
le bois, ce qu’on appelle ordinairement substance. Ou la manière des choses;
comme d’estre rouge, d’estre dur, […] & c. ce qu’on appelle accident. […] Car
ceux qui signifient les substances, ont esté appellez noms substantifs; & ceux
qui signifient les accidens […], noms adjectifs.
(Lancelot & Arnauld 1660/1967: 30–31)
This type of definition was widespread until about the middle of the 20th
century. In his otherwise highly original Grammar of spoken English, Palmer
(1924) lists more or less the same eight classes, viz., nouns, pronouns and determi-
natives, qualificatives (i.e., adjectives), verbs, adverbs, prepositions, connectives
(“together with interrogative words”), and interjections and exclamations. In the
“logical classification of nouns”, for instance, he gives an inventory of subtypes,
rather than a classical definition, namely, concrete nouns (including proper and
common nouns, with the latter further divided into class, i.e. countable, and ma-
terial nouns, etc.) and abstract nouns (Palmer 1924: 28–32).
However, due to the influence of Saussure’s Cours (1916), American descriptive
linguists, and in particular Leonard Bloomfield, who was the first of them to ap-
preciate Saussure’s achievements (cf., e.g., Koerner 1995), started to concentrate
on the formal features of parts of speech. “The noun is a word-class; like all other
form-classes, it is to be defined in terms of grammatical features […]When it has
been defined, it shows a class-meaning which can be roughly stated as “object
of such and such a species”; examples are boy, stone, water, kindness.” (Bloomfield
1935: 202) One of Bloomfield’s more dogmatic followers had this to say in his
widely used textbook:
[The pattern of interchangeability] defines a form-class which includes she,
he, it, John, Mary, the man at the corner, my friend Bill, and so on endlessly,
but which by no means includes all forms, since we can name many which
are excluded: her, him, them, me, yes, no, ripe, find her, go with us tomorrow.
(Hockett 1958: 162)
Note that Hockett’s form-classes include not only words proper, but entire
phrases, and there is no “class-meaning” mentioned, since the most important
feature is mutual substitutability.
But if distributional analysis is closely observed, its negative consequences are
unavoidable, as was seen as early as the 1960s. According to one British linguist
“as many classes are set up as words of different formal behaviour are found”
(Robins 1980 [1964]: 174), and another maintains in an article on the definition of
word classes that “[…] very fewwords have an overall identical formal behaviour
[…]. One would end up with a multitude of single member classes” (Crystal 1967:
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28). Or to cite a more recent article: “Whatever identifying criteria we use for
parts of speech – meaning, syntactic function, or inflection – the relationship
between particular criteria and particular parts of speech is typically many-to-
many” (Anward 2000: 3).
Neither do alternative approaches fare better in this respect. Functionalist lin-
guists, as shown by Simon Dik (1989) or Kees Hengeveld (1992), differentiate
word classes by two prototypical functions or parameters, such as predication
vs. referentiality, and head vs. modifier, with the resulting four classes arranged
in an implicational hierarchical order in (1) that corresponds to the sequence
verb > noun > adjective > adverb (Hengeveld 1992).
(1) Head of
pred. phrase








The “radical constructionist” William Croft (2005) also notes the futility of the
distributional method, and, instead of language specific word classes, proposes
restricted typological universals based on “propositional acts”, such as reference,
predication, and modification, that define “lexical semantic classes” like objects,
actions, and properties, respectively (Croft 2005: 438).
As I will try to show, neither the approach based on the introduction of a new
or different set of criteria for the same small number of word classes nor the
opposing view stemming from otherwise well-established criticism based on the
failure of distributional analysis is viable. Instead, I will suggest a compromise
solution that benefits from both without their possible drawbacks.
Research into the typology of word classes has come up with observations
differentiating between part-of-speech systems depending on whether or not the
categories of lexical items are fixed or not. Languages can thus be grouped into
one of three sets: (a) differentiated, as English, in which all four word classes are
clearly displayed, and two subtypes in which such dedicated lexical items are
missing: (b) flexible, like Turkish, in which non-verbs can belong to any one of
the three classes nouns, adjectives, and adverbs, and (c) rigid, like Krongo (Kadu,
Sudan), in which there are nouns and verbs, but the rest of the lexical categories
are rendered by syntactic means, e.g., relative clauses (Hengeveld 2013: 32ff.).1
1Due credit must be given here to the polyglot phonologist and theoretical linguist Ferenc Már-
tonfi (1945–1991), who had expressed similar thoughts well ahead of the recent upsurge of
interest in word class typology, as illustrated in the following passage. “From the point of
view of parts-of-speech this means that there are languages in which syntactic features like
’verbal’ or ’nominal’ must be marked for all or most of the words (e.g., in Hungarian, German,
etc.), and there are languages where this would be redundant, non-distinctive marking, which
is omissible (and this holds for the large majority of words in, e.g., Chinese, Vietnamese, etc.




It is true that Distributed Morphology offers an attractive solution to the prob-
lem of word classes bymerging a functional categorywith an unspecified root (cf.
Halle & Marantz 1993; Marantz 1997; Arad 2003; Panagiotidis 2015, among oth-
ers). In this approach, categorization is a syntactic process. Items, whether heads
or phrases, have no categories of their own determined by their lexical charac-
terization, but acquire them, as it were, by becoming complements of functional
heads, such as the nominalizer n, the verbalizer v, or the adjectivizer a (Pana-
giotidis 2015: 17). However, Baker’s (2003: 266ff.) arguments are persuasive in
attributing syntactic categories to roots or stems, particularly, as I would focus
on his proposal in the light of the above typology, in the case of a number of lan-
guages in the “differentiated” type, which will be the subject of our discussion
below. Baker claims that “where there is less functional structure, we find more
categorial distinctiveness” (Baker 2003: 268).
2 Properties rather than definitions
Traditional part-of-speech characterizations usually list the most general proper-
ties and illustrate them by prototypical examples, which serve practically as os-
tensive definitions, thus rendering the characterization itself redundant since the
examples are a sufficient ground for any competent native speaker by means of
which to classify the words of the language in question. The criteria, which usu-
ally rely on distributional and/or semantic factors, are usually too soft or porous,
and the classes set up do not directly follow from the definitions.
At the same time these very definitions preclude the establishment of, for ex-
ample, the uniform class of verbs in English or in other languages of the dif-
ferentiated type since intransitive verbs are as a rule incapable of substituting
for transitive ones, or mass nouns for countable nouns, and so forth. If, how-
ever, we are satisfied with partial overlapping, then the class of adjectives will
in part coincide with that of nouns, cf. Italian or (the) blind, or even adjectives
will subsume two partially overlapping subsets, relational and qualitative ones,
cf. (*more) naval (exercise) vs. (more) interesting exercise. In addition to flexible
word classes (cf. Rijkhoff & van Lier 2013), some dispute the distinction between
inflection and derivation as well, positing a continuum for them (Dressler 1989).
What is to blame in this state of affairs is the metric applied; if we have a single
scale, the difficulties will inevitably resurface again.
Moreover, it follows from a unidimensional system of criteria that whenever
some word class is defined by a set of characteristics, then a given item belongs
to that word class if it has precisely those characteristics. If any item has some
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property that it shares with another item, the property will serve to determine
the class formed by them. This is clearly circular and if we insist on this approach
the circle cannot be broken.
Note that the notion of word class applies only to linguistic items that can com-
bine with other such items. Utterance-sized words, such as interjections, greet-
ings, etc., even though they may be listed and categorized in dictionaries, do not
partake in syntactic constructions (except in citation forms), thus, theoretically
speaking they have no properties comparable to those of “ordinary” word classes,
while the labels attached to them certainly have a practical advantage for users
of these dictionaries.
It is precisely the (morphological, syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic) properties
of combinable lexical items relevant from the viewpoint of categorization that
control their cooccurrence with other lexical items. Consequently, there will be
as many classes as there are properties, thus vindicating Robins’s (1980 [1964]),
Crystal’s (1967), or Anward’s (2000) views of a multitude of word classes. But
these definitions will no longer be circular since the criteria they are based on
will figure in various levels of grammar in determining the combination of items,
that is, in morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics.
Consequently, what we understand by a word class will be a set of instruc-
tions specifying what other lexical or syntactic objects, whether affixes, words
or syntactic phrases, a given word can combine with. “Traditional” word classes,
i.e., nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, satisfy various clusters of properties. In
effect, the unidimensional category of word class has been replaced by multidi-
mensional matrices of sets of properties.
A similar suggestion is inherent in Crystal’s (1967: 46) list of criteria for nouns
in English, reproduced in Figure 4.1.
Gross (1986) gives a classification of French verbs according to the types of sub-
jects, complements and the properties of their complements, based on 4 subject
and 32 complement types, setting up a matrix of 36 verb types.
In a discussion of the problems of universal and language specific classifica-
tion Haspelmath (2012: 94) presents the overlapping system of word classes in
Chamorro, following Topping (1973) and Chung (2012), according to the proper-
ties and classes as in Table 4.1.
In contrast with more “regular” languages like Latin, which has the two major
classes of verbs and nouns, with the two subclasses nouns (nomen substantivum)
and adjectives (nomen adjectivum) in the latter group as distinguished by prop-
erties of having case and (in)variable gender, Haspelmath argues that Chamorro
has six possible word class systems in view of the properties in Table 4.1, as illus-

































Figure 4.1: Crystal’s (1967) criteria for nouns. Legend: 1 – May act as
subject; 2 – Inflect for number; 3 – Co-occur with article; 4 – Morpho-
logical indication.
Table 4.1: Haspelmath’s (2012) extension of Chung’s (2012) table of
grammatical properties and clauses in Chamorro
Word type
Property ‘see’ ‘go’ ‘big’ ‘person’
passive + − − −
Yo’-type pronoun subject − + + +
Infinitive + + + +
Incorporation − − − +
Prefixation with mi- − − − +
Subject-predicate agreement + + + −
Specific external agreement + + − −
Person-number agreement (realis) + − − −
Transitival Intransiverb Adjectival Nominal
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A Transitival + Intransiverb Adjectival + Nominal
B Transitival Intransiverb + Adjectival + Nominal
C Transitival + Intransiverb + Adjectiverb Nominal
D Transitival + Intransiverb Adjectival Nominal
E Transitival Intransiverb Adjectival + Nominal
F Transitival Intransiverb + Adjectival Nominal
Figure 4.2: The six possible word class systems of Chamorro according
to Haspelmath (2012)
The properties in question can be of various ranks and significance, as claimed
by Crystal (1967), since somemay extend to more items than others, e.g., whether
or not it can be a subject, take a definite article, etc. Then there are classes that can
easily adopt new items, whereas others do not – a familiar distinction between
open and closed classes. But closed classes, i.e., grammatical words or functional
categories, do not form unified classes at all.
This was shown, for example, by Radford (1976) in classifying English aux-
iliaries by listing six properties distinguishing auxiliaries from verbs, such as
the ability to take negative clitics, to take do-support, to nominalize, to occur in
untensed clauses, to occur in untensed clauses, to take to before a following in-
finitive, and to display concord, all of which, except for the first, are properties
characterizing verbs.
Aarts (2007) differentiates between subjective and intersective gradience,
where the former is a case of “categorial shading in prototypicality from a cen-
tral core to a more peripheral boundary” in a single category, while in the latter
“there are two categories on a cline” (p. 97). Rendered in the framework presented
here, it is the relevance and/or number of features from one or the other word
class that determine to what degree the item in question belongs to one or the
other category in Aarts’ intersective gradience.
If we examine auxiliaries in Hungarian, we can identify the following prop-
erties that distinguish them from main verbs that also take infinitives as their
complements.2




(2) Split complex verbs, i.e., a combination of particle + verb construction, see
(2b,c)3
i. utál ‘hate’, szégyell ‘be ashamed to’, …
ii. akar ‘want’, próbál ‘try’, tud ‘know, can’, …
iii. fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, kell ‘must’, szabad ‘may, is allowed to’,



























‘you will come in’
(3) Has tense/modal meaning
tud ‘be.able’, bír ‘can’, fog ‘will’, kell ‘must’, szabad ‘may, is allowed to’,
lehet ‘may, is possible’
(4) Has no present or past tense forms
szokott ‘usually does’; fog ‘will’, szabad ‘may, is allowed to’
(5) Has no person or number agreement
kell ‘must’, szabad ‘may, is allowed to’, lehet ‘may, is possible’
(6) Has no infinitival form
fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, szabad ‘is allowed to’, lehet ‘is possible’
(7) Has no thematic subject (external argument)
fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, talál ‘happen to’; passive van + V-va/ve,
kell ‘must’, szabad ‘is allowed to’, lehet ‘is possible’
3As is illustrated in (2i) and (2a,a′), not all verbs can split the complex verbs in their complement
infinitivals. Those that do are listed in (2ii–iii) and illustrated in (2b,c), where (2ii) are examples
of main verbs and (2iii) those of auxiliaries, as seen in Table 4.2. The phenomenon was first
described by Prószéky et al. (1984) and in more detail by Kálmán C. et al. (1989), though their
conditions are not followed here, cf. also Kenesei (2000).
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(8) Has no potential inflection (i.e., missing -hat/het ‘may’ affixation)
fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, talál ‘happen to’; szabad ‘is allowed to’
(9) Has no conditional inflection (i.e., missing -na/ne ‘would’ affixation)
fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’
(10) Has no imperative/subjunctive forms
fog ‘will’, szokott ‘usually does’, talál ‘happen to’
(11) Has person-marked infinitival complements, see (11a)







Moreover, the above list is augmented by restrictions on syntactic positions,
































intended: ‘(s/he) will/usually happen/s to come in’
These properties set apart main verbs (in bold type, with each exemplifying
a large array) and the single items of auxiliaries (in normal type). And, what is
more important, there are no two auxiliaries that are characterized by the same
set of features, as shown in Table 4.2, in which the lack of a property is marked
by a minus sign.4
Starting with the fourth column there are only “classes” containing single
items, and it is precisely these words that qualify as auxiliaries, which points
4The star in the last cell indicates the irrelevance of the property. The ± sign in column 2 shows
that some verbs in this group have modal meanings, and in column 3 that speakers vary as to
the acceptability of the past tense form of szabad.
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utál ‘hate’ − − + + + + + + + −
akar ‘want’ + ± + + + + + + + −
bír ‘can’ + + + + + + + + + −
fog ‘will’ + + − + − − − − − −
szokott ‘usually’ + + + + − − − − − −
talál ‘happen’ + − + + + − − + − −
kell ‘must’ + + + − + − − + + +
szabad ‘may’ + + ± − − − − + + +
lehet ‘may’ + + + − − − − + + +
passive van ‘be’ + − + + + − + + + *
at property (7) as the one distinguishing them from main verbs, or more pre-
cisely, main verbs that take infinitival clauses as complements.5 Note, however,
that the lack of a thematic subject/external argument is a property found also in
unaccusative verbs, but they, in turn, do not take infinitival complements, and
Table 4.2 was set up to include verbs with infinitival complements only. Again, it
is another instance of cross-classification, as is generally the case with the open
class of (main) verbs, but the ultimate lesson is that the word class of auxiliaries
does not seem to emerge, because the rest of the features are not shared by any
two of the items listed in Table 4.2.
3 Conclusion: Life without word classes
We could go on to demonstrate similar one-member classes in case of articles,
conjunctions, and other functional categories, but, as was seen above, categories
in open classes are also prone to a limitless multiplication of classes. The way
out of this impasse is at hand: word class is an epiphenomenon, it is not a basic
5See Kenesei (2006) for a full set of arguments.
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concept but a derivative notion in linguistics. There are no word classes; what we
have to do with is properties and their combinations, clusters, or matrices. The
morphological and syntactic environment, including the complements of individ-
ual functional or notional items, can be determined also by various combinations
of properties, spelling them out as the characterizations of individual items as we
have seen in the case of the auxiliaries.
Morphological or syntactic processes rely and work on properties rather than
(classes of) words or morphemes, which renders the discussion on whether word
classes are universal or language-specific irrelevant (Hengeveld 1992; Croft 2005;
Haspelmath 2012 etc.). What can be universal is not some word class but a set
of distinctive properties, some of which were illustrated above. Since there are
probably no languages without subjects, Crystal’s (1967) feature of “May act as
subject” is probably universal.6 It is likely that all languages have a property of
“May have a complement”, and if there are cases in a language, then it makes
sense to posit the feature “Assigns (structural) case”. But just as the consonantal
phonological feature for clicks may be relevant only in Bantu languages, it is pos-
sible that the syntactic feature of incorporation, which is significant in Chamorro,
is missing in a large number of languages. And with reference to the languages
with “flexible word classes”, as well as to the decomposition of categories in Dis-
tributed Morphology, it may very well be the case that the syntactic categoriz-
ing heads, i.e., the “categorizers” that merge with categorially unspecified lexical
items, are themselves bundles of properties along the lines discussed here.
There is hardly anything surprising in this development, especially if we take
into account the fact that it is no longer the phoneme that is the basic unit in
phonology but distinctive features and the term phoneme is but shorthand for
sets of distinctive features, as seen in the following passage:
In recent years it has become widely accepted that the basic units of phono-
logical representation are not segments but features, the members of a small
set of elementary categories which combine in various ways to form the
speech sounds of human languages. (Clements & Hume 1995: 245)7
6One anonymous reviewer contests my reliance on this property, cf.: “The author says ‘there
are probably no languages without subjects’ but that is a statement which has frequently been
contested by those who work on so-called ‘topic prominent’ languages”. My studies of topic-
prominent languages, which include Hungarian, among others, do not, however, confirm this
statement, but cf. also e.g., É. Kiss (2002) for a more complete overview. This reviewer also
maintains that “various theories do without a core concept of ‘subject’ (including most if not
all versions of generative grammar), while others such as Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG)
and Relational Grammar make it a theoretical primitive.” While this is indeed the case, the fact
that ‘subject’ is a derived notion, rather than a core concept, in generative grammars does not
preclude reference to it by the properties invoked here.
7See also Siptár (2006).
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And finally, just as phonologists have not got rid of the term “phoneme”, so
syntacticians or morphologists need not throw out the notion of “word class” –
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at the 14th morphology meeting, and the beyond dichotomies conference, both in
Budapest, 2010, the Research Institute for Linguistics, and the Linguistics and
Literature Section of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. I am grateful to the
audiences there, and in particular to László Kálmán and Péter Siptár. My special
thanks go to the two anonymous reviewers of the current version. Research re-
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The matrix: Merge and the typology of
syntactic categories
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In recent works (Moro 2000; 2009; Chomsky 2013; 2017; Chomsky et al. 2019; Rizzi
2015; 2016) a new type of phrasal structure has been assumed resulting from Merg-
ing two XPs where neither XP projects: the unlabelled [XP YP]. This structure
stands out as an exception with respect to the typical X0s and XPs. I will show
that by considering some basic properties of Merge in an abstract combinatorial
framework the stipulative character of this category is absorbed along with some
potential redundancies of UG.
1 The X0 vs. XP distinction and the lexicon
A basic opposition is manifested in syntax between X0s and XPs. A traditional
way of distinguishing between these two categories is to refer to the lexicon:
an X0 directly comes from the lexicon, whereas an XP does not. In fact, this
opposition can also be captured by referring to Merge by reasoning as follows.
2 The matrix or beyond the X0–XP taxonomy
An X0 cannot be targeted by Internal Merge (IM) whereas an XP can; call this
property “atomicity”. Interestingly, this not the only way to cast X0 and XPs into
two disjoint classes by referring to Merge. An X0 cannot appear as a specifier
whereas an XP can. Since a specifier is an XP which is Merged to another XP
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without projecting, one can say that an XP is an optional projector whereas an
X0 is not; call this property “incapsulation”.1
(1) A syntactic entity S is:
a. atomic ([+a]) iff no parts of it can be targeted by IM.
b. incapsulable ([+i]) iff it can be merged to an XP without projecting.
Let us now construe a combinatorial square matrix based on these two inde-
pendent properties displaying both positive and negative polarities and start by
representing the two opposite and already recognized entities, namely an X0 as




This matrix raises a new question, namely whether there exist any [+a, +i]
and [−a, −i] syntactic entities, i.e. homopolar syntactic entities, or whether there
exist only the heteropolar ones. I will show that the answer is affirmative and
this matrix solves the problem raised by unlabeled [XP YP] structures. Let us
first consider the case of a syntactic entity with all negative polarity features.
1This operation can in principle be reiterated generating “multiple specifiers” or one specifier
and multiple adjuncts; I will maintain Kayne’s (1994) LCA-based principle according to which
there can be only one element merged with a phrase to preserve the possibility of linearization.
This is only partially true since there could be multiple subjects provided that only one is
spelled-out at phonetic form (PF). The existence of these configurations is provided by inverse
copular sentences in Italian. In this case, the preverbal phonologically overt DP is mutually
c-commanding pro without violating the LCA since pro is not visible to linearization. Clear
support for this analysis comes from cases where the preverbal subject is singular and the
postverbal one plural: in this case, the copula anomalously agrees with the postverbal DP
showing that there must be a pro (in fact a “null predicate”) mediating the agreement relation
as in la causa sono Pietro e Giovanni (the cause-sing.fem. are Peter and John). The intervening
subject is pro as proposed inMoro (1997) as in la causa pro sono io (the cause pro am I; ‘the cause
is me’) or just sono io (am I; ‘it’s me’). Indeed, if more than one adjunct/subject is generated:
all but one must move, as a consequence of the principle of dynamic antisymmetry.
2Matrices are typical structuralist tools that have their origin in phonological models. In syntax,
they have been used less massively; two major examples are Chomsky’s (1970) and Jackendoff
(1977) – both incorrectly assuming that noun phrases cannot be predicates – and Muysken
& van Riemsdijk 1986 relying on features pertaining to X-bar levels. In fact, perhaps the first
use of derivative categories in linguistics can be traced to at least the Hellenistic models of
grammar, witness the term “participium” (lit: that takes part) related to a verbal form which
displays adjectival morphology.
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2.1 Bare small clauses
A natural candidate to occupy the [−a, −i] slot is the so-called “bare small clause”
(BSC), prototypically represented by the complement of the copula. Two sepa-
rate issues must be addressed here: a preliminary one is whether there is any
empirical reason to assume that such non-atomic constituents exist; the other is
whether there is any empirical reason to exclude them from the specifier posi-
tion. In fact, they have both already be answered positively. I will just sketchily
remind here the data upon which the answer is built.
Originally, the complement of the copula was considered to be the same as
the complement of believe-type verbs and labelled “small clause” (SC): namely,
a non-inflected predicative structure (see Williams 1978 and Stowell 1978 for the
first proposals and Graffi 2001 for a critical survey). It has been later proposed
that these two types of complements have two distinct structures (see Moro 1997
for the original proposal; and Moro 2017a,b for a synthetic update): the comple-
ment of believe-type verbs is a phrase headed by a predicational head – whose
precise categorical nature is still under discussion – whereas the complement of
the copula is an unlabeled phrase resulting from the direct merge of two phrases.
The minimality of the latter structure is what justifies the term “bare”; accord-
ingly, these phrases are represented as [XP YP] merged without any intervening
head.3 The specificity of this construction is not the merging of two phrases but
rather the fact that neither phrase project, unlike the case of specifiers that yield
[α XP YP] where the label α coincides with either phrase and the specifier is the
phrase which does not project.4
The empirical reasons supporting the distinction between SC and BSC are
based on several distinct domains. For the sake of simplicity, three distinct types
of domains can be reminded here and exemplified in (3): the distribution of pred-
icative markers (3a,b);5 intervening effects on cliticization, more specifically vio-
3This analysis revives Williams’s (1980) original proposal for the analysis of SCs which was
abandoned partially because of the influential proposal by Chomsky’s (1986) to uniform clause
structures to the XP format, normalizing all phrases to endocentric structures.
4Notice that in this analysis of predicative structures both the subject and the predicated are
incapsulated; this independent fact shows that incapsulation is more general than “specifier-
hood” which is inherently asymmetrical.
5The presence of a predicative marker in the complement of believe-type verbs was taken by
Moro (1988) as the spell-out of an abstract predicative head (Pred0); its absence in copular
constructions, instead, led to hypothesis that the clausal constituent was better analyzed as
an AgrP and – correspondingly – the copula as the expression of tense (and aspect) features
(T0) yielding a first version of the so-called “Split-Infl” hypothesis. This analysis preceded and
was empirically distinct from the influential version proposed by Pollock (1989) and was later
partially abandoned in favor of the unheaded BSC hypothesis, while maintaining the idea that
IPs were in fact to be analyzed as TPs.
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lations of Rizzi’s (1990) relativizedminimality (3c,d);6 instability, i.e. the necessity
of movement out of the embedded clausal structure both in English (3e–g) and
in pro-drop languages (3g):7
(3) a. Mary considers [John (as) the culprit ] (cf. also John is considered t
(as) the culprit)










Maria lo è [t t]
e. Mary considers [ John stupid ]









All these facts converge toward the analysis according to which the comple-
ment of the copula consist of merging two phrases without the intervention of
a head. This analysis has proved to be consistent across languages; a strong sup-
port to the existence of BSCs along with SCs comes from Pereltsvaig’s analysis
of Russian (Pereltsvaig 2007). Moreover, it has also been proposed that BSCs also
6I have simplified the representation in (3d): for locality reasons, a BSC can never be completely
evacuated (see Moro (1993) elaborating on Rizzi’s (1990) notion of head-government. The clitic
is rather sub-extracted from a DP as an N0. The same D0/N0 distinction holds for wh-elements
where which corresponds to D0 while what to N0, witness cases like what a party! where the
wh-element co-occurs with an overt D0; this also explains the possibility to extract what but
not which in existential sentences (see Moro 1997 revising Heim’s (1987) semantic account of
this contrast and the locality conditions on extraction; see also Moro 1993 for locality issues
within a Minimalist framework).
7Notice that the pro-drop parameter is totally irrelevant here: movement in required in Italian on
a par with in English. No “expletive” can rescue the structure where neither phrase moves, not
even ci (there), reinforcing the hypothesis that movement is required to solve the instability
of the lower BSC rather than satisfy some specific condition of the subject position; for the
impact of this phenomenon on discharging the extended projection principle see Moro (1997;
2000) and, in particular, Moro (2009) for a detailed discussion involving the role of Focus0 in
post-verbal positions.
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occur in nominal domains, as complements of P0 heads playing the same role as
the copula in that they provide a landing site for either the subject or the predica-
tive phrase (Moro 2000; see also Kayne 1994; den Dikken 1997; Zamparelli 2000).
Simple examples are pairs like these types of books vs. books of this type which
are generated by the same underlying structure containing a BSC, namely [ of
[BSC [books] [this type]]], by raising either the subject [books] or the predicative
nominal [this type] to the specifier of P0 (cf. books are of these types). We can now
turn to the second issue, namely as to why BSCs cannot be specifiers.
One of the special properties of BSCs – witness examples like (3f,g) – is that
they force movement of either XP: if the two XPs constituting the BSC are both
noun phrases then either movement is possible, yielding a canonical vs. inverse
copular sentence depending on whether the subject or the predicate raises (and
similarly, mutatis mutandis, in nominal constructions); if the predicate of the
copular sentence is not a noun phrase – say an adjectival phrase – then the only
viable rescue strategy is for the subject to raise, because of the morphological re-
strictions imposed on the landing site (arguably related to Case assignment). The
reason of the instability of this structure is inherently related to the symmetrical
nature of this configuration; there are two alternative explanations, one based
on the LCA (Moro 2000) – movement is necessary to allow linearization of two
mutually c-commanding phrases – the other on labeling algorithm (Moro 2009) –
movement is necessary to provide a label to the BSC (see also Moro 2000; 2009;
Chomsky 2013; 2017; Chomsky et al. 2019; Rizzi 2015; 2016 for further support to
this explanation and in general for the principle of dynamic anti-symmetry). It
could well be that both explanations are valid and that this phenomenon reveals
a twofold nature of instability depending on the test adopted. Duality is not to
be avoided per se in empirical science if it is grounded and impinges on separate
empirical reasons.
However, for what matters here, even if only one explanation will turn out to
be true, still the instability – hence, the necessity of movement out of a BSC –
remains as an undisputed fact. And it is this very fact that offers a straightforward
explanation for the second issue addressed in this section, namely as towhy BSCs
cannot be specifiers. An obvious case study is the impossibility for BSC to be
clausal subjects, i.e. specifiers of TP. The crucial fact is that movement is banned
from within this position unless some specific conditions are realized which do
not apply here (for the locality conditions on the subject position see in particular
the discussion in Rizzi 2015, Stepanov 2007 and references cited there). All in all,
the impossibility for a BSC to occur as a subject follows for principle reasons
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without ad hoc stipulations: on the one hand its instability requires movement;
on the other, movement is impossible for locality conditions.8
Eventually, the homopolar negative slot [−a, −i] generated by the matrix in




The matrix, in fact, completely eliminates the stipulative character of BSCs:
these acentric phrases are not exceptions as they are now framed in the same
two property based grid generating the other two categories, namely words and
endocentric phrases. The exception would now rather be if they did not exist.
2.2 Expletives
There is a residual empty slot in the matrix in (4), namely the homopolar positive
syntactic entity: [+a,+i]. Is there a reason for assuming that there exist atomic en-
tities that can occur as the specifiers of a phrase, that is that can be incapsulated?
I would like to suggest that this category exists and coincides with expletives.9
In a sense, this assumption is trivially proved. Elements like there in English exis-
tential sentences, for example, are clearly atomic but they cannot further project
when merged with a phrase – in fact, they prototypically end up occupying the
position canonically reserved to clausal subjects – hence [+i]. Nevertheless, they
do qualify as exceptions since atomic entities, i.e. X0s, do project and they cannot
occupy the subject position: expletive appear like “inert heads”. One possibility
8Interestingly notice the following contrast:
(i) a. * [John the culprit] is strange
b. [for John to be the culprit] is strange
This shows that what prohibits for a clausal structure to be clausal subject is not related to
the finiteness of tense and aspects features. As for the possibility of a local movement to a focal
position to solve instability (see Moro 2009). Notice also that being BSC [−i] it must project
when merged with an XP: this is consistent and in fact it derives the solution to the instability
of these constituents as predicted by the principle of dynamic anti-symmetry (see Moro 2000;
2009; Chomsky 2013; 2017; Chomsky et al. 2019; Rizzi 2015; 2016).
9I refer to “expletives” in general but a more fine-grained terminology would distinguish be-
tween subject-expletives as in it was clear that John left and predicative-expletives as in it’s
that John left, just to remain to pro-CPs, along the lines of Moro (1997).
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would of course be to assume that expletives are not real heads but rather “mono-
lithic” phrases which exceptionally contain no parts visible to Internal Merge but
this would of course be a way just to rephrase the situation. On the other hand,
however, the capacity of expletives to share some properties with heads can in-
deed be independently supported, by considering more fine-grained and hidden
empirical data, such as those manifested in copular constructions. Consider the
following contrast taken fromMoro (1997; see also Stepanov 2007 for an analysis
of the same data in (5a):10
(5) a. which wall do you think there was [a picture of t]
b. * which wall do you think the cause of the riot was [a picture of t]
FollowingMoro (1988; 1997), I will assume that there is a not a subject expletive
which is inserted late in the derivation; this element is rather a pro-predicate
expletive raised from a lower position or, equivalently, that existential sentences
like (5b) belong to the more general class of inverse copular sentences: cf. [there
was [ [a picture of the wall] t ]]. In (5b), instead, the phrasal predicate the cause
of the riot is raised to the pre-verbal position. The major difference between the
two sentences, then, is that the head of the predicate is embedded in (5b) (namely,
cause) whereas it edges the TP phrase in (5a) (namely, there).
This distinction allows to explain this contrast by appealing to the notion of
L-marking. More specifically, Moro (1997) adopted the version of L-marking as
formulated in Cinque (1990) which differed from Chomsky’s (1986) original pro-
posal: Cinque’s version is based on the selectional capacities of a head rather
than its theta-marking ones. Synthetically, a phrase is an island (or a barrier
to movement) unless it enters into a local relationship with a head selecting it,
where by “local relationship” a minimal dominance relation is intended canon-
ically expressed in terms of c-command. An interesting remark on L-marking
highlights its persistence inMinimalist frameworks: “Though varieties of govern-
ment would be ‘imperfections’, to be avoided if possible, the closer-to-primitive
notion of L-marking should pass muster, hence also notions of barrier that are
10This contrast was also discovered with respect to quantifier raising:
(i) a. there weren’t pictures of many girls
b. the cause of every riot wasn’t pictures of many girls
The embedded quantifier many can have scope over negation, hence be extracted from the
subject DP at logical form (LF), only in a there-sentence (ia). Notice that the example in (ia)




based on nothing more than L-marking” (Chomsky 2000, 117; for a critical review
of the notion of L-marking and the empirical and historical reasons behind it see
Roberts 1988).
All in all, the impossibility to extract fromwithin the post-verbal subject in (5b)
is immediately explained by the fact that it is not L-marked: the element selecting
it is the predicative head cause and it fails to c-command it; the only other head
c-commanding the subject is the copula: although it qualifies in terms of local
configuration, it does not select the subject: thus the subject is not L-marked and
extraction from it yields an ungrammatical sentence. This parallels the case of a
preverbal subject of an embedded sentence: it is in a proper local configuration
with a complementizer c-commanding it but it is not selected by it (see Rizzi 1990;
2015; see also again Stepanov 2007 for critical considerations on extractions from
the subject position). In (5a), instead, the head there (locally) c-commands the
lower subject and it selects it in its capacity as a pro-predicate: thus, the subject
is L-marked and extraction is viable. The special head-like relation between the
expletive there in subject position and the copula is also manifested in the fact
that the copula anomalously shows rightward agreement, reasonably a sign that
the number features of the subject have been transmitted by the pro-predicative
element selecting it:11
(6) a. there were many pictures of the wall
b. the cause of the riot was/*were many pictures of the wall
Similar considerations concerning there would hold for pre-verbal it in quasi-
copular sentences such as it seems that Mary left as well as in inverse copular
sentences with clausal subjects like it’s that Mary left, whose common structure
is: [ it V0 [ [that Mary left] t]. There are also other occurrences of there with
other verbs than the copula which would lead to the same conclusion, namely
unaccusative constructions but illustrating them here would take us too far (see
Moro 1997 and the crucial extensions suggested in the comprehensive theory of
argument structure proposed in Hale & Keyser 2002).
11That there are cases where the nominal head of a predicate must agree with its subject is
independently attested in cases like:
(i) I consider John and Peter my best friend*(s)
However, agreement is by no means obligatory in all cases. In fact, there can be a complete













See Moro (1988; 1997; 2017a) for further considerations.
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Crucially, for what matters here, there is a further piece of evidence in favor
of the fact that expletives have a twofold nature. In the previous examples, I
have provided evidence that they share the same selectional properties as heads;
it can be also proved that they do behave like phrases by reasoning as follows.
expletives are only merged with other phrases; as [+i] elements they cannot
project, thus the resulting phrase can either be a full endocentric phrase (where
the other element projects) as in [TP Expl TP ] or it can be a BSC (where neither
phrase projects) as in the [BSC DP Expl ] generating (5a) where neither phrase
projects. In the latter case, either phrase must be further moved as predicted by
dynamic anti-symmetry:12
The very existence of atomic and incapsulated syntactic categories (expletives)
is ultimately well-grounded empirically and this allows us to fill in the last avail-




12For the reasons why the expletive raises and the impact it has on semantic structure see Moro
(1997: Ch. 3; 2000; 2009); Chomsky (2013; 2017); Chomsky et al. (2019); Rizzi (2015; 2016) if the
expletive did not have phrasal properties and they were just like heads, it would be hard to
explain why the structure is unstable and it requires movement. All in all, expletives appear
to share some properties with both X0 and XPs.
13Notice that the BSC analysis originally proposed for existential sentences, quasi-copular sen-
tences, and unaccusative constructions has been extended to cover previously unrelated con-
structions. In particular, the same analysis has been proposed to include wh-phrases to explain
split interrogatives, including the classic “was-für split phenomena” and its equivalent in Ro-
mance languages (see Moro 2000 and Ott 2012 for a further and original extensions of this
proposal). In Italian, for example, we get the following case study where the particle di (‘of’)
plays the same role as a nominal copula in questi tipi di libri (‘these types of books’) forcing










‘What books does s/he read?’
For what matters here, examples like (i) show that the twofold nature of elements like there
is not isolated to canonical expletives: it is rather unexpectedly shared by wh-elements like
cosa (‘what’) which constitute an unstable structure with another full phrase, revealing their
phrasal nature, but do not contain any part accessible to Internal Merge, i.e. they behave like




3 On evaluating the matrix: Suggestions for the future
agenda
The fourfold taxonomy generated by the matrix absorbs the exceptionality of
BSC and expletives framing them along X0 and XP in a natural way within
the same grid generated by two syntactic properties formulated by referring to
Merge.
In principle, this may not be the only welcome result: the matrix could also
be exploited to capture further empirical generalizations. For example, it reveals
natural classes – i.e. agreement is possible only with a [+i] category – or it allows
to identify grammatical functions in a more comprehensive way – i.e. predica-
tive structures coincide with [−a,−i] category (see Moro 2000; 2004 for further
discussion) or simplifications – i.e. two homopolar entities (namely, expletives
and BSCs) cannot be merged. Whether or not this matrix will be theoretically

















My special thanks go to Robert Frank, Raffaella Zanuttini, Giorgio Graffi, Cris-
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Chapter 6
On a difference between English and
Greek and its theoretical significance
George Tsoulas
University of York
This paper offers a comparative study of the coordinator and and the comitative
preposition with in its coordinating function. Greek is shown to behave differently
from English in this respect and this is accounted for in terms of labelling potential
of a syntactic/lexical object. The more general claims are that labelling is a locus
of variation and that labelling is (still) a syntax internal process.
1 Introduction
One of the major proposals concerning the possible loci of syntactic variation
is the so-called Borer–Chomsky conjecture which Baker (2008) formulates as
follows:
All parameters of variation are attributable to differences in features of par-
ticular items (e.g. the functional heads) in the lexicon.
In general, it is a somewhat more restricted version that is more widely ac-
cepted, namely that syntactic variation and parametric properties are restricted
to properties of inflectional heads only.1
In this note, I would like to suggest that the potential of a category to supply
a label to a constituent that it heads is also a property that, though not strictly
inflectional and clearly not restricted to functional heads, is a locus of variation
across languages. The empirical argument in favour of this position comes from
1This is more in line with both Chomsky’s and Borer’s formulations.
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the behaviour of certain coordinated structures in English and Greek (and to a
much lesser extent French). It is well known that the preposition with in English
also functions as a coordinator. The same is true in Greek, but coordinations with
with pattern differently in the two languages. In a nutshell, while in English the
first conjunct must raise out of the with phrase, there is no such requirement in
Greek.
In this paper I consider more closely these patterns and argue that they are
better understood if we extend Chomsky’s (2013) proposal on structured coordi-
nation with and to the case of coordination with with and argue, contra Kayne
(1994), that movement of the first conjunct is driven not by Case but by the re-
quirements of the labelling process, and more specifically the idea that while
some categories may be able to label in some languages they may not in others.
Taking Chomsky’s idea that some categories may be assigned a feature [label]
that nothing can remove more seriously than he probably intended, we can imag-
ine that this feature is an integral part of lexical items. It follows that for cate-
gories that lack that feature, the labelling algorithm cannot identify any of their
properties for externalisation and the conceptual-intentional system.2
The paper is structured as follows: in §2 I present the facts of English concern-
ingwith-coordinations. §3 develops the account ofwith-coordinations in English
in labelling terms. In §4 I turn to the Greek data and show that the patterns fol-
low from the simple proposal that Greek me (‘with’) is a labelling category. I
also discuss some interpretive issues relating to distributivity. §5 spells out some
consequences of the analysis.
2 Coordination: and and with
The following paradigm in English is well known:
(1) a. Sue and Sy are friends
b. * Sue is friends and Sy
(2) a. Sue is friends with Sy
b. * Sue with Sy are friends
Examples like those in (2) are found with a variety of symmetric predicates,
as Lakoff & Peters (1969) as well as Dong (1970) have discussed (cf. 3), although
with varying degrees of acceptability.
2This is an important point to which we will return in §5.
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(3) a. Sue is co-workers with Sy
b. Sy is mates with Sue
c. Sue is school/bandmates with Sy
d. ? Sy is siblings with Sue
e. Sue is twins with Sy
f. Sy is co-authors with Sue
Compare now (3) with its version where with is replaced by and.
(4) a. Sue and Sy are co-workers
b. Sue and Sy are mates
c. Sue and Sy are school/bandmates
d. Sue and Sy are siblings
e. Sue and Sy are twins
f. Sy and Sue are co-authors
The main difference between the paradigm in (3) and that in (4) is that with
and-coordinations the whole constituent remains together while with with the
first conjunct must move out.
Beyond nominal predicates, as above, the pattern extends to verbal symmetric
predicates such as collide or fuck:
(5) a. Rosetta collided with comet 67P
b. Rosetta and comet 67P collided
c. * Rosetta with comet 67P collided
d. * Rosetta collided and comet 67P
e. Sue fucks with Sy every Wednesday evening
f. * Sue with Sy fuck every Wednesday evening
g. Sue and Sy fuck every Wednesday evening
h. * Sue fucks and Sy every Wednesday evening
Lakoff & Peters 1969 suggested first that the preposition with was function-
ing here as a coordinator and, moreover, the and- and with-coordinations were
related and should be transformationally linked through a process of replacing
and by with and extraposing with NP. The issue of the relatedness of the two
constructions as well as the basis for Lakoff & Peters’s (1969) account was revis-
ited, in light of the LCA, by Kayne 1994: §6.3, who proposed that the reason for
the commonalities between (1a) and (2a) is that they both derive from the same
underlying structure, namely (6).
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(6) [DP1 [[and/with] DP2]]
What sets the two constructions apart, for Kayne, is that there is a require-
ment for the first conjunct to move out of the conjoined phrase in (2a) because
it cannot be adequately Case licensed in situ. More specifically, while a phrase
coordinated with and allows both conjuncts to be Case licensed by virtue of the
fact that the whole coordinated constituent is in a Case-licensing position, this is
not true of coordinated phrases with with. A somewhat different way of putting
this restriction is that, from a Case theoretic point of view, DP coordination is
only licit if Case can be distributed to both conjuncts. In the case of and this
appears to be so. In the case of with, however, this does not happen because the
second conjunct is case licensed by with while the first one has to get Case from
an external source.
The latter way of putting the relevant constraints can be made to work fur-
ther, in the sense that a constituent of the type A and B does distribute like its
conjuncts whereas a constituent like A with B does not. But again, if we assume
that the construction is headed by the coordinator, we would have to suggest
that in the case of with it is still a Case assigning preposition rather than a co-
ordinator, which in turn casts doubt on the analysis of these two constructions
as deriving from identical underlying structures. Moreover, under this analysis
it is not clear why with different predicates it is impossible to extract the first
conjunct of a with coordination:
(7) * Sue is French with Sy.
For this, Kayne suggests that in order to obtain a distributive reading a coor-
dinated phrase must be preceded by a distributor which may be overt or covert.
This distributor, noted both following Kayne’s convention, forces the distribu-
tive reading on the coordinated phrase, which is, of course equivalent to a sen-
tential coordination.
(8) both [John and Mary] love cats → John loves cats and Mary loves cats.
And, of course, these cases are also fine with an overt distributor:
(9) Both John and Mary love cats.
In the case of with-coordinations, however, the distributor induces a barrier
to the movement of the first conjunct. Thus, sentences with the following repre-
sentation are out.
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(10) (Kayne 1994: 66, example 56)
Johni is human beings [both [[ei] with Bill]]
But it is unclear why this should be so. After all both, as a floating quantifier,
does not induce a barrier to the movement of its complement (cf. Sportiche 1988).
Equally, a modifying adjunct usually does not induce a barrier to movement of
the specifier of the category towhich it attaches. I will set aside the issues relating
to interpretation and distributivity and revisit them briefly in §4.1.
As we can see, Kayne’s analysis is problematic in various respects, and yet, it
remains both plausible and attractive. In the following sections I will claim that
the basic insights can be maintained and find more elegant and general expres-
sion in terms of the labelling requirements and possibilities in these structures.
3 Labelling and coordination
Chomsky (2013) puts forward a particular proposal regarding structured coordi-
nation (with and), according to which coordinate structures start as (11):
(11) [α and [β DP1 DP2]]
As β cannot be labelled because configurations of the type [XP YP] are prob-
lematic for the labelling algorithm (both heads are equally prominent), one of
DP1 or DP2 must raise (say DP1) and β receives the label of DP2. Importantly,
however, α receives the label of DP1, reflecting the fact that the distribution of
these coordinated structures is determined by the shared label of the two coordi-
nated elements. As Chomsky notes, though, the construction remains headed by
the conjunction which remains visible in order to determine the structure but is
not available as a label. This entails that the whole constituent can be the target
for movement yielding (12) as an instance of DP movement:3
(12) [DP Peter and Susan] are [DP Peter and Susan] teachers
Assuming this to be on the right track, let us turn to the case of with-coordi-
nations. Given that (13), modelled on (12) is ungrammatical, it is clear that this
proposal will not be applicable to with-coordinations.
3To be sure, there are various questions surrounding Chomsky’s proposal on coordination. For
example, it is unclear what it means for the construction to headed by the coordinator, which
determines structure but does not supply a label. This requires further clarification on the
assumption that the labelling algorithm identifies heads. We set this aside for now.
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(13) * [DP Peter with Susan] are [DP Peter with Susan] teachers
In these cases the distribution of the coordinate structure does not reflect the
distribution of their shared label (DP); in fact, it does not constitute a well-formed
constituent at all, as the data show. It follows that the derivationwill also be some-
what different. Keeping, however, as close as possible to the proposal on and will
allow us to pinpoint the difference. The following is a reasonable approximation
of their derivation that preserves full parallelism between the and and the with
case. Let us assume that DP1 and DP2 merge again like before yielding an unla-
bellable [XP YP] structure. Next, with merges with that syntactic object just like
in the case of and. The difference, I claim, is that unlike and, with can provide a
label for the resulting object, and we have the following configuration:
(14) [withP with [α DP1 DP2]]
At this point, DP1 must raise so that α receives the label of DP2, yielding (15):
(15) [β DP1 [withP with [DP2 DP1 DP2]]]]
Of course, the question that arises now is what label will β receive. As the two
elements of β are [DP1 withP] we are in the same situation as before where we
have a [XP YP] configuration and one of the two elements must raise. DP1 does
and following merging of further material we obtain the initial contrast repeated
here:
(16) a. Sue is friends with Sy
b. Sue and Sy are friends
If this is correct it is not Case but the requirement for the whole constituent
to be labelled that is responsible for the movement of the first conjunct. The lack
of label also accounts for the fact that the whole constituent cannot be targeted
for movement, yielding the ungrammaticality of (2b). Whether the constituent
remains unlabelled is an important question that we will pick up in §5.
Although this analysis provides an account of the basic patterns, the ungram-
maticality of (7) remains problematic. Within the analysis presented here, a co-
vert distributor will not do the job – both because assuming that it induces a
barrier to movement is not an idea that is easy to implement in the general frame-
work I am assuming, but also because, in fact, even in cases like (2a) the reading
is distributive in the sense that the following is a contradiction:
(17) # Sue is friends with Sy but Sy is not friends with Sue.
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With a predicate like being French, however, this reading is not possible. Fur-
thermore, the distributive reading is not really what matters, but rather the sym-
metric/reciprocal one. Thus, observe the following contrast:
(18) a. Both Sebastien and Julie are French
b. * Both Sebastien and Julie are friends
With verbal predicates the contrast is perhaps even more telling:
(19) a. Both Sue and Sy fucked (every/on Wednesday evening)
b. Both Rosetta and Galileo collided *(with comet 67P)
Clearly what is missing in the meanings of the examples above is this recipro-
cal/symmetrical meaning. There is no suggestion that Sue and Sy fucked (with)
each other or that Rosetta and Galileo collided with each other. Of course, with
an overt reciprocal the sentences are perfect:
(20) a. Sue and Sy fucked each other
b. Rosetta and Galileo collided with each other
The sentences become significantly degraded by the addition of an overt dis-
tributor:
(21) a. ???/* Both Sue and Sy fucked (with) each other
b. ???/* Both Rosetta and Galileo collided with each other
One way to extend the account presented here is to focus on the fact that while
and andwith appear to perform the same function and give rise to the same struc-
tures, it is also not true that they are synonymous.4 Specifically, I assume that
with even as a coordinator retains its comitative meaning and θ licenses its DP
complement (DP2 in our examples). We can then ask how is DP1 θ-licensed.5 I
propose here that a derivation involving a with-coordination will converge only
if both coordinated DPs can be independently θ licensed.6 This means that they
will work only with two-place predicates, either verbal (like collide, fuck, dance),
in which case the DP will receive a thematic role in the subject position, or with
symmetric relational nouns like friends, co-workers and so on where the thematic
role will be available in the nominal extended projection.7 The idea, therefore, is
4In §4.1 I revisit this issue and propose that even if we stick with distributivity, the results will
come out right if we look more closely at the morphology of distributivity.
5This is a legitimate question even if we have a coordination where we generally assume that θ
licensing involves the whole constituent. The distribution of Case inside thewith-coordination
also does not work in the same way.
6Again, in parallel with Case.
7The actual mechanism is not relevant here.
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that, unless the DP that moves out in order to allow the [DP withP] constituent
to be labelled can be thematically licensed in its derived position, the sentence
will be ungrammatical, not as a result of lack of Case (Case can be assigned) or of
lack of label, but as a violation of the θ-criterion. Labelling is important, however,
as it is the label that allows thematic licensing in the case of and-coordinations
and prevents it in the cases of with, with the results that we saw earlier. As noted
earlier, there is lexical variation in the range of elements that allow the patterns
involving with-coordination. So, while with a relational, symmetric noun like
friends it works fine, with others speakers find it less acceptable at first. Interest-
ingly, with a noun like enemy which allows for a non-symmetrical reading the
with coordination is possible only in the symmetrical reading:8
(22) She is mortal enemies with John
Assuming now this analysis, I turn to the corresponding Greek facts.
4 Greek
And-coordinations in Greek show a behaviour similar to that of their English
































‘Kiriakos and Aris are friends.’
















‘Kostas and Aris are friends.’
8Example (22) is taken from http://www.davidagler.com/teaching/criticalthinking/handouts/
Handout3_AdHominemFallacy.pdf.
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‘Kostas is friends with Aris.’
At first sight, taking Greek and English to be basically the same, it looks like
in Greek the first conjunct may remain in situ. From a Case theoretic perspective
this is somewhat problematic. One would wonder why the same mechanism is
not available in English. One approach could suggest that while we may unify
Greek and English in terms of Case assignment in these constructions, the EPP
requirement of C–Tmust be satisfied by DPmovement in English while in Greek
V-to-T suffices. This is a reasonable approach but raises the question why is it
impossible to raise the whole withP to [spec T]. The labelling account developed
here provides an explanation for that. However, this question may be moot, at
least in part, given the evidence on agreement to which we now turn. There are






























‘I am friends with Aris.’
The agreement contrast between (25) and (26) on the one hand and (27) and (28)
on the other is interesting when compared to the agreement found in the English
friends with construction. In the Greek case, plural agreement on the predicate
nominal is only triggered when the first conjunct of the [A with B] element stays
in situ. If, however, the first conjunct raises to [Spec T], then agreement is in the
singular both on the copula in T and the predicate nominal. Compare this to the
English friends with construction (2a) where the predicate nominal shows plu-
ral agreement but T bears singular features (from agreement with the subject).
Now, given that the plural on the predicate nominal is pretty much the only tan-
gible evidence we can lay our hands on in favour of the idea that the underlying
structure involves a coordination, we can take the absence of plural agreement
(together with the absence of any other factor that blocks plural agreement) as
evidence that there is no underlying coordination in Greek, and the right analysis
















Friends with construction is not available in Greek. Under a Case theoretic
approach, this is problematic given that me assigns Case to its complement DP
while DP1 has its Case valued externally. So even pursuing that path one would
have to find out why Greek allows this type of Case valuation in cases that look
otherwise equivalent.
Given the discussion above and the agreement facts, it is, I suggest, reason-
able to propose that the difference between Greek and English regarding with-
coordinations should be located in the labelling potential of with/me.
In the previous section we saw that in English with was different from and in
that it could supply a label. I want now to propose that in Greek me is exactly
the same as ke ‘and’ in terms of labelling potential,9 i.e. neither can supply a
label (in other words nether carries the feature [label]), and, as a result, it is not
surprising that the behaviour of me-coordinations in Greek is similar to that of
and-coordinations (in Greek and English). Assuming this, the patterns follow.
Consider first the fact that the whole constituent will be labelled DP and as a
result can be targeted for EPP driven movement and for Case valuation. Concern-
ing Case, as we saw above, me will Case license DP2 while DP1 will have its Case
valued via Agree with T. The following examples show that the whole DP can





















‘I am always fighting with my father.’
9They are different in other ways, see §4.1.
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‘Apostolis and I are always rivals.’
Assuming further that in some way coordinated phrases are marked as for-
mally plural, agreement both with the predicate nominal and T is expected to be
in the plural. This prediction is borne out.
Furthermore, we predict that these coordinated structures will be available
with a wide variety of verbal predicates too; in other words, not just with the
symmetric ones with which they co-occur in English. Again the prediction is




















































































‘Sakis and Frini had a child.’













































































‘In the end Rihana and the Saudi man have been together for months.’
The interpretation of these examples is dependent on the predicate; if the pred-
icate allows for a symmetric reading like (34), where if A is married to B then
B is also married to A, then this is what we obtain. If the predicate allows or
requires a group reading, like (37–38), this what we get. And finally, if the predi-
cate allows or requires a distributive reading, like (33) or one reading of (35) this
is again what we have.
Under the simple proposal that me is a non-labelling head the data above are
all expected. Let me now turn to a somewhat complicating factor, namely dis-
tributivity.
4.1 A complication: Distributivity
There seems to be one significant difference between ke and me in Greek. It is















‘Pierre knows both Isabelle and Marie.’
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‘Kostas knows both Maria and Eleni.’
Kayne (1994: 146, fn. 16) for French and Chatzikyriakidis et al. (2015) for Greek
have argued that the initial (outer) occurrence of the coordinator is in fact a
distributive operator. Although this is generally true in the sense that the initial
ke/et yields a distributive reading it is also true that this is only the case when the
second (inner) coordinator is and/ke/et. Thus, in Greek, with a me-coordination








































‘Sakis and Sula lifted a table.’ collective
Now perhaps it is the comitativemeaning ofme (whichwas suggested in §3 for
English and is presumably also valid for Greek) that somehow blocks the distribu-
tive reading. One way of putting this is to suggest that, semantically, the output
of a me-coordination is a group individual, acting in part as an atom, whereas
this is not necessary for ke-coordinations, whose semantic value may be that of
a group (in which case there is no difference with me) but can also be an indi-
vidual of type sum, which would be an appropriate argument for the distributive
operator. However, examples like (44) seem to suggest otherwise, in the sense
that, as things stand, there is no immediate suggestion that the two teams form




























‘Olimpiakos and Panathinaikos have at last found out which teams they
will face.’
11This is perhaps too strong. The two teams might form a group in the sense that they are the
two Greek teams in the relevant international championship. I will set this aside for this paper.
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The reading of (44) is distributive in the sense that it corresponds to a senten-
tial conjunction (45):
(45) Olympiakos knows which team it will face and Panathinaikos knows
which team it will face.






























‘Olimpiakos and Panathinaikos also have at last found out which teams
they will face (as well as some other group of teams).’
In this case the reading is that of the additive ke.12
Another issue with the idea that the initial ke is the distributive operator ap-
plying to an argument of sum type is that ke, qua distributive operator, is not
available with plurals, which are routinely thought of as carrying the type of













‘The children too ate gemista.’
12For more details on the additive ke, see Chatzikyriakidis et al. (2015) and references therein.
13In French the relevant sentences are altogether ungrammatical so we will not pursue the com-
parison further although the question why the distributive et cannot appear with plurals in




























intended: ‘Jean knows each child.’
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(48) Both children ate gemista
Again the ke on (47) is the additive ke and does not give the desired distributive
reading, unlike what we see in (48).
Setting aside this concern, these patterns can be understood in twowayswhich
probably boil down to the same insight. On the one hand, as suggested earlier, we
can think of inner and/ke/et as sum forming operators and outer ke/et as distrib-
utors acting upon these sums. In contrast with/me are group forming operators
whose outcome behaves in the relevant respects as an atom and therefore the
distributor cannot act on them in the same way. This would mean that the rea-
son why initial ke followed by a with coordination can only be read as additive


















‘The committee (as well as some other organisation) decided the invasion
of Amorgos.’
The alternative way of analysing these patterns is to suggest that the distribu-
tive operator is in fact the discontinuous morpheme:
(50) a. Both … and
b. Ke … ke
c. Et … et
Again this idea predicts that adding both or ke in front of a with/me-coordina-
tion will not yield a distributive reading simply because, at least in these cases, it
is just not the right morpheme for the intended meaning. I think that in this way
the ungrammaticality of Kayne’s example (10), repeated here, is explained too:
(51) Johni is human beings [both [[ei] with Bill]]
While Kayne is right that distributivity is the key to understanding the judge-
ment, it is not because a covert both blocks the extraction. Rather, it is because
the distributive reading does not arise in these cases because the lexical material




Let us take stock. I argued so far in this paper that a number of differences in the
syntax of coordination both within and across languages can be understood in
terms of the labelling potential of different categories and the labelling algorithm.
The account developed here raises a number of questions primarily about the role
of labels in syntactic derivations.
A particular point of debate regarding labelling going back to the early days
of minimalism is whether labels are mere tags onto pieces of structure serving
to identify them as a potential targets for operations such as internal Merge or
agree at least,14 or active drivers of the derivation. Chomsky (1993; 1995) took
the former view. A different view was taken by Adger & Tsoulas 1999, who pro-
posed that labels are complex and include category determining features from
both merged elements, i.e. Merge(α, β) → [{α,β} α, β]. Crucially, the label {α,β}
was taken to be semi-uninterpretable in the sense that one of the two categorial
features that make it up (α and β) had to be eliminated. Eliminating that fea-
ture was done in the standard way, by seeking a goal in the numeration or the
sub-array, agreeing, and merging it with the existing structure or, by internal
merge, raising an element with the required specification. In that proposal, com-
putation was driven by the labels, whether on heads or intermediate projections.
Although Chomsky’s recent proposals on labelling and the one from Adger &
Tsoulas (1999) differ in many respects, they converge on the idea that determin-
ing the label of a particular part of the structure is a driving force for computation
and that in principle labelling need not obey endocentricity. They diverge on two
important conceptual points, namely (a) whether the output of merge needs to
be always labelled, and (b) what are labels required for. Regarding the former,
Chomsky (2015: 6) is particularly clear on this point:
Crucially, LA does not yield a new category as has been assumed in PSG and
its various descendants, including X′ theory. Under LA, there is no structure
[α X], where α is the label of X. LA simply determines a property of X for
externalization and CI. It is therefore advisable to abandon the familiar tree
notations, which are nowmisleading. Thus in the description of an [XP, [YP,
ZP]] structure, there is no node above either of the twomerged constituents.
There is no label for the root of the branching nodes.
Taking this at face value, it means that not every output of merge operations
will be labelled. A question we might ask about this approach is what happens
14The question of external merge is also relevant in terms of the elements that are identified for
Merge.
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to elements such as [ α, β ] when LA has not identified a property for exter-
nalisation and CI. The issue is puzzling. Imagine that there is some element X
for which the Labelling algorithm as identified no property (I suppose that this
would be its label) for externalisation and CI. What would that actually mean?
In terms of externalisation it would mean that the element would not be pro-
nounced. This is the reasonable understanding of the idea (from Chomsky (2015)
that copies do not label. In other words the algorithmwill identify no property of
copies relevant to externalisation. Wanna contraction aside, this seems correct.
But what of CI? Would one expect that such an element would be invisible also
to the interpretive mechanisms? This seems problematic. Focusing on the cases
of interest in this paper, both and/ke- and (in Greek at least) me-coordinations
would be such that the coordinator would provide no relevant property for ex-
ternalisation and CI. If the reasoning based on copies is on the right track, then
the non-labelling nature of the coordinators is a clear counterexample (they are
after all externalised). But setting externalisation aside, in the case of CI it is un-
clear, in this case, how a structure [DP1 and DP2] would be interpreted. What
does seem clear is that it is a property of the conjunction that is preeminent in
the interpretation, namely whatever it is that turns that constituent into a plu-
ral (sum) entity. Assume for concreteness that the semantics for DP conjunction
corresponds to set formation, or more precisely set-product formation, defined
in its general form as follows (Heycock & Zamparelli 2005: 241):
(52) Set product (sp)
sp(𝑆1, … , 𝑆𝑛) =def {𝑋 ∶ 𝑋 = 𝐴1 ∪ ⋯ ∪ 𝐴𝑛, 𝐴1 ∈ 𝑆1, … , 𝐴𝑛 ∈ 𝑆𝑛}
The way this works is by taking one element from the denotation of each of
the two conjoined elements and yielding their union for all elements of these
sets. This is the property that is relevant to CI, rather than the DP label that,
as we saw, is assigned by the labelling algorithm. The DP label (or at the very
least the lack of label deriving from the conjunction), however, is precisely what
accounts for the syntactic patterns. Thus, if the reasoning is correct, we are led to
rethink the labelling process as follows: labels in part drive syntactic computation
but in crucial respects do not represent properties for CI and externalisation.
There is a mismatch between the label relevant to the derivation itself and the
CI/semantically relevant one. Labels are necessary and the labelling algorithm
is a tool that affords insightful understandings of syntactic patterns, but labels
do not determine interface interpretation and do not reflect interface properties.
Often in fact, as in the cases analysed in this paper, the syntactic label is at odds




In this paper I tried to rethink the properties of two types of coordination in
English and Greek. I argued that the different behaviour of and and with-coor-
dination in English are the result of the fact that while and does not provide a
syntactic label with does. In Greek, however, neither did, resulting in different
behaviours. If I am correct we probably also have to accept two higher level con-
clusions. First, that the (non)-labelling nature of a category can capture linguistic
variation and perhaps is a parametric property. Given that this is not an inflec-
tional category, if I am correct, then there is evidence for variation that, although
ultimately located in the lexicon if we assume that there is a feature [label], con-
cerns the only thing that is determined internally to the computational system.
The second conclusion, connected directly to the first, is that labelling is a pro-
cess necessary for the syntactic computation and is neither determined by nor
determines interface properties.
Abbreviations
EPP extended projection principle
LA labelling algorithm
LCA linear correspondence axiom
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The reason “movement” is used to describe the relationship between an interroga-
tive phrase in English and the syntactic position is binds a variable in, is because
that variable is silent. Impressionistically, the interrogative phrase has changed lo-
cation – it has moved from the position interpreted as a variable. To derive this
feature of the relationship while maintaining a semantics that correctly captures
the nature of the variable is not trivial. The presently best model is one that claims
that the interrogative phrase is, at least partially, in both positions – the position it
is spoken in and the position the variable is in. Jairo Nunes has suggested a method
of using that model and an algorithm that converts syntactic representations into
strings – a linearization algorithm – to derive the fact that a change of location
is how being in two positions is manifest. I develop this idea in a framework that
expresses the “be in two positions” syntax with phrase markers that allow a term
to be dominated by more than one mother. This interpretation of movement does
not fit well with the execution Jairo Nunes had of his idea. I develop an alternative
implementation that preserves his leading idea.
1 Introduction
In a series of papers, a book, and a dissertation, Jairo Nunes (1995; 1996; 1999;
2004) has provided a compelling way of deriving a signature property of move-
ment, a property I will call terseness.
(1) Terseness
When a term is moved from one position to another, it gets spoken in only
one of those positions.
Kyle Johnson. 2020. Rethinking linearization. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer,
Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Be-
tween syntax and morphology, 113–135. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/
zenodo.4280639
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There are exceptions to terseness, and some of these Nunes’ account predicts.
This venue doesn’t provide the space to consider these exceptions, or how they
fit Nunes’ project, so I will set them aside and concentrate on the normal case, in
which terseness holds. Nunes’ leading idea is that movement creates a structure
that the linearization algorithm can interpret only if terseness holds.
Nunes’ account has two parts. First, he adopts the copy theory ofmovement (2).
(2) Copy theory of movement
a. From a term X is made a copy: X′
b. X′ is merged into a position higher than X
On this view, movement could take the structure in Figure 7.1, form a copy of


















Figure 7.1: Pre-move structure
1In order to focus on just one movement operation at a time, I will only consider cases of



























Figure 7.2: Post-move structure
The second part relies on a standard condition on how phrase markers are
linearized into strings that Kayne 1994 calls antisymmetry.
(3) Antisymmetry
A linearization cannot contain both 𝑎 < 𝑏 and 𝑏 < 𝑎.
Antisymmetry assumes that a linearization is a set of ordered pairs 𝑥 < 𝑦 ,
where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are words and “<” is the precedence relation. Antisymmetry
simply states that no word can both follow and precede another. Nunes’ sec-
ond proposal, then, is that antisymmetry cannot distinguish one word from. The
structure in Figure 7.2 is not pronounced with two instances of which and flower
because a linearization that contains both which′<she and she<which will be a
violation of antisymmetry. This is terseness.
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One goal of this paper is to define copies so that they have the effect of in-
voking antisymmetry in the way that Nunes envisions. That definition will use
the idea broached in Engdahl 1980 that a moved term is a term in two syntactic
positions.2 This can be represented by letting phrase marker trees allow mul-
tidominance. Another goal of this paper is to devise a linearization algorithm
that can handle such trees.
2 Nunes’ proposal
Nunes couches his idea with a slightly modified version of the linearization al-
gorithm in Kayne 1994. The key departure from Kayne’s algorithm concerns the
items that are linearized. Kayne’s algorithm linearizes morphemes – including
subword material – and Nunes’ doesn’t. I’ll adopt Nunes’ view, which is useful
in accounting for certain exceptions to terseness. A goal of Kayne’s work is to
derive (4) from the linearization algorithm.
(4) If XP asymmetrically c-commands YP, then the words dominated by XP
(= d(XP)) will precede the words dominated by YP (= d(YP)) (modulo the
effects of movement).
(5) α c-commands β if every phrase dominating α dominates β too, and α
doesn’t dominate β. α asymmetrically c-commands β if α c-commands β
and β doesn’t c-command α.
This is achieved by building (4) into the linearization algorithm along the lines
of (6).
(6) a. Let 𝐿 be the set of pairs of heads and phrases, ⟨𝐴, B⟩, in a phrasemarker
P such that 𝐴 asymmetrically c-commands 𝐵.
b. The linearization of P is the union of d(𝐴) < d(𝐵) for every ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩
in 𝐿.3
As Kayne notes, (6) needs to be weakened if it is to work for phrase markers
that have specifiers. To see this, consider how (6) applies to (7).
2Engdahl cites the unpublished Peters & Ritchie (1981) as her source for the idea.
3More explicitly: the linearization of P is {𝑎 < 𝑏: ∀𝑎 ∈ d(𝐴) and ∀𝑏 ∈ d(𝐵) if ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩ is in 𝐿 of P}.
















The 𝐿 for (7) is (8a), and this produces the linearization in (8b).






𝑡ℎ𝑒 < 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 < 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑛 < 𝑐𝑟𝑦
𝑡ℎ𝑒 < 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 < 𝑐𝑟𝑦







≡ can cry the child can cry
(8b) violates antisymmetry.
(9) Antisymmetry
A linearization cannot contain both 𝑎 < 𝑏 and 𝑏 < 𝑎.
The problem with (6) is that it allows too many asymmetric c-commanding
pairs to enter 𝐿. Because TP† is part of some of the pairs in 𝐿, the orderings
can<the, can<child, cry<the and cry<child get into the linearization. But because
DP is also part of some of the pairs in 𝐿, the linearization contains the<can,
the<cry, child<can and child<cry. To address this problem, Kayne proposes a
way of limiting the class of items that can be in 𝐿 so that it achieves certain goals
his system has for ordering sub-word morphemes. Because that is not a feature
of the procedure needed to derive terseness, I will take a slightly different tack.
I will limit 𝐿 to just maximal and minimal projections.
(10) a. Let 𝐿 be the set of pairs of heads and maximal projections, ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩, in a
phrase marker P such that 𝐴 asymmetrically c-commands 𝐵.
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b. The linearization of P is the union of d(𝐴) < d(𝐵) for every ordered
pair in 𝐿.
Because TP† is neither aminimal nor amaximal projection it will be jettisoned
from 𝐿. (10) will produce the 𝐿 in (11a), and this generates the correct linearization
in (11b).
(11) a. 𝐿 = {⟨D0, N0⟩, ⟨DP, T0⟩, ⟨DP, VP⟩, ⟨DP, V0⟩, ⟨T0, V0⟩}
b. {
𝑡ℎ𝑒 < 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 < 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑛 < 𝑐𝑟𝑦
𝑡ℎ𝑒 < 𝑐𝑎𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑 < 𝑐𝑟𝑦
𝑡ℎ𝑒 < 𝑐𝑟𝑦
}
≡ the child can cry
(10) correctly linearizes a wide array of syntactic structures and provides a way
of deriving (4).
We are now ready to see howNunes proposes to derive terseness. His proposal
amounts to adopting (12).
(12) A term, 𝑋 , and , 𝑋 ′, cannot be distinguished by antisymmetry.
A consequence of (12) is that a linearization which contains both 𝑋 < 𝑌 and
𝑌 < 𝑋 ′ will violate antisymmetry. Applying (10) to the result of movement in
Figure 7.2 produces the linearization in (13b).




⟨D0′,N0′⟩ ⟨DP′,C0⟩ ⟨DP′,TP⟩ ⟨DP′,DP†⟩ ⟨DP′,D0†⟩
⟨DP′,T0⟩ ⟨DP′,VP⟩ ⟨DP′,V0⟩ ⟨DP′,DP⟩ ⟨DP′,D0⟩
⟨DP′,NP⟩ ⟨DP′,N0⟩ ⟨C0,DP†⟩ ⟨C0,D0†⟩ ⟨C0,T0⟩
⟨C0,VP⟩ ⟨C0,V0⟩ ⟨C0,DP⟩ ⟨C0,D0⟩ ⟨C0,NP⟩
⟨C0,N0⟩ ⟨DP†,T0⟩ ⟨DP†,VP⟩ ⟨DP†,V0⟩ ⟨DP†,DP⟩
⟨DP†,D0⟩ ⟨DP†,NP⟩ ⟨DP†,N0⟩ ⟨T0,V0⟩ ⟨T0,DP⟩









which′ < flower′ flower′ < should should < she she < bring bring < which
which′ < should′ flower′ < she should < bring she < which bring < flower
which′ < she flower′ < bring should < which she < flower which < flower
which′ < bring flower′ < which should < flower





≡ which′ flower′ should she bring which flower
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Because of the existence of which’<bring and bring<which in (13b), along with
many other such pairs, antisymmetry is violated.
This derives the impossibility of speaking a moved term in both of the places it
occupies, but something more is needed to produce the string that actually arises.
Nunes suggests that this involves a movement-specific deletion operation which
removes orderings from a linearization. Applied to (13), this deletion operation
could remove orderings to form one of the strings in (14), all of which satisfy
antisymmetry.
(14) a. which flower should she bring
b. which should she bring flower
c. flower should she bring which
d. should she bring which flower
Nunes assumes, and so shall I, that (14a) and (14d) are possible outcomes –
some languages choosing one or the other – but that (14b) and (14c) are not.
To block these two outcomes, Nunes makes two assumptions. First the deletion
operation in question applies not to a linearization – it doesn’t remove elements
of the set in (13) for instance – but to the syntactic structure being linearized.
It removes the linearization statements corresponding to the phrases and heads
that populate a syntactic representation. I’ll formulate Nunes’ condition, which
he calls chain reduction, to reflect this.
(15) Chain reduction
Chain reduction applied to d(𝑋) deletes every ordered pair in a lineariza-
tion that contains a word in d(𝑋), 𝑋 a head or phrase.
To form the strings in (14), chain reduction will delete from 𝐿 the ordered pairs
indicated in (16).
(16) a. To form (14a), chain reduction applies to d(DP).
b. To form (14b), chain reduction applies to d(NP′) and d(D0).
c. To form (14c), chain reduction applies to d(D0′) and d(NP).
d. To form (14a), chain reduction applies to d(DP′).
The second assumption Nunes makes is that there is an economy condition
that favors fewer targets for chain reduction.
(17) Economy
Let 𝑁 be the number of terms that an instance of chain reduction, 𝑅, ap-




Economy will block the applications of chain reduction in (16b) and (16c) be-
cause of the equally antisymmetry compliant applications of chain reduction in
(16a) and (16d).
There are a variety of successes for this method of deriving terseness, and I will
not challenge it. Instead, I will focus on understanding (12).Why is antisymmetry
unable to distinguish a term from its copy?
3 Multidominance
A simple way of explaining why a term and its copy are the same thing for an-
tisymmetry is that they are the same thing. Rather than modeling movement as
an operation that creates a copy of a term and puts that term in an additional
position, we could model movement as an operation that puts one term in two
positions. This is a thesis that Engdahl (1980), Starke (2001), de Vries (2007), Gärt-
ner (2002), among others, have suggested.
An immediate problem with this view, though, is that it leads to the expecta-
tion that the denotation a phrase has will be the same in both of the positions
movement relates it to. Consider, for instance, a way of representing this thesis
that allows one term to have two positions in a phrase marker. That would give
Figure 7.2 the representation in Figure 7.3.
There is evidence that the semantics of constituent questions of this kind must
be able to involve a binder/variable relation. In principle, we want phrasal move-
ment to be able to cause amoved phrase to bind a variable in the position it moves
from. The representation in Figure 7.3 makes that possibility obscure. The single
phrase,which flower, would not seem to be able to simultaneously have themean-
ing of a variable and the meaning of the term that binds that variable.4 We want
to define “copy of” so that it gives the equivalent of Figure 7.3 for antisymmetry,
but not for the meanings involved.
In Johnson 2012, I argue that the solution to this dilemma comes from recog-
nizing that there can bematerial in the higher position that is not part of the term
that has moved. If we represent this additional material with “Q,” then Figure 7.3
can be replaced by Figure 7.4.
Depending on the kind of semantic relation involved, we can credit the deno-
tation of Q0 with being responsible for creating a binder out of the higher phrase.
See Johnson 2012 for details. I will assume that movement is an operation that
puts one term in two positions, but that it does so always in a way parallel to
Figure 7.4. The moved item is part of a larger term in the higher position.






















Figure 7.3: Remerge structure
Adopting this view requires a recasting of Nunes’ method of deriving terse-
ness. We cannot rely on an operation like chain reduction to fix the violations
of antisymmetry that movement will create as it will overshoot. To see this, con-
sider how (10) will apply to Figure 7.4; it produces the linearization in (18).




⟨X0,D0⟩ ⟨X0,NP⟩ ⟨X0,N0⟩ ⟨XP,C0⟩ ⟨XP,C0⟩
⟨XP,TP⟩ ⟨XP,DP†⟩ ⟨XP,D0†⟩ ⟨XP,T0⟩ ⟨XP,VP⟩
⟨XP,V0⟩ ⟨C0,DP†⟩ ⟨C0,D0†⟩ ⟨C0,VP⟩ ⟨C0,V0⟩
⟨C0,DP⟩ ⟨C0,D0⟩ ⟨C0,NP⟩ ⟨C0,N0⟩ ⟨DP†,T0⟩
⟨DP†,VP⟩ ⟨DP†,V0⟩ ⟨DP†,DP⟩ ⟨DP†,D0⟩ ⟨DP†,NP⟩
⟨DP†,N0⟩ ⟨T0,V0⟩ ⟨T0,DP⟩ ⟨T0,D0⟩ ⟨T0,NP⟩








Q < which which < flower flower < she she < should should < bring
Q < flower which < she flower < should she < bring should < which
Q < she which < should flower < bring she < which should < flower
Q < should which < bring flower < which she < flower bring < which





























Figure 7.4: Parallel Merge structure
There are numerous violations of antisymmetry in (18b) (e.g.,which<bring and
bring<which) as well as the arguably anomalouswhich<which and flower<flower.
For chain reduction to remove these violations, it would have to apply to either
d(XP) or d(DP). If it applies to d(DP), (18) will lose all ordered pairs that have
eitherwhich or flower in them, producing a linearization that is equivalent to (19).
(19) Q she should bring
If movement puts one thing in two places, thereby explaining (12), then some-
thing must replace chain reduction in Nunes’ explanation for terseness.
A minimal modification of Nunes’ system would be to allow the pairs that go
into 𝐿 to be partial in a way that mimics chain reduction. Rather than removing
ordering statements that produce a violation of antisymmetry, we can allow the
linearization to avoid introducing them to begin with. (10) becomes (20).
(20) a. Let 𝐿 be a set of pairs of heads and maximal projections, ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩, in a
phrase marker P such that 𝐴 asymmetrically c-commands 𝐵.
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b. The linearization of P is the union of d(𝐴) < d(𝐵) for every ordered
pair in 𝐿.
Unlike (10a), which required that 𝐿 contain ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩ for every 𝐴 that asym-
metrically c-commands 𝐵, (20a) allows 𝐿 to contain a proper subset of such or-
dered pairs: all it requires is that 𝐿 contain ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩ only if 𝐴 asymmetrically c-
commands 𝐵. (20) allows partial orderings, and so it will have to be coupled with
something that ensures that every word in a syntactic representation end up in
the linearization. This can be achieved by adopting another of Kayne’s (1994)’s
well-formedness conditions:
(21) Totality
If 𝑎 and 𝑏 are words in P, then either 𝑎 < 𝑏 or 𝑏 < 𝑎 must be in the lineariza-
tion of P.
(20) will allow for the English linearization of Figure 7.4 – in (22) – and totality
will prevent incomplete outcomes like (19).
(22) a. 𝐿 = {
⟨X0, D0⟩ ⟨X0, N0⟩ ⟨D0,N0⟩ ⟨XP,C0⟩ ⟨XP, DP†⟩







Q < which which < flower flower < she she < should should < bring
Q < flower which < she flower < should she < bring
Q < she which < should flower < bring





≡ Q which flower she should bring
Moreover, (20) will also correctly block (14b) and (14c), in which which and
flower are linearized in non-contiguous positions. This is because for totality to
be satisfied, XP must be in 𝐿. Only if XP is in 𝐿 will Q get linearized with all the
words that are not in XP. But once XP is in 𝐿, all of the words in XP (i.e., Q, which
and flower) will be linearized in the same way to every word not in XP. A feature
of (20) is that it enforces contiguity on any phrase that enters 𝐿.5
(23) Contiguity
A linearization is contiguous if for every phrase, XP, in 𝐿, if 𝑏 ∉ d(XP), then
𝑏 < 𝑎 or 𝑎 < 𝑏 for every 𝑎 ∈ d(XP).
5There is a very close resemblance between contiguity and the central condition in Lisa Selkirk’s
(2011) match theory, which requires that phrases map onto prosodic units that contain every




An interesting feature of movement is that it creates structures which violate
a stronger form of contiguity, one that holds of every phrase in a structure, not
just those used to form a linearization. This stronger form of contiguity is quite
widely honored by linearization; we should have an account for why it is relaxed
just for movement structures. (20) takes a step towards doing this by letting con-
tiguity hold not of the entire phrase marker, but of the subset of phrases chosen
from that phrase marker to base a linearization on. Totality forces this subset to
be sufficiently representative, spreading contiguity among the non-moved parts
of the phrase marker. The moved parts of a phrase marker are allowed to violate
contiguity because there is a way of satisfying totality without considering all
the positions they are in.
Unfortunately, this feature of (20) prevents any other linearization of
Figure 7.4, including the one Nunes’ theory countenanced in (24).
(24) Q she should bring which flower
In general, if phrasal movement creates a structure in which, like Figure 7.4,
the moved phrase is part of a larger phrase in the higher position, then (20) will
not allow covert movement.
What this section shows is that it’s possible to preserve much of the lineariza-
tion algorithm that Nunes uses to explain terseness, while giving a natural and
simple explanation for why antisymmetry should treat a moved term as if it’s
one thing in two positions. Kayne called his linearization algorithm the linear
correspondence axiom, or LCA. Let’s know this modified version of his algorithm
as the multidominant-friendly linear correspondence axiom, or MLCA.
(25) MLCA
a. Let 𝐿 of P consist of pairs of minimal and maximal projections, ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩,
where 𝐴 asymmetrically c-commands 𝐵 in P.
b. A linearization of P is the union of d(𝐴) < d(𝐵) for every ⟨𝐴, 𝐵⟩ in 𝐿
of P.
c. d(𝛼) =def all the words dominated by α.
(26) Antisymmetry
A linearization of P cannot contain both 𝑎 < 𝑏 and 𝑏 < 𝑎.
(27) Totality
A linearization of P must contain 𝑎 < 𝑏 or 𝑏 < 𝑎 for every pair of words
𝑎, 𝑏 in P.
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TheMLCA has properties which should be regarded as features. Some of them
are (28).
(28) MLCA Features
a. Preserves the goal of Kayne’s LCA, i.e. the generalization in (4).
b. Enforces contiguity on a moved phrase (i.e., blocks 14b–c).
c. Derives terseness.
d. Produces linearizations corresponding to overt movement.
It also has a property that could be regarded a bug. If movement has the prop-
erties I argued for (Johnson 2012), then it will not allow for a linearization that
corresponds to covert movement. I regard that as a bug, and so I will offer an
alternative linearization scheme in the next section.
4 Paths
If a structure like Figure 7.4 is to be able to linearize into covert movement, i.e.
a string in which which flower follows bring, then it will be necessary to allow
Q and which flower to end up non-contiguous. This means that the linearization
algorithm cannot preventQ from getting into the linearization unless everything
else in d(XP) gets ordered the same way to the things that XP asymmetrically c-
commands. We must let Q get into the linearization without using XP’s position
to do so. I cannot see a way of doing that which preserves Kayne’s program, so I
will abandon (4) as a goal of the linearization scheme.6 What shouldn’t be aban-
doned, though, is contiguity which seems to be a general truth about how syntac-
tic structures map onto strings. If movement employs multidominant representa-
tions, contiguity must be relaxed, but only just where multidominance arises. So
my goal will be to devise a linearization algorithm which preserves contiguity in
all those cases where multidominance (aka movement) doesn’t arise and explain
why it selectively permits violations where multidominance does arise.
Contiguity is typically conceived of as a relationship between dominance rela-
tions and contiguous strings and this is how I’ve stated it in (23). It enforces the
law in (29).
(29) If words 𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛 are dominated by a phrase XP (= d(XP)), then 𝑎1, … , 𝑎𝑛
will form a contiguous substring in the linearization.
6See Abels & Neeleman 2012 for another direction to pursue.
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For standard phrase markers that don’t have multidominance in them, an
equally valid way of stating the law that contiguity enforces is (30).
(30) If phrase XP1 dominates phrase XP2, then the words in XP2 (i.e., d(XP2))
will form a contiguous substring of the string formed by the words in XP1
(i.e., d(XP1)).
Indeed, the transitive closure of (30) holds for phrase markers that obey conti-
guity and don’t contain multidominance.
(31) Let 𝑝 = (XP1,XP2, … ,XP𝑛) be a series of phrases such that every XP𝑖 in 𝑝
is dominated by every XP𝑗≤𝑖 in 𝑝. For every 𝑝 in a phrase marker, d(XPi)
must be a contiguous substring of d(XP𝑗≤𝑖) for every XP in 𝑝.
(NB: “dominance” and “substring” are reflexive.)
I will call a series of phrases that form a 𝑝, a path.
Interestingly, (31) isn’t obeyed in a phrase-marker that allows for multidom-
inant representations. To see this, consider Figure 7.5 and the linearization of
Figure 7.5 that corresponds to overt movement, in (32).
(32) Overt movement linearization:
Q which flower she should bring here
Two paths that contain DP and NP in Figure 7.5 are (33).
(33) a. Paths for NP:
i. (NP,DP,VP†,VP,TP†,TP,CP†,CP)
ii. (NP,DP,XP,CP)
b. Paths for DP:
i. (DP,VP†,VP,TP†,TP,CP†,CP)
ii. (DP,XP,CP)
(32) makes (33a-i) and (33b-i) violate (31); neither flower (=d(NP)) nor which
flower (=d(DP)) are contiguous substrings of d(TP) (=she should bringwhich flower
here), d(TP†) (=should bring which flower here), d(VP) (=bring which flower here)
or d(VP†) (=bring which flower). If contiguity were to be expressed in a way that
derives (31), then only covert movement operations would be permitted. That’s
not a desirable outcome. Notice, however, that if the paths in (33a-i) and (33b-i)
are ignored, the linearization in (32) doesn’t violate (31). Conversely, the paths in





























Figure 7.5: Wh-movement structure
(34) Q she should bring which flower here
Under this linearization, neither d(NP) (=flower) nor d(DP) (=which flower) are
contiguous substrings of d(XP) (=Q which flower). This linearization doesn’t vio-
late (31), however, if the paths in (33a-ii) and (33b-ii) are ignored. Paths give us a
way, then, of linearizing a phrase that is in two positions in either one of those
positions. We can use paths to make movement overt or covert.
The linearization algorithm I will propose is based on paths. As we’ve seen,
framing contiguity in terms of paths in the way that (31) does leaves its effects
unchanged for phrase markers that don’t have multidominance in them, but has
useful effects in situations where multidominance arises. The role that asymmet-
ric c-commanding phrases have in the MLCA will be taken up by paths in my
algorithm. Words will get into a linearization by virtue of the paths they have,
and so I will state totality in terms of paths too. This will also allow a phrase
marker that has multidominance, and therefore more than one path for a word
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or group of words, to satisfy totality by choosing just one of those paths. Finally,
because the formalism for representing linearizations is a set of ordered pairs, (31)
will have to be expressed in a way that references those ordered pairs rather than
the strings they correspond to. Here, then, is a system that does those things.7
(35) Path correspondence axiom (PCA)
a. Let 𝑝(𝑤)=(XP1, XP2,…, XPn), a path, be the set of phrases that dominate
𝑤 , a word, and include the root phrase such that every XPi is dominated
by every XP𝑗≤𝑖.
b. Π(𝑃) is a set of paths formed from the words in 𝑃.
c. d(XP) is the set of 𝑤s such that XP is in 𝑝(𝑤 ). d(𝑤 ) is 𝑤 .
d. If 𝑝, a path, is in Π, then for every 𝑋𝑃 ∈ 𝑝, either 𝑎 < 𝑏 or 𝑏 < 𝑎 is in
the linearization, for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝑑(XP) and 𝑏 ∈ 𝑑(𝛽), 𝛽 XP’s sister.
e. Totality
For every 𝑤 in 𝑃 , Π(𝑃) must contain 𝑝(𝑤).
Totality requires that every word in a sentence be associated with a path that
is used to linearize it. The sum of these paths is Π. For each of these paths, (35d)
then introduces contiguity-preserving ordered pairs into the linearization. (35d)
doesn’t make the language particular correct choices – that must come from a
part of the linearization scheme that fixes the choices among the cross-linguistic
word-orders – but it limits those choices to just ones that satisfy contiguity.
We’ll look at two case studies to see how the PCA does its job. Consider first











For each of thewords in (36), there is only one path. Consequently, the smallest
Π that satisfies totality is (37).
7Note that the PCA does not need antisymmetry to derive terseness. It follows from the part of
the PCA that enforces contiguity. Indeed, it could be that the PCA derives antisymmetry.
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(37) a. 𝑝(she) = {DP, TP}
b. 𝑝(should) = {TP†, TP}
c. 𝑝(protest) = {VP, TP†, TP}
From these paths, we can calculate 𝑑 , which relates phrases to the words that
are linearized by (35d). The 𝑑 of a phrase are all thewords that contain that phrase
in its path.
(38) a. 𝑑(TP) = {she, should, protest}
b. 𝑑(DP) = {she}
c. 𝑑(TP†) = {should, protest}
d. 𝑑(VP) = {protest}
(35d) requires that each of the sets in (38) map onto a contiguous substring in
the linearization. For instance, for (35d) to hold of TP†, all of the words in 𝑑(TP†)
(i.e., should and protest) must be ordered in the same way to the words in TP†’s
sister: 𝑑(DP) (i.e., she). Every phrase that is in some word’s path will be subject
to this requirement, and so every word will be part of a series of phrases that are
contiguous, each larger phrase in that path mapping onto a larger contiguous
superstring containing that word.
The PCA therefore allows for the linearizations of Figure 7.5 in (39).
(39) a. she should protest
b. should protest she
c. she protest should
d. protest should she
This is probably more possibilities than should be allowed – (39d) is a suffi-
ciently rare way for a language to linearize this structure that we might want to
block it – but it comes close to what’s cross-linguistically available. I will assume
that the language particular choices narrow this set down to the particular out-
comes appropriate for any particular language. English (a head initial, Specifier
initial language) chooses (39a).
The second case study is shown in Figure 7.6. As we’ve seen, which and flower
have two paths in Figure 7.6, and so the largest Π contains them both:
(40) a. 𝑝(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
b. 𝑝(which) = {DP, XP, CP}





























Figure 7.6: Wh-movement structured (repeated from Figure 7.5)
d. 𝑝(flower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}
e. 𝑝(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
f. 𝑝(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
g. 𝑝(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
h. 𝑝(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}
i. 𝑝(Q) = {XP, CP}
The values for 𝑑 are:
(41) a. 𝑑(CP) = {she, should, bring, here, Q, which, flower}
b. 𝑑(XP) = {Q, which, flower}
c. 𝑑(CP†) = {she, should, bring, here, which, flower}
d. 𝑑(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which, flower}
e. 𝑑(DP†) = {she}
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f. 𝑑(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which, flower}
g. 𝑑(VP) = {bring, here, which, flower}
h. 𝑑(VP†) = {bring, which, flower}
i. 𝑑(DP) = {which, flower}
j. 𝑑(NP) = {flower}
(35d) prevents almost all linearizations of (40). It allows a linearization for this
Π only under very narrow circumstances: when the language’s word order set-
tings would allow the multidominant phrase to be simultaneously contiguous
to the sisters it has in both of its positions. Because of (41b), (35d) requires the
linearization to have a contiguous string made from Q, which and flower. But be-
cause of (41g) and (41h), it also requires contiguous substrings made from {bring,
which, flower} and {bring, which, flower, here}, whichmeans the linearizationmust
have one of the strings in (42) in it.
(42) a. i. bring which flower here
ii. bring flower which here
b. i. here bring which flower
ii. here bring flower which
c. i. which flower bring here
ii. flower which bring here
The strings in (42a) can’t coexist in a linearization that also puts Q contiguous
with {which, flower}. The strings in (42b) and (42c) can if nothing in larger phrases
separates Q. For instance, the strings in (43) would satisfy (35d).
(43) a. Q which flower bring here should she
b. she should here bring which flower Q
I don’t know of such a case, but I don’t know of any harm in letting in this pos-
sibility. In general, though, (40) is too large to have a viable outcome. A smaller
Π will have to be chosen.
There are four other Πs that satisfy totality. They all give to which and flower
just one path. One such Π chooses paths for which and flower that go through
XP; another chooses paths forwhich and flower that go through VP† instead. The
first of these is (44) and the second (45).
(44) a. 𝑝(which) = {DP, XP, CP}
b. 𝑝(flower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}
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c. 𝑝(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
d. 𝑝(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
e. 𝑝(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
f. 𝑝(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}
g. 𝑝(Q) = {XP, CP}
(45) a. 𝑝(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
b. 𝑝(flower) = {NP, DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
c. 𝑝(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
d. 𝑝(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
e. 𝑝(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
f. 𝑝(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}
g. 𝑝(Q) = {XP, CP}
The 𝑑s for (44) are in (46), and they correspond to the string in (47) in a head-
initial and Specifier-initial language like English.
(46) a. 𝑑(CP) = {she, should, bring, here, Q, which, flower}
b. 𝑑(XP) = {Q, which, flower}
c. 𝑑(CP†) = {she, should, bring, here}
d. 𝑑(TP) = {she, should, bring, here}
e. 𝑑(DP†) = {she}
f. 𝑑(TP†) = {should, bring, here}
g. 𝑑(VP) = {bring, here}
h. 𝑑(VP†) = {bring}
i. 𝑑(DP) = {which, flower}
j. 𝑑(NP) = {flower}
(47) Q which flower she should bring here
The 𝑑s for (45) are in (48), and they correspond to the string in (49), in a head-
initial, Specifier-initial language.
(48) a. 𝑑(CP) = {she, should, bring, here, Q, which, flower}
b. 𝑑(XP) = {Q}
c. 𝑑(CP†) = {she, should, bring, here, which, flower}
d. 𝑑(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which, flower}
e. 𝑑(DP†) = {she}
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f. 𝑑(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which, flower}
g. 𝑑(VP) = {bring, here, which, flower}
h. 𝑑(VP†) = {bring, which, flower}
i. 𝑑(DP) = {which, flower}
j. 𝑑(NP) = {flower}
(49) Q she should bring which flower
These are the desired outcomes; they correspond to the overt and covert move-
ment possibilities.
The remaining two Πs that satisfy totality give to which and flower divergent
paths. They are both blocked by the PCA. To see how, consider (50), where flower
is given a path through XP and which is given a path through VP†.
(50) a. 𝑝(which) = {DP, VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
b. 𝑝(flower) = {NP, DP, XP, CP}
c. 𝑝(bring) = {VP†, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
d. 𝑝(here) = {PP, VP, TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
e. 𝑝(should) = {TP†, TP, CP†, CP}
f. 𝑝(she) = {DP†, TP, CP†, CP}
g. 𝑝(Q) = {XP, CP}
The ds for (50) are (51).
(51) a. 𝑑(CP) = {she, should, bring, here, Q, which, flower}
b. 𝑑(XP) = {Q, flower}
c. 𝑑(CP†) = {she, should, bring, here, which}
d. 𝑑(TP) = {she, should, bring, here, which}
e. 𝑑(DP†) = {she}
f. 𝑑(TP†) = {should, bring, here, which}
g. 𝑑(VP) = {bring, here, which}
h. 𝑑(VP†) = {bring, which}
i. 𝑑(DP) = {which, flower}
j. 𝑑(NP) = {flower}
𝑑(VP†) and 𝑑(VP) together require that the linearization produce the string
bring which here (once English-specific choices are made). But 𝑑(DP) requires
that the linearization also produce the string which flower. There is no way of
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linearizing these words that preserves these two requirements. Exactly the same
incompatibility arises if the path for flower goes through VP† and the path for
which goes through XP – the other way of choosing divergent paths for these
words. The reason these choices lead to a conflict is because all choices of paths
for which and flower will contain DP, and (35d) will consequently require which
and flower to be contiguous. This is how this system prevents the words in a
moved phrase from getting linearized in different positions.
The PCA, then, allows for both overt and covertmovement and, like theMLCA,
explains why multidominant structures allow for selective relaxation of contigu-
ity. It makes contiguity, rather than asymmetric c-command, the driving force
behind a linearization. The formalization of contiguity involved enforces a par-
ticular kind of “nesting” condition on entire phrase markers. It allows multidom-
inance in just those cases where that nesting condition can be satisfied for every
word in the phrase marker without considering the complete structure of the
sentence.
5 Summary
What I’ve shown here is a way of completing Nunes’ method of deriving terse-
ness that involves defining the “copy of α” as “giving α an addition position in
the phrase marker.” Traditional linearization schemes have stood in the way of
such a move. I’ve offered two new linearization algorithms that don’t, each with
slightly different empirical footprints.
Abbreviations
LCA linear correspondence axiom
MLCA multidominant-friendly
linear correspondence axiom
PCA Path correspondence axiom
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Rethinking the reach of categorical
constraints: The final-over-final
constraint and combinatorial variability
Neil Myler
Boston University
This squib argues that categorical rules and constraints of the sort traditionally
found in generative syntax can, in principle, make interesting and testable quan-
titative predictions about surface frequencies in language use, despite occasional
claims to the contrary. Specifically, the final-over-final constraint (FOFC, Biberauer
et al. 2014; 2009; Holmberg 2000; Walkden 2009; many others) is predicted to exert
a specific influence on the likelihood of OV vs. VO word order in the language use
of a speaker that allows both, given a combinatorial variability approach to
intra-speaker syntactic variation (Adger 2006 et seq.).
1 Introduction
Generative linguistics has traditionally employed categorical rules and
constraints in its quest to understand the properties of the syntax of particular
languages and the properties of the syntactic component of the language faculty
more generally. For this reason, its theoretical postulates have often been taken
to be either irrelevant to or at odds with the inherent variability of language use
(see Guy 2005; Newmeyer 2005; inter alia).
In this squib, I will argue that categorical constraints can, in fact, make inter-
esting and testable quantitative predictions about surface frequencies, given a
certain theory of how intra-speaker syntactic variation is to be modeled. More
Neil Myler. 2020. Rethinking the reach of categorical constraints: The final-over-final
constraint and combinatorial variability. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie
Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Between
syntax and morphology, 137–147. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.
4280641
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specifically, I will show that the final-over-final constraint1 (FOFC – Biberauer
et al. 2014; 2009; Holmberg 2000; Walkden 2009, many others) should exert a
specific influence on the likelihood of OV vs. VO word order in the language
use of a speaker that allows both, given a combinatorial variability approach to
intra-speaker syntactic variation (Adger 2006 et seq.).
The squib is structured as follows. In §2, I introduce the combinatorial variabil-
ity approach, showing how it might be used to generate predictions concerning
the expected baseline surface frequencies of OV vs. VO order in the speech of
Quechua–Spanish bilinguals, focusing on DP complements and the head-direc-
tionality of VP and TP. In §3, I introduce FOFC and demonstrate that the surface
frequencies predicted by the combinatorial variability approach change if FOFC
is held to be valid. In §4, I outline the prospects and challenges for testing these
predictions in a sociolinguistic study of actual Quechua–Spanish bilinguals in
Cochabamba, Bolivia. §5 is a brief conclusion.
2 Quechua–Spanish contact and combinatorial variability
To make the discussion of combinatorial variability more concrete, I will frame
this section around the specific example of language contact between speakers
of Quechua and Spanish. Speakers of these two languages are in contact in Peru,
Bolivia, Ecuador, parts of Colombia, and parts of northern Chile and northern
Argentina. Many Quechua speakers in these places are bilingual in Spanish. As
is well-known, Quechua and Spanish are almost typological opposites in terms
of their basic word order. Quechua is predominantly head-final, as shown in the
example from Cochabamba Quechua (a Bolivian variety) in (1). Spanish, on the


























‘This man has gone to Cochabamba.’
1Note that FOFC is referred to as the final-over-final condition/constraint in some more recent
work, including Sheehan et al. (2017).
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Pre-theoretically, one might expect contact between Quechua speakers and
Spanish speakers to give rise to mutual influence on word order, such that head-
initial orders increase in Quechua usage, and/or head-final ones increase in Span-
ish usage, depending on the degree of bilingualism of the speaker, attitudes to-
wards each language, and so on. Indeed, such has been reported in the literature
on Andean Spanish (e.g., Muntendam 2008; Muysken 1984; Sánchez 2003) and
in studies of the influence of Spanish on Quechua (Camacho 1999; Hintz 2009;
Sánchez 2003, 2012). Let us now turn to the combinatorial variability approach,
and how it might analyze such variation.
Comparative syntax research within the Minimalist program has pursued the
idea that syntactic variation across languages/dialects should be analyzed only in
terms of variation in the featural needs of functional items (the so-called Borer-
Chomsky conjecture, as it is dubbed by Baker 2008; see Borer 1984; Chomsky
1995). This presents a generativist pathway to orderly heterogeneity in the sense
of Weinreich et al. (1968): Suppose that an individual’s lexicon contains function
morphemes with the same categorial feature and the same contribution to truth
conditions (and thus roughly the same distribution), but which differ in one or
more of their morphosyntactic features. Then, the choice of one or the other lex-
ical item in a derivation will result in somewhat different outputs, but with no
difference in meaning. Thus, there will be an appearance of syntactic optional-
ity, but in reality the only optionality is in lexical choice: once particular lexical
items have been chosen, the syntactic derivation is fully determined. This is the
essence of Adger’s (2006 et seq.) proposed reconciliation of Minimalist syntax
with sociolinguistic variation.
As Adger (2006) points out, it is possible to calculate quantitative predictions
about variability which arise from the combinatorics of the relevant syntactic el-
ements (hence the name combinatorial variability for the overall approach). Take
lexical items A, B, and C; all with identical truth-conditional meaning but with
distinct syntactic features. A and B, when chosen, give rise to a series of deriva-
tional steps S1. C, on the other hand, differs in some aspect of its feature content
from A and B, and thus gives rise to a distinct derivation S2, whose output differs
on the surface from S1. This will give the appearance of syntactic variability. All
else held equal, a prediction is made about the nature of that variability. Since
two out of a possible three lexical choices give rise to S1, but only one choice
yields S2, the prediction is that the output corresponding to S1 should appear in
usage two thirds of the time, and the output of S2 should appear one third of the
time.2
2This follows only if no other factors favor A, B, or C over the others, so that the choice is
determined by chance. In actual use, of course, the probability distribution predicted by purely
syntactic combinatorics will be modulated by sets of factors influencing lexical choice itself,
including sociolinguistic factors. I return to this issue below.
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Returning to our example from Quechua–Spanish contact, we will now ex-
amine the baseline frequencies of OV and VO word order that a combinatorial
variability approach would predict. First, we need an inventory of the syntactic
microparameters that are relevant to analyzing word-order differences between
the two languages.
The first is head-directionality of the vp.3 In Spanish, the head of VP is
on the left (this value will be denoted “L” for short). In Quechua, the head of the
VP is on the right (“R” for short).
The second parameter is head-directionality of the tp. This parameter, of
course, is directly analogous to the first. Spanish T is on the left, and Quechua
T is on the right. This parameter has a direct influence on where the verb sur-
faces relative to its complement, because T in these languages attracts the verb
(i.e., there is V-to-T movement). V-to-T movement is known to apply in Spanish
because of the placement of VP-peripheral adverbs relative to the verb and the




























3For simplicity I will assume the traditional head parameter in the ensuing discussion, but noth-
ing I have to say is incompatible with an antisymmetric approach to the relationship between
structure and linearization (see Kayne 1994). Since Kayne’s linear correspondence axiom is a
key component of many existing approaches to deriving FOFC, this is good news.
4I assume here that T is the relevant landing site in all cases, but this is certainly an oversimpli-
fication. See Schifano (2015; 2018) for evidence that considerably more granularity is needed,
with verb movement targeting different positions in the Cinquean extended IP (Cinque 1999 et
seq.) in different languages. This does not affect the main point here, so long as verb movement
is to a landing site higher in the structure than the final position of the direct object. Thanks
to an anonymous reviewer for raising this issue.
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It is much more difficult to ascertain whether or not there is V-to-T movement
in Quechua, since both VP and TP are head-final in that language, and this makes
it impossible to check whether the verb “crosses over” adverbs at the edge of
VP. The empirical evidence we have to hand is therefore compatible with V-to-T
movement being present or absent in Quechua. However, there is one typological
consideration which weighs in favor of assuming that Quechua does have V-to-
T movement. The syntactic literature has found that VO languages with rich
agreement inflection on the finite verb always have V-to-Tmovement (Kosmeijer
1986; Pollock 1989; see Koeneman & Zeijlstra 2012 for a recent reaffirmation of
this correlation). Since Quechua has extremely rich agreement inflection on its
finite verbs, we may assume it has V-to-T movement also.5
To see why this matters for surface word-order, consider the case of a deriva-
tion in which VP-headedness has the Quechua “R” value, but TP-headedness has
the Spanish “L” value. In such a case, the surface word order will be VO in spite
of the fact that the structure is “underlyingly” OV, because of V-to-T movement.
















Given these basic assumptions about clause structure and the points of para-
metric variation which differentiate Spanish and Quechua, we can now ask about
the predictions of combinatorial variability for the baseline frequencies of OV vs.
VO order.
5An anonymous reviewer points out that there remain a number of potential problems for this
conclusion (referring to Vikner 2005; Han et al. 2007; 2016). This must be borne in mind, be-
cause if it turns out that Quechua lacks V-to-T, then another test-bed for the quantitative pre-
dictions of FOFCwould need to be found. The broader point of this squib, that such predictions
are formulable and testable in principle, stands regardless.
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Let us assume that a bilingual speaker is able to represent syntactic objects
from each language in much the same way as a monolingual speaker. That is, a
bilingual speaker has access to a left-headed VP structure much as a monolingual
Spanish speaker does, and also has access to a right-headed VP structure in the
same way that a monolingual Quechua speaker does. Similarly, the bilingual’s
functional lexicon will contain a lexical item T which takes its complement to
its right, Spanish-style, and another lexical item T which takes its complement
to the left, Quechua-style, and so on for other syntactic objects. Of course, in
making utterances, bilingual speakers will have to make a choice between these
options. It turns out that the different parameter settings discussed above, simply
through the nature of their logically possible combinations, give rise to quanti-
tative predictions about what the baseline frequencies of these different choices
should be.
For the purposes of simplicity, I will concentrate on DP direct objects only.
The calculations below would have to be somewhat different for QP and CP
complements. In the case of QPs, the fact that Quechua allows overt scrambling
for scope would somewhat increase the chance of OV order surfacing, relative
to non-quantificational DPs. For CPs, the possibility of clausal extraposition in
both languages would boost the predicted baseline frequency of VO order.
There are 2 ∗ 2 = 4 possible combinations of parameter settings relevant here,
shown below.
(5) Combinations of parameter settings: DPs
















Hence, the logically possible combinations predict a 50/50 split between VO
orders and OV orders for DPs.
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(6) VO vs. OV order with DP complements
VO = 2/4 outputs = 50%
OV = 2/4 outputs = 50%
3 Bringing in the final-over-final constraint (FOFC)
The final-over-final constraint of Biberauer et al. (2014: 171) has an interesting
effect on this calculation.
(7) The final-over-final constraint (FOFC)
A head-final phrase αP cannot dominate a head-initial phrase βP, where
α and β are heads in the same extended projection.
This constraint will, of course, make the categorical prediction that V-O-Aux
orders will be absent from compound tenses in the Spanish and the Quechua of
bilinguals. In addition, however, FOFC has a quantitative effect. In particular, it
rules out combination D in (5), because that combination involves a head-final
TP dominating a head-initial VP. In terms of the predicted baseline surface fre-
quencies, we thus obtain the following results instead of the ones we saw in (6):
(8) VO vs. OV order with DP complements (if FOFC is valid)
VO = 2/3 outputs = 67%
OV = 1/3 outputs = 33%
This is an exciting finding, because it shows that categorical constraints can
give rise to stochastic effects, meaning that such constraints are of potential rele-
vance to variationist work after all. This result emerges from the fact that combi-
natorial variability derives quantitative predictions by looking at the interaction
of different parameter settings, and universal constraints like FOFC take certain
combinations of parameter settings out of the picture. Another intriguing conse-
quence of this result is that it becomes possible, in principle, to use variationist
data to test the predictions of such universal constraints. Since the baseline fre-
quencies predicted are different if FOFC holds than they are if it does not, in
principle it becomes possible to test FOFC by seeing how the variationist data
pan out. In the next section, I examine the prospects for doing this.
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4 Testing the predictions: Prospects and challenges
It is clear what the signature of FOFC should be in quantitative data: because
FOFC bars one of the logically possible routes to OV word order, OV should be
less common than VO all else held equal if FOFC is valid. If FOFC is not valid,
then OV and VO should be equally frequent, all else held equal.
The challenge in testing predictions of this sort, of course, is that all else is
seldom equal, and a range of social factors that have been discussed in the so-
ciolinguistics literature will also influence the actual surface frequencies of the
orders. These must be controlled for or accommodated somehow if the signature
of FOFC is to be detected. Most obviously, although the literature reports mutual
influence between Spanish and Quechua word orders, it still might be the case
that speakers have some (presumably subconscious) sense that Quechua exhibits
more head-finality. If so, language mode would be expected to favor OV when
the speaker is talking in Quechua, and VOwhen the speaker is talking in Spanish.
Such an effect would be especially likely if the VO vs. OV difference turned out
to be a socially salient linguistic variable.
The issue of social salience raises the possibility that speakers might use OV vs.
VO order as a way of indexing particular identity categories, including attitudes
to Quechua and Spanish, orientation towards or away from indigenous culture,
and so on. Since exposure to standard Spanish will favor VO order, degree of
education is another factor to be considered. In addition, of course, degree of
bilingualism/proficiency in each language would be expected to be relevant.
Finally, there is a presupposition of the combinatorial variability approach
which itself has yet to be tested; namely, the idea that the probability that a
given variable will be used is determined by chance if no other factor intervenes.
This assumption is not unreasonable, but nor is it certain to be correct – we still
await an empirical demonstration that it is on the right track.
In an ongoing collaboration, the sociolinguist Daniel Erker and I have carried
out a pilot study involving demographic/attitudinal surveys, sociolinguistic in-
terviews, reading passage data, and grammaticality judgments on both Spanish
and Quechua as spoken in Cochabamba, Bolivia. The data set includes 19 speak-
ers: 4 monolingual Spanish speakers, and 15 Quechua–Spanish bilinguals. For
the bilinguals, we have interview data, reading passage data, and grammaticality
judgment data on both languages. The analysis of this data is still in progress. As
well as addressing a number of issues in the sociolinguistics of language contact,
we hope that a full version of this study (including monolingual Quechua speak-
ers, and many more speakers overall) will allow us to test the quantitative pre-
dictions of FOFC, and the predictions of the combinatorial variability approach
more generally.
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5 Conclusion
This squib has shown that categorical principles and constraints can make pre-
dictions about apparently non-categorical phenomena. Testing those predictions,
however, is a difficult and delicate task, one that is not yet within our reach from
a practical standpoint. Bringing it within our reach will require the collaboration
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An approach to restructuring with control verbs in German is developed in terms
of structure removal, based on an operation Remove that acts as a counterpart
to structure-building Merge. The analysis accounts for both monoclausal and bi-
clausal properties.
1 Introduction
Virtually all approaches to restructuring in infinitival constructions developed
over the last three decades postulate either uniformly monoclausal structures or
uniformly biclausal structures for the phenomenon; i.e., they do not actually rely
on a concept of syntactic restructuring. Against this background, the goal of the
present paper is to outline an approach to restructuringwith control verbs in Ger-
man that radically departs from standard approaches in that it presupposes that
genuine syntactic restructuring does indeed exist, and can be held responsible
for conflicting pieces of evidence that suggest both a monoclausal and a biclausal
structure. This, in effect, implies a return to earlier transformational approaches
according to which an initial biclausal structure is eventually reduced to a mon-
oclausal structure. Arguably, the single main reason why these approaches were
at some point generally abandoned is that they depended on reanalysis rules
bringing about structure removal that were both unprincipled and unrestricted.
I would like to suggest that the situation is different in a derivational minimal-
ist approach where an elementary operation Remove (which removes structure)
suggests itself as a complete mirror image of the operation Merge (which builds
structure), and can be shown to be empirically motivated in areas unrelated to
Gereon Müller. 2020. Rethinking restructuring. In András Bárány, Theresa Biber-
auer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences
II: Between syntax and morphology, 149–190. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:
10.5281/zenodo.4280643
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restructuring. Thus, given that the goal of the present paper is that of “rethink-
ing restructuring”, this not only implies a reconsideration of current approaches
to restructuring, it also implies thinking of restructuring in terms of genuine
restructuring again.
I will proceed as follows. In §2, I present conflicting evidence for restructur-
ing with control verbs in German: there are arguments for a monoclausal ana-
lysis, and there are arguments for a biclausal analysis. In §3, I introduce a new
approach to structure removal based on the operation Remove, and show what
effects Remove can have for heads and phrases. §4 then shows how a Remove-
based approach to restructuring captures both the evidence for monoclausality
and the evidence for biclausality.
2 Restructuring
Abstracting away from some differences (e.g., with respect to the obligatoriness
of extraposition, on which cf. Biberauer et al. 2014), non-restructuring control
infinitives in German behave in crucial respects exactly like finite embedded
clauses and thus uniformly demand a biclausal analysis in terms of CP embed-
ding. In contrast, restructuring control infinitives in German exhibit both evi-
dence for monoclausality (i.e., for the absence of at least a CP shell, possibly also
of a TP or vP shell) and evidence for biclausality. Whether restructuring is pos-
sible or not needs to be marked as a lexical property with control verbs; if it is
possible, it is always optional with control verbs.1 In the next two subsections, I
will first present some arguments for monoclausality, and then turn to arguments
for biclausality of restructuring control infinitives in German.
1Two remarks. First, as observed by Fanselow (1989; 1991), there is some variation among speak-
ers as to which (control) verbs count as (non-) restructuring predicates in German. As a ten-
dency, it would seem that there is a correlation with age: the younger the speaker, the more
verbs (s)he accepts as a restructuring predicate. Thus, some of the data classified as ungram-
matical in what follows because of a wrong lexical choice may actually be acceptable to some
speakers. This does not affect the generalization as such.
Second, whereas regular control verbs trigger restructuring optionally throughout, other
infinitive-embedding verbs (auxiliaries, modals, causative and perception verbs, and raising
verbs) trigger restructuring obligatorily. As a matter of fact, I am not aware of strong argu-
ments for biclausality with these latter classes, and I take it to be a plausible assumption that
smaller projections (than CP) are embedded with these non-control verb types to begin with.
This leaves open the question of whether they then qualify as purely functional elements (see
Wurmbrand 2001; 2004 on functional restructuring vs. lexical restructuring), or whether they
have full V status after all, just with complements of a smaller size. In what follows, I will gen-
erally disregard restructuring non-control verbs, except for a few cases where their different
behavior sheds some light on the analysis of control verbs.
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2.1 Arguments for monoclausality
There are several well-known arguments for monoclausality with restructuring
control verbs in German (see von Stechow & Sternefeld 1988; Grewendorf 1988;
Fanselow 1991; Bayer & Kornfilt 1994; Wurmbrand 2001, and Haider 2010, among
others).
2.1.1 Scrambling and unstressed pronoun fronting
First, as first observed by Ross (1967), scrambling is strictly clause-bound in Ger-
man; as shown in (1a), a CP boundary cannot be crossed by this operation. The
same goes for fronting of unstressed pronouns; cf. (1b). Note that embedded dass







































In contrast, control infinitives are transparent for scrambling and unstressed
pronoun fronting if they are embedded by a restructuring verb, as in (2a,b) (with
the subject control verb versuchen ‘try’ and the object control verb empfehlen
‘recommend’), but not if they are embedded by a non-restructuring verb, as in





































2Unstressed pronoun fronting is arguably a different movement type from scrambling since it is
obligatory (whereas scrambling is optional) and since it shows order-preservation properties







































Given that it is the presence of a CP projection that blocks non-clause bound
scrambling with finite clauses and non-restructuring infinitives, this suggests
that restructuring infinitives lack such a projection.
2.1.2 Extraposition
Extraposition can affect CPs and PPs (plus, somewhat more marginally, DPs) in
German; the operation is subject to an upward boundedness constraint (see Ross
1967) according to which a clause boundary must not be crossed in the course of
rightward movement. The following examples show how CP extraposition and
PP extraposition are impossible across a CP boundary as it shows up with finite
clauses (cf. 3a) and infinitival complements of non-restructuring verbs (cf. 3b),
respectively (see Müller 1995).3
(3) German































































3In (3a), CP3 undergoes extraposition from within CP1; CP4 is an adjunct clause modifying CP0
(not CP1). CP4 thus indicates that CP3 must have left the domain of CP1, and this violates the
upward boundedness constraint. (The presence of an adjunct in the CP0 clause is necessary to
show that CP1 has indeed been crossed by extraposition since finite clauses usually follow the
verb in German.) This issue does not arise with infinitivals in a pre-verbal position, as in (3b).
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Again, infinitival complements of restructuring verbs behave differently in
that CP and PP extraposition are possible in these contexts; see (4a,b). This can





























































In multiple sluicing contexts in German, more than one wh-phrase escapes dele-
tion (cf. Merchant 2001). The phenomenon is shown in (5a) (with elided material
crossed out); here the two wh-phrases are clause-mates. Next, (5b) shows that










































































However, when the two strategies are combined, ungrammaticality arises:
Multiple sluicing is impossible when the two wh-phrases are separated by a
















































Finally, as noted by Sauerland (1999), whereas non-restructuring verbs do not
permit multiple sluicing (with one wh-phrase belonging to thematrix clause, and
the other one belonging to the embedded infinitive; see 7b), restructuring verbs


































































As before, this suggests that the complements of non-restructuring verbs in-
volve biclausal structures (with an embedded CP), whereas restructuring verbs
optionally involve monoclausal structures (without an embedded CP). Depend-
ing on the exact nature of the analysis of multiple sluicing, this argument for
monoclausality may or may not be an instance of one of the arguments given
above. Thus, Sauerland (1999) assumes that multiple sluicing in German involves
a combination of simple wh-movement affecting one wh-phrase, and scrambling
affecting the other one(s), which would make the multiple sluicing case an in-
stance of the scrambling case, as discussed in §2.1.1. In contrast, Lasnik (2014)
argues that multiple sluicing (in English) involves a combination of simple wh-
movement and extraposition; adopting this analysis for German would imply
that it is an instance of the extraposition case, as discussed in §2.1.2. Finally, if
multiple sluicing in German does in fact indicate an exceptional (recoverability-
driven) occurrence of two (or more) genuine instances of wh-movement (cf. Mer-
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chant 2001; Heck & Müller 2003), it provides a fully independent argument for
selective transparency of embedded infinitivals.4
The arguments for monoclausality given so far all involve movement; the final
three arguments I want to mention here are somewhat different.
2.1.4 Compactness
Haider (2010) observes that items participating in restructuring are compact in
the sense that other material cannot linearly intervene. Thus, as shown by the
presence of unstressed pronoun fronting from the infinitive, restructuring must
have taken place in (8a); and in this configuration, matrix V and embedded V
are separated by an intervening adverb, yielding ill-formedness. In contrast, (8b)






































Haider accounts for compactness by postulating a complex base-generated
head analysis for restructuring. However, it looks as though many of the rel-
evant data can be accounted for independently (see Büring & Hartmann 1996;
Wurmbrand 2007; Müller 2014: ch. 3; but also Haider 2016 for a critique of PF-
based accounts). In addition, the compactness requirement can be circumvented
by various kinds of movement operations (verb-second, topicalization), and it
does not hold in the third construction (see below; cf. Wurmbrand 2007). Thus,
compactness may be an indicator of restructuring, but not without qualifications.
2.1.5 Negation
A well-known argument for monoclausality is that embedded negation can take
wide scope over the matrix clause; cf. (9a) (where restructuring can take place in
the presence of the restructuring verb empfehlen ‘recommend’) vs. (9b) (where
restructuring is not an option with the matrix verb auffordern ‘request’).
4In Heck & Müller (2003), the impossibility of (6, 7b) is tied to the presence of a CP phase that
precludes long-distancewh-movement of the secondwh-phrase via a conspiracy of Chomsky’s








































(9a) can have a reading where negation takes embedded scope (and restruc-
turing does not apply: recommend ≫ not), and a (more salient) reading where
negation takes matrix scope (and restructuring has applied: not ≫ recommend).
In contrast, (9b) can only have a reading with embedded scope of negation (re-
quest ≫ not), not one with wide scope of negation (*not ≫ request).
2.1.6 Intonation
Finally, restructuring infinitives typically trigger a different intonational realiza-
tion from non-restructuring infinitives. Whereas the latter are usually prosodi-
cally separated from thematrix clause (by an intonational break, indicated by “|”),
the former usually are not. Thus, the restructuring environment in (10a) (sig-
nalled by scrambling of the embedded object in front of the matrix subject) is in-
compatible with an intonational break; the non-restructuring context (signalled






































2.2 Arguments for biclausality
2.2.1 Uniformity of embedding
The first argument for biclausality of restructuring constructions with control
verbs in German is a conceptual one (see Koster 1987; von Stechow & Sternefeld
1988): every control verb that permits restructuring can optionally also show up
in a non-restructuring context. Thus, there is no control verb like, say, a fictive
predicate entsuchen ‘try’ that would permit (11a) (where scrambling to the matrix
domain has applied, signalling restructuring) but not (11b) (where compactness




































Deriving this implicational generalization requires additional assumptions if
restructuring predicates can simply optionally involve TP-embedding, vP-em-
bedding or VP-embedding.5 However, the generalization follows directly if the
only way to end up with such a smaller complement size is via an initial CP
embedding that is then subject to some operation bringing about restructuring.
2.2.2 Licensing and interpretation of PRO
A second standard argument for biclausality of restructuring (cf., again, von Ste-
chow & Sternefeld 1988) is that the distribution of the empty pronominal subject
of control infinitives (PRO) requires the presence of a CP projection. In its origi-
nal form, this argument presupposes that every verb must discharge its external
θ-role in the syntax, that the external θ-role is represented by PRO, and that PRO
must not be governed (“PRO theorem”, cf. Chomsky 1981). The PRO theorem is
not widely accepted anymore; however, in all approaches that recognize a syntac-
tically represented non-overt external argument like PRO in control infinitives,
it needs to be ensured that PRO shows up in these contexts but not in others
(finite clauses, exceptional case marking (ECM) environments, raising), and sim-
ple accounts would seem to rely on the presence of a C projection.6 As pointed
out by von Stechow & Sternefeld (1988), and Sternefeld (1990), if there is no CP
projection, the difference between ECM/raising and control may be blurred.
A related problem arises in approaches that do not recognize PRO for restruc-
turing contexts (because the structure that could introduce the external argu-
ment is not present, or because the structure that could license the external
argument is not present, or both) but do recognize PRO for non-restructuring
contexts with the same predicate (see, e.g., Haider 2010): such a heterogenous
analysis invariably requires two radically different approaches to control – e.g.,
5Minimally, it would seem that a designated lexical rule would have to be stipulated that derives
restructuring versions of verbs from the corresponding non-restructuring versions. Such away
out is in principle unavailable if the lexicon is conceived of as a list of exceptions rather than
a place where systematic generalizations can be expressed.
6This holds, e.g., for Adger’s (2003) approach: on this view, control predicates that embed infini-
tival clauses (cf. Stiebels 2010 on control into finite clauses in German) select a special type of
complementizer which in turn assigns a case-like feature [null] to the embedded subject that
requires a non-overt realization not just of the inflectional ending, but of the whole argument
DP (as PRO). Also cf. Chomsky & Lasnik (1993); Roberts (1997).
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(some operation like) syntactic Agree that determines the interpretation of an
embedded PRO via syntactic binding on the one hand (see, e.g., Landau 2000),
and (some operation like) functional composition that brings about the identifi-
cation of an argument of the matrix predicate with the external argument of the
embedded predicate on the other hand (see, e.g., Stiebels 2007). None of these
two ways to identify argument positions of two verbs can be straightforwardly
derived from the other; e.g., minimality may predict object control in the syntax
in the unmarked case (see, e.g., Hornstein 2001), whereas simple lexical stipu-
lation determines whether subject or object control takes place in the case of
function composition.7 Crucially, given the independence of the two means to
identify argument positions in control, the option of control shift with restruc-
turing is wrongly predicted to be possible. Control shift can take place in various
contexts in German (e.g., influenced by passivization of the embedded verb, or in
the presence of certain modal verbs; see Růžička 1983; Wurmbrand 2002; Stiebels
2007). However, this phenomenon never shows up with restructuring: there is
no matrix verb that triggers object control when it embeds a non-restructuring
infinitive, but subject control when it embeds a restructuring infinitive (or vice
versa).
2.2.3 Absence of new binding domains
The third argument for biclausal structures is based on the observation that re-
structuring does not create new binding domains. Thus, an accusative object
reflexive in a subject control infinitive (sich in 12a,b) can never pick a dative ob-
ject of the matrix verb (ihm in 12a,b) as an antecedent, even if the matrix verb
permits restructuring (versprechen in 12a,b). This is accounted for if a reflexive
pronoun needs to participate in an Agree relation with its antecedent (cf. Reu-
land 2001; 2011, Fischer 2004, and Hicks 2009, among others), and restructuring


































7Thus, an object control verb like empfehlen ‘recommend’ can be assumed to have a simpli-
fied entry like λP λy λx recommend(x,y,P(y)), whereas a subject control verb like versprechen
‘promise’ could be specified as λP λy λx promise(x,y,P(x)) – here the only relevant difference is
whether the complement predicate applies to the object variable (y) or to the subject variable
(x) (after function composition has opened up internal argument position(s) of the embedded
predicate via λ conversion plus λ prefixation).
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In contrast, if there is no CP present in restructuring environments, it is not
obvious how the ill-formedness of (12b) can be derived. The reason is that an
accusative object reflexive can pick a dative object of the same verb as an an-
tecedent for many speakers of German (see the empirical investigation reported
in Sternefeld & Featherston 2003; Featherston & Sternefeld 2003, which contra-


















In monoclausal approaches to restructuring where the embedded infinitive
lacks PRO1 in (12a,b) because it is always either part of a complex verb (as in
Haider 2010) or is a bare VP (Sternefeld 2006), the problem is evident: the struc-
tural relations between ihm2 and sich2 in (12b) and in (13) are nearly indistin-
guishable on this view. However, accounting for the ill-formedness of (12b) also
poses a challenge under approaches where the restructuring complement can be
a vP or TP containing PRO (Wurmbrand 2001). The reason is that the option of
reflexive binding of sich1 by the matrix subject Karl1 in (13) shows that reflex-
ivization can take place across what one might think should be an intervening
potential binder (viz., the indirect object ihm2 in 13). The only way out here, it
seems, would be to stipulate that external arguments (PRO1 in 12b) intervene for
Agree-based reflexive binding in a way that internal arguments (ihm2 in 13) do
not. However, not even this step would eventually suffice. As shown in (14a), an
intervening external argument DP can be skipped with PP-internal reflexives in
an ECM construction headed by lassen ‘let’ or sehen ‘see’ (see Reis 1976; Grewen-
dorf 1983; Fanselow 1987; Gunkel 2003; Barnickel 2014). This is never possible
across a finite clause boundary; see (14b). Crucially, it is also never possible with
control infinitives (see 14c), even when restructuring must have taken place (be-






































































Thus, whatever ultimately accounts for the fact that PP-internal reflexives (in
contrast to arguments of the embedded V) can skip over the subject of the infini-
tive, it is clear that such long-distance reflexivization is blocked by a CP phase
boundary. The data then show that a CP is always present with control verbs
(restructuring and non-restructuring), and not present with ECM predicates.
2.2.4 Unstressed pronoun fronting
In §2.1.1, unstressed pronoun fronting from a restructuring infinitive was pre-
sented as an argument in support of monoclausality, based on the conclusion that
the presence of a CP would lead to a violation of locality constraints on move-
ment. Interestingly, unstressed pronoun fronting also provides an argument in
support of biclausality, more specifically, the presence of a CP in restructuring
environments. Unstressed pronouns must undergo fronting to a position that
can only be preceded by a subject DP, which can then be assumed to have un-
dergone optional EPP-driven movement to SpecT; cf. (15a,b) (see Müller 2001;
Fanselow 2004). I assume that unstressed pronouns end up in an outer Specv po-
sition (more specifically, at the left edge of vP), where they precede DP and PP
arguments, including scrambled ones (see 15a–c), adverbials (see 15d), and the




































































Complements of non-control (obligatory) restructuring verbs do not have suf-
ficient space for unstressed pronoun fronting. This is shown for auxiliaries in
(16a), for raising verbs in (16b), and for ECM verbs in (16c), all of which become
well formed if the unstressed pronoun es ‘it’ undergoes longer movement to a




























































The relevant observation now is that there is a vast improvement with the
unstressed pronoun in the embedded domain in the case of control construc-
tions. As shown in (17a,b), restructuring contexts (indicated here by the option
of unstressed pronoun fronting of the dative pronoun) seem to provide sufficient
space for separate unstressed pronoun fronting (here applying to the accusative
pronoun, which of course could also accompany the dative pronoun in thematrix














































This indicates that there is more structure in control infinitives; assuming rais-
ing and ECM environments to involve embedded TPs (Fanselow 1991), the evi-
dence suggests that a CP is required for all cases of unstressed pronoun fronting
in German, and that such a CP is therefore present in restructuring contexts with
control predicates.8
8Note that the argument here is indirect since the actual landing site of unstressed pronoun
fronting, by assumption, is a left-peripheral position in vP. The point is that such movement is
evidently only licensed in the presence of a higher CP. There are various possibilities to derive
this – including, e.g., postulating an inheritance of the relevant features from C, as suggested
in Chomsky (2008); Richards (2007), or postulating that unstressed pronouns must undergo
Agree with C. Ultimately, it seems to be a fact about unstressed pronouns (perhaps, more
generally, Wackernagel-oriented processes) that they depend on the presence of a CP domain,
however this is derived.
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2.2.5 The third construction
The fifth and final argument in support of a CP projection for restructuring in
German involves the so-called third construction, i.e., constructions involving a
combination of leftward scrambling or unstressed pronoun fronting out of a re-
structuring complement, and rightward extraposition of the restructuring com-
plement itself (see den Besten & Rutten 1989). As noted in §2.1.2, CP, PP, and (to
some extent) DP can undergo extraposition in German; however, verbal projec-
tions (vP, VP, TP) cannot do so.9 CP extraposition is shown in (18a,b) (for finite




























The impossibility of TP extraposition is illustrated by (19a,b) (based on the














































































9I hasten to add that this only holds for Standard German; see Haegeman& van Riemsdijk (1986);
Bader & Schmid (2009); Salzmann (2011; 2013a,b) for variation in other varieties of German, for
which the argument to be presented below can therefore not be made.
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Against this background, it can be noted that extraposition is possible in the
third construction, i.e., with scrambling or unstressed pronoun fronting from
extraposed restructuring infinitives; see (21a,b) (with versuchen as a matrix verb),



































































This strongly suggests that the extraposed item is a CP. If the third construc-
tion were to involve extraposition of a VP (as assumed byWöllstein-Leisten 2001
and Haider 2010), or of a vP or TP, ungrammaticality would be expected to result
throughout in (21).11
10(21c) and (21d) show that a control verb may take an additional DP argument (DP3) in the third
construction. Kiss (1995: 110) claims that examples of this type are impossible; however, I would
like to contend that the problem is due to parsing problems: DP2 and DP3 are extremely similar
in his examples.
11There is in fact one principled exception to the generalization that VP extraposition is impos-
sible in Standard German. In the Ersatzinfinitiv construction, VP extraposition is possible (in















I contend that this is the exception that proves the rule. In Ersatzinfinitiv constructions,
existing constraints are violated in optimal forms so as to satisfy higher-ranked requirements
(see Schmid 2005); this holds for morphological selection among verbs (with an infinitive form
showing upwhere a participle would be expected) in the sameway that it does for linearization.
Note that extraposition in the third construction, unlike what is the case with the Ersatzinfini-




Summarizing so far, there is evidence both for a truly biclausal (CP) analysis
and for a monoclausal analysis of restructuring constructions with control verbs
in German. Accordingly, this state of affairs is difficult to account for both in
purely monoclausal and purely biclausal approaches. In monoclausal approaches
(see Geilfuß 1988; Haider 1993; 2010; Kiss 1995; Wurmbrand 2001; 2007; 2015b;
Sternefeld 2006, and many others), the evidence for biclausality poses problems
that typically require construction-specific assumptions complicating the overall
analysis; effects attributable to the presence of a CP projection must be imitated
in some other way if a CP projection cannot be present. In biclausal approaches
(see Baker 1988; Sternefeld 1990; Müller & Sternefeld 1995; Sabel 1996; Roberts
1997; Hinterhölzl 1999, and Koopman & Szabolcsi 2000), the evidence for mono-
clausality poses problems that typically require extremely abstract interactions
of movement operations lacking independent motivation (plus, in many cases,
additional stipulations); effects attributable to the absence of a CP projection
must be captured bymechanisms that permit selective disregard of the additional
structure. What is needed, then, is a way to both have your cake and eat it.
Coanalysis approaches (as pursued in Huybregts 1982; Bennis 1983; Haegeman
& van Riemsdijk 1986; Di Sciullo & Williams 1987; Sadock 1991; Pesetsky 1995)
are a case in point. Here, both types of evidence can be accommodated because
monoclausal and biclausal structures can exist simultaneously. However, these
approaches are typically quite unconstrained, and often not fully worked out (es-
pecially where restructuring is directly addressed); and it is sometimes not clear
why one process would target one kind of structure rather than the other one.
That leaves, finally, traditional reanalysis approaches (see Ross 1967: Ch. 3, Evers
1975, Rizzi 1982, Aissen & Perlmutter 1983, and von Stechow & Sternefeld 1988):
the simple idea underlying these approaches is that a structure that is initially
biclausal is reduced to a monoclausal one, via some form of structure removal.
The only problem with all the classical reanalysis approaches is that they rely
on transformations that are (a) ad hoc, (b) not constrained in interesting ways,
and (c) not embedded into a general system of elementary, primitive operations
manipulating syntactic structure. The claim that I would like to argue for in what
follows is that an analysis based on an elementary, restrictive operation Remove
makes it possible to pursue a simple, principled reanalysis approach to restruc-
turing in German.12
12Thus, I take issue with the claim in Haider (2010: 309) that “radical clause union […] cannot be




Suppose that syntactic derivations employ two elementary operations modifying
representations: in addition to an operation that builds structure – Merge (Chom-
sky 2001; 2008; 2013) –, there is a complementary operation that removes struc-
ture: Remove. InMüller (2016; 2017; 2018), an approach to structure removal based
on this operation has been argued to systematically account for caseswhere there
is empirical evidence for conflicting representations (that movement cannot plau-
sibly be invoked to account for). The basic premise is that if Remove exists as the
mirror image of Merge, it is expected to show similar properties and obey iden-
tical constraints. The assumptions made about Merge are the following. First,
Merge is feature-driven.13 It is triggered by designated [•F•] features, which are
ordered on lexical items (seeHeck&Müller 2007, Abels 2012, Stabler 2013, Georgi
2014, among others); F here is a variable over categorial features (primarily for ex-
ternal Merge) and movement-related features (like wh, top) that trigger internal
Merge. Once a feature has brought about an operation, it is discharged, and disap-
pears. Second, Merge may apply to heads or phrases. This necessitates diacritics
on structure-building features: [•F0•], [•F2•] for heads and phrases, respectively.
Third, Merge obeys the strict cycle condition in (22) (see Chomsky 1973; 1995;
2001; 2008; also cf. Safir 2010; 2015 for this specific version). Based on the con-
cept of domain in (23), the strict cycle condition in (22) blocks operations that
exclusively affect positions contained in embedded phrases. Fourth and finally,
Merge can be external or internal.
(22) Strict cycle condition (SCC):
Within the current XP 𝛼 , a syntactic operation may not exclusively target
some item 𝛿 in the domain of another XP 𝛽 if 𝛽 is in the domain of 𝛼 .
(23) Domain (Chomsky 1995):
The domain of a head X is the set of nodes dominated by XP that are
distinct from and do not contain X.
The assumptions about Remove are identical. First, Remove is feature-driven.
It is triggered by designated [–F–] features, which are ordered on lexical items
(and can be interspersed with features for structure building). Second, Remove
may apply to heads or phrases, so there is a feature [–F0–] for heads, and a fea-
ture [–F2–] for phrases. If Remove applies to a phrase (via [–F2–] on a head that
triggers the operation), it takes out a whole subtree. Removal of phrases in the
13This corresponds to Chomsky’s original view but is at variance with his more recent assump-
tion that Merge comes free; see, e.g., Chomsky (2013).
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course of the derivation has been argued to take place with external arguments
in passive constructions (seeMüller 2016), with internal arguments in applicative
constructions (see Müller 2017), and with VPs and TPs in various kinds of ellipsis
constructions (see Murphy 2015; Murphy & Müller 2016). In what follows, I will
exclusively focus on Remove applying to a head (via [–F0–]) – this is the oper-
ation that I assume to take place in restructuring environments. Third, Remove
obeys the strict cycle condition in (22). And fourth, Remove can be external or
internal. Here I focus on internal Remove, i.e., operations that remove part of the
current syntactic structure.14
If an [–F0–] feature on some head X is discharged, it removes the head Y of a
projection in the minimal domain of X. Given a bare phrase structure approach,
a head’s projection does not exist independently of the head. This means that by
taking away the head Y, the whole projection line of Y up to YP is removed –
but only this: specifiers and complements of Y are not affected by removal. The
question then is what happens with the material that was originally included in
the removed projection, and that is temporarily split off from the current tree
after removal of the head and its projection. In Müller (2018), it is argued that
such items are reassociated with the main projection, i.e., with the projection of
the head responsible for structure removal, in a way that is maximally structure-
preserving, maintaining earlier c-command and linearization relations as much
as possible.15 Predecessors or alternatives of removal of heads by [–F0–] features
(and, consequently, the projections of these heads) include tree pruning (see Ross
1967: Ch. 3); Chomsky’s (1981) proposal of S-bar deletion with ECM verbs (and
in subject extraction environments – a new version of this latter approach is
suggested in Chomsky (2015b: 24) and argued to crucially involve removal of
syntactic structure in Hornstein 2014);16 the approaches to head movement de-
veloped in Heycock & Kroch (1994) and Stepanov (2012); the approach to pruning
14External Remove may initially look like an unusual concept since such an operation removes
items that are not yet part of the current tree; see Müller (2016; 2017) for discussion of some
relevant cases.
15Note that reassociation is not an instance of Merge: it only applies to phrases (not to heads),
the external/internal distinction does not make sense here, and, perhaps most importantly,
reassociation is not feature-driven; rather, it is an operation triggered by the need to reintegrate
material into the present tree that is temporarily unattached as a consequence of Remove.
16It should be noted, though, that although it is uncontroversial that the approach in Chomsky
(2015b) relies on syntactic (rather than, say, phonological) deletion, it is not entirely clear what
exactly is subject to removal. Further elaboration in Chomsky (2015a) suggests that Chomsky,
despite explicitly proposing a rule “C→ ∅”, might have in mind a relativization of the deletion
operation to certain kinds of features of C (e.g., the “phase-head feature of C”). However, as
argued in Müller (2017), given that syntactic categories are to be viewed as sets of features, this
difference would be purely quantitative rather than qualitative.
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of ∅-affixes in Embick (2010); the approach to cases of XP movement that can
circumvent intervention effects proposed in Heck (2016); and, last but not least,
Pesetsky’s (2016) exfoliation transformation, which removes embedded CP and
TP shells.17
In what follows, I will illustrate the working of head removal by some abstract
sample derivations. Consider first the case where the head Y of a complement
YP is removed. For now, I assume that Y has a complement ZP but does not have
a specifier; I will address this latter scenario momentarily. As shown in (24a),
X first combines with YP (triggered by [•Y•] on X); after [•Y•] is discharged and
Merge(X,YP) has taken place, [−Y0−] becomes accessible and triggers removal of
the YP shell before being discharged; see (24b). As a consequence, ZP, which is ini-
tially split off the tree after YP shell removal, is reassociated with the projection
of X in a maximally structure-preserving way: it becomes the new complement
of X, which maintains all earlier c-command relations. Note that if X were to be
equipped with a removal feature [−Z0−] instead of [−Y0−] in (24a), removal of
the ZP shell could not take place in the presence of the intervening YP projection,
due to the strict cycle condition. However, if X were to be equipped with [−Z0−]
in addition to [−Y0−] in (24a), and if [−Z0−] were ranked below [−Y0−] on the
list of operation-triggering features on X, the ZP shell could next be removed
on the basis of (24b). In other words: Remove can apply recursively. (This will
become relevant in the analysis of restructuring given in the next section.)








In the same way, Remove applying to heads can also affect a specifier. The opera-
tion is shown in (25), where X has first merged with a UP complement; again, an
17Exfoliation is similar to Remove applying to heads, but differs from it in some important re-
spects, e.g., by being inherently less local (it takes place across phase boundaries), by not being
feature-driven (but instantiating a last resort operation), and by never applying recursively. See
Müller (2018) for a more elaborate comparison of the two approaches to shrinking trees.
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XP included in the specifier (here: ZP) cannot be targeted by the operation, due
to the strict cycle condition. ZP reassociates with the X projection as a specifier,
in a maximally order-preserving way.18











Next consider the situation where a complement projection YP is removed via
[−Y0−] on X, but where the difference to (24) is that Y takes both a complement
(WP) and a specifier (ZP). Again, the null hypothesis is that after YP shell re-
moval, WP and ZP reassemble in their original hierarchical and linear order in
the XP domain, so that structural changes induced by the operation are mini-
mized – recall that a basic property underlying Remove operations is that they
change embedded structures as little as possible. (26) shows how a Remove oper-
ation triggered by X and targeting the head of X’s complement Y reassociates Y’s
specifier (ZP) and complement (WP) with the projection of X: ZP becomes a new
specifier of X, and WP replaces the original YP in the complement position.19
18In principle, given an appropriate feature [−U0−], X could also have removed the UP shell in the
presence of a specifier YP, in accordance with the strict cycle condition, in what is essentially
a removal analogue to tucking-in derivations with Merge; see Richards (2001).
19Two remarks. First, it is clear that the earlier c-command relation of X and ZP is reversed by
reassociation of ZP as X’s specifier. Still, this qualifies as the best option since the alternative
– reintegrating ZP as a specifier of WP – would (a) change a c-command relation into a domi-
nance relation, and (b) carry out changes in a domain that should not be accessible, given the
strict cycle condition. Second, the question arises of what happens if X independently has a
feature triggering Merge of a specifier. There are two possibilities: Either this specifier is al-
ready in place, or it is merged later. The second case is straightforward; the specifier will be
merged on top of the existing structure. As for the first case, ZP will have to be reassociated















The derivation in (26) illustrates a non-trivial property of Remove operations ap-
plying to heads that take a complement and a specifier: ZP undergoes dislocation
without movement (i.e., without internal Merge of ZP in 26b). This will play a role
below.
Finally, for the sake of completeness, the scenario where the head (Y) of a
specifier (YP) is removed that takes both a complement (WP) and a specifier (ZP)
is illustrated in (27). As before, ZP andWP are reassociated with X’s projection in
a way that maximally maintains earlier c-command and linearization relations,
and here this implies that ZP and WP become outer and inner specifiers of X,
respectively.















Overall, what emerges is a principled approach to reanalysis by structure re-
moval, which is also restrictive, due to the strict cycle condition. The patterns
in (24–27) can all be shown to underlie syntactic constructions exhibiting evi-
dence for conflicting structure assignments that are unrelated to restructuring
infinitives. For instance, removal of specifier heads with complements and spec-
ifiers, as in (27), is argued in Müller (2018) to account for conflicting structure
assignments to complex prefield constructions in German (viz., as topicalized
headless VPs and as multiple specifiers of C); removal of complement and spec-
ifier heads with complements but no specifiers, as in (24) and (25), is argued in
Müller (2015) and Puškar (2016) to account for conflicting evidence for nominals
as DPs or NPs in Circassian and Serbo-Croatian, respectively, and in Korsah &
Murphy (2017) to account for the presence or absence of clausal determiners in
Kwa; and removal of complement heads with specifiers, as in (26), is argued in
Schwarzer (2016) to account for conflicting evidence concerning the size of tough-
movement constructions in English and German. (In addition, Dschaak 2017 de-
velops an account of restructuring in Russian along the lines of the present pro-
posal.) In the next section, I develop an approach to restructuring that accounts
for the conflicting evidence laid out in §2. I will argue that the evidence for bi-
clausality involves environments before removal of heads, and the evidence for
monoclausality involves environments after removal. Removal typically takes
place with complements (as in 24 and 26), but in the context of discussing the
third construction, I will also argue that it can involve specifiers (as in 25 and 27).
4 Analysis
4.1 Structure removal in infinitival complements
Suppose that all control verbs take CP complements. The special property of re-
structuring control verbs then is that they can subsequently remove CP and TP
layers, yielding derived vP complements.20 More specifically, I suggest that evi-
dence for biclausality involves a CP structure before removal. Thus, the relevant
operations that are indicative of biclausality are counter-bled and counter-fed by
Remove. In contrast, evidence for monoclausality involves a vP structure after re-
moval. Consequently, the relevant operations that are indicative of monoclausal-
ity are bled and fed by Remove. The derivation of a restructuring control infini-
tive is shown in Figures 9.1 and 9.2. In Figure 9.1a, infinitival C is merged with
20In principle, it is possible to introduce yet more subtle distinctions, with different degrees of re-
moval eventually yielding different final output structures for the infinitival complements; see
Fanselow (1991); Wurmbrand (2001; 2015b). Also cf. the remark on long-distance passivization
in footnote 28 below.
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a TP containing an infinitival V, an object DP that has been assigned accusative
case by v, and a PRO subject that does not yet have case. Next, in Figure 9.1b, (cf.
§2.2.2), infinitival C for control environments can value the infinitival subject
























(b) Agree (C[∗case:[null]∗], PROcase:□)
Figure 9.1: Control infinitives
If restructuring does not take place, that is all there is to say. However, if the
matrix control predicate has the restructuring property, the derivation proceeds
as in Figure 9.2. The lexical property that characterizes a restructuring verb in
the present approach is that a [−C0−] feature and a [−T0−] feature can be added
at the bottom of its stack of operation-triggering features. If this happens, the
Merge operation combining V and CP (triggered by a [•C•] feature that uniformly
characterizes control verbs) in Figure 9.2a is followed by recursive removal – first
of the CP shell (cf. Figure 9.2b), and then of the TP shell (cf. Figure 9.2c).
The end result is a proper monoclausal structure.22
21Here, asterisks indicate that a feature triggers an Agree operation ([∗F∗]). Also, since there is
no obligatory EPP feature for German T, there is no reason to assume that PRO must undergo
movement to SpecT; it is licensed by C in its in situ (Specv) position.
22Instantiation of the features for head removal on restructuring control verbs is optional, and
it turns out that hardly any restrictions are needed to guarantee only correct outcomes. If















































4.2 Deriving evidence for biclausality
As noted above, the operations that presuppose the presence of CP are counter-
bled and counter-fed by structure removal: removal simply comes too late to
bleed or feed operations that are indicative of the CP layer. Let me go through the
evidence one by one. First, consider uniformity of embedding (§2.2.1). Given that
features for removal are optional, the implicational generalization that all con-
trol verbs that permit restructuring are also compatible with non-restructuring
complements is derived without further ado. The only way to reach vP is via an
initial CP: Thus, Remove counter-bleeds feature-driven external Merge.
Second, as for the licensing and interpretation of PRO (§2.2.2), PRO is licensed
via Agree with an infinitival C that assigns null case to it. Once null case is as-
signed, it cannot be taken away again. Thus, it does not matter that the context
in which PRO can be licensed (viz., a CP) is ultimately destroyed by removal:
Remove counter-bleeds PRO licensing.
Let me turn next to the absence of new binding domains after restructuring
(§2.2.3). Assuming that reflexives are licensed by Agree operations which are
blocked by a CP boundary, a reflexive will have its index fixed once the minimal
CP is reached. Subsequent structure removal can neither lead to new binding
options by adding a binding index on a reflexive if new potential antecedents are
around,23 nor can it undo existing binding indices on a reflexive: Remove counter-
feeds new binding of reflexives and counter-bleeds old binding of reflexives.
Fourth, concerning the evidence based on unstressed pronoun fronting (§2.2.4),
recall that an unstressed pronoun moves to the left edge of vP, but must be li-
censed in this position by C (perhaps as an instance of Agree, as suggested in
footnote 8). Subsequent removal of CP and TP comes too late to block the licens-
ing: Remove counter-bleeds unstressed pronoun fronting.
Fifth, consider the argument based on the third construction (§2.2.5): Extrapo-
sition of a restructuring infinitive is indicative of its CP status because only CP
can undergo extraposition in German; TP, vP, and VP cannot do so. This im-
plies that CP extraposition takes place before structure removal; otherwise the
of TP (because of the strict cycle condition), and no removal of CP either (because [−C0−]
is not active before [−T0−] is discharged). If the matrix verb bears [−T0−] but not [−C0−],
restructuring also cannot take place (because of the strict cycle condition). Finally, if only
[−C0−] is instantiated, restructuring to TP size would be expected. To avoid such an outcome,
it can be assumed that [−T0−] and [−C0−] are tied because they are part of the same phase; also
see Pesetsky (2016). (That said, most of the evidence for monoclausality would not necessarily
be incompatible with a TP status of the complement; the crucial requirement is the absence of
CP.)
23Also note that unlike English, German does not allow for movement producing new binding
options; cf. Barss (1986) vs. Frey (1993) and Büring (2005).
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possibility of extraposition would not be explained. For the sake of concreteness,
suppose that rightward movement is triggered by an optional designated feature,
say [∘X∘] (with X ∈ {C, P, D} in German). A relevant part of the derivation of a
sentence like (21a) is shown in Figure 9.3. First, the infinitival CP is merged to
the left of V (see Figure 9.3a); then it undergoes extraposition, which I assume
to target a right-peripheral specifier position (see Figure 9.3b); but note that as-
suming extraposition to involve right-adjunction would not substantially change
things). In the next two steps, the CP and TP shells are successively removed (see
Figure 9.3c,d).
As for the steps in Figure 9.3c,d, recall that there is no problem with Remove
affecting specifiers (or adjuncts) rather than complements (cf. 25 and 27). As a
matter of fact, there is clear independent evidence for the general possibility of
restructuring with specifiers in German. Examples like (28a,b), where scrambling
takes place from a subject infinitive, are entirely unproblematic (28b may involve




























The final representation in Figure 9.3d is monoclausal, as required for scram-
bling and unstressed pronoun fronting to a vP specifier of the matrix V. However,
there is a problem: it is not quite clear why a vP in a derived specifier (or adjoined)
position does not block extraction via the condition on extraction domains (CED;
Huang 1982; Chomsky 1986; Cinque 1990). I will address this issue in the follow-
ing section. With this proviso, we can conclude that Remove counter-bleeds ex-
traposition: loss of the CP status of the complement in the extraposed position
comes too late to block rightward movement (which requires CP status).24
24The derivation in Figure 9.3 also gives rise to another question: the third construction is pos-
sible with periphrastic verb forms; i.e., as an alternative to versucht ‘tried’, as in (21a), there is
also the option of versucht hat ‘tried has’, as in (21b). There are (at least) two ways to account
for this. First, one might assume that periphrasis comes about by head movement of non-finite
lexical V to the auxiliary, followed by discharge of the extraposition feature in the derived po-
sition; this would require a minimal modification of the strict cycle condition that incorporates
the effect of (this type of) head movement. Second, one might postulate that the two Vs form a
single complex head (see, e.g., Zwart 2016 for a recent version of this approach); verb-second





























































(d) Remove (V[−T0−], TP)
Figure 9.3: The third construction
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4.3 Deriving evidence for monoclausality
The basic pattern is that operations that presuppose monoclausality are bled and
fed by Remove. Let me beginwith the simplest cases. First, wide scope of negation
in restructuring contexts (§2.1.5) follows straightforwardly: scope is an LF-related
phenomenon that is determined on the basis of output representations like Fig-
ure 9.2c, i.e., after structure removal. Hence, at the stage where the scope of the
embedded negation is determined, there is no intermediate clause boundary any-
more that might prevent wide scope (or, for that matter, permit embedded scope):
Remove feeds scope of negation.25 Second, similar considerations apply in the
case of intonation (§2.1.6). The determination of intonational breaks is a phonetic
form (PF) process; consequently, it is output representations like Figure 9.2c that
are taken into account in order to decide whether intonational breaks can or
cannot occur – and after removal, the clause boundary that is indicative of an in-
tonational break is gone: Remove bleeds the generation of smaller intonational
phrases.
Next, §2.1.1 (scrambling and unstressed pronoun fronting), §2.1.2 (extraposi-
tion), and §2.1.3 (multiple sluicing) all involve evidence for monoclausality based
on the a priori unexpected option of extraction (of certain movement types)
to take place across a clause boundary with restructuring. An obvious account
might therefore rely on the assumption that extraction from the infinitival com-
plement can take place from the in situ position after removal of CP and TP shells,
i.e., that Remove directly feeds extraction in the case of movement types that can-
not cross a CP boundary. However, there are two problems with this simple view.
The first problem concerns successive cyclicity: in general, a phrase that is sup-
posed to undergo extraction from a constituent needs to undergo intermediate
movement steps to phase edges, because of the PIC. Accordingly, an item within
an infinitival CP that will target a position in the matrix clause (e.g., via scram-
bling or extraposition) does not know that eventually, there will be no CP (due
to removal by the matrix verb); thus, without look-ahead, it will have to undergo
movement first to Specv, and then to SpecC.
25There is a qualification, though. As observed by Santorini & Kroch (1991), negation is always



























The second problem has already been noted above: recall that a vP in a right-
peripheral SpecV position should block scrambling in the third construction, be-
cause of the CED (see Figure 9.3d). Taken together, these two problems suggest
that the way in which Remove feeds extraction options is somewhat different
from the way envisaged under the simple account just sketched.
As a first step to a solution, let us assume that there is some constraint against
impropermovement that ensures that a CP blocksmovement to a clause-external
position in the case of scrambling and unstressed pronoun fronting (cf. 1a, 1b, 2c,
2d) and extraposition (cf. 3a, 3b), but not with wh-movement, topicalization or
relativization. There are various proposals in the literature as to how the prohi-
bition against movement to low (vP- or TP-internal) positions from a CP can be
derived (see, e.g., Müller 2014: Ch. 2; Wurmbrand 2015b; Keine 2016 for three re-
cent attempts); for present purposes, it may suffice to state that such movement
(as an instance of Merge) is blocked.
On this basis, consider again the case of scrambling from a restructuring in-
















Before the infinitival CP is merged with the matrix V, successive-cyclic move-
ment of the embedded object DP den Fritz takes place to Specv and SpecC; cf.
Figure 9.4.
Next, V combines with CP (see Figure 9.5a); then Remove(V,CP) takes place
(see Figure 9.5b). Importantly, DP and TP, as the original specifier and comple-
ment of C, are now both reassociated with the matrix V projection in a structure-
preservingway, and this means that DP ends up as a specifier of matrix Vwithout
having undergone movement to this position. Consequently, there can be no vi-
olation of the constraint against improper movement (improper movement can
only occur if there is movement in the first place).26 After this, V removes the
TP shell (see Figure 9.5c), which has no further consequences for the moved DP.
As a consequence, DP shows up in the matrix domain without having under-
gone movement itself, and is now free to move on, yielding, e.g., (29), or, alterna-
tively, to stay in place, with no effects that would be directly discernible since it
cannot have crossed matrix VP material (see footnote 19).
26See, however, Keine (2016) for evidence that long-distance agreement is subject to the same
kinds of restrictions as movement and can also qualify as improper. On this more general
view, only operations triggered by features can count as improper; reassociation after structure


























































(c) Remove (V[−T0−], TP)
Figure 9.5: Extraction and Restructuring
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This explains why scrambling and unstressed pronoun fronting can take place
from restructuring infinitives.27
The reasoning is basically identical with extraposition: the improper move-
ment effect in the presence of a CP (see 3) can be circumvented after CP removal
in restructuring contexts (see 4).
As for recoverability-driven fronting of wh-phrases in multiple sluicing con-
texts (cf. 7a vs. 6, 7b), recall that there are three competing approaches: the second
wh-phrase may have undergone scrambling (Sauerland 1999), extraposition (Las-
nik 2014), or wh-movement (Heck & Müller 2003). Assuming that the relevant
distinctions in the latter type of approach are due to an initial presence or ab-
sence of a CP projection, such that the second wh-movement in the embedded
domain is blocked in the presence of a CP (as argued in Heck & Müller 2003), we
now have a theory-internal argument for the former two approaches (which are
both compatible with an initial presence of CP that is subsequently undone by
removal).
The final movement-related issue to be addressed concerns scrambling in the
third construction; cf. the examples in (21) and the derivation in Figure 9.3. Recall
that the problem with the derivation resulting in Figure 9.3d is that scrambling
from the vP in the extraposed position should violate the CED. This problem is
now solved: almost exactly the same derivation as in Figure 9.5 takes place with
27It should be noted that the present analysis does not per se exclude cases like (i-b), where
successive-cyclic long-distance movement takes place from a position in CP3 to the specifier
of CP2 (cf. (i-a)), followed by structure removal induced by the restructuring predicate ver-
suchen ‘try’, subsequent reassociation of DP0 (plus further scrambling) in the matrix domain,
and finally extraposition of CP3.
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In contrast, if the fronted object dieses Buch undergoes topicalization in the same context,
there is a marked improvement (but no full acceptability). For the time being, I will leave open
the question of whether the ill-formedness of (i-b) can (or should) be made to follow from a
general constraint against improper movement, or should be taken to indicate a cumulative
effect resulting from the choice of several marked options in the syntax of German (among




extraction in the third construction, the only difference being that CP is extra-
posed prior to removal. Thus, a DP that is in SpecC of the extraposed CP becomes
reassociated with VP as a consequence of CP removal in the extraposed position.
As before, this means that a DP that has reached SpecC of a restructuring infini-
tive ends up in the matrix VP domain without having undergone movement to
that position; and as before, two possibilities arise: First, DP can undergo further
movement in the matrix clause (including scrambling and unstressed pronoun
movement). Second, DP may stay in SpecV; since it has not moved there, the po-
sition is virtually indistinguishable from a base-merged position at this point. I
would like to contend that this second option does indeed have discernible empir-
ical effects: It provides a principled approach to pseudo-scrambling phenomena
as they have been identified by Geilfuß (1991).
The relevant observation is that items in immediately preverbal positions in
the third construction do not exhibit the characteristic properties of scrambling
in German; they instantiate what has been called pseudo-scrambling. Geilfuß
(1991) presents evidence from a variety of different phenomena, among them fo-
cus projection, wh-scrambling, scope, non-specific indefinites, directional PPs,
extraction, idioms, and quantifier floating. Let me just briefly address two of
them. First, (30a) shows that maximal focus projection in out-of-the-blue con-
texts is normally impossible with scrambled items; in contrast, (30b) shows that
a pseudo-scrambled DP in the third construction permits focus projection (the
effect goes away again if DP1 were to undergo further displacement to a posi-
tion in front of the matrix object). In the present approach, this is accounted
for straightforwardly: focus projection is incompatible with scrambling, and the
pseudo-scrambled DP in (30b) is not moved but transported to matrix SpecV via

































Second, relative scope illustrates the same effect. Normally, scrambling of one
quantified DP across another one leads to scope ambiguities (see 31a). However,
extremely local pseudo-scrambling from third construction environments does
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not (see 31b). Given the present analysis, DP1 in (31b) does not exhibit this prop-
erty indicative of movement for the simple reason that it has reached its position












































Readings: ∃ > ∀, *∀ > ∃
To sum up, assuming that the compactness property (§2.1.4), to the extent that
it holds, can be accounted for in one of the ways suggested in the literature, the
empirical evidence for monoclausality highlighted in §2.1 has been derived in
toto.
More generally, I would like to conclude that a Remove-based approach to re-
structuring infinitives embedded under control verbs in German is conceptually
viable and empirically motivated; in fact, an analysis in terms of structure re-
moval would seem to be the only kind of principled approach that captures both
the evidence for biclausality and the evidence for monoclausality in a straight-
forward way. Furthermore, the option of deriving local displacement in restruc-
turing contexts as a consequence of reassociation after removal (rather than by
movement) offers a new look on pseudo-scrambling in the third construction
(and possibly in other contexts as well). All in all, then, it seems to me that there
is every reason to return to classical concepts of restructuring as involving a gen-
uine syntactic reduction of clause size; the core problem with these approaches
– viz., that the analyses were not sufficiently principled and restricted – can be
solved when an elementary operation Remove is identified as the complete mir-
ror image of Merge.28
28Needless to say, there are many more aspects of restructuring that will ultimately have to be
addressed, both in German and, particularly, when it comes to extending the analysis to other
languages. Let me just mention two issues that I cannot address here for lack of space. First,
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We investigate structural properties of two set-theoretic models of phrase struc-
ture, namely the phrase markers of LSLT and bare phrase structure. We demon-
strate that neither set-theoretic model has a nice notion of “substructure” which
is well-behaved with respect to the extension condition. We compare these with
graph- and order-theoretic representations which have well-behaved structure-
preserving maps for characterizing both the extension condition and the operation
Agree.
1 Introduction
We review two models of phrase structure in Generative Grammar and survey
their structural properties with respect to substructures and isomorphism. We
especially look at how these structural notions bear on the extension condition.
Specifically, we show that neither formal representation captures a sufficiently
general form of the extension condition, while the correct properties are captured
straightforwardly both by graph- and order-theoretic representations.
We use standard set-theoretic notation: we sometimes indicate a set by writing
its elements in braces𝐴 = {𝑎𝑖}𝑖∈𝐼 ; we use the symbol𝐴 ⊂ 𝐵 to represent that every
element of 𝐴 is an element of 𝐵, called a (potentially improper) subset; we use
𝐴 ≅ 𝐵 to indicate that there is some bijection between the sets; we use 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 to
represent the union of two sets; we use 𝐴∗ to represent the set of all words, or
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strings of finite length spelled from symbols of 𝐴; we represent a set-function
𝑓 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐵, or sometimes just 𝐴 → 𝐵.
We discuss substructures and isomorphism somewhat informally, though all
forms of them discussed can be made precise in the language of model theory or
category theory.
2 Phrase markers and reduced phrase markers
Lasnik (2006) briefly points out an issue that arises with respect to the exten-
sion condition (EC), the Minimalist version of the principle of the cycle proposed
by Chomsky (1993), or, more precisely, the deduction of it by Chomsky (2000).
Chomsky (1993: 22) formulated EC as follows:
(1) GT [generalized transformation] and Move 𝛼 extend K to K′ which
includes K as a proper part.
The Chomsky (2000) rationale for EC is that derivations conform to a con-
dition demanding that there be no tampering by a transformation with already
existing structure. If an item is newly attached at the “top” of a tree, the former
tree is assumed to be completely preserved as a sub-tree by external merge, and
also by internal merge on the copy theory of movement. Here’s a simplified toy















Now suppose 𝛽 is adjoined to XP in accord with (1). The resulting tree is (3),
which clearly includes (2) as a sub-tree, the intended consequence.
But now consider these structures in terms of their set-theoretic representa-
tions, for example, as in LSLT (Chomsky 1975 [1955]). The picture in (2) stands
for the actual object in (4), a set of strings:
(4) {XP, X YP, X Y ZP, X Y Z}
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And the picture in (3) stands for the actual derived object in (5):
(5) {XP, 𝛽 XP, 𝛽 X YP, 𝛽 X Y ZP, 𝛽 X Y Z}
Notice that (4) is in no respect a sub-object, i.e., a subset, of (5). And this is
not because of any special property of the example chosen. It is invariably true
that if we adjoin something to the “top” of an LSLT-style phrase marker (PM),
the resulting set is never a superset of the original. That is, we have dramatically
“tampered” with the original set: It is gone.
It is important to realize that the same conclusion follows on any “purely” set
theoretic implementation of syntactic theory. One other such implementation is
that of Lasnik & Kupin (1977). In that framework as in that of LSLT, a PM is a set
of strings. The difference is that for L&K the PM consists entirely of the terminal
string and “monostrings” (strings comprised of exactly one non-terminal symbol
surrounded by any number of terminal symbols). L&K called their PMs reduced
phrase markers (RPMs). To see that the same conclusion outlined above happens
with RPMs, we need to slightly complicate the example discussed, since there,
it turns out that the PM and RPM are the same. So consider the slightly more













The initial RPM is (7):
(7) {XP, X YP, X Y ZP, X Y WP Z, X Y QP W Z, X Y Q W Z′, X Y Q Z}
And the derived RPM is (8):
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(8) {XP, 𝛽 XP, 𝛽 X YP, 𝛽 X Y ZP, 𝛽 X Y WP Z, 𝛽 X Y QP W Z, 𝛽 X Y Q W Z′,
𝛽 X Y Q W Z}
Once again, the initial set is not a subset of the derived set. In fact, as with the
LSLT PMs, there is no obvious simple set-theoretic relation at all between them.
This is a special case of amore pervasive limitation of such purely set-theoretic
formalizations: constituents are never sub-structures (subsets in this instance),
nor are many core syntactic configurations, such as the template for a specifier.
Surprisingly, attaching at the very “bottom” does yield a superset of the initial
set, the exact opposite of the evidently desired result. We illustrate this beginning
with the simple structure in (2), repeated here, followed by the RPM (which, as







(10) {XP, X YP, X Y ZP, X Y Z}








The new set is (12):
(12) {XP, X YP, X Y ZP, X Y Z, X Y 𝛽 Z}
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But surprisingly this time the original object is not tampered with as (10) ⊂ (12).
It is safe to conclude, then, that if Chomsky’s deduction of EC is to be maintained,
neither classic set-theoretic formalization of phrase structure is appropriate.
In summary, while producing the “wrong” result, RPMs have a well-defined
notion of substructure. For example, (10) ⊂ (12) is a subset relation, and the defin-
ing relations of an RPM – precedence and dominance – are “preserved” by this
inclusion (for example, the monostring X YP dominates the monostring X Y ZP
in (10), as does the corresponding monostring in (12)).
There is also a clear notion of isomorphism between RPMs, which will be im-
portant in §3.2. Roughly, if 𝑁 and 𝑀 are two sets of nonterminals and 𝑇 and 𝑆
sets of terminals, a pair of bijections 𝑓 ∶ 𝑁 → 𝑀 and 𝑔 ∶ 𝑇 → 𝑆 extends to
a bijection between sets of strings (𝑓 + 𝑔)∗ ∶ (𝑁 ∪ 𝑇 )∗ → (𝑀 ∪ 𝑆)∗ (replacing
each nonterminal symbol 𝐴 in a string from (𝑁 ∪ 𝑇 )∗ with 𝑓 (𝐴) and each termi-
nal symbol 𝑡 with 𝑔(𝑡)) and hence between monostrings. Given such bijections,
we can compare RPMs 𝐹 and 𝐺 consisting of monostrings from (𝑁 ∪ 𝑇 )∗ and
(𝑀 ∪ 𝑆)∗, respectively, by using the bijection (𝑓 + 𝑔)∗ restricted to 𝐹 ⊂ (𝑁 ∪ 𝑇 )∗
and 𝐺 ⊂ (𝑀 ∪ 𝑆)∗ (if possible). We could say that two RPMs 𝐹 and 𝐺 over (𝑁 , 𝑇 )
and (𝑀, 𝑆) respectively are isomorphic if we can rename monostrings from 𝐹 as
monostrings in 𝐺 along the bijection, and vice-versa (using the inverse of (𝑓 +𝑔)∗
restricted to 𝐺 → 𝐹 ), extending to a bijection 𝐹 ≅ 𝐺, such that two monostrings
𝜙 and 𝜓 in 𝐹 are in a precedence or dominance relation exactly when the corre-
sponding monostrings in 𝐺 are.
Before proceeding, we note in passing that it is not only the case that in the
LSLT model, attachment at the top does not “preserve structure”, but also that
attachment at the top is literally impossible, at least for a transformation. Trans-
formations in that framework consist of a structural analysis (SA) and a SC (struc-
tural change). The former determines whether the T is applicable to a particular
PM, while the latter indicates the operation to be performed. An SA is a sequence
of “terms”, each term a (string) variable, a constant (i.e., a syntactic symbol), or a
linear combination of any of the preceding. Consider Chomsky’s auxiliary trans-
formation “affix hopping” as presented by Chomsky (1957). The following is one
of a family of 20 SAs embodied by the T:
(13) X – past – V – Y
Applicability is determined by comparing the SA with the members of the
set to establish satisfaction. Any string satisfies a variable, while a constant is
satisfied only by that very symbol. The T with SA in (13) is applicable to the PM
pictorially represented in (14).
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The PM is in (15).
(15) {S, NP VP, NP Verb, NP Aux V, NP Aux walk, NP C V, NP C walk, NP past V, NP
past walk, NPsing VP, NPsing Verb, NPsing Aux V, NPsing Aux walk, NPsing C V,
NPsing C walk, NPsing past V, NPsing past walk, John VP, John Verb, John Aux V,
John Aux walk, John C V, John C walk, John past V, John past walk}
In this case, applicability of the transformation is established by any of 3 mem-
bers of the set:
(16) NP past V NPsing past V John past V
Notice that every member of any PM has symbols in a linear order; every pair
of symbols in a member are in the precedence relation. Thus, the symbols in any
SA are likewise necessarily in a linear order. Thus, a symbol can adjoin to one
that follows it (as in affix hopping, where past will adjoin to V), or to one that
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An operation that would adjoin a symbol to a dominating symbol is literally
unstatable. But any singulary movement T satisfying the extension condition
would have to do exactly this. Suppose, for example, we wanted to apply a C
fronting type operation (something like Chomsky’s Tq) to (14), but which would













In the LSLT formalism C and S would both have to be mentioned in the SA. So
perhaps the SA could be (19a) or (19b):
(19) a. X–S–C–Y
b. X–C–S–Y
But now look again at the PM (15) to which we would want to apply (19). There
is no member of that set that contains both S and C, so the transformation could
never apply. This example is completely representative. No movement transfor-
mation in the LSLT framework would ever be able to apply in accord with EC.1
Interestingly, the L&K framework also forbids EC-satisfying operations, but
only by stipulation. Within that model, as noted above, the phrase markers are
RPMs, sets consisting of the terminal string and monostrings. Determination of
transformational applicability then has to be somewhat different. In particular, it
is small sets of monostrings, rather than single ones, that are relevant. L&K pro-
vide a definition of precedence between monostrings, and then simply stipulate
in their definition of “basic analyzability” that any qualifying set of monostrings
1As a reviewer observes, older formulations of the cyclic constraint, as in Chomsky (1965) or
the strict cycle condition of Chomsky (1973), do not run into this difficulty, since they only
required operations to target topmost domains, and not the root per se.
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must be pairwise in the precedence relation. That line of their definition can be
eliminated leaving the remainder intact. The effect of this simplification would
be to allow a set of monostrings not in the precedence relation, and hence in the
dominance relation, to qualify. And this, of course, would allow EC-satisfying
operations.
3 Bare phrase structure
Bare phrase structure (BPS, Collins & Stabler 2016 (C&S); Chomsky 2000; Fukui
2011) takes an alternative approach to phrase-markers. BPS uses the set-theoretic
∈-relation to describe constituency. We fix the instantiation of BPS described in
Chomsky (2000; 2008) and formalized in C&S.
In these models, merge is a structure-building operations which takes two
objects 𝐴 and 𝐵 and forms {𝐴, 𝐵}.2 From this definition, we can recover an “im-
mediately contains” relation between the objects𝐴 and 𝐵 and {𝐴, 𝐵} by using the
elementhood relation. Explicitly, we say that 𝑋 is immediately contained in 𝑌 if
and only if 𝑋 ∈ 𝑌 .3 General containment is defined as the transitive closure of
this relation. Explicitly, we can inductively define containment by saying that 𝑋
is contained in 𝑌 if 𝑋 ∈ 𝑌 or 𝑋 ∈ 𝑍 for some 𝑍 contained in 𝑌 .
Strictly speaking, this is a relation which is defined on the entire model of the
ambient set theory, not on a single set 𝑋 which represents a single syntactic ob-
ject, as in the case of the precedence and dominance relations between elements
of an RPM. That is, containment is a relation between sets in the entire class of
sets, not between elements (“nodes”) of a single syntactic object. Accordingly, a
substructure with respect to the ∈ relation refers not to a subset of any object in
the model, but rather to a submodel of the model of set theory.4
It is straightforward to show that constituents are not in general subsets of a
BPS syntactic object 𝑋 .
(20) Let 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶 , and 𝐷 be lexical items or complex syntactic objects.
Construct 𝑋 = merge(𝐴,merge(𝐵,merge(𝐶, 𝐷))) = {𝐴, {𝐵, {𝐶, 𝐷}}}. Then,
{𝐶, 𝐷} is contained in 𝑋 , but {𝐶, 𝐷} ⊄ 𝑋 .
As syntactic objects𝑋 are also notmodels of set theory, but rather the elements
of such a model, the submodel relationship which preserves the ∈ relation also
cannot be the correct notion of substructure for syntactic objects.
2C&S, Def. 13.
3C&S, Def. 8.
4Chang & Keisler (1990).
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We now present arguments that the ∈ relation, and its transitive closure, while
providing an accurate characterization of the containment relation,5 do not pro-
vide a substructure relation between syntactic objects. Unfortunately, constitu-
ency cannot be used to determine the appropriate notion of substructure, since,
in trees, “𝐴 contains 𝐵” is coextensive with “the constituent dominated by 𝐵 is a
substructure of the constituent dominated by 𝐴”. In other words, we cannot tell
the containment relation apart from substructure inclusions between constitu-
ents. However, in slightly relaxed notions of substructures, ∈ is clearly behaving
as a primitive containment relation between nodes, and not a substructure inclu-
sion. We turn to some motivating examples.
In C&S, lexical items are treated as a triple of sets of features (sem, syn, and
phon). The features of a syntactic object𝑋 are formalized externally with a trig-
gers function. C&S keep track of which features have been satisfied by removing
elements from the sets of features associated to 𝑋 via trigger. Chomsky sug-
gests in Categories and transformations (CT, 1995: Chapter 4) that certain formal
features may be erased upon satisfaction, or at the interfaces.6 We first look at
how C&S formalize their calculus of features. C&S’s feature calculus is meant to
capture this intuition.
(21) (C&S Def. 26) triggers is any function from each syntactic object 𝐴 to a
subset of the trigger features of A, meeting the following conditions:
i. If 𝐴 is a lexical item with 𝑛 trigger features, then triggers(𝐴) returns
all of those 𝑛 trigger features. (So when 𝑛 = 0, triggers(𝐴) = {}.)
ii. If 𝐴 is a set, then 𝐴 = {𝐵, 𝐶} where triggers(𝐵) is nonempty, and
triggers(𝐶) = {}, and triggers(𝐴) = triggers(𝐵) − {TF}, for some
trigger feature TF ∈ triggers(𝐵). Otherwise, triggers(𝐴) is
undefined.
iii. Otherwise, triggers(𝐴) is undefined.
This goes hand in hand with their definition of triggered merge.
(22) (C&S Def. 27) Given any syntactic objects 𝐴, 𝐵, where triggers(𝐴) ≠ {}
and triggers(𝐵) = {}, merge(𝐴, 𝐵) = {𝐴, 𝐵}.
The idea is that two items may only merge when one has remaining trigger
features, and the other does not. If defined, the trigger features of {𝐴, 𝐵} are
5Ignoring issues relating to “occurrences” of lexical items – i.e. non-tree structures resulting
from the elementhood graphs of sets.
6Chomsky (1995: 280): “Erasure is a ‘stronger form’ of deletion, eliminating the element entirely
so that it is inaccessible to any operation, not just to interpretability at logical form (LF).”
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just those of the triggering object 𝐴 with the triggering feature removed. No-
tice, however, that trigger keeps track of the feature changes externally, in that
no features of heads contained in 𝐴 or 𝐵 are changed. Under such a method, the
set-theoretic structure of syntactic objects alone does not encode the featural
changes. We want to “internalize” the feature calculus so that merge actually
results in changes in the structure of the objects it combines.
We have at least two reasonable options for formally realizing these notions
of erasure/deletion within a syntactic object itself: by removing the element in
question from the syntactic object, or by changing the element in some way
which marks it as inoperative. We will show that either method results in an
object which the ∈ relation and its transitive closure both fail to treat as related
to the original object in any straightforward way. We will extend the argument
to cases of agree.
3.1 Method one: Removal of the feature
For any sets 𝐴 and 𝐵, we can construct a set 𝐴 − 𝐵 = {𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 ∶ 𝑎 ∉ 𝐵}, their
difference, which removes 𝐵-elements from 𝐴.
Let 𝐴 be a lexical item and 𝑋 and 𝑌 be syntactic objects (lexical items or oth-
erwise). We treat lexical items as in CT, where 𝐴 is literally a set of features.
Take the syntactic object merge(𝐴, 𝑌 ) = {𝐴, 𝑌 }.7 Suppose that when this object
is merged with 𝑋 , a feature of the head 𝐴 is checked, removing 𝑓 ∈ 𝐴, resulting
in the object {𝑋 , {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }}. Alternatively, if features are not deleted in syntax,
we may say that some interface only sees the structure {𝑋 , {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }}, which
should be a substructure of {𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }}.
In the first case, we should like to describe in what sense {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 } is a sub-
structure of {𝐴, 𝑌 } in that they have the same phrase structure, with the former
simply missing a feature of the latter, so that we can state a form of the EC. In
the second case, we should like to describe how {𝑋 , {𝐴−{𝑓 }, 𝑌 }} is a substructure
of {𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }}.
As expected, a subset relation fails to hold in both cases: {𝑋 , {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }} ⊄
{𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }}, and {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 } ⊄ {𝐴, 𝑌 }. However, there is also no containment
relation between the syntactic objects. In fact, there is no straightforward set-
theoretic relation between these objects. While a subset relation {𝐴 − {𝑓 } ⊂ 𝐴}
does hold, {𝐴−{𝑓 }, 𝑌 } ⊄ {𝐴, 𝑌 }. More generally, for any constituent𝑀 containing
a head 𝐴 from which we remove a feature, the resulting constituent𝑀′ will sim-
ply be a distinct set from 𝑀 (often with the same number of elements as 𝑀 ). In
7For simplicity, we delete no features in the first step, though the argument still holds if we do
remove a feature of 𝐴 (or 𝑌 ) during this first step.
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this example, {𝑋 , {𝐴− {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }} and {𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }} have the same number of elements,
though 𝐴 and 𝐴 − {𝑓 } do not, assuming 𝐴 is finite.
On the other hand, there are canonical ways to draw graph-theoretic objects
from well-founded sets. One method produces trees: draw a set 𝑋 as a root, and
write all of its elements as immediate daughters. We repeat the process at each
child, writing the same element multiple times if necessary. This process is de-
scribed in Aczel (1988).
(23) {𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }}
{𝐴, 𝑌 }
𝑌




elements contained in 𝑋
A graph can be defined as a set 𝑋 together with a relation 𝑅 ⊂ 𝑋 × 𝑋 . For syn-
tactic objects 𝐾 , we can define a set𝑋 of occurrences of contained elements, with
𝑅 ⊂ 𝑋 × 𝑋 being the immediate containment relation between the appropriate
occurrences; see C&S (§4, Def. 18) for a formal treatment.
We can define a subgraph relation between two graphs (𝑋 , 𝑅) and (𝑌 , 𝑆) if 𝑋 ⊂
𝑌 and we have a relation 𝑥𝑅𝑥′ for 𝑥, 𝑥′ ∈ 𝑋 if and only if 𝑥𝑆𝑥′ in 𝑌 . We can then
form the graph-theoretic tree associated to {𝑋 , {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }}, which is clearly a
subgraph of the graph in (23). We could similarly use the containment relation in
place of the immediate containment relation, which would describe the syntactic
objects as partially ordered sets, with the substructure relation being a subspace
inclusion of finite partial orders.
3.2 Method two: Changing (the value of) a feature
Changing the “value” or otherwise adding diacritical marks to an element is an-
other way to formally represent the status of a feature in a syntactic object.
In this case, suppose that we have again constructed {𝐴, 𝑌 } which we intend
to merge with 𝑋 in a way which will alter a feature 𝑓 ∈ 𝐴. This alteration could
be realized as a bijection 𝑚 ∶ 𝐴 → 𝐴′, where 𝐴′ is the same set as 𝐴, except the
feature 𝑓 has been replaced by 𝑓 , the “inoperative” form of 𝑓 .
However, {𝐴, 𝑌 } is not a subset of {𝑋 , {𝐴′, 𝑌 }}, nor do we have a containment
relation between the two sets. Much like subsets are not the relevant notion of
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substructure for BPS sets, neither will bijection be the appropriate notion of iso-
morphism. For, depending on whether we allow merge to combine identical sets
or not, every BPS set will have cardinality 1 or 2, and hence be in a bijection
with the set 1 = {0} or 2 = {0, 1}. So while {𝐴′, 𝑌 } and {𝐴, 𝑌 } are “isomorphic” in
that there is a bijection between them, so are they both isomorphic to {𝑋 , {𝐴, 𝑌 }},
showing that this is not the correct notion of “isomorphism” between the objects,
in that it totally ignores constituency.
Again, we may convert {𝐴, 𝑌 } and {𝑋 , {𝐴′, 𝑌 }} into graph- or order-theoretic
trees. We can define an isomorphism between graphs (𝑋 , 𝑅) and (𝑌 , 𝑆) as a bijec-
tion 𝑚 ∶ 𝑋 → 𝑌 such that 𝑥𝑅𝑥′ in 𝑋 if and only if (𝑚𝑥)𝑆(𝑚𝑥′) in 𝑌 (or similarly,
an isomorphism of partial orders as a bijection 𝑚 ∶ 𝑃 → 𝑄 such that 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥′
in 𝑃 if and only if 𝑚(𝑥) ⪯ 𝑚(𝑥′) in 𝑄). Using these definitions, two graph- or
order-theoretic trees (𝑋 , 𝑅) and (𝑌 , 𝑆)will be isomorphic if and only if they have
the same number of nodes with the same constituency relations.8 Using this def-
inition, the graphs associated to {𝐴, 𝑌 } and {𝐴′, 𝑌 } will be isomorphic, such that
{𝐴, 𝑌 } is isomorphic to a subgraph of {𝑋 , {𝐴′, 𝑌 }} in the appropriate way.
Alternatively, wemight think of this “value” or “activity” as a property of a fea-
ture which is explicitly part of its structure. This again has a straightforward for-
malization when the syntactic objects are graphs: we define a graph-with-value
as a graph (𝑋 , 𝑅) together with a function 𝜈 ∶ 𝑋 → {⊤, ⊥} where we interpret
𝜈(𝑥) = ⊤ as meaning “𝑥 is inactive”.We define a homomorphism between graphs-
with-values 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋 , 𝑅, 𝜈) → (𝑋 ′, 𝑅′, 𝜈′) as a graph homomorphism such that if
𝜈(𝑥) = ⊤, then 𝜈′(𝑓 (𝑥)) = ⊤, i.e. inactive features stay inactive, but active fea-
tures may be deactivated. Using this structure, the inclusion of an operand𝐴 into
larger object 𝑋 , while deactivating a feature in 𝐴, would be a homomorphism.
3.3 Agree
The above examples showed that the feature-deletion and feature-valuation
methods of modeling merge do not lead to substructure embeddings or homo-
morphisms between BPS sets in any obvious sense. In contrast, relations between
derived syntactic objects are straightforward when represented as graphs (possi-
bly with extra structure). Chomsky (1999) has a “valuation” version of agreement,
which is subject to similar analysis as the valuation case for selection above. We
look now at a feature-sharing approach to agreement, and similarly show that the
structural relation between the input structures and output structures is given
8Though, this ignores the “occurrence” relations which indicate which nodes are “copies” of
others. On the other hand, the multidominant picture of a tree, called the canonical picture in
Aczel (1988), and given in Fig. 3 in C&S, would not have this issue, and could be used instead.
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straightforwardly by graph homomorphisms, while there is no clear associated
notion for sets.
Frampton & Gutmann (2000) give an explicit architecture for agreement as
feature-sharing using the set-theoretic structure of BPS:
Consider [(24)] and suppose that Agree applies to the pair of nodes.
(24) {Num1, Case2, …}, {Per3, Num4, Case5,…}
[…] suppose that Agree induces feature sharing, so that matching features
coalesce into a single shared feature, which is valued if either of the coalesc-
ing features is valued. So [(24)] produces:
(25) {Num6, Case7, …}, {Per3, Num6, Case7,…}
The value of Num6 is the coalescence of the values of Num1 and Num4. The
value of Case7 is the coalescence of the values of Case2 and Case5. New
indices were chosen, but index 6, for example, could just as well have been
1 or 4. The choice of index is not a substantive question, assuming that it is
suitably distinguished.
If the two coalescing features are both valued to start with, it is not clear
that the result is coherent. But this will never arise, because Agree is driven
by an unvalued feature. A picture will make the idea clearer. Agree takes




























(Frampton & Gutmann 2000)
The arrow “Agree” in Frampton & Gutmann’s figure can clearly be viewed as a
pair of graph homomorphisms from each graph on the lefthand side to the graph
on the righthand side, or as single graph homomorphism from the “structured
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disjoint union”9 of the graphs on the lefthand side to the graph on the righthand
side. If we view the valuations as properties attached to the nodes of the graph,
then we can additionally view this map Agree as a graph homomorphism which
preserves those properties (e.g. a pl node gets taken to a pl node).
However, it is again difficult to describe the relationship above when we view
the objects as BPS sets. Usually at least one of 𝐴 or 𝐵 above will be in a phrase
when agreement is applied. Suppose it is 𝐵, and we have 𝐵 ∈ … ∈ 𝑋 . We intend
to construct from 𝐴 and 𝑋 an object {𝐴′, 𝑋 ′}, where 𝐴′ and 𝑋 ′ are exactly 𝐴
and 𝑋 , but where the number and case features have been replaced accordingly.
Again, we will have no subset, containment, or other obvious set-theoretic rela-
tion between 𝐴 or 𝑋 and {𝐴′, 𝑋 ′}.
Another application of isomorphism appears implicitly here. Frampton & Gut-
mann note that the specific index for the element representing the shared fea-
ture does not matter, so long as it is suitably distinguished. Again, while the set-
theoretic statement of this is somewhat complex (and relies on knowing the spe-
cific indices used elsewhere in syntactic objects contained in the current one), the
graph-theoretic notion is quite elegant: the righthand side above is determined
up to isomorphism of graphs (possibly with values assigned to nodes).
4 The extension condition in the theory of phrase
structure
Using LSLT phrase markers, constituents do not arise as substructures in any
straightforward way. Accordingly, even if we allow operations which have the
effect of the EC, it will not be strictly true that the inputs to the operation are
substructures of the output.
In BPS, if we represent feature-changes at all in syntactic objects, either by
means of deletion or alteration, it is no longer straightforward in what sense
the inputs to merge are substructures of or are contained in the output. C&S and
Chomsky (2000) only avoid this problem by not annotating the “feature-updates”
in the syntactic objects themselves, the former by keeping track of the features in
“scoreboard” sets external to the syntactic object (though relevant to determining
properties of it, such as labeling), where the latter does not address the treatment
of features in syntactic objects formally at all.
If we choose the second method which “alters” features, and implement it in
the syntax, then the input {𝐴, 𝑌 } to merge will not be a substructure of the output
9Formally, this is the coproduct of graphs in the category of directed graphs.
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{𝑋 , {𝐴′, 𝑋 }} or immediately contained in it. Similarly, no substructure of {𝐴, 𝑌 }
will be contained in {𝑋 , {𝐴 − {𝑓 }, 𝑌 }} if the first method is used in syntax. Both
lead to complications in stating the extension condition for BPS.
However, BPS sets can be viewed as an “encoding” of graphs or partial orders
using some canonical translation of them. These graphs essentially arise from
constructing a set of elements contained in a syntactic object 𝑋 (possibly with
occurrences), and restricting the ∈ relation between sets to this set. In C&S, many
of the important structural properties of syntactic objects – e.g. c-command, rel-
ative minimality and maximality (of projections), and specifiers – are similarly
defined not on a syntactic object 𝑋 itself but the associated graph of occurrences
of elements contained in 𝑋 , using a relation based on ∈ as its “edge relation”. Ac-
cordingly, the graph- and order-theoretic representation of BPS objects provides
a coherent notion of substructure and isomorphism, which makes statement of
the EC straightforward using either method described above.
Pure set-theoretic representations limit the distinctions that can be made. To
the extent that human language does not rely on the encoding of the mathemat-
ically unavailable distinctions, we should favor a theory based on such represen-
tations, as we want to limit the descriptive power of the theory as much as is
empirically possible, in line with the general Chomskian program. But where we
do need to make such distinctions in a full account of human language, we must
move to a richer theory of representations, as we have explored here. Studying
substructures and isomorphism as they can be used to state the EC provide just
one example of how understanding formal properties of the representation of
syntactic objects can clarify the relationship between structure-building opera-
tions and the properties of the syntactic objects themselves.
Abbreviations
3 third person









We are very pleased to help honor Ian Roberts, who has encouraged the field to
rethink so many topics in syntax. We are indebted to the two reviewers, whose
comments helped us substantially improve the presentation.
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Strong and weak “strict cyclicity” in
phase theory
Ángel J. Gallego
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
This paper explores the possibility that the no tampering condition (NTC) is elimi-
nated in favor of a strong version of the phase impenetrability condition (PIC). This
possibility is welcome on theoretical grounds, given the redundant nature of the
NTC and the PIC. I review empirical evidence indicating that the (original formu-
lation of the) NTC is violated phase-internally, a possibility that does not extend
to the PIC. In so doing, I also consider the weak version of the PIC discussed in
Chomsky (2016).
1 Efficient computation
Generative Grammar has endorsed various economy principles (fromChomsky’s
1975 [1955] traffic convention to Chomsky’s (1995) minimal link condition, going
through many others). All such proposals adhere to a “least effort” desideratum
attributed to the syntactic computation of the faculty of language. Within the
Minimalist program (MP), the basic structure-building operation is Merge – the
only one that “comes free,” without justification (Chomsky 2001: 3; 2008: 137).
Assuming it operates without bounds, Merge takes two objects, α and β, to
construct a new object, γ. Additional applications of Merge target γ, which is the
only object left in the derivation (Chomsky 1995: 243), to yield γ′, and then γ″,
and so on and so forth – again, without bounds:1
1In Chomsky (2007: 11; 2008: 139) it is assumed that the free nature of Merge follows from
LIs having an edge feature (EF) that is undeletable and can thus give rise to an unbounded
application of Merge. I will not assume EFs. Apart from the empirical advantage of dispensing
with EFs (they have no realization in any language, so they are a purely theory-internal device),
Ángel J. Gallego. 2020. Strong and weak “strict cyclicity” in phase theory. In András
Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture
and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 207–226. Berlin: Language
Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4280647
Ángel J. Gallego
(1) a. Merge(α, β) = {α, β}
b. Merge(λ, γ) = {λ, γ}
c. Merge(ψ, γ′) = {ψ, γ′}
That α and β are no longer available was expressed in the following passage:
Applied to two objects α and β, Merge forms the new object K, eliminating
α and β. (Chomsky 1995: 243, my emphasis)
A Merge-based system is enough to capture the property of cyclicity, that is,
“in essence, the intuition that the properties of larger linguistic units depend on
the properties of their parts” (Chomsky 2012: 1).2 It is easy to see that a cyclic
systemwill be largely compositional (Chomsky 2007: 5; 2012: 2): if computation is
meaningful in an efficient manner, the interpretation of a given linguistic object
will not be changed later on, which corresponds with “the general property of
strict cyclicity” (Chomsky 2007: 5).3 Therefore, whereas cyclicity follows from
Merge alone, strict cyclicity requires something else – the mere existence of such
an operation does not in and of itself guarantee the conservation of the already
assembled structure. This is the natural scenario where MP invokes so-called
third factor conditions, which fall into two broad categories (Chomsky 2005):
(2) Third-factor conditions
a. Principles of data analysis that might be used in language acquisition
and other domains;
b. Principles of structural architecture and developmental constraints
that enter into canalization, organic form, and action over a wide
range, including principles of efficient computation, which would be
expected to be of particular significance for computational systems
such as language. It is the second of these subcategories that should
be of particular significance in determining the nature of attainable
languages. (Chomsky 2005: 6, my emphasis)
this allows us to dispense with the technical problems discussed in Narita (2014), related to the
lack of EF percolation.
2As an anonymous reviewer observes, this is not the case if Merge allows, e.g., countercyclic
infixing of SPEC-T after C has already beenmerged (see Chomsky 2008), or Parallel, Sidewards,
Late, etc. Merge. Cf. Chomsky et al. (2019) and references therein for discussion.
3Of course, the interpretation of “Mary” is different in Someone called Mary and Mary called
someone. That the interpretation of a given SO cannot be changed should thus be restricted
to a post-Merge scenario, a possibility that is not entertained in feature-based approaches to
theta-roles.
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Different conditions have been put forward in order to capture the idea that
linguistic objects generated by the syntactic computation cannot be changed
(where change covers a wide range of possibilities: deletion, feature-valuation,
late-insertion, tucking-in, etc.), especially by adding ad hoc symbols or perform-
ing operations that depart from least effort metrics. This is precisely the role
played by the inclusiveness condition (IC, Chomsky 1995: 228), the no tam-
pering condition (NTC, Chomsky 2008: 138), and the phase impenetrability
condition (PIC, Chomsky 2000). Putting details aside, IC, NTC and PIC all play
a similar role in the current model, which was already noted by Juan Uriagereka
in his annotated version of Chomsky (2001):
So the Extension Condition [still holds]. This is somewhat surprising, given
the [adoption of] “tucking-in” in Chomsky (2000). In effect, we have several
things ensuring the cycle. The EC, in a radical way for the upward boundary
of the phrase marker; the PIC for a kind of downward boundary, beyond
which the system doesn’t see any further operations; the idea of interpre-
tation/evaluation at the strong phase in addition to both of these, as the
derivation unfolds; and, finally, the phase-like access to the Numeration.
Much room for improvement and unification …
(Uriagereka 1999a, my emphasis)
Such a redundant scenario is not expected, if only at a purely methodological
level. This note argues that (the strong version of) the NTC can be subsumed
under the PIC, given that local (phase-internal) modification is possible.4 Discus-
sion is divided as follows: §2 reviews the different conceptions of the NTC that
have been entertained within MP and the empirical problems that have been ob-
served for it; §3 turns its attention to the PIC, focusing on the recent possibility
that the complement of a phase does not leave the computation (Chomsky 2008;
2016); in §4, I argue that (the strong) NTC can be eliminated adopting a strong
version of the PIC, whereby transferred computation is forgotten (literally ex-
punged), yielding a straight version of strict cyclicity; §5 summarizes the main
conclusions.
2 Merge and the NTC
There is a very close relationship between Merge and the NTC on the one hand,
and between Transfer and the PIC on the other (as we will see in more detail
4Probably, the same can be said of the IC, by simply observing that labels, indices, traces, and
similar devices are not part of any I-language.
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in §3). In fact, I would like to underscore the fact that, whereas Transfer and the
PIC (as well as the operations of Feature Inheritance (FI) and Agree)5 apply at the
phase level, Merge and the NTC do not invariably so (Chomsky 2007: 17; 2008:
143; 2013: 40, 42). I state this correlation as follows, which I would like to build on
to argue that there is a deep connection between the phase-based architecture
and the (mildly) context-sensitive nature of the Faculty of Language (cf. Chomsky
1956; Uriagereka 2008):6
(3) a. EM = context-free
b. IM/Agree/Transfer = (mildly) context-sensitive
In what follows I would like to briefly review the different formulations of the
NTC. As the reader will see, the conclusion will be that there are various situa-
tions where a weak version of the NTCmust be assumed, not only for operations
like FI or Agree (Chomsky 2007: 19, fn. 26),7 but also for Merge.
In Chomsky (2000; 2001; 2004; 2005), no explicit mention to the NTC is made.
Instead, the extension condition (EC) is responsible for capturing the idea that
Merge always applies to the edge of an SO. Thus, EC makes sure that, given {α,
β}, a new element δ can only be merged as in (4a), not (4b), which would be
counter-cyclic.
(4) a. {δ, {α, β}}
b. {{α, δ}, β}}
Chomsky (2000: 136) discusses these options, noting that (4a) satisfies the EC
whereas (4b) satisfies Local Merge. In the same breath, he notes that
weaker assumptions suffice to bar [(4a)] but still allow Local Merge under
other conditions. Suppose that operations do not tamper with the basic re-
lations involving the label that projects: the relations provided by Merge
and composition, the relevant ones here being sisterhood and c-command.
(Chomsky 2000: 136)
5I assume that Agree actually implies a complex set of operations: Feature Inheritance, Match,
Valuation and Deletion. Deletion is meant to cover erasure of uninterpretable φ-features, but it
can also be applied to heads, as in Chomsky’s (2015) analysis of that-deletion. Cf. Epstein et al.
(2016) alternative in terms of phase-cancellation. Cf. Gallego (2014) for an alternative approach
to FI, with interesting consequences for Chomsky’s (2015) analysis of the EPP, discussed in
Gallego (2017).
6It is typically assumed that all operations but EM apply at the phase level, simultaneously
(Chomsky 2004: 116; 2005: 19; 2007: 17; 2008: 155). This raises questions for derivational systems,
where the application of rules is ordered, as in Chomsky (2015).
7FI is reinterpreted as copying in Chomsky (2013: 47). This also departs from the strong NTC
(unless we adopt the formulation in Gallego 2014).
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Chomsky (2000: 137) goes on to argue that “derivations then observe the condi-
tion [(5)], a kind of economy condition, where R is a relevant basic relation”.8
(5) Given a choice of operations applying to α and projecting its label L,
select one that preserves R(L, γ)
(5) holds in general, except for head adjunction. In the case of XP merger,
Chomsky (2000) observes that EC must be satisfied for second-Merge, but not
for subsequent applications or Merge – the creation of specifiers, which amounts
to accepting tucking-in (Richards 1997).
In Chomsky (2004), it is explicitly noted that the EC can come in a strong and
a weak version, the latter accepting deviations from (5):
Cyclicity of derivation requires that Merge to α always be at the edge of
α, satisfying an extension condition, strong or weak (“tucking in”) […] There
appears to be one significant counterexample to cyclic Merge: late insertion
of adjuncts […] Elementary considerations of efficient computation require
that Merge of α to β involves minimal search of β to determine where α
is introduced, as well as least tampering with β: search therefore satisfies
[Local Merge], and Merge satisfies an EC, with zero search. One possibility
is that β is completely unchanged (the strong EC); another natural possibility
is that α is as close as possible to the head that is the label of β, so that any
Spec of β now becomes a higher Spec (“tucking in,” in Norvin Richards’s
sense). Further questions arise under Merge with multiple Specs. Assume
some version of the EC to hold, in accord with SMT. (Chomsky 2004: 109,
my emphasis)
The NTC is first introduced in Chomsky (2005), when discussing conditions
of efficient computation. What I would like to capitalize on from the following
quote is how similar NTC and PIC are, in the sense that the former appears to be
related to the fact that what has been constructed in the course of a derivation
can be forgotten; this is relevant, since this is typically the hallmark of the PIC.
One natural property of efficient computation, with a claim to extralinguis-
tic generality, is that operations forming complex expressions should con-
sist of no more than a rearrangement of the objects to which they apply,
not modifying them internally by deletion or insertion of new elements. If




tenable, that sharply reduces computational load: what has once been con-
structed can be “forgotten” in later computations, in that it will no longer be
changed. That is one of the basic intuitions behind the notion of cyclic com-
putation. The EST/Y-model and other approaches violate this condition ex-
tensively, resorting to bar levels, traces, indices, and other devices, which
both modify given objects and add new elements. A second question, then,
is whether all of this technology is eliminable, and the empirical facts sus-
ceptible to principled explanation in accord with the “no-tampering” condi-
tion of efficient computation […] Assuming the NTC that minimizes com-
putational load, both kinds of Merge to A will leave A intact. That entails
merging to the edge, the EC, which can be understood in different ways, in-
cluding the “tucking-in” theory of Richards (1997), which is natural within
the probe-goal framework of recent work, andwhich can also be interpreted
to accommodate head adjunction. (Chomsky 2005: 11, 13, my emphasis)
Notice thatwhat this says is that theNTC is a third-factor condition on theway
Merge operates.9 More precisely, the NTC guarantees that when Merge applies
to α and β, we obtain a new SO, γ, which can then be merged with further objects.
So, for instance, if γ is merged with δ, given that α and β themselves are gone
from the computation, the only way for this to happen is by forming {γ, δ}. This
way, Merge must be to the edge as it cannot tamper with the objects it applies
to – in the case at hand, Merge cannot break up γ or tamper with it.
What is relevant about Chomsky (2008) is the discussion of certain situations
that threaten the strong NTC: FI and the analysis of subject raising to SPEC-T.
A natural requirement for efficient computation is a “no-tampering condi-
tion” (NTC): Merge of X and Y leaves the two SOs unchanged. If so, then
Merge of X and Y can be taken to yield the set {X,Y}, the simplest possibil-
ity worth considering. Merge cannot break up X or Y, or add new features
to them. Therefore Merge is invariably “to the edge” and we also try to
establish the [IC] dispensing with bar levels, traces, indices, and similar de-
scriptive technology introduced in the course of derivation of an expression
[…] Note that SMT might be satisfied even where NTC is violated – if the
violation has a principled explanation in terms of interface conditions (or
perhaps some other factor, not considered here). The logic is the same as in
the case of the phonological component, already mentioned […] The device
of inheritance […] is a narrow violation of NTC. The usual question therefore
9This formulation states that the NTC is Merge-sensitive alone, which opens the door for con-
ditions being sensitive to independent operations.
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arises: does it violate SMT? If it does, then the device belongs to UG (per-
haps parametrized), lacking a principled explanation. But the crucial role it
plays at the C-I interface suggests the usual direction to determine whether
it is consistent with SMT though violating NTC. If the C-I interface requires
this distinction, then SMT will be satisfied by an optimal device to establish
it that violates NTC, and inheritance of features of C by the LI selected by C
(namely T) may meet that condition. If so, the violation of NTC still satisfies
SMT. (Chomsky 2008: 138, 144, my emphasis)
Chomsky (2007; 2008) assumes that φ-features are generated in phase heads,
from which they are downloaded (downward percolation) to non-phase heads.
Following Richards (2007), the process is taken to be mandatory under the PIC:
Since these features must be deleted, they must end up in the Transfer domain.10
FI has consequences for the analysis of raising-to-subject, as discussed by Ep-
stein et al. (2012). In particular, suppose the derivation of Don Quixote fought the
windmills is as depicted in (6):
(6) a. {Don Quixote, {v*{fought, {the,windmills}}}} = v*P
b. Merge (T,v*P) = {T, {Don Quixote, {v*{fought, {the,windmills}}}}}
c. Merge (C,TP) = {Cφ, {T, {Don Quixote, {v*{fought, {the,windmills}}}}}}
d. FI (C,T) = {C, {Tφ, {Don Quixote, {v*{fought, {the,windmills}}}}}}
e. IM (DQ,TP) = {C, {Don Quixote, {Tφ, {t, {v*{fought, {the,windmills}}}}}}
The problematic steps in (6) are (d) and (e), but (e) more clearly so. As Epstein
et al. (2012) discuss, the original (SPEC-less) TP must be disconnected from C so
that the external argument (EA) Don Quixote undergoes IM with it; when this
new (SPEC-ful) TP is created, and it is then reconnected to C. The operation is
thus ternary, in that Merge must target the EA, TP, and C. Noam Chomsky (p.c.)
notes that this is a narrow extension of Merge, but does not depart from it in the
way head movement does, since the EA is merged with TP, which it is a term of.
So far, as we can see, a key trait of NTC/IC-constrained Merge (α, β) is that α
and β cannot be modified: they are left unchanged, no features, indices, etc. can
be added to them by Merge. Chomsky (2007) gives another twist by noting that
while Merge cannot modify α or β, some subsequent operation might:
10As pointed out in footnote 7, Chomsky (2013) suggests that FI is actually a form of copying. If




Merge (X1,…,Xn) = Z, some new object. In the simplest case, n = 2, and there
is evidence that this may be the only case (Richard Kayne’s “unambiguous
paths”). Let us assume so. Suppose X and Y are merged. Evidently, efficient
computation will leave X and Y unchanged (the no tampering condition
NTC). We therefore assume that NTC holds unless empirical evidence re-
quires a departure from SMT in this regard, hence increasing the complexity
of UG. Accordingly, we can take Merge (X,Y) = {X,Y}. Notice that NTC entails
nothing about whether X and Y can be modified after Merge […] Under NTC,
merge will always be to the edge of Z, so we can call this an edge feature
EF of W. (Chomsky 2007: 8, my emphasis)
This observation can probably be related to Chomsky’s (2015: 10–11) analysis
of phase-head deletion (de-phasing), which triggers a process that makes a non-
phase head inherit all the properties of a phase head. De-phasing is put forward
in order to account for the fact that subjects can be extracted from that-less
clauses (an empty category principle (ECP) violation in earlier terminology). So,
as is well-known, subject extraction across a CP is ruled out if that is spelled out
(cf. Chomsky 1986; Rizzi 1990):
(7) [CP Who does the book say [CP (*that) [TP tWho stabbed Caesar ]]]?
Chomsky (2015) reinterprets this phenomenon in order to argue that C can un-
dergo deletion. This makes T inherit phasehood, which makes it strong, with no
need for a DP to occupy SPEC-T for labeling reasons (cf. Gallego 2017). More to
the point, Chomsky (2015: 11) argues that “The natural assumption is that phase-
hood is inherited by T […] along with all other inflectional/functional properties
of C (φ-features, tense, Q), and is activated on T when C is deleted”.11
Let us take stock. NTC is the formalization of the idea that computation applies
in an efficient way, so that Merge (α, β) cannot modify α and β themselves. This
strong formulation of theNTC,which bars tucking in and derives the copy theory
of movement (CTM), captures more than mere cyclicity. In particular, what I
would like to emphasize is that by not letting Merge modify what it applies to,
the NTC further captures some form of strict cyclicity too. To see this, let us go
back to (1), repeated as (8) below:
(8) Merge (α, β) = {α, β} = γ
After (8), the workspace contains γ and nothing else, so α and β are no longer
available (Chomsky 1995: 243). At this point, we may want to merge γ and a new
object, δ:
11Noam Chomsky (p.c.) elaborates on this by noting that the NTC states that an SO should not
be modified by Merge, which doesn’t literally imply that it cannot be deleted.
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(9) Merge(δ, γ) = {δ, γ}
δ is either internal or external to γ. If external, δ is drawn from the lexicon. This
is External Merge (EM). If internal (e.g., δ = α), then δ is a term of γ. Assuming
the NTC, γ cannot be modified, so it must remain {α, β}, which yields {α, {α, β}},
and thus two copies (occurrences) of α. More importantly for our purposes, the
strong NTC entails that {α, β} must be left as it is, so merger of α will not tamper
with γ by removing α. There is no need for an extra operation (Copy) for IM, just
like it is not needed for EM – if α were taken from the lexicon, it would not be
copied.12
This said, there are two potentially problematic aspects about the NTC. The
first one follows from the very fact that the strong NTC runs into the empirical
problems in (10):13
(10) Violations of strong NTC
a. Feature Inheritance (Chomsky 2008)
b. IM to SPEC-T (after EM (C,TP)) (Chomsky 2008)
c. Tucking-in (Richards 1997)
d. Head movement (Chomsky 2001)
e. De-phasing (Chomsky 2015)
f. Phase-cancellation (Epstein et al. 2016)
Apart from these local (phase-bounded) violations of the NTC, there is another
important observation to bemade about the strong NTC, namely the redundancy
between it and the PIC, as I discuss in the following section.
12The problem is more general if α and β remained in the workspace, along with γ. As Noam
Chomsky (p.c.) points out, it has always been assumed that they do not, for the generative
procedure constructs a single object, not a multiplicity of objects. Changing that convention
would mean that instead of a generative process for expressions, we would be designing a
generative process for an arbitrarily large collection of expressions. For instance, suppose that
we hold that after EM(α, β) = γ = {α, β}, the workspace contains α, β, γ. We then have a new
question: what is the relation between α in the workspace (call it α1) and α in γ = {α, β} (call it
α2)? They are either copies or repetitions. If they are copies, everything goes haywire. Thus,
if we continue to Merge to α1 finally yielding the finite clause FC, and to γ yielding the finite
clause FC′, then the two clauses would contain the two copies α1 and α2, so one should be
deleted, and if one enters into some relation (say anaphora) then the other does, etc. Things
get much worse if, as this proposal allows, we construct simultaneously indefinitely many
finite clauses. This is not only dubious, and in fact makes the notion of “copy” collapse.




3 Transfer and the PIC
We have seen that the NTC has two formulations, strong and weak. Let me ex-
press this as follows:
(11) a. Strong NTC (NTCS) = SOs cannot be changed by Merge
b. Weak NTC (NTCW) = SOs can be changed locally, but not by Merge
What I would like to discuss is the fact that NTCS is virtually analogous to the
PIC. The PIC was proposed in order to capture strict cyclicity, so that “operations
cannot ‘look into’ a phase below” (Chomsky 2000: 108). Chomsky (2004) relates
the PIC to the operation Transfer (a wider version of Spell-out, capturing the
interaction between NS and both interfaces), which is defined in (12):
(12) Transfer hands D-NS over to Φ and to Σ. (Chomsky 2004: 107)
In Chomsky (2004), Transfer makes it impossible for the externalization sys-
tems to access what has been cashed out at previous phases. The possibility that
the same happens in the case of the narrow computation is not so clear:
When a phase is transferred to Φ, it is converted to PHON. Φ proceeds in
parallel with the NS derivation. Φ is greatly simplified if it can “forget about”
what has been transferred to it at earlier phases; otherwise, the advantages
of cyclic computation are lost […] PIC sharply restricts search and memory
for Φ, and thus plausibly falls within the range of principled explanation […]
It could be that PIC extends to NS as well, restricting search in computation to
the next lower phase. (Chomsky 2004: 107, my emphasis)
That the PIC does not carry over to the computation is connected to the exis-
tence of structures, in Icelandic or Spanish, like those in (13), where T can agree
with the in-situ internal argument (IA):
(13) {T, {v*, {V, IA}}}
Agree
Empirically, (13) requires the φ-probe to override the PIC and access the com-
plement domain of v* (see Richards 2012). In order to tackle this, Chomsky (2001;
2004) adopts a weak version of the PIC, which led to a scenario analogous to that
of the NTC, with both strong and weak versions:
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(14) a. Strong PIC (PIC1 or PICS)
In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to
operations outside α; only H and its edge are accessible to such
operations. (Chomsky 2000: 108)
b. Weak PIC (PIC2 or PICW)
[Given structure [ZP Z … [HP α [H YP]]], with H and Z the heads of
phases]: The domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP; only
H and its edge are accessible to such operations. (Chomsky 2001: 14)
PIC2 is incompatible with FI, so in Chomsky (2008) it is discarded. Consider
the following discussion, which suggests that phases that have been transferred
can in principle be accessed (modulo intervention effects). Chomsky concludes
that the effects of the PIC hold for the interfaces, but not necessarily NS:
For minimal computation, as soon as the information is transferred it will
be forgotten, not accessed in subsequent stages of derivation: the computa-
tion will not have to look back at earlier phases as it proceeds, and cyclicity
is preserved in a very strong sense. Working that out, we try to formulate
a PIC, conforming as closely as possible to SMT […] Note that for narrow
syntax, probe into an earlier phase will almost always be blocked by inter-
vention effects. One illustration to the contrary is agreement into a lower
phase without intervention in experiencer constructions in which the sub-
ject is raised (voiding the intervention effect) and agreement holds with the
nominative object of the lower phase (Icelandic). It may be, then, that PIC
holds only for the mappings to the interface, with the effects for narrow syntax
automatic. (Chomsky 2008: 143, my emphasis)
Chomsky (2016) in fact argues that Transfer should not eliminate anything
from the NS. Otherwise, it would not be possible to explain how the structures
in (15) are formed:14
(15) a. [α The idea [β that the Earth is round ]] was rejected tα
b. [α That [β I kept my job ]] seems to tα bother Mary
The problem here is as follows: in both cases, β is a phase, so it should be
transferred before α is raised to matrix SPEC-T. But how can β be pronounced
along with α if it is gone from the computation? Chomsky (2016) claims β is
never gone from the workspace, but rendered inaccessible by Transfer. There
14I put aside another situation where the PIC is strongly violated: covert movement. This matter
is pointed out (not addressed) in Chomsky (2004: 111; 2005: 13).
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are two ways to interpret this version of the PIC, which I will call PIC3: what’s
been processed is either (i) totally inaccessible or (ii) cannot be changed.15 Given
the data in (15), (i) must be dismissed. We therefore expect that violations of the
PIC do not change whatever is inside the transferred phase. This crucially allows









[v*P tPRO tv* [VP V truenos
thunder
] ] ]
‘I love to listen to thunder.’
Let us therefore assume the PIC3 allows access into a lower phase, as long as
it is not modified. This makes it difficult to keep the copy/repetition distinction.
Take (17), call it K, where the lower phase complement containing β, that is {α,
β}, has already been transferred:
(17) K = {…{P, {α, β}}
Imagine we now merge β with K. β could be taken from the lexicon, so it
would be a repetition. Can it be a copy? Given that {α, β} is not expunged from
the derivation, the question is whether NS can tell whether β is taken from the
lexicon or it is interpreted as an occurrence of the β contained within P’s comple-
ment. If {α, β} can be accessed, the system cannot tell the difference. But we want
to exclude this, or successive cyclic movement would go away. Island conditions
would be affected too. Notice that the logic here is clear: the copy/repetition dis-
tinction does not require changing anything within the already passed phase. So,
it should be possible to do that, given Chomsky’s (2016) PIC3.
A way out would be to assume, as Noam Chomsky (p.c.) suggests, that if β
raises from {α, β}, then both {α, β} and β itself have been modified: {α, β} by now
containing a copy that is part of chain, and β by the mere fact of becoming a
discontinuous object. Now, if this is correct, even the application of IM to Who
changes the v*P and Who in (18).
(18) {Who, {Samson, {v*, {defeated, t}}}}
15A reviewer points out that what I call PIC3 is actually a conception of Transfer and its effect
on transferred material, not the PIC, which “describes the timing of Transfer and the size of
the transferred object”. For the purposes of this paper, I will not dwell on this (to me, largely
terminological) issue. The PIC was meant to state what is accessible and what is not after
Transfer (a mapping operation) applies. All I am assuming is that the PIC3 says that everything
is actually accessible after Transfer as long as it is not changed.
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Presumably, this has not been considered problematic, for it does not violate
the PIC, but it does the NTCS. Now, we have seen that NTCS and PIC are remark-
ably similar in that they both capture strict cyclicity. If nothing else, (18) shows
another scenario where I depart from the NTCS. I take this to indicate that the
NTCS is to be dispensed with entirely. More controversially, I also argue that
the NTCW is dispensable, if the PIC can play its role. Under PIC1, which I repeat
here as (19), this replacement is possible:
(19) Strong PIC (PIC 1 or PICS) In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not
accessible to operations outside α; only H and its edge are accessible to
such operations. (Chomsky 2000: 108)
What (19) says is enough to capture the effects of the NTC. In particular, the
fact that the objects generated in the course of the derivation cannot be tampered
with. Notice that this does allow tampering before Transfer applies, but we have
seen that this is empirically sustained. To the cases listed in (10), we can add a
sixth one, which follows from the PIC3:
(20) Violations of NTCS
a. Feature Inheritance (Chomsky 2008)
b. IM to SPEC-T (Chomsky 2008)
c. Tucking-in (Richards 1997)
d. Head movement (Chomsky 2001)
e. De-phasing (Chomsky 2015)
f. Phase-cancellation (Epstein et al. 2016)
g. IM (chain creation)
In the next section, I would like to summarize the main ideas of the previous
pages and, at the same time, argue that the PIC3 can be eliminated in favor of the
PIC1. In so doing, I also discuss how the datamentioned in Chomsky (2016) can be
handled under such proposal. The proposal entails that Transfer eliminates ma-
terial from the workspace, yielding a more effective reduction of computational
load – the original motivation behind phase theory (cf. Chomsky 2000).
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4 NTC eliminated: Some consequences
Let me spell out the interim conclusions so far. I will phrase them as questions:
(21) a. Do we need both NTC and the PIC?
b. If we need the PIC, do we need the PIC3?
Both NTC and PIC express an efficiency desideratum, namely that a given SO
should not be changed (manipulated, tampered with, altered, etc.) once it has
been created. This creates a redundancy, as I have pointed out.16 At the same
time, we have seen different phenomena indicating that the strong version of the
NTC cannot be maintained. Should the weak version be? I think it should not,
just like the weak PIC (the one in Chomsky 2001). This raises the more general
question whether the strong PIC could be the only cyclic principle. If so, then
the derivation can allow tampering up to the phase level, when Transfer applies.
Suppose the derivation has assembled α and β to yield this:
(22) {α, β}
Suppose next that we apply IM to β. If the NTC does not hold, this could yield
(23), potentially affecting the CTM.
(23) {β, {α}}
Note that this derivation is not forced (thus, the CTM does not go away), but
the question is whether the step in (23) creates a problem. It is not clear that it
does, at least if something like (23) is at stake for de-phasing (cf. Chomsky 2015).
If the only cyclic condition is the PIC, the next question is (21b). Recall that
there are two empirical arguments to sustain it. The agreement facts (cf. 16) could
be tackled if Agree takes place at the border of NS-externalization, not in NS. This
would have two welcome consequences. On the one hand, we could explain the
parametric nature of Agree, which I would like to relate to Chomsky’s (2014)
thesis T :
(24) Language is optimized relative to the conceptual-intentional (CI)
interface alone, with externalization a secondary phenomenon.
(Chomsky 2014: 7)
16A reviewer does not see the redundancy, as (s)he takes the NTC to be a third-factor condition
on Merge (defining a Merge-cycle that adds stuff to the derivation) and the PIC to be a natural
result of Transfer (which removes stuff from the workspace). Given the (empirical) arguments
given below (and in Chomsky et al. 2019) it is unlikely that the PIC actually removes stuff from
the workspace.
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The thesis T tells us that efficiency of operations should be found in the NS
→ SEM channel, not in the NS → PHON one, which is further consistent with
the claim that “language is primarily an instrument of thought, with other uses
secondary” (Chomsky 2014: 7). If Agree is pushed to NS → PHON, then the fact
that its effects are subject to parametrization (as appears to be the case), would
fall into place, and would also be compatible with the idea that language varia-
tion and parametrization are to be found only there (Chomsky’s 2001 uniformity
principle; cf. Chomsky 2010; Berwick & Chomsky 2011).
Another consequence of this concerns the very nature of Agree, which is a
complex operation, consisting ofMatch, Valuation, Transfer and Deletion. Chom-
sky (2004 et seq.) takes these operations to somehow apply simultaneously (at
the phase level), but this is hardly consistent with a derivational system, for oper-
ations must be ordered (as in Chomsky 2015).17 Plausibly, the operations should
be ordered as follows:
(25) 1. Match (NS)
2. Valuation (NS)
3. Transfer (NS → SEM/PHON)
4. Deletion (PHON)
As noted in Epstein & Seely (2002), this timing is problematic, since it entails
that uninterpretable features will be valued before Transfer, becoming undistin-
guishable from interpretable ones. Unless Deletion could apply at SEM too some-
how deleting the uninterpretable, but valued, φ-features of v* and C, operations
would have to apply simultaneously, which, as noted, is odd within a deriva-
tional system. A way out is at hand if the derivation can somehow remember
that φ-features were introduced as unvalued. This should be possible, given the
relevance of phase-level memory to distinguish trivial/non-trivial chains, which
in its most direct interpretation would entail revamping the long-abandoned idea
or feature chains (Chomsky 1995: 262, 270–271, 383, fn. 27, abandoned in Chom-
sky 2000 due to the intricacies of head movement). So, if Merge could apply not
only to LIs, but also to features – more precisely, to their values, which is what
seems to be copied from one LI to another, then this would assimilate Valuation
to Merge, making it possible for the system to remember that a valued feature
was introduced as unvalued, which would signal it as uninterpretable. The tech-
nical solution I am sketching would not be too different from FI itself. In brief,
17If Transfer is part of externalization, then it can be subject to parametrization (for the same
reasons Agree would be). This opens the possibility that the effects of Transfer vary from
language to language (cf. Uriagereka’s 1999b radical or conservative Spell-out).
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we could dispense with the simultaneity of operations and perhaps the need for
Agree to apply in NS alone if Merge could apply to LIs, features and values.
Obata’s (2010) data are different. Consider (26):
(26) [α That [β Judas left the dinner ]] seemed [ to tα worry everyone ]]
Here β is transferred before α is raised to matrix SPEC-T, which makes it im-
possible for it to be spelled-out where we see it. However, even if we assumed
that the PIC leaves β accessible (through the PIC3), this does not cover IM. That
is, it is only α (presumably its head, that) that can raise to matrix SPEC-T, so
how can β be pied-piped along with α? If we allowed that, then we would also be
changing the already transferred object, as noted for (18) above. A possible way
out for these cases is that what is transferred is turned into a pair ⟨X,Y⟩. I would
like to connect this to Chomsky’s (2004) analysis of adjuncts, which adopted
(27):18
(27) In ⟨α, β⟩, α is spelled out where β is. (Chomsky 2004: 199)
If Transfer converts the structure into some kind of pair, then when IM targets
α, the actual pronunciation of β (or some part of it) could be possible. This would
have the effect of placing β in a “secondary plane” (Chomsky 2004), but we want
α (the phase edge), and α alone, to remain in the primary plane. This is what the
PIC1 bought us, which brings back the possibility that Transfer can yield (28),
removing the complement domain from NS (cf. Ott 2011):
(28) a. {Edge, {P, {β}}}
b. Transfer (β) = {Edge, {P}} or {Edge, P}
If Transfer applies this way, there would be tampering, but locally. (28) would
make it possible for P to be the head of the entire phase, with consequences for
the v*-EA relation (cf. Epstein & Shim 2015).
5 Conclusions
This paper has discussed the nature of different conditions put forward to cap-
ture computational efficiency within minimalism, most importantly, the NTC
and the PIC. Given their redundant nature (they both aim at capturing the idea
behind the strict cycle, namely that SOs formed in the course of a derivation
18Cf. Chomsky (2008: 139) for similar ideas in the case of Merge.
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cannot be changed at subsequent stages), one of them should be dispensed with.
I have argued that strict cyclicity effects follow from the PIC alone. The deci-
sion is justified on methodological and empirical grounds. The former have to
do with the multiplicity of conditions favoring strict cyclicity. The latter con-
cern the empirical evidence showing that the strong version of the NTC cannot
be maintained.
The strong PIC (or PIC1 cf. Chomsky 2000), which is the one that should be
adopted, forces successive cyclic movement (SCM). Since nothing is left in the
(primary plane of) computation after Transfer, that’s the only way for a chain
to be created. It also follows that the SO that has been cashed out cannot be
modified: it is gone from the workspace. Interestingly, there are no violations
of the PIC analogous to those of the strong NTC, which is another argument to
stick to the former. Interestingly, it seems that only CP and vP give rise to SCM –
NPs, PPs and other categories lack it (cf. Gallego 2012; van Urk 2016), which may
provide yet another reason to defend that only CP and vP are phases.
Abbreviations
CI conceptual-intentional
CTM copy theory of movement
EA external argument
EC extension condition
ECP empty category principle
EF edge feature
EM External Merge
EPP extended projection principle







NTC no tampering condition
PIC phase impenetrability
condition
SCM successive cyclic movement




I am very happy to contribute to this volume in honor of Ian Roberts, a key
figure in the field of Generative Grammar. I had the opportunity to work with
Ian back in 2008, when he supervised a British Academy visiting fellowship I was
awarded with, right after I became a doctor. I remember that experience (with
long appointments at Ian’s office) as a very important one in my career and in
my personal growth too.
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Chapter 12
On the coordinate structure constraint
and the adjunct condition
Željko Bošković
University of Connecticut
The paper argues for a unification of the ban on extraction out of conjuncts and
the ban on extraction out of adjuncts based on the semantics of traditional adjunc-
tion modification on which such modification actually involves coordination, with
ConjP present in the syntax of traditional adjunct modification. It is shown that
there are a number of similarities in the islandhood of conjuncts and the island-
hood of adjuncts. Thus, extraction out of conjuncts and extraction out of adjuncts
are shown to be exceptionally possible in exactly the same environments, which
can be captured if the two involve the same syntactic configuration. The proposed
analysis is also shown to capture in a principled way a number of differences in the
strength of the violation with extraction out of conjuncts and adjuncts in various
languages/contexts, the emphasis regarding the former being on Galician, English,
Japanese, and Serbo-Croatian.
1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to explore the possibility of a unification of two rather
ill-understood islands, namely the coordinate structure constraint (CSC) and the
adjunct condition (AC). The CSC is standardly assumed to have two parts, given
in (1) and (2) below. However, recent research has shown that the two parts of
the traditional CSC need to be separated, since there are languages which are
sensitive to only one of the constraints in (1–2). Oda (2017) in fact explicitly ar-
gues for their separation, providing strong arguments to this effect based on a
number of languages. Thus, he notes that Japanese observes (1), but not (2), allow-
ing extraction of conjuncts but not extraction out of conjuncts. The same holds
Željko Bošković. 2020. On the coordinate structure constraint and the adjunct con-
dition. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.),
Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 227–
258. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4280649
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for Serbo-Croatian (SC), as discussed in Stjepanović (2014) (see Oda 2017 for a
list of languages that obey (1) but not (2)). In light of their arguments, I will also
separate the two parts of the traditional CSC,1 focusing on (1) (though I will also
make some remarks regarding (2) below). As a result, for ease of exposition I will
use the term CSC to refer only to (1). (Where it is necessary to make a distinction
between (1) and (2) I will use the terms CSC-1 and CSC-2 respectively.)
(1) The coordinate structure constraint – extraction out of conjuncts (CSC-1)
Extraction out of conjuncts is disallowed.
(2) The coordinate structure constraint – extraction of conjuncts (CSC-2)
Extraction of conjuncts is disallowed.
Turning to adjuncts, the traditional ban on extraction out of adjuncts is given
in (3).
(3) The adjunct condition (AC)
Extraction out of adjuncts is disallowed.
The paper will explore the possibility of a unification of (1) and (3), which are
illustrated by (4) and (5) respectively.2
(4) * Whati did you see [a picture of ti] and a painting of Storrs?
(5) ?* Whati did you fall asleep [after John had fixed ti]?
Before getting into the issue of islandhood of conjuncts and adjuncts, a brief
note is in order regarding extraction of conjuncts and adjuncts. It is standardly
assumed that conjuncts and adjuncts differ in this respect, conjuncts being un-
movable and adjuncts movable. It is actually not clear that this is indeed the
case. Thus, as noted above, many languages allow extraction of conjuncts. Fur-
thermore, a number of authors have argued that what looks like adjunct extrac-
tion actually involves base-generation of adjuncts in their surface position (e.g.
Uriagereka 1988; Law 1993; Stepanov 2001b). The standard assumptions in this
respect are thus incorrect, at least with respect to conjuncts. At any rate, as noted
above, the goal of this paper is not to examine extraction of conjuncts and ad-
juncts, but islandhood of conjuncts and adjuncts themselves (i.e. extraction out of
conjuncts and adjuncts), though some remarks regarding extraction of conjuncts
1On separating the two parts of the CSC, see also Grosu (1973) and Postal (1998).
2The slight difference in the grammaticality status of (4) and (5) will be accounted for under
the unified analysis proposed below.
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and adjuncts will be made below from the perspective of a unified analysis of (1)
and (3) (more precisely, it will be shown that (2) is not an impediment to such an
analysis).
The starting point in the discussion will be the semantics for adjuncts given
in Higginbotham (1985). Higginbotham argues that traditional adjunction modi-
fication (henceforth traditional adjuncts) actually involves coordination seman-
tically.3 For example, the rough semantics of (6a) is something like (6b), which
can be paraphrased as There is an event which is walking by John and it is slow.
(6) a. John walked slowly.
b. ∃𝑒[Walk(John, 𝑒) and Slow(𝑒)]
Takahashi (1994) made an important observation that under Higginbotham’s
semantics of adjuncts, where adjuncts essentially involve coordination, it may
be possible to unify the ban on extraction out of conjuncts and the ban on ex-
traction out of adjuncts by reducing the latter to the former.4 Under Higgin-
botham’s semantics, where adjuncts are in fact conjuncts, extraction out of an
adjunct does involve extraction out of a conjunct, which makes the unification
plausible and appealing. The unification, however, raises an issue. In Takahashi’s
analysis, while conjuncts and adjuncts are treated in the same way semantically
(following Higginbotham), they are treated very differently syntactically, since
Takahashi follows standard assumptions in the syntactic literature where coor-
dination involves the presence of a conjunction phrase (ConjP), while adjuncts
involve adjunction, with no ConjP present. Thus, the direct object in (4) is a
ConjP, with the conjuncts located in the Spec and the complement position of
ConjP ((7); the issue of where exactly the conjuncts are located within ConjP is
debated in the literature (see e.g. Munn 1993; Progovac 1999), the details of their
placement will not matter for our purposes). On the other hand, there is no ConjP
in (5). Semantically, the VP and the traditional adjunct are conjoined here. How-
ever, this is not reflected in the structure, since Takahashi assumes, following
standard assumptions, that the adjunct is adjoined to VP, as in (8).
3There is a long line of research in this tradition, see e.g. Davidson (1967); Parsons (1980; 1990);
Dowty (1989); Takahashi (1994); Progovac (1998; 1999); Hunter (2011). I refer to Higginbotham
(1985) as the representative of this line of research because Takahashi (1994) bases his account
of the adjunct condition on it, as discussed below (following Takahashi, I also generalize this
approach to adjunct modification in general).
4It is worth noting here that Ross (1974) suggested a unification of the CSC with the complex
NP constraint (clausal complements of nouns are also sometimes treated as adjuncts, see e.g.
Stowell 1981; Takahashi 1994).
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(7) * Whoi did you see [ConjP [a picture of ti] and [a painting of Storrs]]?
(8) ?* Whati did you [VP [VP fall asleep] [after John had fixed ti]]?
A serious issue then arises: locality of movement is standardly assumed to be
a syntactic effect. However, under the above analysis, conjuncts and adjuncts are
unified only semantically, they are not unified syntactically in that they involve
very different syntactic configurations. It is then not clear that Higginbotham’s
conjunction semantics of adjuncts can help us here.
While this paper will also take the conjunct semantics of adjuncts seriously,
taking it in fact as the point of departure, it will also take seriously the issue of
the syntax-semantics mapping here. An obvious question arises in this respect:
What would be the syntax that would most straightforwardly correspond to the
conjunct semantics of adjuncts? The answer is quite obvious in fact. It is a syntax
that involves a ConjP, where e.g. VP and the adjunct in (6) are conjoined. The
only difference with true coordination would then be that the conjunction head
is phonologically null.5
This paper will then take the conjunct semantics of adjuncts seriously, assum-
ing that it is also reflected in the syntax. From this perspective, it is easy to see
how (1) and (3) can be unified. Since they involve the same configuration, what-
ever rules out extraction out of conjuncts will also rule out extraction out of
adjuncts.6
An important remark is, however, in order here. It seems fair to say that the
CSC and the adjunct condition (AC) are the least understood of the traditional
5This is in fact what Progovac (1998; 1999) argues for. Thus, Progovac (1998) adopts the structure
in (i), where VP is the Spec of ConjP and the adverbial is a complement of a null conjunction
(the structure is slightly richer in Progovac 1999).
(i) [ConjP VP [Conj′ Conj AdvP]]
In this respect, Progovac (1998; 1999) is an important predecessor of the current work.
It should also be noted that the discussion in this paper raises an issue of whether phrases
are ever generated as adjuncts (in the traditional understanding of the term). While the dis-
cussion in this paper falls in line with attempts to abandon adjunction as a distinct structure-
building mechanism, showing that adjunction can indeed be eliminated goes beyond the scope
of this paper.
6There is an important issue that arises here. Under the analysis outlined above, not just the
adjunct, but also the VP is a conjunct in constructions that involve traditional VP-adjunction. It
appears that extraction out of the VP should then also be ruled out here. This is a serious issue
that any unification of the CSC and the adjunct condition based on Higginbotham’s semantics
of adjuncts needs to address. I will provide an account of this issue in §4 below (see Takahashi
1994 for an alternative account which is however based on the assumption that conjuncts and
adjuncts have a different syntax).
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islands. The suggestion made above reduces two mysteries to one. Resolving this
mystery, which would involve providing an actual account of the CSC, however,
goes beyond the scope of this paper. Any attempt to do that would involve a
detailed discussion of the structure of coordination, as well as the theories of
the locality of movement, which is currently based on the theory of phases. A
number of issues would arise in this respect: the precise definition of phases, the
precise statement of the phase impenetrability condition (PIC) and the notion of
edge, the issue of the generalized extended projection principle (EPP) effect as
it applies to successive-cyclic movement, the theory of labeling, which has been
argued to interact with the theory of phases in the locality of movement effects
(see Bošković 2015; 2018), etc; the list certainly does not end here. Addressing all
of this would go way beyond the scope of this paper.7 The scope of the paper
is more modest: to point out a number of similarities between extraction out of
conjuncts and extraction out of adjuncts which can be taken to justify unifying
the two. Higginbotham’s semantics of adjuncts, when taken seriously from the
syntactic point of view, provides a basis for such a unification since the two then
have essentially the same structure. Determining the precise source of island-
hood of that structure is beyond the scope of this paper (as a result, a number
of phenomena noted below will only be discussed at a descriptive level). I will
therefore simply use the term islandhood informally below. In several places,
the discussion will become more detailed structurally and theoretically when it
comes to islandhood – in fact, the paper will provide a principled account of a
number of differences in the strength of the violation with extraction out of var-
ious conjuncts and adjuncts (as well as the voiding of their islandhood in certain
cases); however, the exact reason for the islandhood of conjuncts will not be pro-
vided below. In this respect, the paper can be considered to be programmatic,
providing a foundation for future work that will account for the islandhood of
the syntactic configuration under consideration here (see Bošković 2020).
Having laid down the necessary background, the general line of argumenta-
tion, and the limits of the current work, I now turn to making a case for unifying
(1) and (3). In that vein, in §§2 and 3 I note a number of similarities between the
CSC and the adjunct condition. §4 discusses and resolves some potential impedi-
ments to the unification of the islandhood of conjuncts and adjuncts. §5 discusses
extraction of conjuncts and adjuncts. §6 concludes the paper.
7See, however, Bošković (2017; 2020).
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2 The stubbornness of the CSC and the AC
As discussed above, a unification of the traditional coordination and the tradi-
tional adjunction has plausible semantic grounds, which can be taken to be re-
flected in the syntax. From that perspective, it is not surprising that the tradi-
tional coordination and the traditional adjunction share some syntactic proper-
ties, in particular islandhood. The unification reduces two islands to one, which
is already conceptually appealing, especially in light of the fact that we are deal-
ing here with a rather mysterious issue. (Admittedly, we still have a mystery, but
reducing two mysteries to one does leave us in a less mysterious state).
One point that has generally been overlooked in the literature on islandhood
is worth emphasizing here. For pretty much all islands, it has been noted that
there are languages that do not obey them. Thus, there are languages that do
not obey the subject condition (e.g. Japanese; see Stepanov 2001a for a more ex-
haustive list), there are languages that do not obey the wh-island constraint (e.g.
Swedish, see Engdahl 1986), there are languages that do not obey the complex NP
constraint (e.g. Bantu languages, see Bošković 2015). The CSC and the AC stand
out rather prominently in this respect. I am not aware of any language that does
not obey the CSC and the AC.8 From the current perspective, that the CSC and
the AC behave in the same way in this respect is not surprising: we are after all
dealing with one and the same constraint here – that the two behave in the same
way in the relevant respect is then expected.
3 Some exceptions to the CSC and the AC
3.1 A semantically-based exception
It is well-known that there are exceptions to both the AC and the CSC (see
Truswell 2011 and references therein for the former and Postal 1998 and refer-
ences therein for the latter). Interestingly, some of these exceptions are rather
similar in nature. Thus, extraction from an adjunct is possible in some cases
where there is a contingent relationship between the relevant events. Impor-
tantly, the same kind of exception is foundwith the CSC. The former is illustrated
by (9) and the latter by (10).
(9) a. Whati did you come around [ to work on ti ]?
b. Whati did Christ die [ to save us from ti ]? (Truswell 2011: 131)
8As is well-known and as we will see below, there are particular coordinations and adjunctions
that allow extraction (in fact likely universally).What I am referring to here is different, namely
I am not aware of any language that would allow extraction out of all coordinations and all
adjuncts, where conjuncts and adjuncts simply would not be islands at all.
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(10) a. This is the drug whichi athletes [ take ti ] and become quite strong.
b. the stuff whichi Arthur sneaked in and [stole ti] (Postal 1998: 53)
There are no good explanations for why under the semantic condition noted
above the adjunct condition effect and the CSC effect are voided, and I will not
provide one in this work. What is important for our purposes is that the two be-
have in the same way here. A unified approach to the two in this respect has not
been attempted before even at a descriptive level; what complicates the situation
even further when it comes to providing an actual account is that only argument
(both DP and PP) extraction is allowed in the exceptional context in question,
non-argument extraction is still unacceptable, as illustrated below.
(11) * Howi did you come around [to work on that car ti]?
(12) * Howi should athletes [ take that drug ti ] and become strong?
This, however, further confirms that the CSC and the AC behave in the same
way here, which can be interpreted as calling for a unified analysis of the two.
The suggestion made here achieves this trivially, by treating the CSC and the AC
as one and the same phenomenon.
3.2 Across-the-board movement and parasitic gaps
There is another well-known exception to the CSC which is not semantically
based (i.e. it is not semantically restricted like the one noted directly above). The
exception, noted already in Ross (1967), concerns across-the-board (ATB) move-
ment. As is well-known, an unacceptable extraction out of a conjunct can be
made acceptable if the extraction takes place out of each conjunct in the coordi-
nation.
(13) Who did you see enemies of and friends of?
(14) cf. *Who did you see John and enemies of?
There is an obvious counterpart of this with the AC, which is the traditional
parasitic gap construction (see also Haık̈ 1985; Huybregts & van Riemsdijk 1985;
Williams 1990; Franks 1993; Progovac 1998; Nunes 2004).
(15) What did you file without reading?
(16) cf. *What did you file the book without reading?
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From the current perspective, (15–16) can be looked at on a par with (13–14).
Just like the unacceptable case of extraction out of a conjunct in (14) becomes ac-
ceptable if extraction takes place out of both conjuncts, as in (13), so does the un-
acceptable case of extraction out of a conjunct in (16) (the traditional adjunct be-
ing a conjunct under the current analysis) become acceptable if extraction takes
place out of both conjuncts, as in (15) (VP being a conjunct under the current
analysis; see below for extraction out of the VP here).
There have in fact been many attempts to unify the ATB and the parasitic
gap construction (see the references cited above); the current perspective can
be taken to provide motivation for those attempts (Takahashi 1994 in fact also
argues for a unification of the two from the perspective of Higginbotham’s se-
mantic treatment of adjuncts (recall, however, that Takahashi treats conjuncts
and adjuncts differently syntactically).
3.3 The edge exception
Bošković (2018) notes another exception to the AC. Bošković (2018) shows that
the AC effect is quite generally voided for elements that are base-generated at the
adjunct edge, also providing an account of this state of affairs where the problem
with extraction out of adjuncts arises with movement to the adjunct edge (which
is required by the PIC); elements that are base-generated at the adjunct edge can
then extract. The details of the account are not important for our purposes; what
is important is that elements base-generated at the edge of an adjunct can extract
out of it.
One illustration of this effect is provided by the different behavior of agreeing
possessors and adnominal genitive complementswith respect to extraction out of
adjuncts in Serbo-Croatian (SC). Consider first the former. Agreeing possessors
in SC have been argued to be base-generated at the edge of the TNP.9 As one
argument to that effect, consider the following binding contrast between English
and SC, noted in Despić (2011; 2013).
(17) a. Hisi latest movie really disappointed Kusturicai.
b. Kusturicai’s latest movie really disappointed himi.





























9The term TNP is used neutrally, for whatever the categorial status of the relevant element is.
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Under the assumption that traditional Specs c-command out of the phrase
where they are located, Kayne (1994) takes the acceptability of (17a,b) to indi-
cate that English possessors are not located in SpecDP, but in the Spec of a lower
phrase, SpecPossP, with the DP confining the c-command domain of the posses-
sor. Despić (2011; 2013) observes that in SC, a language without articles which
has been argued by a number of authors to lack DP (e.g. Corver 1992; Zlatić 1997;
Trenkić 2004; Bošković 2005; 2012; 2014; Marelj 2011; Despić 2011; 2013; Runić
2014a,b; Takahashi 2012; Talić 2014; 2015), possessors do c-command out, as indi-
cated by the binding violations in (17c,d) (condition B is at issue in 17c and con-
dition C in 17d), which contrast with English (17a,b). Despić takes the contrast in
question as indicating that DP is missing in SC, with the possessor located in the
highest projection of the traditional NP.
Turning now to adjuncts, SC is rather productive regarding the possibility of
traditional NPs (TNPs) functioning as adjuncts. One such case is given below,
where an instrumental nominal functions as an adjunct (see Bošković 2018 for








‘He ran through a/the forest.’
That the instrumental nominal in (18) is indeed an adjunct is confirmed by
extraction. First, its extraction out of islands yields an ECP-strength, not a subja-





























‘You wonder when he cut down a/the forest.’
In addition to agreeing possessors, which roughly correspond to English ’s-
genitives, nominal arguments in SC can be expressed through adnominal geni-
tive, which roughly corresponds to English of -genitives; the element bearing ad-
nominal genitive occurs in the complement position of the noun. Returning now
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to the instrumental adjunct under discussion, notice that while extraction of gen-
itive complements of nouns is in general somewhat degraded in SC, (20a), which
involves extraction out of the nominal under consideration, is clearly worse than
(20b), which involves extraction out of an object. This confirms the adjunct sta-
tus of the instrumental TNP (20a is worse than 20b because it involves extraction

























‘He loved the forest of my grandfather.’
As noted above, Bošković (2018) shows that in contrast to elements that are not
base-generated at an adjunct edge, elements that are base-generated at an adjunct
edge can be moved out of adjuncts. The adnominal genitive ‘my grandfather’
in (20a) is base-generated in the N-complement position. Recall, however, that
an agreeing possessor that precedes the nominal is generated at the TNP edge.













‘He ran through Ivan’s forest.’
Bošković (2018) provides a number of additional cases which also show that
elements that are base-generated at an adjunct edge can move out of adjuncts, in
contrast to those that are not generated at an adjunct edge.10
What is important for our purposes is that the CSC behaves just like the AC in
this respect. Recall that an agreeing possessor can extract out of a TNP adjunct,












‘He behaved extremely badly.’
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while an adnominal genitive cannot. Coordinations behave in exactly the same



































‘He saw a student of physics and Ivan.’
What is important for our purposes is that both traditional adjuncts and tra-
ditional conjuncts exceptionally allow extraction of elements that are base-gene-
rated at their edge.
To sum up the discussion in this section, we have seen that in a number of
environments extraction is exceptionally possible out of conjuncts and adjuncts.
Significantly, the enviroments where extraction is exceptionally possible out of
conjuncts and adjuncts are the same – all the contexts discussed in this section
exceptionally allow extraction out of both conjuncts and adjuncts (see below for
an additional case). That the two behave in the same way in this respect then
provides an argument that they should be unified, which is straightforwardly
accomplished if they involve the same syntactic configuration.
4 Some differences between the CSC and the AC and
rescue by PF deletion
Above, I have discussed a number of similarities between CSC effects and AC ef-
fects which can be captured under the analysis on which traditional adjunction
actually involves coordination, which is motivated by Higginbotham’s semantics
of adjunction. There are, however, also some differences between the two, which
11Left-branch extractions in SC are best when the remnant precedes the verb, but the relevant
contrast is also there when the coordination follows the verb. Notice that there is an interfering
factor when such extraction is attempted out of the second conjunct. As noted in Stjepanović
(2014) and discussed below, i ‘and’ is a proclitic, which procliticizes to the element following
it. A problem then arises if the element following it is a trace.
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will be discussed in this section, starting with an obvious difference.12 Consider
(24–25), which are intended to represent a case of traditional coordination (24)
and a case of traditional adjunction (25), which is also treated as involving coor-
dination under the current analysis.
(24) DP & DP
(25) VP & Adjunct
The conjuncts in the traditional coordination in (24) are symmetric regarding
islandhood in that extraction is banned out of each conjunct (putting aside the
ATB case).
(26) a. * Whoi did you see [ a friend of ti ] and John?
b. * Whoi did you see John and [ a friend of ti ]?
However, this is not the case with (25), where extraction is not banned out of
the first conjunct, i.e. VP.
(27) Whati did you [ buy ti ] slowly?
A question then arises under the current analysis regarding the source of this
difference. In particular, what raises the issue here is the grammaticality of (27),
which appears to be unexpected.
As noted above, providing an account of the unacceptability of extraction out
of conjuncts goes beyond the scope of this paper. I simply assume here that con-
juncts are islands (as explicitly also argued in Oda 2017). The islandhood of con-
juncts is apparently voided for the VP conjunct in (27). The question is why.
There is actually a rather straightforward answer to this question.
Bošković (2011; 2013b) discusses a variety of islands from a number of lan-
guages and observes thatmovement of the head of an island voids islandhood (for
additional arguments to that effect, see Bošković 2015). Based on this, Bošković
establishes the generalization in (28).
(28) Traces do not head islands.
12A reviewer notes that coordination and traditional adjunction differ regarding gapping, com-
pare John ate an apple andMary a pear with *John ate an apple after Mary a pear. The difference
can be accounted for under Johnson’s (2009) analysis of gapping (gapping is actually quite gen-
erally disallowed in embedded clauses, even with coordination).
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Bošković (2013b) provides a number of arguments for (28). As an illustration,
consider the saving effect of article incorporation on islandhood in Galician,
also discussed in Uriagereka (1988; 1996). Galician has a rather interesting phe-
nomenon of D-to-V incorporation, which quite generally voids islandhood of
the DP from which the incorporation takes place (see Uriagereka 1988; 1996;
Bošković 2013b). Thus, Galician disallowsmovement from definite DPs, as in (29).
However, the violation is voided when D incorporates into the verb, as shown by
(30).13 Further confirmation of the islandhood-voiding effect of article incorpora-
tion is provided by (31). Extraction from adjuncts is banned in Galician, as in (31).
However, the ban is voided under D-incorporation, as in (32) (the same holds for
the subject condition effect, which is also voided under article incorporation).























[DP [D′ ti [NP retrato
portrait
tj]]]?
‘So, who have you seen the portrait of?’














‘Of which week did you guys work the Monday?’









[DP [D′ ti Luns
Monday
tj]]
These cases illustrate the generalization in (28). The islandhood of the DPs
from (29) and (31) is voided in (30) and (32), where the relevant DPs are headed
by a trace, due to the movement of the head of the DP in question. Bošković
(2013b; 2015) provides a number of other cases from a wide range of languages
that illustrate the same effect (thus, Bošković 2013b shows that, among other
things, Baker’s (1988) government transparency corollary effects are also sub-
sumed under (28); i.e. they also involve islands that are headed by a trace.) Under
(28), if the head of an island α undergoesmovement, the islandhood of α is voided,
making movement out of α possible.




Bošković (2011; 2013b) also provides an account of the effect in question, which
unifies it with the rescuing effect that ellipsis has on islandhood, noted by Ross
(1969) and illustrated by (33).14
(33) a. * She kissed a man who bit one of my friends, but Tom does not
realize [ which one of my friends ]i she kissed [ a man who bit ti ].
b. She kissed a man who bit one of my friends, but Tom does not
realize [ which one of my friends ]i she kissed [ a man who bit ti ].
(Ross 1969: 276)
The effect from (33) is standardly treated in terms of rescue by PF deletion
(Chomsky 1972; Merchant 2001; Lasnik 2001; Fox & Lasnik 2003; Hornstein et al.
2003; Boeckx & Lasnik 2006; Bošković 2011 among others): a * is assigned to an
island whenmovement crosses it. If the * remains in the final PF representation, a
violation incurs. If a later operation like ellipsis deletes the category that contains
the *-marked element, the derivation is rescued. Under the standard analysis,
then, whenwh-movement crosses the island in (33) the island is *-marked in both
(33a) and (33b). Since the *-marked element is deleted in (33b) the islandhood
effect disappears in this example.
Bošković (2011; 2013b) also provides a rescue-by-PF deletion account of the
generalization in (28), unifying (28) with the rescuing effect of ellipsis on island-
hood. Bošković argues that what is *-marked is not the whole island, but the head
of the island. This means that in e.g. (29), what is *-marked is the head of the ob-
ject DP. The reason for the rescuing effect of head movement in (30) is that the
*-marked element in the head position of the object DP is actually a copy that
is deleted under copy deletion in PF. The offending *-marked element is thus
deleted in PF in (30), just as it is in (33). The analysis quite generally captures the
generalization in (28).15 (Bošković 2011 also extends the analysis to the general-
ization that traces do not count as interveners (Chomsky 1995). In the relevant
cases, the *-marked intervener is also removed under PF copy deletion, see the
discussion below).
14See, however, Abels (2011); Barros et al. (2014).
15The analysis predicts that head movement is not sensitive to (non-relativized minimality) is-
lands, more precisely, that the head of an island can move out of the island since the locality
violation will be rescued by deleting the copy of the moved head (the prediction holds only
for the head of the island and does not hold for relativized minimality – i.e head-movement
constraint – violations; see Bošković 2013b). Bošković (2013b) provides a number of cases from
a variety of languages that this is indeed the case (in fact, Galician article incorporation – cf.
(32) –, which is also acceptable without wh-movement, is one such case; see also Bošković
2013b on noun incorporation in Kinyarwanda, Chichewa, and Southern Tiwa).
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At any rate, what is important for our purposes is that head movement voids
islandhood: if the head of an island undergoes movement, the islandhood effect
disappears, making movement out of the island possible.
Returning to the potentially problematic case in (27), we now have a straight-
forward explanation why movement out of the VP, which is a conjunct hence
an island under the current analysis, is allowed in this case. The reason is V-to-v
movement.16 Being a conjunct, the VP (i.e. the bracketed element) in (27) is an is-
land. However, V-to-v movement, i.e. movement of the head of the VP, voids the
islandhood of the VP, allowing movement out of this VP, as in (27). The grammat-
icality of (27) is then just another instance of the general rescuing effect of head
movement on islandhood, given in (28). The potential obstacle to the unification
of the CSC and the AC that was raised by (27) is thus rather straightforwardly
resolved; the reason for the grammaticality of (27) is an independent and more
general effect regarding locality of movement.
The analysis does not only remove a potential problem for the unification of
the CSC and the AC raised by (27) but it also makes a prediction. Consider again
(24–25). Just like in (25) movement of the head of the VP conjunct makes move-
ment out of the VP possible so shouldmovement of the head of the corresponding
conjunct in (24)makemovement out of this conjunct possible. The prediction can
in fact be tested with respect to Galician. The issue here is whether article incor-
poration in Galician also improves extraction out of a conjunct. It turns out that
it does. Consider (34–35) (the Galician data below are due to Juan Uriagereka,






































(34) shows that extraction out of a conjunct is not possible in Galician, i.e. con-
juncts are islands. Importantly, (35), which involves article incorporation from
the conjunct from which wh-movement takes place, is clearly better than (34),
16There are various proposals in the literature regarding the exact identity of the relevant head
and the height of V-movement (e.g. we could be dealing here with a vP conjunct, with the verb
moving to VoiceP above vP, see Collins 2005); I simply use v for ease of exposition.
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which does not involve article incorporation. Article incorporation thus also im-
proves extraction out of conjuncts.
Putting for the moment the residual awkwardness of (35) aside, and focusing
on the fact that (35) is better than (34), the current analysis unifies the gram-
maticality of (27) with the improvements that article incorporation causes for
wh-movement in (31–32) and (34–35). All the relevant cases involve extraction
out of a conjunct where the head of the conjunct undergoes movement.
Consider now why, in contrast to (27) and (32), (35) is still degraded (although
better than (34), which is what is crucial here for our purposes).17 Oda (2017)
captures the two parts of the CSC, i.e. (1–2), by proposing that both individual
conjuncts and ConjP are islands. What this entails for our purposes is that with
extraction out of a conjunct, what is *-marked is the head of the conjunct itself,
as well as the head of ConjP (given that what is *-marked is the head of an island).
In (34), both *-marked heads survive into PF, hence the strong unacceptability of
the construction. On the other hand, in (35), the *-marked head of the conjunct is
removed in PF through copy-deletion. However, the *-marked head of ConjP is
still present in PF. I suggest that this is the reason for the residual awkwardness of
(35). Article-incorporation voids the islandhood of the conjunct itself, by turning
its head into a trace (i.e. a copy that is deleted in PF). However, it does not affect
the islandhood of ConjP. The analysis thus captures the contrast between (34)
and (35), as well as the fact that (35) itself is still degraded.
What about (27) and (32), which involve traditional adjunction? I suggest that
what is important here is that the ConjP head in these examples is phonologically
null. In this respect, the head of ConjP in (27) and (32) in fact does not differ from
the head of the first conjunct in (27) and the second conjunct in (32) – in all these
cases the relevant head is phonologically null. Now, it is standardly assumed
that intervening heads block head movement (see e.g. Roberts 2010). There is an
additional implicit assumption here: in all the cases that are traditionally given as
an illustration of this effect the blocking head is overt. This is in fact reminiscent
of another standard assumption, noted briefly above, that traces do not count as
interveners.18 What traces and null heads have in common is that they are both
17(32) is actually slightly awkward (meriting at most ?). The proposal below will not explain the
residual awkwardness of (32), which I leave open here (also putting it aside below), merely
noting that there may be a weak intervention effect associated with phrasal movement from
the second conjunct crossing the first conjunct, also a phrase (32 is in fact fully acceptable
if it involves only head-movement/article incorporation, see Bošković 2013b); in this respect
compare also (35) with (39) below and note that (26b) is worse than (26a); for discussion of the
effect in question, which I put aside here, see Bošković (2020), who also shows that the effect
is selective in that it depends on labeling (so it does not arise in all relevant contexts).
18Notice that there is no conflict between the assumption that traces do not count as interveners
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phonologically null; this means that null elements do not count as interveners.
Bošković (2011) in fact provides a rescue by PF deletion account of the trace case
that can be generalized to the null head case. Bošković (2011) argues that with
intervention effects, what is *-marked is the intervener itself. With traces, the
intervener is deleted in PF, which voids the intervention effect. Another way to
look at this is that the locality effect is voided if the *-marked element is not
realized (i.e. pronounced) in PF, i.e. a * induces a violation in PF only if it is PF
realized, i.e. if it is present on a PF-realized element.19
There is independent evidence for the above account of (27), where the rea-
son why (27) does not display the CSC effect, although adjunction is treated as
coordination, is that the ConjP head is phonologically null here. Progovac (1998;
1999), who also argues for a unified analysis of coordination and traditional ad-
junction based on the coordination analysis of the latter, observes that in some
cases the ConjP head can in fact be overt with traditional adjunction based on
examples like (36). Importantly, extraction out of the VP conjunct is degraded in
such cases: (37a,b) are worse than (27). This is exactly what is expected: since the
*-marked head of ConjP is phonologically realized in (37a,b), in contrast to (27),
examples (37a,b) are degraded, in contrast to (27).
(36) a. Mary read his paper, and quickly.
b. John read the book, and avidly.
(37) a. ?? What did Mary read, and quickly?
b. ?? What did John read, and avidly?
We now have all we need to account for the full paradigm under consideration.
In (27) and (32), both the islandhood of the relevant individual conjuncts and the
islandhood of ConjP is voided since both the head of the relevant conjuncts and
the head of ConjP are phonologically null. On the other hand, in (35), only the
head of the conjunct is null, whichmeans that the islandhood of the conjunct, but
not the islandhood of ConjP, is voided here. Notice also that (34) is worse than
(31), which is also captured under the current analysis. (34) in a sense involves
two violations, since the heads of both islands, the relevant conjunct and ConjP,
for extraction and the blocking effect ofwh-traces onwanna-contraction. Under multiple spell-
out (see Uriagereka 1999; Epstein 1999; Chomsky 2000; 2001 among many others), it is not a
wh-trace but the wh-phrase itself that blocks wanna-contraction (see Bošković 2013a, where
it is shown that this kind of approach also captures the traditional claim that NP-traces do
not block contraction; traces actually never block contraction, only heads of chains do under
a multiple spell-out analysis).
19Though see below for a potential alternative.
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are phonologically overt. On the other hand, in (31) only the former is phono-
logically overt: the islandhood of ConjP is voided here since the head of ConjP
itself is phonologically null. Furthermore, notice that standard CSC violations
like (26a) are worse than traditional adjunction cases with an overt conjunction
like (37). This is also expected and can be accounted for on a par with the contrast
between (31) and (34): (26a) involves two island violations since both the head of
the conjunct island and the head of ConjP are overt while in (37) only the head of
ConjP is overt. The proposed analysis thus captures the full paradigm in (26–27,
31–32, 34–35, and 37): it captures the fact that (27) and (32) are better than the
rest of this paradigm, the contrast between (34) and (35) as well as the fact that
(35) is still degraded, and the fact that (34) is more strongly degraded than (31)
and that (26) is more strongly degraded than (37).20
What is particularly important for our purposes is that the current analysis
unifies the grammaticality of (27) and the improvement that article incorporation
causes in (34–35). In both cases we are dealing with extraction out of a conjunct
where the head of the conjunct undergoes movement, voiding the islandhood
of the conjunct. The grammaticality of (27) then turns out not only not to be a
problem for the unified CSC/AC analysis, but it in fact has its counterpart with
the traditional CSC, thus providing an argument for the unified analysis. In other
words, we are dealing here with another case where movement out of a conjunct
is exceptionally allowed, which also extends to traditional adjunction. In fact, the
effect holds not only for what under the traditional view would be considered
to be the “host” of adjunction, i.e. the VP in (25), but also for the traditional
adjunct itself. As shown in (31–32), the islandhood of extraction out of adjuncts
is also voided under movement of the adjunct head. I conclude therefore that
what appeared here to be a difference between the CSC and the AC is in fact
another case where the two behave in the same way, which can be added to the
cases discussed in §3: both the CSC and the AC effect are voided under head
movement of the head of the conjunct/adjunct.
There is still one missing piece needed to complete the paradigm regarding
the rescuing effect of head movement on extraction from conjuncts. Returning
to (24–25), we have seen that head movement rescues extraction out of both
conjuncts in the traditional adjunction case in (25), i.e. it makes extraction out
of both VP and the traditional adjunct possible. Regarding (24), we have seen
20One issue that I will put aside here is whether extraction out of all conjuncts can be saved by
movement of the conjunct head. What is important for us is that this is in principle possible,
hence needs to be allowed. Whether there are factors that constrain the effect in question will
be left for future research (see Bošković 2017, where it is argued that the status of a conjunct
with respect to phasehood matters here; for relevant discussion see also Bošković 2020).
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that head movement of the head of the conjunct makes extraction out of the first
conjunct possible. The remaining piece of the puzzle concerns extraction out of
the second conjunct in (24). Does head movement of the head of that conjunct
make extraction out of it possible? We have confirmed the rescuing effect of
head movement on extraction out of a conjunct regarding the first conjunct in
(24) with article incorporation in Galician. Does the effect also hold for extraction
from the second conjunct? In fact, it does. Conjunction emais in Galician can host
article incorporation. Crucially, extraction out of the second conjunct is worse
in (38) than in (39), the difference here being that the article head of the second
conjunct, from which wh-extraction takes place, undergoes incorporation only

















































I will conclude the discussion in this section with an example which can be
analyzed in several ways within the approach argued for here. The example is
given in (40).
(40) * Whati did you see [pictures of ti] and paintings of Storrs?
The conjunct from which extraction takes place in (40) is most often assumed
to be a DP, headed by a null D. Given the grammaticality status of (40), here we
do want the *-marking on the head of the conjunct to contribute to the ungram-
maticality of the example.
There are several possibilities here. One possibility is that the conjunct is ac-
tually smaller than DP, with the noun located in (possibly moving to) the head
position of the conjunct. Nothing special would then need to be said about such
cases.
If the conjunct is a DP, with the noun located lower than D, we could assume
that this is actually a D that is deleted in PF, with PF D-deletion either not yet
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having taken place at the point when *-marking is checked, or with *-marking
interfering with the required D deletion here. However, what may be relevant
here is that DP is a phase, in contrast to ConjP (see Bošković 2017 for relevant
discussion). In light of this, it is possible that, as suggested above, *-marking on
null heads never matters (i.e. it does not induce a PF violation) but that *-marked
heads are unable to send their complement to spell-out. The standard assump-
tion is that phasal heads send their complement to spell-out after all their un-
interpretable features are checked; under the suggestion made here *-marking
has a similar effect to uninterpretable features in that it prevents spell-out. As a
result, the *-marked null D in (40) would not be able to send its complement to
spell-out.21
There is another possibility here. Assume a framework like Distributed Mor-
phology, where phonological features are inserted in PF to essentially lexicalize
appropriate feature matrices. As argued in Progovac (1998; 1999) and discussed
briefly in §6 (see footnote 27), the reason why Conj0 is typically not lexicalized
with traditional adjunction is the avoid overt conjunction principle, which works
in a similar way as Chomsky’s (1981) avoid pronoun principle. We can then as-
sume that in the relevant situations (see §6 for why this happens with tradi-
tional adjunction), the feature matrix of the conjunction head (or the pronoun
in the cases where the avoid pronoun principle is relevant, see Holmberg 2005)
is deleted, as a result of which phonological features cannot be inserted. This is
not the case with the null D in (40). The feature matrix of this null D simply does
not correspond to any phonological features (in contrast to the conjunction head,
where, unless the relevant feature matrix is deleted, phonological features would
be inserted): there is no deletion of the feature matrix here that would prevent
phonological feature insertion. Under this analysis, the difference between the
null Conj head in examples like (27) and the null D in examples like (40) with
respect to *-marking is treated in the same way as the difference between the ar-
ticle and its trace in Galician examples like (29–30): In all these cases the relevant
21I assume that spell-out must take place for each phasal level, which means that we do have
a violation here. Notice also that there is still a difference here with the Galician case in (30),
where the *-marked element in D is deleted under copy deletion. Under the analysis under con-
sideration, the spell-out for the DP phase in (30) would be triggered only after D-incorporation
(with copy deletion appropriately ordered), which is in fact in line with Chomsky’s (2001) pro-
posal that the spell-out for phase XP is triggered by a higher phase head. (Note also that, as
argued in Bošković 2015, D-incorporation is driven by an uninterpretable feature of D, which
means that D anyway could not trigger spell-out before it moves.) It should, however, be noted
that under the approach to phases in Bošković (2015), D-incorporation voids the phasehood of
the DP from which it takes place, so that the issue of DP-phase spell-out would not even arise
in this case.
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head is *-marked due to extraction out of a conjunct, conjuncts being islands. The
*-marked head is then deleted in (30) (due to copy deletion) and (27) (due to the
avoid overt conjunction principle, which works on a par with the avoid pronoun
principle). On the other hand, the *-marked head is not deleted in examples like
(29) and (40). Notice that under this analysis, *-marking on elements which are
not realized (i.e. pronounced) in PF would not actually be ignored.22
At any rate, I leave teasing apart the analyses of (40) suggested above for future
research and continue to assume below that a * induces a violation in PF only if
it is present on a PF realized element.23
5 On extraction of conjuncts/adjuncts
As noted at the outset, the discussion in this paper is limited to islandhood of
conjuncts and adjuncts, i.e. extraction out of conjuncts/adjuncts; it does not deal
with extraction of conjuncts/adjuncts. As discussed in §1, while the CSC was
traditionally assumed to hold both for extraction out of conjuncts and for ex-
traction of conjuncts, this view is quite clearly wrong, since there are languages
that productively allow extraction of conjuncts but still disallow extraction out
of conjuncts. This is the reason why I have put the discussion of extraction of
conjuncts, i.e. (2), aside above. In this section, I will, however, make some brief
remarks on extraction of conjuncts, i.e. the status of (2), the reason being that
the rescue-by-PF deletion mechanism, which I have appealed to above, turns out
to be relevant to (2), as was in fact explicitly argued in Stjepanović (2014) and
Oda (2017).
Notice first that the CSC is not completely divorced from the AC even when it
comes to (2), i.e. extraction of the conjunct/adjunct. Both are in principle possible,
but there is a productivity difference here in that extraction of adjuncts is more
readily available crosslinguistically than extraction of conjuncts. In this respect,
we have the following situation: there are languages like Japanese and SC that
in principle allow both extraction of conjuncts and extraction of adjuncts; there
are languages like English that allow extraction of adjuncts but not extraction of
conjuncts. I am, however, not aware of any languages that would allow extrac-
tion of conjuncts but not extraction of adjuncts. In other words, we have a small
implicational hierarchy here, where the possibility of extraction of adjuncts en-
tails the possibility of extraction of conjuncts. It turns out that there is a way of
22For an argument that it should not be, see Bošković (2011).
23The discussion below can be easily adjusted to the last account of (40) suggested above, if it
turns out to be the most appropriate one.
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making sense of this state of affairs under the rescue-by-PF deletion approach
discussed above.
Recall that Oda (2017) argues that both individual conjuncts and ConjP are
islands. When it comes to extraction of conjuncts themselves, i.e. (2), what is
relevant is the islandhood of ConjP: the island that is crossed when a conjunct
is extracted is ConjP. This means that what is *-marked when a conjunct is ex-
tracted is the head of ConjP (given that what is *-marked is the head of an island).
Importantly, in languages where extraction of a conjunct is allowed, it has
been shown that the ConjP head is a clitic that undergoes movement. In other
words, the head of ConjP is a trace. This immediately makes (28) relevant here:
the cliticization voids the islandhood of ConjP, making extraction of a conjunct
possible. In fact, Oda (2017) and Stjepanović (2014) argue for exactly this account
of the exceptional possibility of extraction of conjuncts in Japanese and SC. In
both languages the conjunction head is a clitic, which Oda and Stjepanović argue
undergoes movement. In Japanese, the conjunction is an enclitic and in SC it is
a proclitic. In Japanese (41), the conjunction cliticizes to the first conjunct and is
in fact carried along under the movement of the first conjunct, which quite con-
clusively shows that the conjunction head does not remain in its in situ position.




















literally ‘What did Taro buy and water?’
In fact, as discussed in Oda (2017), in all languages where extraction of a con-
junct is possible the conjunction head is a clitic that undergoes movement.24
24As discussed in Stjepanović (2014), in SC the conjunction procliticizes to the second conjunct,
which makes movement of the first conjunct, as in (i-a), possible. (See Stjepanović 2014 for
details of the derivation, which also involves ConjP-internal movement of the second conjunct
prior to the procliticization of the conjunction to it. Stjepanović shows that the process in
question quite generally applies to SC proclitics; thus, she shows, following Bošković 2013b
and Talić 2014, that the proclitic preposition in (i-b) procliticizes to the AP (and is carried
along under further movement of the AP, as in (i-c)), with Talić’s (2014) prosodic arguments
for procliticization in terms of syntactic movement of the preposition in (i-b) extending to the
conjunction in (i-a).)
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The possibility of conjunct extraction can then be rather straightforwardly ac-
counted for under (28), i.e. in terms of a rescue-by-PF deletion analysis (see Oda
2017; Stjepanović 2014).
As discussed above, with extraction of conjuncts, ConjP functions as an is-
land. This means that what is *-marked when such extraction takes place is the
head of ConjP. In Japanese, where the conjunction head undergoes movement,
the islandhood effect is voided since the *-marked element is deleted in PF (un-
der copy deletion). The analysis thus unifies acceptable CSC-2 violations like (41)
with other acceptable island violations in (30) and (32), all of which are instances
of the generalization in (28), which is, as discussed above, unified with the res-
cuing effect of ellipsis on locality violations, i.e. cases like (33), in terms of the
rescue-by-PF deletion mechanism.
Recall now the observationmade above regarding the availability of extraction
of traditional conjuncts and traditional adjuncts, both of which involve extrac-
tion of conjuncts under the current analysis: extraction of traditional adjuncts
is much more generally available than extraction of traditional conjuncts. The
mechanism of rescue-by-PF deletion provides a straightforward account of why
this is the case. The above discussion has indicated that extraction of a traditional
conjunct is possible only if the head of ConjP is phonologically null, which we
have seen can be captured by the mechanism of rescue-by-PF deletion. Turning
to adjunct extraction, under the current analysis adjuncts are conjuncts, with
ConjP headed by a null head present in the structure. But this is exactly when
extraction of a conjunct is possible even with traditional coordination: when the
head of ConjP is phonologically null. True, the reason for this is different (in one
case the head is phonologically null as a result of PF copy deletion and in the



























‘He entered a big room.’
c. U veliku je ušao sobu.
It may also be worth noting here that the clitichood of the conjunction may not be the
only requirement for the possibility of a CSC-2 violation. Oda notes that all the languages that
he observes can violate CSC-2 lack articles, which may suggest that such violations may be
possible only in NP languages under Bošković’s (2008; 2012) analysis, where languageswithout
articles lack DP (for an account along these lines, see Bošković 2017).
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to rescue by PF deletion discussed above. The reason why the conjunct (a tra-
ditional adjunct) in (42) is then able to undergo movement is the same as the
reason why the conjunct in (41) (a traditional conjunct) is able to undergo move-
ment.25 What we see here is that a ConjP that is headed by a trace behaves like
traditional adjunction modification, which under the current analysis involves a
ConjP with a null head, in that both cases void islandhood, a state of affairs that
can be captured by the rescue-by-PF-deletion mechanism.
(42) How did John walk?
The analysis thus unifies the possibility of extraction out of the VP conjunct
in (27) and the improvement with extraction out of a traditional conjunct in (34–
35) with the possibility of extraction of a traditional conjunct in (41) and the
traditional adjunct in (42); what matters in all these cases is that the head of the
island, the conjunct and ConjP in the former case and ConjP in the latter case, is
phonologically null, which is captured under the rescue-by-PF deletion analysis.
There is an interesting prediction made by the current analysis that is worth
noting at this point. Recall that, as argued in Oda (2017), both conjuncts and
ConjP are islands. In cases like Galician (34), both of these islands are “violated”.
In (35), on other hand, the islandhood of the conjunct island is voided since the
head of the conjunct is phonologically null as a result of article incorporation.
Recall now that in languages like Japanese and SC, the head of ConjP (in tradi-
tional coordinations) is actually phonologically null (due to conjunction incorpo-
ration). This means that extraction out of a conjunct in Japanese and SC involves
extraction out of only one island, the conjunct. As a result, we would expect it
to be better than extraction out of a conjunct in English and Galician (34) – it
should be more on a par with Galician (35) than Galician (34). The prediction is
in fact more general, it holds for all languages where extraction of a conjunct is
possible; more precisely, in languages where CSC-2 can be voided by incorpo-
rating the conjunction head CSC-1 violations should be somewhat weaker than
in languages where this is not the case (unless such languages have a way of in-
corporating the conjunct head, like Galician). It is obviously difficult to compare
the strength of island violations across different languages, but impressionisti-
cally, CSC-1 violations do seem to be slightly weaker in Japanese and SC than in
English (one bilingual Japanese/English speaker consulted did find that CSC-1 vi-
olationswith Japanese scrambling areweaker than CSC-1 violationswith English
25As discussed in Oda (2017), extraction of the second conjunct in traditional coordinations is
not possible in Japanese for an independent PF reason that does not arise in (42) (the reason
also does not arise with wh-in-situ in Japanese, which Oda notes is possible as both the first
and the second conjunct).
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topicalization). Obviously, a more careful investigation is needed here, which I
leave for future research.26
The proposed analysis makes a similar prediction regarding the strength of
CSC-1 violations and the adjunct condition violation. Consider cases where no
islandhood is voided through movement of island heads (cf. 28). As discussed
above, both conjuncts and ConjP are islands. Extraction out of a conjunct then
involves two island violations. Since adjuncts are treated as conjuncts, extraction
out of an adjunct also involves extraction out of a conjunct island and a ConjP
island. However, since with adjuncts the head of ConjP is phonologically null,
the islandhood effect of ConjP is voided, as discussed above. Extraction out of
an adjunct then involves one island violation. We may then expect that CSC-1
violations should be stronger than adjunct condition violations in a language like
English. That indeed seems to be the case: CSC-1 violations like (4) seem to be
worse than adjunct condition violations like (5) (as noted above, the prediction
is also borne out with Galician (31) and (34), (34) being worse than (31)). On the
other hand, in a language like SC where the head of ConjP is also phonologically
null due to the cliticization of the conjunction, extraction out of both conjuncts
and adjuncts involves extraction out of a single island. CSC-1 violations and the
adjunct condition violations indeed seem to have more or less the same status in
SC. Of course, all the predictions noted in this passage still need to be confirmed
with more careful data elicitation.
6 Conclusion
This paper has argued for a unified approach to the islandhood of conjuncts and
adjuncts, both of which disallow extraction out of them. The unification was
made possible by adopting Higginbotham’s semantics of traditional adjunction,
on which traditional adjunction actually involves coordination. This paper took
26It is worth noting here that Oda (2017) observes a construction in SC where both the conjunct





















As noted in footnote 24, the conjunction undergoes procliticization in SC, which means
ConjP is headed by a trace in (i). Moreover, as also discussed in footnote 24, the head of the
first conjunct, which is a PP, undergoes procliticization to the AP, and is carried along under
movement of the AP. As a result of P-procliticization, the conjunct from which the AP is ex-
tracted is also headed by a trace. Both the islandhood of ConjP and the first conjunct are then
voided in (i) through the rescue-by-PF deletion mechanism, hence the acceptability of (i).
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this to be reflected in the syntax, with ConjP present in the syntax of traditional
adjunction (see also Progovac 1998; 1999). Not only did this position achieve
straightforward syntax-semantics mapping in the case at hand, but it also made
possible a unification of the islandhood of conjuncts and traditional adjuncts
since the two then involve the same syntactic configuration.
I have shown that there are a number of similarities in the islandhood of
conjuncts and adjuncts, including the general resistance of their islandhood to
crosslinguistic variation (in contrast to other traditional islands, which are sub-
ject to crosslinguistic variation). We have also seen that in a number of environ-
ments extraction is exceptionally possible out of conjuncts and adjuncts. Signifi-
cantly, the environments where extraction is exceptionally possible are the same
for conjuncts and adjuncts, which can be captured if the two involve the same
syntactic configuration. A number of important issues, however, still remain to
be addressed in future research, including the question why conjunctions are
typically null with traditional adjuncts and overt with traditional coordination,
as well as providing an actual account of the islandhood of conjuncts/adjuncts.
The intuition regarding the former issue seems clear: there are choices when
it comes to what heads ConjP in traditional coordinations. Even if we put aside
the obvious major distinction here, conjunction vs disjunction, languages often
have more than one coordinator, which come with different flavors syntactically
and/or semantically (note e.g. that the coordinator that hosts article incorpora-
tion in Galician is not simple e ‘and’ but e mais); in other words, phonological
realization of conjunction is a way of making a choice of which coordinator to
use. Traditional adjunction, on the other hand, involves themost neutral, straight
coordination which does not add anything else – this is the null Conj0.27
Some preliminary remarks were also made regarding the islandhood of con-
juncts/adjuncts (an issue that is discussed in more detail from the perspective
taken in this paper in Oda 2017 and Bošković 2017; see also Bošković 2020). Im-
portantly, it was shown that in several cases where the islandhood of traditional
conjunction configurations is voided (for both individual conjuncts and the con-
junction phrase itself), where traditional adjunction configurations also do not
27This does not mean that null Conj0 can never be used with traditional coordination (see Pro-
govac 1999 for some such cases) or that an overt Conj0 cannot be used in traditional adjunct
modification. Regarding the latter, as noted in §4, Progovac (1998; 1999) discusses examples
like I read his paper, and quickly and John read the book and avidly. Also relevant in the con-
text of the current discussion is Progovac’s (1999) economy of pronunciation which works in
a similar way as Chomsky’s (1981) avoid pronoun principle, choosing the null conjunction head
when possible (Progovac 1998 in fact adopts avoid overt conjunction).
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show islandhood (in both respects), the head of the conjunction (and individ-
ual conjuncts) is phonologically null, with the parallel situation holding for the
traditional adjunction configuration, a state of affairs which was captured by
appealing to the rescue-by-PF deletion mechanism. We have also seen that the
rescue-by-PF deletion analysis can account in a principled way for a number of
differences in the strength of the violation with extraction out of conjuncts and
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Following Kayne’s (2014) argumentation that the complementizer that is indeed a
relative pronoun and with it the complement clause a special type of relative clause
(explicative, i.e. without a gap), the paper contributes to the discussion whether
that-complement clauses are also structurally relative clauses. One consequence of
this would be that that-clauses should not allow long wh-extraction, contrary to
what is observed in languages like English at first sight. However, the distribution
of resumptive pronouns in Alemannic, a Southern German dialect, indeed points
into that direction. Like the Celtic languages, Alemannic has a special particle for
relative clauses but can use the d-pronoun strategy as well. Both strategies can
be used to build long distance dependencies alike. But resumptive pronouns are
nearly obligatory with that-clauses in sharp contrast to those involving relative
clauses. This difference can find an explanation, if the particle-strategy creates a
genuine gap in the embedded clause whereas a that-complement clause is always
a full-fledged clause and the gap in it is only apparent, its appearance regulated by
outer-syntactic criteria.
1 Introduction
The more or less established analysis of complementizers of the English that-
type is that they evolved out of pronominal elements, most commonly the (distal)
demonstrative pronoun:
(1) That guy over there gives me a headache (demonstrative)
(2) Do you believe that? (anaphoric)
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(3) I believe [that…] (complementizer)
The diachronic scenario, already proposed in very early1 work, assumes that
that (and its equivalents in the other Germanic languages) originated as a (cat-
aphoric) pronoun to the following (independent) clause. A re-bracketing of the
clausal boundaries posited the pronoun then to the left edge of the embedded
clause, see e.g. Roberts & Roussou (2003) for an explicit proposal:
(4) I say that: [ main clause ] → I say [ that embedded clause ]
This process involves in addition to the re-bracketing a re-categorization of
that such that the previously pronoun enters into the class of C-elements and
thus belongs now to the “word class” of complementizers. As such it occupies
the C0-position, i.e. it has not only changed its word class but also its phrase
structural status in that it is re-analyzed as a head. Van Gelderen (2004) takes
especially this type of reanalysis (Spec-to-head) as a hallmark of the grammati-
calization process. Evidence for the head-status of complementizer-that is seen
in the fact that that-clauses allow already in the early stages (e.g. on Old High
German) for long wh-extraction – a process which must rely on an empty speci-
fier in the CP as an available intermediate landing site, see Axel (2009; 2017) for
this line of reasoning. This scenario is assumed to not only be true of German;
the same process has taken place in English and the other Germanic languages.
Now various authors have cast doubt on the assumption that there is indeed
such a re-analysis process and ask whether speaking of a category C (in the sense
of a word class) is at best misleading – in the worst case it is blurring the actual
problem to be solved, e.g. Kayne (2014); Manzini & Savoia (2003; 2011). These
authors suggest that we should follow the “WYSWYG-principle” and under this
premise that (and its cognates in other languages) is indeed never something else
than a pronoun. While Manzini & Savoia remain a bit vague about its actual sta-
tus – besides the claim that Romance che (‘what’) is a quantificational element
whose restrictor can also be a proposition (= acting then as a complementizer),
Kayne states plainly that that is always a relative pronoun and accordingly com-
plement clauses are always relative clauses, construed with a (possibly empty)
correlate pronoun in the matrix clause.
This is essentially the analysis proposed in Axel (2009; 2017). She rejects the
re-bracketing analysis, based on data in OHG.2 Like Kayne (2014), she proposes
1For example Müller & Frings (1959), but the idea can already be found in very early work from
the 19th century, see Axel (2009; 2017) for a survey and further references.
2Recall that in OHG, there is a clear distinction between root and embedded clauses due to the
position of the finite verb (V2 order vs. verb final in embedded clauses).
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that that is a relative pronoun, belonging thus to the embedded clause from the
beginning on, and assuming that there is a (possibly silent) head noun in the
matrix clause. This is in spirit very close to Kayne (2014).3
The scenario in (4) would then look like the one in (4′).
(4′) I say (that/it) [ that …embedded clause (= relative clause)]
By showing that longwh-extractions already exist at this stage of the language,
a crucial component for her analysis is the Spec-to-head reanalysis – as only in
this configuration, long wh-extraction is possible, due to the now empty specifier.
On the other hand, if one follows the Kayne-analysis according to which the
“complementizer” is indeed a relative pronoun, one would expect that long wh-
extraction out of a that-clause cannot exist at all – given that relative clauses are
for sure one of the strongest islands for extraction.
In this paper, I will show that there are good reasons to think that Kayne’s po-
sition is actually correct: there is evidence from the Alemannic dialect, spoken in
Southern Germany and Switzerland, that there is no long (cyclic) wh-movement
out of that-type complement clauses and what looks like extractions – leaving
behind a gap – consists of a base-generated wh-phrase in the matrix clause and
an actually full-fledged complement clause with a pronoun filling the “extraction-
site”. This pronoun can be PF-deleted under a rather weak principle like e.g. the
avoid pronoun principle (Chomsky 1981), giving thus merely the impression of
actual movement.
However, the grammar has a strategy to build long wh-dependencies (LWDs)
with real gaps – but this is only possible if the gap in the embedded clause is a
genuine gap, coming into existence via a special type of complementizer, used
normally in the formation of relative clauses, turning the embedded clause into
a predicate. The situation I am referring to is described and analysed in Adger &
Ramchand’s (2005) work on LWDs in Gaelic (Celtic). I will present evidence here
that the very same strategy is used in some variants of Germanic as well. But in
contrast to Adger & Ramchand (2005) who suggest that there is a parametric
difference between Celtic and Germanic (English in this case) which allows the
derivation of genuine long wh-extractions in the latter, I will show that this is not
3The difference to a “usual” relative clause is that there is no overtly detectable gap in it. This
has to do with the type of the head noun that is modified by the relative clause: it is clearly a
kind of a direct object (realizable as a correlate pronoun). The semantic content of this pronoun
is actually a proposition – and the relative clause is delivering the content of this proposition.
This might be formally analysed in terms of an aboutness relative, i.e. a gap-less one, see van




true for at least Alemannic. Further and more detailed research – along the lines
that will be presented here – will be necessary to make the point valid also for
English and other Germanic languages – actually for all languages that have to
be claimed to exhibit long wh-extractions. I am aware that this is a far reaching
claim – still the data presented should be taken to be an invitation to re-think in
general the issue of long wh-extractions.
The data that support this suggestion come from the Southern German di-
alect Alemannic (ALM). A large scale study about LWDs in the whole Aleman-
nic speaking area revealed that this language uses the same strategy to build
LWDs as the Celtic languages. In addition, however – and in contrast to the
Celtic languages – Alemannic shows LWDs with that-clauses, indicating that a
parametric solution as proposed in Adger & Ramchand (2005) is probably not
the right way to look at it. Secondly, it will be shown below that these seemingly
extractions are in reality no extractions at all. The main evidence comes from
the distribution of resumptive pronouns that occur in these “extractions”. They
occur to such a high percentage that it leaves no room for an actual extraction
analysis. Especially, if one assumes that resumptives are inserted to “rescue” an
otherwise impossible structure (island violations) or reduce parsing complexity,
see Chao & Sells (1983), it would remain a complete mystery why the very same
complexity allows or even requires a gap when the LWD is built via relative
clause formation.
2 The two strategies
LWDs in Alemannic show up in several versions. Besides the familiar strategies
that are also found in Standard German (or at least the spoken variants of it), see
the examples in (5a–c), there is a possibility that has to my knowledge not been
noted until now, see for a first description Brandner & Bucheli (2018), illustrated
with Standard German wording in (5d):
(5) German
Wen hast du gesagt…
a. [ dass Maria gesehen hat ] dass-LWD
b. [ wen Maria gesehen hat ] copy const.
c. (was) [ wen Maria gesehen hat ] was-w-constr.
d. [wo Maria gesehen hat ] wo-LWD
‘Who did you say that Mary saw?’
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The interesting thing about the strategy in (5d) is that the complementizer in
the embedded clause corresponds to the one used regularly in relative clauses
in this variety, cf. (6), glossed as rci (relative clause introducer); note that the
declarative complementizer in ALM is dass, glossed as cci (complement clause































Examples like (5d) showed up first during the survey period of SADS4 where
informants offered it as one possible version to express a LWD of the type given
in (5a). In the project SynAlm,5 these were then examined in more detail and con-
trasted with the “usual” strategy, i.e. dass-LWDs. It turned out that both strate-
gies are possible in Alemannic and are in more or less free variation. The large
scale investigation (about 580 speakers) in the whole Alemannic speaking area
(Switzerland, Southwest Germany, Alsatian and Austria) conducted by SynAlm
concerning wo-LWDs revealed the following main results:
• wo-LWDswere throughout accepted bymore than 50% of the speakers, no-
tably the acceptance/rejection is essentially the same as with dass-LWDs6
• no clear areal patterns could be detected, i.e. it is not the case that there
are certain (areally definable) sub-dialects of Alemannic that allow for wo-
LWDs whereas others do not. Instead, it seems that Alemannic speakers
have simply both possibilities at their disposal.
4Syntaktischer Atlas der deutschen Schweiz, (http://www.dialektsyntax.uzh.ch/de.html).
5The study was conducted within the DFG-supported project SynAlm (https://ilg-server.ling.
uni-stuttgart.de/synalm/html/). Its funding timewas from 2011–2015. SynAlm gathered its data
via written questionnaires, mostly using judgments (5-point scale) for examples constructed
as minimal pairs. Seven questionnaires were sent out. The number of informants range from
580 to 1000. No informant was excluded but data concerning age, social status, and origin (also
of the parents) were collected.
6LWDs are generally accepted only by a certain amount of speakers. This holds for Standard
German as well as for the dialects. It should also be kept in mind that there are various strate-
gies at the disposal (copy-construction, scope marking etc.). The informants had always the
possibility to give an own version of the sentence asked for. In many cases, the informants
judged the presented example as bad and chose a parenthetical construction as an alternative,
i.e. where there is no extraction at all.
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• there was no effect with respect to age: younger speakers accepted the
construction to the same percentage as older speakers.
Now Alemannic is not the only language that has a special complementizer in
relative clauses (RCs). The Celtic languages are well-known for using a similar
strategy like Alemannic by employing a specialized particle in RCs, see e.g. (Mc-
Closkey 2001; 2002 and following work) for Irish. The “typical” complementizer
for complement clauses is illustrated in (8a). (8b) illustrates an RC, compare these































‘the girl that the fairies stole away’
The LWDs in (9) and (10) show that it is the rci that occurs in LWDs, whereas























































‘What did you say that she wrote?’
Welsh shows a comparable pattern – although the fact that the LWD is built on
a relative clause can be seen here only indirectly since the relative particle does
not show up overtly: however, the embedded verb in LWDs is in the so-called
“relative form”, the morpho-syntactic reflex of having a gap in the clause. Welsh
examples taken from Willis (2000: 555).
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‘What do you think is truly important in society.’
Even other Germanic languages are reported to allow for structures similar


































‘Who do you think has done it?’
In sum, LWDs based on an RC-structure are quite common – also in the Ger-
manic languages – and they occur as an alternative to the (until now) more
widely attested dass-LWDs, together with the scope-marking and copying con-
structions – and of course with parenthetical constructions – which seem to be
always a possibility.
In SynALm, the acceptance/rejection of resumptive pronouns was systemati-
cally tested against these various types of LWDs and it is this last set of data that
gave the crucial clue for the claim from above, namely that in dass-clauses, there
is merely an apparent “gap” and it is only in wo-LWDs where genuine gaps show
up.
3 Distribution of resumptive pronouns
Until now, we have only seen that Alemannic is similar to the Celtic languages in
that it allows LWDs based on RCs. However, the important difference is that Ale-
mannic (together with Norwegian) allows LWDs based on dass-clauses as well –
in sharp contrast to Celtic. Given the considerations from above, namely that
dass is a real relative pronoun, it is the Celtic languages that behave as expected.
The possibility of LWDs in the Germanic languages (including of course English)
is then the fact to be explained.
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In the following, I will use the distribution of resumptive pronouns in the var-
ious types of LWDs to show that “extraction” out of dass-clauses is indeed an
illusion: all the extracted arguments can be realized as pronouns and whether
they are spelled-out overtly or not is a matter of phonetic form (PF) – where
(non-syntactic) factors like distance etc. play a role.
3.1 Resumptive pronouns in Alemannic relative clauses
Before going into the details of the distribution of resumptives in LWDs, a brief
illustration of the occurrence of resumptive pronouns in simple RCs in Aleman-
nic is necessary: it has often been claimed in the literature on Alemannic RCs (in
this case specifically on Zürich German), that in case of datives and the oblique
positions further down in the Keenan/Comrie hierarchy, resumptives occur obli-
gatorily, see van Riemsdijk (2003), Salzmann (2006) among others. Thus, whereas
with subjects and objects, resumptives never show up, they occur from the dative-

































‘The boy who arrived too late’
In SynAlm, it could be shown, that this claim is empirically not tenable. Al-
though it is true that there never occur resumptives with subjects and (direct)
objects, one can hardly speak of “obligatoriness of dative-resumptives” in light
of an acceptance rate ranging between 9–15%.8 With the oblique-positions fur-
ther down in the Keenan/Comrie hierarchy, the acceptance/requirement of a re-
sumptive increases accordingly. So we can safely conclude that the occurrence
of resumptives in simple RCs follows the expected distribution – whatever the
ultimate (syntactic) reason behind the pattern described in the Keenan/Comrie
hierarchy – may be.9
7-n- is an epenthetic consonant and is of no relevance here.
8Many more sentences with dative-resumptives were tested and the result was basically the
same with some minor variation – having probably more to do with the general naturalness
of the example and other linguistically insignificant factors.
9I will not take a stand here whether this has to do with the necessity to realize oblique/
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3.2 Resumptive pronouns in simple LWDs
Equippedwith this background let us now turn to the distribution of resumptives
in LWDs, both based on wo-RCs and dass-clauses. The expectation for the wo-
LWDs is that they show a comparable distribution of resumptives as in simple
RCs – given that they have both the same underlying syntax.10 In dass-clauses on
the other hand, the assumption of an extraction strategywould one lead to expect
that gaps are predominant. However, it turns out that the results are essentially
the opposite: resumptives are accepted to a much higher degree in dass-LWDs.
The results concerning the acceptance of resumptives are given in Table 13.1.
Table 13.1: Acceptance of resumptive pronouns in different types of
LWDs and RCs (𝑛 = 580).
Type of “extracted” phrase dass-LWD wo-LWD wo-RC
subject 70% 9% –
direct object 30% 5% –
dative object 43% 12% 15%
adjunct 60% 62% 51%
Although there occur resumptives also with wo-LWDs with subjects11 and (di-
rect) objects to a certain extent – whereas they are categorically excluded in
genuine relative clauses – the important difference is the acceptance rate of re-
sumptives in dass-LWDs. For subjects, it is evident. The lower acceptance of re-
sumptives (or rather the possibility to have a gap) in direct object position may
have to with the fact that many simple transitive verbs have a grammatical out-
put when used as a mere activity verb (I read a book vs. I read). But this has to be
investigated in more detail in future research.
On the other hand, resumptives for datives and obliques in wo-LWDs show a
rather even distribution with their occurrence in wo-RCs. In dass-LWDs again,
morphological case – as suggested in Salzmann (2006) or whether different factors are at stake,
see for some speculations Brandner & Bucheli (2018). It should be noted that informants who
did neither accept a gap nor a resumptive in the relativization of oblique positions adhered
simply to a bi-clausal structure, i.e. the formation of an RC was avoided.
10Recall that I assume with Adger & Ramchand (2005) that the wh-phrase in the matrix is base-
generated there and the gap in the embedded clause is licensed by a local configuration with
the respective complementizer whose internal lexical specification allows/requires a gap in its
complement (the so-called lambda-feature). I refer to their work for the technical details.
11The high acceptance of a resumptive in subject-LWDs does not really come as a surprise –
since – as is well known since the work by Engdahl (1985), resumptives in subject positions
may occur to avoid an ECP-violation (that-trace-effect). In light of the discussion, this fact
should be reconsidered again.
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datives have a considerably higher acceptance whereas the adjunct behaves sim-
ilar under all conditions. I will not go into a thorough discussion of these re-
sults – since I will take them here merely as a first hint that the resumptives in
dass-LWDs are maybe not really “resumptives” – but that the embedded clause
in a dass-LWD is full-fledged in the sense that there are no syntactic gaps – but
that all positions are syntactically occupied by a co-referent pronoun – and its
PF-realization is subject to non-syntactic conditions. The next set of data shows
this difference very clearly.
3.3 Resumptive pronouns in LWDs across two clause boundaries
The acceptance of resumptives was also tested across two clause boundaries, i.e.
a situation where the occurrence/acceptance of resumptives can more easily at-
tributed to outer-syntactic (i.e. parsing) properties. The test sentence is given in
English wording in (14):
(14) Who did you say [ dass / wo Mary heard [dass/wo had an accident ]]
We varied the complementizers and resumptives as shown in Table 13.2.
Table 13.2: Acceptance of gap/resumptive in subject position in LWDs
crossing two clause boundaries (𝑛 = 580).





The results show clearly that the acceptance of resumptives is directly con-
nected to the type of the complementizer. Again: dass-LWDs nearly obligatorily
require an overt pronoun on the “extraction-site” (70%with a rejection rate of 5%)
whereas this is nearly impossible with subjects in wo-LWDs. The results of this
test sentence reproduces nicely a similar result, asked in an earlier questionnaire.
There, we didn’t head for LWDs but rather what is called long relativization; the
sentence is again given in English wording:
(15) This is the man [dass/wo I know [dass/wo (he) lives in D.]]
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Table 13.3: Acceptance of gap/resumptive in long relativization (two
clause boundaries)





The results are presented in Table 13.3.
The same template was used for long relativization of a dative argument and
here, the acceptance of the resumptive in the wo…wo-configuration showed es-
sentially the same result as with simple relativization, namely about 18% –where-
as the dass-complement clause yielded a result of 83% acceptance for the dative
resumptive.
These results are more interesting than the ones from the simple LWDs – since
they show that the acceptance of a resumptive is not dependent on distance but
rather on the choice of the complementizer. Note that in Table 13.2, all variants
with a gap reach a result of only 30%. However, in the case of a dass-LWD, the
sentence can be saved by inserting the resumptive (by a rejection rate of 5%).
This possibility is essentially excluded for wo-LWDs.
3.4 Resumptive pronouns in different shapes
A final piece of evidence for the idea that the “extraction out of dass-clauses”
is maybe an illusion comes from the type of pronoun used as a resumptive. In
these test-sentences, we didn’t offer the “usual resumptive pronoun”, namely the
simple personal pronoun as the least marked ones available in Alemannic, see
Adger (2011) for discussion, but a pronoun of the d-series:
(16) simple pronouns: er – (s)ie – es; d-series: d-er – d-ie – d-as
The d-series pronouns normally force a disjoint reference interpretation in a




















Anecdotal observations about a much higher rate of d-pronouns in Aleman-
nic lead us to the idea to test systematically the acceptance of these pronouns
as resumptives. And indeed, although the acceptance rate is by far lower than
with personal resumptives, it is remarkable that they show up to a much higher
degree in dass-LWDs, namely 35% acceptance – but only 15% with wo-LWDs,
This difference in acceptance co-varying with the choice of the complementizer
again hints at the conclusion that a dass-clause is more encapsulated with re-
spect to its syntactic surrounding as a wo-clause, strengthening the idea that it
is a full-fledged clause – even if construed with an LWD.12
3.5 Resumptives in Celtic
What I left out until now is a discussion of resumptives in the Celtic languages.
As discussed in McCloskey’s work, Irish exhibits two types of RCI, traditionally
named aL and aN. While aL never allows resumptives in RCs, aN requires them.




























As can be seen, the rci requiring the resumptive has the tense morpheme
attached to it, indicating that it occupies a different, probably lower position in
the functional extension of the clause, i.e. closer to Tense, see also Roberts (2005)
for such an assumption. Without committing myself to a detailed account in
terms of a split C-projection in a Rizzi (1997)-style, it is of course striking that
aN shows the same behavior as the complementizer go – which also combines
with the tense morpheme, yielding these different forms shown above (gu-r, gu-
n, etc. depending on the variant). Clearly, these pattern with the dass-LWDs in
Alemannic whereas wo in Alemannic is the direct parallel to aL.
Thiswouldmean then that Alemannicwo and Irish aL are genuine complemen-
tizers – whereas dass/that are indeed relative pronouns with the head consisting
of a possibly silent correlate pronoun, cf. the structure given in (4′). This then
implies that a complement clause introduced by dass/that/go is always an island
and that the seemingly extraction is not extraction at all. The data discussed here
favor such an analysis.
12Clearly, the impossibility of binding of the d-pronoun in (17) must then find a different inter-
pretation, see van Kampen (2012) for further observations with respect to these pronouns –
where they can even act in some cases as bound variables.
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The reason that there is no way in Celtic to build a LWD with a go-clause –
in contrast to an Alemannic dass-LWD – has probably to do with the fact that
go is originally a preposition (see Braesicke 2019; Elliot Lash, p.c.). As such, its
“clausal complement” has probably still a nominal core in it and is thus an is-
land for independent reasons. Furthermore, Celtic has to my knowledge never
shown an RC-formation strategy using pronouns. In contrast, in Germanic (and
also Alemannic) RCs can be built with pronouns – and indeed – if not used as an
aboutness relative and thus a complement clause, as I suggested above, cf. foot-
note 3, it can occur with a clause-internal gap. Thus, this is a pattern which is















‘The book that you’ve read, …’
The exact details have to be worked out in future work – but the difference in
building clausal complements and relative clauses in Germanic in Celtic must be
the clue to understand the different behavior when it comes to LWDs. Alemannic
is interesting as it has both strategies at its disposal for building RCs and LWDs
and the difference in behavior concerning resumptives shows that there are deep
syntactic differences between these structures.
4 Conclusion and outlook
I started with taking seriously the doubts on dass as having been re-categorized
to the word-class of complementizer (and with it its head-status, resp. belonging
to the extended projection of the verb). I asked which kind of evidence could
be relevant to show whether dass is still what it looks like, namely a d-series
pronoun, resp. a relative pronoun, implying that the complement clause is essen-
tially a relative clause, as assumed in Kayne (2014). The consequence of this view
is that complement clauses introduced by dass should be opaque to extraction.
And indeed, I showed that the unexpected high acceptance rates of resumptive
pronouns hint to the conclusion that all arguments in these embedded clauses
are syntactically present as pronouns in LWDS. However, they may be subject
to a rather “weak” principle like the avoid pronoun principle in being merely
not pronounced if too close to the antecedent. This was contrasted with con-
structions containing a genuine gap, coming into existence via a relative clause
formation strategy involving a specialized particle, requiring a gap in its clausal
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complement and thus resumptives are essentially not possible – besides in those
cases where they appear also in relative clauses – for reasons that I did not dis-
cuss here. If this is on the right track, it may have far reaching consequences for
a whole bunch of assumptions about the cyclic nature of movement (re-merge).
What it essentially means is that there is no cross-clausal movement at all. In
light of the idea that re-merge should obey the extension condition in a strict
way, this is a welcome result – since long cyclic-successive movement is until
now the problematic exception to this condition.
The task for the future will then be to find more languages of the Alemannic
type to see whether the correlations outlined in §3.4 hold as well. The Scandina-
vian languages that allow LWDs with som immediately come to mind. Another
area of investigation would be the wh-in-situ languages which have LWDs but
arguably no clause-internal wh-movement. A base generation approach together
with maybe different licensing conditions for gaps/resumptives could shed new




ECP empty category principle
LWD long wh-dependency
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Types of relative pronouns
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In this paper, I explore the possibility that relative pronouns, like personal pro-
nouns, show different degrees of strength/deficiency. I show that, at least in Greek,
the restricted relative (RR) pronoun o opios is semantically deficient compared to
its free relative (FR) counterpart opjos in two interrelated respects: (i) it is referen-
tially deficient and (ii) it does not license its own range. After showing that both FR
and RR pronouns behave like transitive Ds, I propose that their differences lie in
their featural composition, rather than in their structural make-up: FR determiners,
unlike RR determiners, are semantically definite.
1 Introduction
That pronouns may show a different cluster of properties – diachronically, syn-
chronically, and cross-linguistically – is a well-established fact in the literature.
Existing accounts, focusing primarily on the different classes of personal pro-
nouns, suggest two main lines of approach.1 The first one attributes the differ-
ent properties of (personal) pronouns to their external category (Cardinaletti &
Starke 1999; Déchaine & Wiltschko 2002). The second type of analyses treats
all pronouns as determiners projecting a DP and derives their differences from
their internal structure and/or featural composition (Abney 1987; Cardinaletti
1994; Uriagereka 1995; among others).
The aim of this paper is to explore whether similar claims can be made for
the class of relative pronouns.2 I argue that, at least in Greek, RR pronouns can
1For a detailed overview and application to personal pronouns in Greek, see Mavrogiorgos
(2010).
2See also Sportiche (2011) for French restrictive relative pronouns, and Wiltschko (1998) for
German restrictive relative pronouns.
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be shown to be semantically deficient compared to FR pronouns in two (interre-
lated) respects: (i) RR pronouns are not inherently definite/referential, and (ii) RR
pronouns do not license their own range. After showing that both FR and RR
pronouns behave like transitive Ds, and are therefore categorially equivalent,
I propose that their differences derive from their featural composition: FR de-
terminers, unlike RR determiners, are semantically definite/referential. Because
they are definite/referential determiners, they need a range that may take the
form of a lexical NP complement or of an animacy restrictor.
The paper is structured as follows: §2 provides some background information
concerning (Greek) relative clauses and pronouns. §3 establishes at an empiri-
cal level the semantic deficiency of RR pronouns and §4 develops an analysis
that capitalizes on the featural composition of the FR and RR D head. Finally, §5
concludes the discussion.
2 Background information on relative clauses and
pronouns
2.1 (Greek) relative clauses
Restrictive and free relatives are A′ movement dependencies with different func-
tions.Whereas restrictive relatives function asmodifiers of nominal heads, free rel-
atives function as arguments/adjuncts of lexical predicates (Alexiadou et al. 2000;






















‘I chose who you recommended.’
In (1), the RR modifies the nominal head maθites ‘students’. In (2), the FR com-
plements the verbal head ðjaleksa ‘chose’.
As far as their semantic interpretation is concerned, FRs in DP position are
semantically equivalent with strong DPs (Jacobson 1995). For instance, the FR
in (2) can be paraphrased with an RR headed by a demonstrative (3):
3On Greek RRs see Alexopoulou (2006); on Greek FRs see Alexiadou & Varlokosta (1997).
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‘I chose those ones you recommended.’
2.2 (Greek) relative pronouns
With respect to restrictive and free relative pronouns, languages differ as to
whether they draw them from the same paradigm. Thus, English draws both RR
and FR pronouns from the paradigm of interrogative pronouns. German, on the
other hand, uses interrogative pronouns to introduce FRs and morphologically
definite determiners to introduce RRs (Wiltschko 1998).
Greek stands somewhere in between: RR and FR pronouns are similar in that
they both combine interrogative and definite morphology.4 However, they are






















* ‘I chose which you recommended.’
Furthermore, both types of pronouns are inflected for the same range of cate-
gories. Thus, they inflect for number (singular, plural), gender (masculine, fem-
inine, neuter), and case (nominative, accusative, genitive), displaying in this re-
spect the main features characterizing Greek nominal inflection. The complete
morphological paradigm of opjos and o opios is provided in Tables 14.1 and 14.2,
respectively (Holton et al. 2004: 100).
4Thus, the RR pronoun o opios consists of the morphologically definite determiner o and the
word opios. The latter, being itself complex, can be decomposed into the determiner-like prefix
o- and the interrogative pios ‘who’ (on the morphological decomposition of the RR o opios, see
Alexiadou 1998). A similar pattern is shown by the FR pronoun opjos. Like its RR counterpart, it
is a complex word, consisting of the determiner-like prefix o- and the interrogative pjos ‘who’.
Unlike its RR counterpart though, it is not introduced by a free determiner (on the etymological
decomposition of the FR opjos, see Chila-Markopoulou 1994).
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Table 14.1: The morphological paradigm of the FR pronoun opjos-a-o
Singular Plural
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut
nom opjos opja opjo opji opjes opja
acc opjon opja(n) opju opjus opjes opja
gen opju opjas opjo opjon opjon opjon
Table 14.2: The morphological paradigm of the RR pronoun o opios-i
opia-to opio
Singular Plural
Masc Fem Neut Masc Fem Neut
nom o opios i opia to opio i opii i opies ta opia
acc ton opio tin opia tu opiu tus opius tis opies ta opia
gen tu opju tis opias to opio ton opion ton opion ton opion
3 On the deficiency of RR pronouns
Despite being amenable to a similar etymological decomposition and despite be-
ing marked for the same range of morphological features, RR pronouns can be
shown to be deficient compared to their FR counterparts in a number of ways
that recall the differences identified between strong andweak personal pronouns.
Let us consider them in turn.
3.1 Contrastive focus
To begin with, only FR pronouns may bear contrastive focus. This is shown by




















‘He only invited whichever men you recommended to him, not whichever
women you recommended to him.’
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*‘He only invited those men who you recommended, not those women
who you recommended.’
Thus, in (6), the FR pronoun opjus, encoding masculine gender, can be con-
trastively focused with the FR pronoun opjes, encoding feminine gender. Cru-
cially, in the same contrastive configuration, the RR pronoun tus opius is not
permissible with contrastive stress (7).5
3.2 Null counterparts
Secondly, only FR pronouns are obligatorily realized (Alexiadou et al. 2000: 22).
To this end, example (8) shows that replacing a FR pronoun with the uninflected









‘I chose whoever you recommended.’
5The English translation of (6) and (7) in the main text fails to convey the contrast between
FR and RR pronouns with respect to focus. This is because English relative pronouns do not
encode gender distinctions (that is who can be used to refer to both female and male entities).
The same effect, though, can be conveyed with the English FR pronouns who (a FR pronoun
























intended: ‘He doesn’t only want those (things) which you have, but also those





























*‘I chose that you recommended.’
By contrast, complementizer RRs (9b) are a very common alternative to pro-





















‘I chose those ones that you recommended.’
3.3 Animacy
Furthermore, only FR pronouns appear to license an animacy restriction.
Thus, FR pronouns marked for masculine/feminine gender licence by default
a [+animate] interpretation, whereas FR pronouns marked for neuter gender li-
cense a [−animate] interpretation. For example, the masculine FR pronoun opjus
in (10a), under its more natural interpretation, refers to a male animate entity,















‘I chose what you recommended’
A similar point is made by the minimal pair in (11): whereas the neuter FR
pronoun opjo is perfectly grammatical as the subject of verbs that typically take
thematic/inanimate subjects (11a), it sounds awkward, when it occupies the sub-

















##‘What(ever) wrote the letter.’
The distribution of RR pronouns, on the other hand, does not appear to be
regulated by animacy considerations. To illustrate, RR pronouns are admissible
with both animate and inanimate antecedents, independently of whether they














































‘I chose the toys which you recommended.’
3.4 Referentiality
A further difference between FR and RR pronouns concerns their ability to in-























‘I invited whoever Maria likes and whoever Lina dislikes.’





















‘I invited whoever Maria likes and Lina dislikes.’
[*Maria likes X & Lina dislikes Y; 3 Maria likes X & Lina dislikes X]
When coordination takes place at the FR pronoun level, the coordinated
phrases may either refer to two distinct discourse referents or to a single par-
ticipant (14a). Of the two possible readings, the first one is the preferred one.
However, when coordination takes place below the FR pronoun, the coordinated
phrases may only refer to a single participant (14b). In other words, there ap-
pears to be a correlation between the number of FR pronouns and the number of
referents.6

























‘I invited this one who Maria likes and who Lina dislikes.’
[*Maria likes X & Lina dislikes Y; 3 Maria likes X & Lina dislikes X]
6In this respect the FR pronoun opjos behaves like the definite determiner o ‘the’ in argumental
DPs. Alexiadou et al. (2007: 67–68), replicating a point originally made by Longobardi (1994) for
Italian, show that there appears to be a correlation between the number of definite determiners
in coordinated DPs and the number of referents. Thus, whereas there is only one referent in














































‘The representative of the court and the chair of the elective committee has arrived.’
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‘I invited this one who Maria likes and Lina dislikes.’
[*Maria likes X & Lina dislikes Y; 3 Maria likes X & Lina dislikes X]
What the above examples serve to show is that multiple occurrences of an RR
pronoun do not produce a multiple index interpretation.
3.5 Overt NP complement
Finally, only FR pronouns may licence overt NP complements. This is shown by

































*‘I chose the candidates which candidates you recommended.’
Crucially, FR pronouns with overt NP complements (complex FR pronouns,
henceforth) differ from the simple FR pronouns discussed so far, in two respects:
First, they cannot bear contrastive stress. In instances of contrastive focus it is
their complement that is focused (18):














































intended: ‘He only invited whichever male students you
























‘He only invited whichever male students you recommended to him,
not whichever female students you recommended to him.’
Second, they may take both animate and inanimate complements, indepen-
dently of whether they are marked for masculine/feminine gender, as in (19), or






































‘I chose whichever toys you recommended.’
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3.6 Summary
A schematic summary of the differences between restrictive and free relative
pronouns (simple and complex) is provided in Table 14.3.
Table 14.3: The properties of RR and FR pronouns.
Pronouns
FR (simple) FR (complex) RR
Contrastive focus Yes Noa No
Null counterparts No No Yes
Animacy Yes No No
Disjoint reference under conjunction Yes Yes No
Overt NP complement No Yes No
a(only their complement)
The list of differences between free and restrictive relative pronouns can be
narrowed down into two main points of divergence:
1. FR pronouns (simple/complex), unlike RR pronouns, are referential. This
explains the correlation between the number of FR pronouns and the num-
ber of referents (14), a correlation that does not hold in the case of RR pro-
nouns (15).
2. FR pronouns (simple/complex), unlike RR pronouns, may license their own
range. The range may take the form of an animacy restriction licensed
by the FR pronoun (10) and (11) (in the case of simple FR pronouns), or
the form of a lexical NP complementing the FR pronoun (19) and (20) (in
the case of complex FR pronouns). This explains why simple FR pronouns
can be contrastively focused. Being inherently specified as [+animate] or
[−animate], they can bear contrastive focus with respect to animacy (6).
RR pronouns, on the other hand, not being specified for animacy cannot
bear contrastive focus for a property they lack (7).
Under this view, FR pronouns lack null counterparts because their deletion
would result in unrecoverable loss of both referentiality and range (8).
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4 Towards an analysis
Having established at an empirical level that RR pronouns are deficient com-
pared to FR pronouns, I will now consider the question of theoretical implemen-
tation. After showing that both types of pronouns are transitive determiners (§4.1
and §4.2), I will suggest that their differences lie in their featural composition:
whereas both RR and FR determiners are morphologically definite, only the lat-
ter ones are semantically definite (§4.3).
4.1 Both free and restrictive relative pronouns are DPs
It is possible that the referential deficiency of RR pronouns is reflective of a kind
of structural deficiency. Thus, adopting and adapting Déchaine & Wiltschko’s
(2002) account of personal pronouns, we could assume that whereas FR pronouns
are Ds projecting a DP, RR pronouns are the mere spell out of phi features (phi
Ps). Within this approach, RR pronouns fail to refer because they lack an external
D layer, which is typically taken to be the locus of definiteness/referentiality.
There are two main issues with this approach. First, as mentioned in the in-
troduction, both free and restrictive relative pronouns incorporate a morpholog-
ically definite determiner (o ‘the’). Thus, morphological considerations suggest
that they are both Ds. The second issue is syntactic in nature and concerns their
distribution. Even though both pronouns surface in [Spec,CP], they can be theta
related to all the major argument positions, including the subject of (in)transitive
verbs, the subject of primary and secondary predication, the (in)direct object, and
the prepositional object position. The latter is illustrated in (21) and (22) with a






























‘The student/painting about whom you talked to me.’
On the assumption that argumenthood is a property of DPs (Longobardi 1994),
it follows that both opjos-phrases and o opios phrases are associated with a DP
projection.
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4.2 Both free and restrictive relative pronouns are transitive Ds
Furthermore, it can be argued that in addition to showing the external distribu-
tion of DPs, both types of pronouns show the internal syntax of determiners.
Complex FR pronouns clearly behave like transitive determiners, since they al-
low an NP complement. The latter can be overt, as in (23) repeated from (16)


























‘Whoever you recommended to me.’
In the absence of a salient discourse antecedent, we saw that FR pronouns
(simple FR pronouns in our terms) receive a [±animate] interpretation, depend-
ing on their gender specification (10–11). One way to implement this observation
is to assume that they bear interpretable phi features that are responsible for li-
censing a null complement. Thus, an interpretable masculine/feminine gender
licenses an empty [+animate] NP complement, whereas an interpretable neuter
gender licenses a [−animate] NP complement.Within this account, the difference
8Evidence suggesting that the FR pronoun in (24b) is a transitive determiner with a deleted NP
restrictor comes from its similarities with other instances of nominal subdeletion attested in













In this regard, see Daskalaki (2009) who shows how the conditions on nominal subdeletion
identified by Giannakidou & Stavrou (1999) can be replicated for FR phrases.
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between complex and simple FR pronouns does not lie in their (in)transitivity.
Rather it depends on whether the FR determiner has entered the derivation with
an uninterpretable set of phi features (that will be valued by an overt lexical NP)
or with an interpretable set of phi features that is responsible for licensing a null,
[±animate] NP complement.9
Let us, finally, consider the RR pronoun o opios. At a first approximation its
treatment as a transitive determiner seems implausible, given that, at least in
its restrictive use, it never surfaces with an overt NP complement (17). However,
this would be incompatible with both the raising analysis (Kayne 1994; for Greek
RRs, see Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 2000, among others) and the matching
analysis (Sauerland 1998; for Greek RRs, see Kotzoglou & Varlokosta 2005 of rel-
ative clauses). Motivated by independent considerations, such as reconstruction
effects, both analyses maintain the claim that the RR pronoun is a determiner tak-
ing an NP complement. In the case of the raising analysis, the NP complement is
raised to the antecedent position, whereas in the case of the matching analysis
it is deleted under identity with an externally Merged antecedent.10 In view of
these independent considerations, I will be assuming that RR pronouns, like FR
pronouns, are transitive determiners.11
4.3 RR pronouns, unlike FR pronouns, have an expletive D head
If both FR and RR pronouns are transitive Ds, then the referential deficiency of
RR pronouns cannot be treated as an instance of structural deficiency. A conceiv-
able alternative would be to treat it as an instance of featural deficiency. Under
this view, the difference between FR and RR pronouns depends on whether their
D head is semantically definite/referential, as in the case of FR pronouns, or se-
mantically inert, as in the case of RR pronouns.
9Alternatively, it could be the case that the phi features of the FR determiner are always uninter-
pretable. In the case of complex FR pronouns they get valued through agreement with an overt
lexical NP, whereas in the case of simple FR pronouns they get valued through agreement with
the gender specification of a null NP meaning ‘man’, ‘woman’, or ‘thing’. An analysis along
these lines would be compatible with Panagiotidis (2003) and would allow us to treat homoge-
neously complex and (apparently) simple FR pronouns. However, it is not clear how it would
derive the contrast between the two types of FR pronouns with respect to contrastive focus.
In other words, if both simple and complex FR pronouns bear uninterpretable gender it is not
clear why only the former ones can bear contrastive focus (compare (6) with (18)).
10Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out to me.
11Within this analysis, (17a) is ungrammatical not because there is no NP position projected in
syntax, but because the RR determiner, being expletive (see §4.3) cannot introduce a clause that
functions as an argument. Accordingly, (17b) is ungrammatical because due to some economy
consideration the complement of the RR determiner needs to be deleted under identity with a
c-commanding antecedent.
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That the definite morphology of RR pronouns is void of any semantic contri-
bution is not a novel claim (see, among others, Bianchi 1999: 80; for Greek, see
Alexiadou 1998). Independent evidence in support of this analysis comes from
the expletive uses of the Greek definite determiner in contexts other than RRs.











In (25), a noun (spiti ‘house’) is modified by an adjective (megalo ‘big’), and
noun and adjective are each introduced by a morphologically definite determiner
(to ‘the’). Despite themultiple occurrences of the definite article, the construction
does not receive a multiple reference interpretation. Thus, (25) refers to a single
entity at the intersection of the set of houses and the set of big entities (Lekakou
& Szendrői 2012). This fact has been taken to show that the definite determiner
in Greek, at least in some contexts, can be used as an expletive (for an overview
of the proposed analyses, see Alexiadou 2014). It is this claim that we reiterate
here for the RR determiner.
Our second claim, that the FR pronoun encodes definiteness/referentiality,
has been more controversial in the literature. Recall from §2.1 that FRs can be
paraphrased with definite DPs. One group of analyses derives the referential-
ity/definiteness of FRs from the referentiality/definiteness of FR pronouns (see,
for instance, Jacobson 1995 and Pancheva 2000, among others). A different group
of analyses suggests that the reason why FRs are interpreted like definite DPs is
because of a null c-commanding determiner/element that turns them into refer-
ential expressions (Groos & van Riemsdijk 1981; Caponigro 2003; Grosu & Land-
man 1998, among others).
One of the main semantic arguments in favor of the null D analysis is that
many languages use the same range of relative pronouns both in definite FRs
and in irrealis FRs (Caponigro 2003). Irrealis FRs differ from definite FRs in a
number of ways (Caponigro 2003; Pancheva 2000; Grosu & Landman 1998): Ir-
realis FRs always complement existential predicates (mainly the existential have
or be), they include irrealis verbal morphology, and, crucially, they cannot be
paraphrased by definite DPs. Rather they appear to be semantically equivalent
with weak NPs. As an illustrative example, we may consider the Polish examples
below, illustrating a standard and an irrealis FR, respectively:
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‘I tasted what you cooked.’










‘There {is something, isn’t anything} I can do.’
As pointed out by Caponigro (2003), the fact that the same range of pronouns
is used both in standard/definite (26) and in irrealis FRs (27) is problematic for
the claim that these pronouns are inherently definite. Significantly, though, this
counterargument does not apply to the Greek data. As illustrated below, FR pro-
nouns fail to introduce irrealis FRs (28a). Rather an interrogative pronoun is used


























intended: ‘I don’t have anyone to talk to.’
If opjos is not semantically definite, it is not clear what rules out its use in (28a).
An additional challenge for the extension of the null D analysis to Greek is
posed by the fact that the presumed null definite D fails to be replaced by the










*‘Invite the whoever you want.’
Of course, it could be the case that the morphologically definite determiner is
always expletive and that definiteness is always provided by a null c-command-
ing functional head.12 Even in this case though, one would expect that o opios
would be able to introduce a FR (when embedded under the null definite D) and
that opjos would be able to introduce an RR (when not embedded) under the null
D). As shown below, neither of the two predictions is borne out:
12This has actually been proposed by Lekakou & Szendrői (2012) on the basis of polydefinites.
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*‘Invite him/the student whoever you want.’
In view of the above facts, I conclude that, at least in Greek, the FR determiner,
unlike the RR determiner, is semantically definite/referential.13 Thus, whereas
the RR determiner o opios is [−def, +rel], the FR determiner opjos is [+def, +rel].
Because it is semantically definite, it needs a range that is provided by its NP
complement. The latter can be an overt NP, a deleted NP, or an empty NP that
receives a [±animacy] interpretation.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, I explored the possibility that relative pronouns, like personal pro-
nouns, show different degrees of strength/deficiency. I showed that, at least in
Greek, the RR pronoun o opios is semantically deficient compared to its FR coun-
terpart opjos in two interrelated respects: (i) it is referentially deficient and (ii)
it does not license its own range. After showing that both FR and RR pronouns
behave like transitive Ds, I proposed that their differences lie in their featural
composition: FR determiners, unlike RR determiners, are semantically definite.
This analysis suggests that, at least in some cases, referential deficiency can be
indicative of featural rather than structural deficiency (cf. Cardinaletti & Starke
1999; Déchaine &Wiltschko 2002). Furthermore, it opens up the possibility of at-
tributing the distribution of free and restrictive relative clauses to the properties
of their introductory determiners. FR determiners, being [+def], turn a clause
into a referential DP. RR determiners, on the other hand, being expletive, turn a
clause into a predicate that can function as a nominal modifier. The implications
of these conclusions for existing analyses of free and restrictive relatives can be
the topic of future research.
13If this conclusion is on the right track, then it seems that the semantic import of FR pronouns
could be subject to cross-linguistic variation. On the one hand, there are FR pronouns like the
Greek opjos thatmay take anNP complement and encode definiteness. On the other hand, there
are FR pronouns like the Polish co or the English who that may not take an NP complement,























In this paper, I revisit a puzzle that I briefly discussed in my PhD dissertation
(University of Cambridge, 2009). I would like to thank Prof. Ian Roberts, my PhD
supervisor, for all his help and support during those years. Moreover, I would
like to thank two anonymous reviewers for helpful comments and suggestions.
All remaining errors are, of course, my own.
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This chapter is concerned with the syntactic size of finite and infinitival relative
clauses in English. I claim that these fall into three (or even four) distinct struc-
tural sizes. Assuming a cartographic descriptive framework, I provide evidence
for this claim from novel observations concerning the (un)availability of adverbial
and argument fronting in the different types of relative clause (following Haege-
man 2012). Specifically, some relative clauses permit both adverbial and argument
fronting, some permit adverbial fronting only, whilst others do not permit front-
ing at all. Additional support for my claim comes from three instances of categorial
distinctness effect (in the sense of Richards 2010), which I argue instantiate a dis-
tinctness effect between elements in SpecTopP and SpecFocP.
1 Introduction
Relative clauses (RCs) have been a subject of studywithin generative frameworks
for decades. It is probably fair to say that the syntactic literature has been pri-
marily concerned with how the RC head (the noun modified by the RC) is related
to the RC-internal gap, with reconstruction effects playing a prominent role in
discussions and analyses. However, rather than focussing on the RC head, I will
consider the RC itself. More specifically, I will investigate the syntactic structure
and the structural size of English RCs.
The literature typically recognises two distinct structural sizes as far as RCs
are concerned: clausal RCs, as in (1), and reduced RCs, as in (2).
(1) Clausal RCs
the man [(who(m)/that) I met yesterday]
Jamie Douglas. 2020. Rethinking relatives. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer,
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the man [(being) arrested by police yesterday]
I will not discuss reduced RCs here (for recent discussion, see Douglas 2016; Har-
wood 2017) but will focus exclusively on clausal RCs, simply calling them RCs
from now on. I argue that RCs are not homogeneous in their structural size, i.e.
they vary in terms of how much syntactic structure they contain. The different
types of RC that I will investigate are exemplified below:
(3) Finite wh-RCs
a. The man [who saw me] is John.
b. The house [which I lived in] fell down.
c. The house [in which I lived] fell down.
(4) (Finite) that-RCs
a. The man [that saw me] is John.
b. The man [that I saw] is John.
c. The house [that I lived in] fell down.
(5) Finite ∅-RCs
a. The man [I saw] is John.
b. The house [I lived in] fell down.
(6) Infinitival wh-RCs
a. The man [to whom to speak] is John.
b. The house [in which to live] is that one.
c. For a beginner, the course will likely provide a good atmosphere [in
which for you to fire your first shots].1
(7) Infinitival for-RCs
a. The man [for you to see] is John.
b. The man [for her to speak to] is John.
(8) Infinitival ∅-RCs
a. The man [to see] is John.
b. The man [to speak to] is John.
1This example is from: http://hunting.about.com/od/hunting-for-beginners/a/Hunting-For-
Beginners.htm. Such examples are not acceptable to all speakers (see, e.g., the judgements




The names for the different types of RC should be reasonably transparent. I do
not refer to wh-RCs with and without preposition pied-piping as different types.
Furthermore, I classify examples like (6c) as infinitival wh-RCs rather than infini-
tival for-RCs since the wh-phrase is further to the left. ∅-RCs are those without
an overt wh-relative pronoun, that or for.
The idea that RCs might vary in structural size is not new, with a number
of authors claiming a size difference between finite RCs introduced by an overt
relative pronoun or complementiser and those not (Bošković 1994; 1996; 1997;
2016;Weisler 1980; Doherty 1993; 2000), or between infinitival RCs relativising on
subjects and those relativising on non-subjects (Bhatt 1999). However, previous
studies tend not to consider finite and infinitival RCs together, nor to consider
the issue from a serious cartographic perspective (though see Haegeman 2012
for the application of such an approach to a range of clause types in English).
My more specific aim is thus to determine the structure and size of the left pe-
riphery of full clausal RCs. To investigate this question, I test whether full clausal
RCs of the various types illustrated above are compatible with adverbial and ar-
gument fronting (including negative preposing), as done in Haegeman (2012)
for a range of clause types following the cartographic tradition (Rizzi 1997 et
seq. among many others). Unlike Haegeman (2012), I focus exclusively on RCs,
demonstrating that there is a lot more to say about RCs and fronting possibilities
in their left peripheries. This is largely a result of empirical differences. Haege-
man writes:
In the following discussion judgments are based on the literature and on
a number of informants, all speakers of British English. There is, however,
interspeaker variation, and some speakers are much more liberal when it
comes to the distribution of fronted arguments in English. These speakers
may well find that their judgments deviate systematically from those dis-
cussed here. Given that the divergence is systematic, I tentatively conclude
that their grammarmust differ from that of the speakers onwhom this work
is based. (Haegeman 2012: 54)
I, and some that I have informally consulted, seem to belong to the “much
more liberal” speakers of British English (others that I have consulted seem to
belong to Haegeman’s “not-so-liberal” group).2 The biggest difference between
Haegeman’s (2012) reported judgements and those to be reported below is that
Haegeman essentially rejects argument fronting in all RCs (a long-standing and
2Haegeman (2012) notes where some authors seem to be more liberal, e.g. Radford (2009a).
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widespread claim in the literature, see Chomsky 1977 and Bak 1984), whilst I (and
some of my consultants) accept it in some (but not all) RC-types. Nonetheless,
even when it is permitted, argument fronting is constrained. I will argue that
argument fronting is subject to what will be called a categorial distinctness effect
(see Richards 2010), i.e. an argument that is fronted inside an RC must be of a dif-
ferent phrasal category from whatever is relativised. This will become apparent
in §3.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. The adverbial fronting data is laid
out in §2, whilst the argument fronting data and the aforementioned categorial
distinctness effect are presented in §3. My analysis is laid out in §4 and suggests
a close formal relation between relativisation and topicalisation (at least in finite
RC contexts). §5 concludes.
2 Adverbial fronting
2.1 Finite wh-RCs
Adverbial fronting and adverbial negative preposing seem to behave in more or
less the same way, except that adverbial negative preposing triggers so-called
subject–auxiliary inversion. In this section, I will show that adverbial fronting is
permitted in finite wh- and that-RCs and in infinitival wh-RCs, but is not permit-
ted in the other RC-types.
Adverbial fronting is permitted in wh-RCs, both in non-subject RCs, as in (9),
and in subject RCs, as in (10) (see also Doherty 1993; 2000). The same applies to
adverbial negative preposing, as in (11) (non-subject RCs) and (12) (subject RCs).
(9) a. I met a man who next year Mary might (actually) date.
b. I bought a dress which next year Mary might (actually) wear.
(10) a. I met a man who next year might (actually) date Mary.
b. I bought a dress which next year might (actually) make Mary popular.
(11) a. I met a man who under no circumstances would Mary ever date.
b. I bought a dress which under no circumstances would Mary ever wear.
(12) a. I met a man who under no circumstances would ever go out with
Mary.




The wh-relative pronoun may or may not pied-pipe a preposition. Adverbial
fronting is compatible with either option, as in (13). The same applies to adverbial
negative preposing, as in (14).
(13) a. I met a man who next year Mary might (actually) grant a second date
to.
b. I met a man to whom next year Mary might (actually) grant a second
date.
(14) a. I met a man who under no circumstances would Mary ever grant a
first date to.
b. I met a man to whom under no circumstances would Mary ever grant
a first date.
2.2 Finite that-RCs
Adverbial fronting is permitted in that-RCs, both in non-subject RCs, as in (15),
and in subject RCs, as in (16) (see also Doherty 1993; 2000). The same applies to
adverbial negative preposing, as in (17) (non-subject RCs) and (18) (subject RCs).
(15) a. I met a man that next year Mary might (actually) date.
b. I bought a dress that next year Mary might (actually) wear.
(16) a. I met a man that next year might (actually) date Mary.
b. I bought a dress that next year might (actually) make Mary popular.
(17) a. I met a man that under no circumstances would Mary ever date.
b. I bought a dress that under no circumstances would Mary ever wear.
(18) a. I met a man that under no circumstances would ever go out with Mary.
b. I bought a dress that under no circumstances would ever make Mary
popular.
that-RCs do not permit pied-piping of prepositions at all so (19b) and (20b) are un-
grammatical independently of adverbial fronting and adverbial negative prepos-
ing respectively.
(19) a. I met a man that next year Mary might (actually) grant a second
date to.




(20) a. I met a man that under no circumstances would Mary ever grant a
first date to.
b. * I met a man to that (under no circumstances) would Mary ever grant
a first date.
2.3 Finite ∅-RCs
Unlike in finitewh-RCs and finite that-RCs, adverbial fronting is not permitted in
finite ∅-RCs (see also Doherty 1993; 2000). This applies to both non-subject RCs,
as in (21), and subject RCs, as in (22). Note, however, that finite subject ∅-RCs are
generally impossible in (standard) English.3 In other words, the examples in (22)
are ungrammatical independently of adverbial fronting. Exactly the same holds
of adverbial negative preposing, as in (23) (non-subject RCs) and (24) (subject
RCs).
(21) a. * I met a man next year Mary might (actually) date.
b. * I bought a dress next year Mary might (actually) wear.
(22) a. * I met a man (next year) might (actually) date Mary.
b. * I bought a dress (next year) might (actually) make Mary popular.
(23) a. * I met a man under no circumstances would Mary ever date.
b. * I bought a dress under no circumstances would Mary ever wear.
(24) a. * I met a man (under no circumstances) would (ever) go out with Mary.
b. * I bought a dress (under no circumstances) would (ever) make Mary
popular.
Ø-RCs do not permit pied-piping of prepositions in general. Hence (25b) and
(26b) are ungrammatical independently of adverbial fronting or adverbial nega-
tive preposing respectively.
(25) a. * I met a man next year Mary might (actually) grant a second date to.
b. * I met a man to (next year) Mary might (actually) grant a second date.
3There are apparent counterexamples, such as (i):
(i) There’s a man sells vegetables at the market.
However, there is good reason to believe that these are not instances of genuine ∅-RCs (see
den Dikken 2005; Harris & Vincent 1980; Henry 1995; Lambrecht 1988; McCawley 1998), so I
set these aside (pace Doherty 1993; 2000).
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(26) a. * I met a man under no circumstances would Mary ever grant a first
date.
b. * I met a man to (under no circumstances) would Mary ever grant a
first date.
2.4 Infinitival wh-RCs
In English, infinitival wh-RCs obligatorily involve a pied-piped preposition. Sub-
ject infinitivalwh-RCs are consequently impossible because subjects do not have
any prepositions to pied-pipe. All of the examples therefore involve non-subject
relativisation. As can be seen, adverbial fronting and adverbial negative prepos-
ing is permitted, as in (27) and (28) respectively.
(27) Mary’s the woman to whom next week to hand these documents.
(28) Mary’s the woman to whom under no circumstances to ever hand these
documents.
Some speakers allow the complementiser for and an overt subject in infinitival
wh-RCs, though even then it is typically judged as somewhat degraded. Other
speakers judge it ungrammatical (see Chomsky & Lasnik 1977; Huddleston et
al. 2002: 1067). For those that do accept such structures, adverbial fronting is
permitted in such cases. The fronted adverbial obligatorily precedes for, as in
(29).
(29) a. ?? Mary’s the woman to whom next week for you to hand these
documents.
b. * Mary’s the woman to whom for you next week to hand these
documents.
The same seems to be true for adverbial negative preposing, as in (30).
(30) a. ?? Mary’s the woman to whom under no circumstances for you to ever
hand these documents.
b. * Mary’s the woman to whom for you under no circumstances to ever
hand these documents.
2.5 Infinitival for-RCs
Unlike in infinitival wh-RCs (with and without for), adverbial fronting is not per-
mitted in infinitival for-RCs, i.e. infinitival RCs with overt for but no wh-relative
pronoun, as in (31). The same applies to adverbial negative preposing, as in (32).
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(31) a. ?* I met a man next year for you to bring to the party.
b. * I met a man for you next year to bring to the party.
(32) a. * I met a man under no circumstances for you to ever bring to the
party.
b. * I met a man for you under no circumstances to ever bring to the
party.
Infinitival for-RCs do not permit pied-piping of prepositions in general. Hence
(33) and (34) are ungrammatical independently of adverbial fronting and adver-
bial negative preposing.
(33) * Mary’s the woman to (next week) for you to hand these documents.
(34) * Mary’s the woman to (under no circumstances) for you to ever hand
these documents.
2.6 Infinitival ∅-RCs
Like in infinitival for-RCs, adverbial fronting is not permitted in infinitival ∅-
RCs, i.e. infinitival RCs with neither for nor a wh-relative pronoun, as in (35).
The same applies to adverbial negative preposing, as in (36).
(35) * I met a man next year to bring to the party.
(36) * I met a man under no circumstances to ever bring to the party.
Infinitival ∅-RCs do not permit pied-piping of prepositions in general, hence (37)
and (38) are ungrammatical independently of adverbial fronting and adverbial
negative preposing.
(37) * Mary’s the woman to (next week) to hand these documents.
(38) * Mary’s the woman to (under no circumstances) to ever hand these
documents.
2.7 Summary
Adverbial fronting and adverbial negative preposing are permitted in finite wh-
RCs, finite that-RCs, and infinitival wh-RCs (with and without for). They are not
permitted in finite ∅-RCs, infinitival for-RCs, and infinitival ∅-RCs. Furthermore,





I turn now to argument fronting. As I will show, argument fronting is more con-
strained than adverbial fronting. Indeed, as pointed out in §1, Haegeman’s (2012)
analysis is based on cases where argument fronting in RCs is generally impos-
sible. This seems to be true for some of the speakers I have consulted as well.
However, other speakers are “more liberal”. Nevertheless, even for these more
liberal speakers it is not the case that fronted arguments are freely permitted in
all types of RC. As will be seen, argument fronting exhibits a categorial distinct-
ness effect. Anticipating the findings, argument fronting is permitted in finite wh-
and that-RCs but not in the other RC-types.
Let us first consider non-subject RCs. Fronted arguments are acceptable to
“more liberal” informants, as in (39).4 The fronted argument obligatorily follows
the relative pronoun, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (40).
(39) a. I met a man to whom, a second date, Mary might actually grant.
b. I bought a car in which, muddy shoes, I would never allow.
(40) a. * I met a man, a second date, to whom Mary might actually grant.
b. * I bought a car, muddy shoes, in which I would never allow.
However, argument fronting is restricted. Observe that in (39) the wh-relative
pronouns have pied-piped a preposition. Interestingly, without such pied-piping,
the examples become degraded or unacceptable, as in (41).
(41) a. ?* I met a man who(m), a second date, Mary might actually grant to.
b. ?* I bought a car which, muddy shoes, I would never allow in.
The same effect can be seen when it is the fronted argument rather than the
relative pronoun that has the option of pied-piping a preposition. In (42), the
fronted argument has pied-piped a preposition and the result is acceptable, whilst
in (43), it has not pied-piped a preposition and the result is unacceptable.
(42) I witnessed the second date which, to that man, Mary should never have
granted.
4Similarly, Radford (2009a: 282) judges the following example as acceptable:
(i) A university is the kind of place in which, that kind of behaviour, we cannot tolerate.
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(43) * I witnessed the second date which, that man, Mary should never have
granted to.
What these data tell us is that the relative pronoun and fronted argument can-
not both be nominal phrases (DPs). If one is a DP, the other must pied-pipe a
preposition, i.e. be a prepositional phrase (PP). To my knowledge, this is a novel
empirical generalisation. Adopting Richards’s (2010) terminology, I refer to this
as a categorial distinctness effect.
This raises the question of what happens when both the relative pronoun and
fronted argument pied-pipe a preposition. The result is grammatical (example
adapted from Totsuka (2014).
(44) I met a man with whom, about linguistics, I could talk all day.
However, there is an issue about whether the fronted PP in such examples is
actually an argument (see Rizzi 1997: 294, 322–325). I leave such examples aside
for now but will return to them in §4.4.
The categorial distinctness effect is particularly important when it comes to
argument fronting in subject RCs. It has been claimed that fronted topics, or
fronted arguments more generally, are impossible in subject RCs (Haegeman
2012: 58; Rizzi 1997: 307). The following examples, taken from Rizzi (1997: 307),
are intended to show that fronted arguments are possible in non-subject RCs, as
in (45a) and (46a), but impossible in subject RCs, as in (45b) and (46b) (judgements
as in the original).5
(45) a. ?? the man to whom, that book, I gave
b. * the man who, that book, gave to me
(46) a. ? a man to whom, liberty, we should never grant6
b. * a man who, liberty, should never grant to us
5Haegeman (2012: Ch. 2, note 6) notes via personal communication with Andrew Radford that
he accepts the following:
(i) He’s the kind of person who, a noble gesture like that, would simply not appreciate.
I, and others, find this example odd. We feel that it needs a subject resumptive pronoun to be
even marginally acceptable, as in (ii). Interestingly, an object resumptive does not seem even
marginally possible, as in (iii). See §4.4 for discussion.
(ii) ? He’s the kind of person who, a noble gesture like that, he would simply not appreciate.
(iii) * He’s the kind of person who, a noble gesture like that, would simply not appreciate it.
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However, observe that the non-subject RC examples in (45a) and (46a) satisfy
categorial distinctness whilst the subject RC examples in (45b) and (46b) do not. If
the categorial distinctness effect is responsible for the ungrammaticality of (45b)
and (46b), the prediction is that fronted arguments will be allowed in subject RCs
provided that the fronted argument pied-pipes a preposition. This prediction is
borne out as the contrast between (47) and (48) shows.
(47) a. * I met a man who, Mary, might actually grant a second date to.
b. * I bought a car which, children, can give hours of entertainment to.
(48) a. ? I met a man who, to Mary, might actually grant a second date.
b. I bought a car which, to children, can give hours of entertainment.
These data thus show that argument fronting is permitted in subject RCs but that
the fronted argument must be a PP in line with the categorial distinctness effect.
The same effect can be seen with argument negative preposing. As the con-
trasts below show, if the relative pronoun has not pied-piped a preposition, the
fronted argument must do so. This applies to both non-subject and subject RCs.
(49) a. I met a man who(m), to no woman, would I ever recommend (as a
date).
b. I bought a dress which, to no woman, would I ever give (as a present).
c. I met a man who, to no woman, would ever give roses.
d. I bought a dress which, to no woman, would ever be given (as a
present).
(50) a. * I met a man who(m), no woman, would I ever recommend to (as a
date).
b. * I bought a dress which, no woman, would I ever give to (as a
present).
c. * I met a man who, no woman, would ever give roses to.
d. * I bought a dress which, no woman, would ever be given to (as a
present).
The negative preposed argument can only be a DP if the relative pronoun pied-
pipes a preposition.
(51) a. I met a man to whom, no advice would I ever give.
b. I met a woman to whom, no roses would a man ever give.
6(46a) is adapted from Baltin (1982: 17). Baltin judges it as acceptable, but notes that not all
speakers find it totally acceptable.
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(52) a. * I met a man who(m), no advice would I ever give to.
b. ?? I met a woman who(m), no roses would a man ever give to.
To summarise, I have shown that argument fronting is permitted in finite wh-
RCs but is subject to a categorial distinctness effect. The categorial distinctness
effect says that a relative pronoun and fronted argument cannot both be DPs. If
one is a DP, the other must be a PP. This is schematised in Table 15.1.
Table 15.1: Categorial distinctness effect




PP PP See §4.4
3.2 Finite that-RCs
Argument fronting is permitted in finite that-RCs and is subject to the categorial
distinctness effect. However, for whatever reason, preposition pied-piping is not
possible with that, which rules out PP–DP and PP–PP, and I predict from the
categorial distinctness effect that option DP–DP is not available either. Conse-
quently, I predict that DP–PP is the only option, i.e. the fronted argument can
only be a PP. This prediction is borne out and applies to both non-subject and
subject RCs.
(53) a. I bought a dress that, to Mary, I might consider giving (as a present).
b. I bought a dress that, to Mary, could be given (as a present).
c. I bought a car that, to children, would give hours of entertainment.
(54) a. * I bought a dress that, Mary, I might consider giving to (as a present).
b. * I bought a dress that, Mary, could be given to (as a present).
c. * I bought a car that, children, would give hours of entertainment to.
The same applies to argument negative preposing.
(55) a. I bought a dress that, to no woman, would I ever give (as a present).
b. I bought a dress that, to no woman, would ever be given (as a present).
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(56) a. * I bought a dress that, no woman, would I ever give to (as a present).
b. * I bought a dress that, no woman, would ever be given to (as a
present).
If there is no preposition for the fronted argument to pied-pipe in the first place,
we predict that argument fronting will simply be unavailable. This prediction is
also borne out as the following examples show.
(57) a. * I bought a car that, muddy shoes, I would never allow in.
b. * I bought a car that, hours of entertainment, would give to children.
c. * I bought a car that, the children, can keep entertained.
(58) a. ?? I bought a car that, not a single muddy shoe would I ever allow in.
b. * I bought a car that, not a single hour of entertainment, would ever
give to any child.
c. * I bought a car that, no child, can keep entertained.
3.3 Finite ∅-RCs
Unlike finite wh-RCs and finite that-RCs, argument fronting is not permitted in
finite ∅-RCs at all, even if the fronted argument is a PP. Since subject ∅-RCs are
generally impossible in English, only non-subject ∅-RCs are illustrated.
(59) a. * I met a man, Mary, I might recommend to (as a date).
b. * I bought a dress, Mary, I could give to (as a present).
(60) a. * I met a man, to Mary, I might recommend (as a date).
b. * I bought a dress, to Mary, I could give (as a present).
Pied-piping of prepositions is not permitted with ∅. Therefore, if argument front-
ing were possible at all, we would expect PP fronted arguments to be possible, as
they were with that-RCs. Since PP fronted arguments are impossible, I conclude
that argument fronting is generally impossible in finite ∅-RCs.
Argument negative preposing behaves in exactly the same way.
(61) a. * I met a man, no woman would I ever recommend to (as a date).
b. * I bought a dress, no woman would I ever give to (as a present).
(62) a. * I met a man, to no woman would I ever recommend (as a date).




Argument fronting is not permitted in infinitival wh-RCs (regardless of whether
for is present or not), even if the fronted argument is a DP. Since infinitival wh-
RCs obligatorily involve pied-piping of a preposition, if argument fronting were
possible at all, we would expect DP fronted arguments to be possible. Since they
are not, I conclude that argument fronting is generally impossible in infinitival
wh-RCs.
(63) a. * I found an ideal venue in which, Mary, to propose to.
b. * I found an ideal venue in which, Mary, for you to propose to.
c. * I found an ideal venue in which for you, Mary, to propose to.
(64) a. * I found an ideal venue in which, to Mary, to propose.
b. * I found an ideal venue in which, to Mary, for you to propose.
c. * I found an ideal venue in which for you, to Mary, to propose.
Similarly, argument negative preposing is not permitted (regardless of whether
for is present or not, and regardless of whether the fronted argument is a PP or
a DP).
(65) a. * This is a place in which, no man, to ever give one’s real name to.
b. * This is a place in which, no man, for you to ever give your real name
to.
c. * This is a place in which for you, no man, to ever give your real name
to.
(66) a. * This is a place in which, to no man, to ever give one’s real name.
b. * This is a place in which, to no man, for you to ever give your real
name.
c. * This is a place in which for you, to no man, to ever give your real
name.
3.5 Infinitival for-RCs
As with infinitival wh-RCs, argument fronting is not permitted in infinitival for-
RCs at all, regardless of whether the fronted argument is a DP or a PP.
(67) a. * I found an ideal venue, Mary, for you to propose to in.
b. * I found an ideal venue for you, Mary, to propose to in.
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(68) a. * I found an ideal venue, to Mary, for you to propose in.
b. * I found an ideal venue for you, to Mary, to propose in.
The same applies to argument negative preposing.
(69) a. * I saw a venue, no woman, for one to propose to in.
b. * I saw a venue for one, no woman, to propose to in.
(70) a. * I saw a venue, to no woman, for one to propose in.
b. * I saw a venue for one, to no woman, to propose in.
3.6 Infinitival ∅-RCs
Finally, as with all other infinitival RCs so far, argument fronting is not permitted
in infinitival ∅-RCs, regardless of whether the fronted argument is a DP or a PP.
(71) * I found an ideal venue, Mary, to propose to in.
(72) * I found an ideal venue, to Mary, to propose in.
The same applies to argument negative preposing.
(73) * I saw a venue, no woman, for one to propose to in.
(74) * I saw a venue, to no woman, for one to propose in.
3.7 Summary
Argument fronting is permitted in finite wh-RCs and that-RCs, and is prohibited
in finite ∅-RCs and all infinitival RCs. Where argument fronting is permitted,
it is subject to a categorial distinctness effect. The relative pronoun (or relative
operator in the case of that-RCs) and fronted argument cannot both beDPs. If one
is a DP, the other must be a PP. Exactly the same pattern is found with argument
negative preposing.
4 Analysis and discussion
4.1 The distribution of adverbial and argument fronting
Putting the conclusions from §2 and §3 together, we have the empirical situation
regarding the distribution of adverbial and argument fronting in English RCs
shown in Table 15.2 (note that the terms adverbial fronting and argument fronting
will now be used to cover their negative preposing counterparts as well).
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Table 15.2: Distribution of adverbial and argument fronting in full
clausal RCs in English. ✔: allowed; (✔): allowed subject to restrictions;
*: not allowed.
Finite Infinitival
wh-RCs that-RCs ∅-RCs wh-RCs for-RCs ∅-RCs
Adverbial fronting ✔ ✔ * ✔ * *
Argument fronting (✔) (✔) * * * *
I propose that this distribution can be captured by positing (at least) three
distinct sizes of RC in English, which I will describe in cartographic terms. Rizzi
(2004: 242) proposes the following articulation of the C-domain (* here means
“iterable”):
(75) Force > Top* > Int > Top* > Focus > Mod* > Top* > Fin > IP
SpecTopP hosts topic phrases, SpecFocusP hosts focus phrases, SpecIntP hosts
high wh-elements such as Italian perché ‘why’, and SpecModP hosts fronted ad-
verbials in all but “very special discourse contexts” (Rizzi 2004). I will adopt the
simplified version in (76).
(76) Force > Top > Foc > Mod* > Fin > IP
The reasons for this simplification are: (i) I am not concerned with Int; (ii) En-
glish does not permitmultiple topics (see Haegeman 2012 and references therein);
and (iii) English topics can never follow foci (see Haegeman 2012 and references
therein). Fronted arguments can be topics or foci. Below, I will address the issue
of whether the fronted argument in RCs is a topic or a focus.
I am now in a position to account for the distribution of argument fronting
and adverbial fronting in RCs. In brief, I propose that finite wh-RCs and that-
RCs are TopPs, infinitivalwh-RCs are FocPs, and finite ∅-RCs, infinitival for-RCs
and infinitival ∅-RCs are FinPs (or alternatively, unsplit CPs). This proposal is
summarised in Table 15.3.
FinPs are too small to contain TopP, FocP or ModP. Consequently, they per-
mit neither argument nor adverbial fronting. In finite ∅-RCs, Fin is ∅, whilst in
infinitival for-RCs, Fin is lexicalised as for, in linewith previous proposals (Haege-
man 2012; Radford 2009b; Rizzi 1997). If infinitival ∅-RCs are FinPs, Fin is also
∅ in these cases. FocPs contain ModP, so permit adverbial fronting. Argument
fronting is not permitted because FocP is too small to contain TopP and because
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✔ ✔ ✔ * * *
Argument
fronting
(✔) (✔) * * * *
Structural
size
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞TopP ⏞FocP ⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞FinP (or unsplit CP)
relativisation in infinitivalwh-RCs targets SpecFocP. Finally, TopPs contain FocP
andModP. Consequently, they permit argument fronting (focus fronting) and ad-
verbial fronting. I assume that Top is lexicalised as that in that-RCs, but is ∅ in
finitewh-RCs (where thewh-relative pronoun occupies SpecTopP). In the follow-
ing subsections, I will expand on and discuss various aspects of this proposal.
4.2 FinP RCs
There is potentially a size difference between finite ∅-RCs and infinitival for-RCs
on the one hand, and infinitival ∅-RCs on the other. The evidence comes from
accessibility in the sense of Keenan & Comrie (1977), i.e. the grammatical func-
tions that can be relativised. Finite ∅-RCs and infinitival for-RCs can relativise
any argument (except the subject), including arguments embedded inside (finite)
clauses. Infinitival ∅-RCs can also relativise any argument (including the sub-
ject), but cannot relativise out of an embedded finite clause (Longenbaugh 2016),
at least for some speakers.7 This is shown in the following examples (the (e) and
(f) examples in (77) to (79) are taken or adapted from Longenbaugh 2016).
(77) Finite ∅-RCs
a. * I found a man can fix the sink.
b. I found a sink you can fix.
c. I found a woman you can give a present to.
d. I found a boy you can force to run faster.
e. I found a play you can prove was written by Shakespeare.
f. I found a play you can prove (that) Shakespeare wrote.




a. * I found a man for to fix the sink.
b. I found a sink for you to fix.
c. I found a woman for you to give a present to.
d. I found a boy for you to force to run faster.
e. I found a play for you to prove was written by Shakespeare.
f. I found a play for you to prove (that) Shakespeare wrote.
(79) Infinitival ∅-RCs
a. I found a man to fix the sink.
b. I found a sink to fix.
c. I found a woman to give a present to.
d. I found a boy to force to run faster.
e. * I found a play to prove was written by Shakespeare.
f. ?* I found a play to prove (that) Shakespeare wrote.
If this is correct, infinitival ∅-RCs seem to exhibit A′-properties in that argu-
ments can be relativised without higher arguments intervening with such move-
ment, as well as A-properties in that such movement is clause-bound (at least
for some speakers), as shown by the ungrammaticality of relativising an element
from an embedded finite clause in (79e, f). In contrast, finite ∅-RCs and infiniti-
val for-RCs exhibit A′-properties. Longenbaugh (2016) suggests that the hybrid
A′/A-properties are the result of a composite probe, i.e. one seeking both A- and
A′-related features. One could hypothesise that, if a C-domain is absent, both A-
and A′-features are present on T, whilst if a C-domain is present, the A-features
are on T and the A′-features in the C-domain. If this is correct, this suggests
the following three things. First, finite ∅-RCs, infinitival for-RCs and infinitival
∅-RCs all lack the requisite structure to host fronted adverbials and fronted argu-
ments, i.e. their C-domains contain no structure higher than FinP. Second, finite
∅-RCs and infinitival for-RCs do have at least some portion of the C-domain.
Third, infinitival ∅-RCs may lack a C-domain altogether.
4.3 FocP RCs
According to my proposal, infinitival wh-RCs do not permit argument fronting
because relativisation and argument fronting would be competing for the same
position, namely SpecFocP. However, it has also been claimed in the literature
that argument fronting is generally impossible in infinitival clauses (see Bianchi
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1999: 206–208). Evidence comes from the impossibility of argument fronting
in raising and control infinitivals (Haegeman 2012: 67–68; see also Hooper &
Thompson 1973: 484–485).
(80) Hooper & Thompson (1973: 485)
a. * My friends tend, the more liberal candidates, to support.
b. * I have decided, your book, to read.
Argument fronting is also prohibited in ECM complements (Haegeman 2012: Ch.
2, note 20).
(81) Culicover & Levine (2001: 297, fn. 14)
a. * I really want, that solution, Robin to explore thoroughly.
b. * Police believe, the London area, the suspect to have left.
However, this evidence does not rule out structural size being relevant since these
infinitival clauses could themselves be too small to host fronted arguments. In-
stead, we need to test an infinitival clause that is independently considered to
be quite large. If argument fronting is impossible in such cases, this is evidence
that argument fronting is simply impossible in infinitival clauses regardless of
their size. However, if argument fronting is possible, it suggests that structural
size does play a role in the availability of argument fronting. In this respect, con-
sider embedded questions. It is typically said that wh-phrases in embedded finite
contexts target a higher position in the left periphery (SpecForceP) than in ma-
trix contexts (SpecFocP) (see Haegeman 2012; Pesetsky 1995), thereby capturing
the observation that matrix wh-phrases follow topics but embedded wh-phrases
precede them. The high position of wh-phrases in embedded clauses is poten-
tially related to clause-typing (Cheng 1991). Now, assuming that wh-phrases in
embedded infinitival questions also occupy a high left peripheral position for
clause-typing, observe that argument fronting seems to be possible. The exam-
ples may not be perfect, but they certainly seem better than those in (80) and
(81).
(82) a. ? John didn’t know what, to Mary especially, to say at a time like that.
b. ? I asked to whom, this particular form, to give so that it would be
processed promptly.
Therefore, it seems that argument fronting is not incompatible with infinitival
contexts per se (pace Bianchi 1999), and I thus conclude that infinitival wh-RCs
do not permit argument fronting because they are structurally too small and not
because they are infinitival.
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Finally, a potential problem is that infinitival wh-RCs do not seem to be nec-
essarily associated with focus interpretations (Luigi Rizzi, p.c.). This may be due
to us erroneously associating the lowest position for fronted arguments in the C-
domain with SpecFocP. The crucial proposal that I am making is that infinitival
wh-RCs have only a single position for fronted arguments in their left-periphery.
This is targeted by relativisation and hence blocks all other argument fronting. If
it turns out that there is a position for fronted arguments below FocP (see Dou-
glas 2016: 83, fn. 15), what I have been calling FocP RCs would actually be slightly
smaller than FocP. However, the essence of the present proposal would remain
unaffected.
4.4 TopP RCs
I now return to finite wh-RCs and that-RCs, which I have proposed are TopPs.
This proposal makes several (correct) predictions. First, if relativisation targets
SpecTopP, we predict that there is only a single position left for argument front-
ing. Thus, we expect multiple argument fronting to be permitted in non-RC con-
texts, but only single argument fronting in RC contexts. This prediction is borne
out. English permits multiple fronted arguments in non-RC contexts always in
the order topic–focus (Culicover 1991; Haegeman 2012).8
(83) That book, to John Mary gave in 1979.
However, it is extremely difficult if not impossible to have multiple fronted argu-
ments within RCs.
(84) * the year in which, that book, to John Mary gave
Alternatively, the difficulty with multiple argument fronting in RCs may be due
to the categorial distinctness effect, i.e. it may simply be too difficult to front two
arguments and relativise an element whilst simultaneously respecting categorial
distinctness. To tease these two options apart, I will consider a second prediction
made by the present analysis.
My analysis predicts that fronted arguments in finite wh- and that-RCs will
target SpecFocP, i.e. the fronted argument will be a focus rather than a topic.
On a hypothetical alternative analysis, multiple argument fronting is allowed in
principle but ruled out by categorial distinctness. Thismeans that a single fronted
8The standard claim is that multiple topics are not permitted in English (Haegeman 2012 and




argument could be either a focus or a topic in principle. To distinguish these
two hypotheses, we must thus ask whether the fronted argument behaves like a
topic at all. The empirical situation is difficult, but overall the fronted argument
in RCs seems to be a focus rather than a topic, as will be shown below, thereby
supporting our analysis rather than the hypothetical alternative.
I will apply two of Rizzi’s (1997) topic/focus diagnostics. Rizzi shows that foci
exhibit weak crossover (WCO) whilst topics do not. As the following data show,
the fronted argument always seems to be sensitive to WCO suggesting that it
must be a focus and cannot be a topic (the judgements may be quite subtle in
some cases).
(85) a. ?* the school to which, John Smithi hisi mother is planning to send
b. the school to which, John Smith Mary is planning to send
(86) a. ? the person to whom, this booki itsi author is happy to give for free
b. the person to whom, this book Mary is happy to give for free
As a second diagnostic, Rizzi (1997) notes that topics can be resumed by resump-
tive pronouns, but foci cannot (at least in Italian). Although English does not
typically make use of resumptive pronouns (unless with hanging topics or to
repair certain island violations), it seems that the fronted argument is not very
readily resumed by a resumptive pronoun. In fact, it seems more acceptable to
resume the RC head (or relative pronoun) than the fronted argument (recall foot-
note 5). This suggests that the fronted argument must be a focus and cannot be
a topic. Consider the following contrasts:
(87) a. ?* a man to whom, unfettered liberty we would never grant it
b. ? a man to whom, unfettered liberty we would never grant to him
(88) a. ?* a man to whom, this book Mary would happily give it
b. ? a man to whom, this book Mary would happily give to him
Although none of these considerations are conclusive in isolation, they neverthe-
less both seem to converge on the conclusion that argument fronting in English
RCs is always focalisation and never topicalisation. This in turn suggests that the
ban on multiple argument fronting in RCs in English, as in (84), is due to the idea
that SpecTopP is targeted by relativisation and so cannot be targeted by topical-
isation as well. This thus suggests that relativisation and topicalisation compete
for the same position, i.e. SpecTopP. This formally captures the long-standing
intuition that relativisation and topicalisation are intimately related (see Abels
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2012; Bianchi 1999; Kuno 1973; 1976; Williams 2011) and could in fact suggest that
topicalisation feeds relativisation in English and other languages (see Douglas
2016 for discussion of English and Malagasy in this respect).
The third prediction made by our analysis concerns the categorial distinctness
effect. As seen above, this effect holds between the fronted argument and the rel-
ative pronoun/operator, i.e. between the constituents in SpecFocP and SpecTopP.
If this is correct, we might also expect to find the categorial distinctness effect
between foci and topics more generally. This is indeed what we find.
(89) a. This present, to Mary I would give.
b. * This present, Mary I would give to.
(90) a. To Mary, this present I would give.
b. * Mary, this present I would give to.
(89) shows that, if the topic phrase is a DP, the focus phrase cannot be a DP, as
in (89b), and must be a PP, as in (89a). (90) shows that, if the focus phrase is a DP,
the topic phrase cannot be a DP, as in (90b), and must be a PP, as in (90a). As far
as I am aware, this is a novel observation and lends independent and important
support to our proposal.
Finally, our analysis is able to incorporate Richards’s (2010) idea of why the
relative pronoun in infinitival wh-RCs obligatorily pied-pipes a preposition in
English.
(91) Infinitival wh-RCs
a. * the man whom to talk to
b. the man to whom to talk
Richards (2010) proposes that this is due to a categorial distinctness effect be-
tween thewh-relative pronoun and the external determiner of the RC head. Rich-
ards (2010: 35) provides the following schematic structures:
(92) Infinitival wh-RCs
a. * [DP D [NP N=RC head [CP [DP wh-relative pronoun ] [C’ C [TP …]]]]]
b. [DP D [NP N=RC head [CP [PP P [DP wh-relative pronoun ]] [C’ C [TP
…]]]]]
According to Richards, D and N are not phase heads. Consequently, the DP rel-
ative pronoun and the external determiner D in (92a) are linearised in the same
spellout domain. This yields the linearisation statement ⟨D,D⟩ (amongst others).
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However, because the two D’s are non-distinct, ⟨D,D⟩ is uninterpretable at the
interfaces by hypothesis. This is the categorial distinctness effect and accounts
for the ungrammaticality of (91a). In (92b), however, the DP relative pronoun is
embedded in a PP (where P is a phase head). Consequently, the external deter-
miner D and the DP relative pronoun are linearised in separate spellout domains
so the problematic ⟨D,D⟩ statement never arises and (91b) is grammatical.
Richards (2010) highlights that his structures in (92) simply serve to illustrate
his proposal; they are not integral to it. Consequently, I adapt the structures in
(92) to those in (93) to be more consistent with our conclusions and assumptions.
(93) Infinitival wh-RCs
a. * [DP D [TopP [DP RC head] Top [FocP [DP wh-relative pronoun ] Foc
[FinP Fin [TP …]]]]]
b. [DP D [TopP [DP RC head] Top [FocP [PP P [DP wh-relative pronoun ]]
Foc [FinP Fin [TP …]]]]]
Following Borsley (1997) and Bianchi (2000), I analyse the RC head as a DP phrase
(rather than as an N head, as in 92). In this way, the categorial distinctness effect
arises because the DP relative pronoun and the DP RC head are linearised in the
same spellout domain, i.e. the categorial distinctness effect is a relation between
two phrases rather than between two heads, as in (92).
Now, recall that I argued independently on the basis of the distribution of
adverbial and argument fronting that infinitivalwh-RCs are FocPs. In (93), I have
shown the RC head as being in SpecTopP. This can be interpreted under the
raising analysis of RCs (see especially Bianchi 1999; 2000) if one assumes that the
RC head is subextracted out of the relative pronoun DP, or under the matching
analysis if one assumes that the RC head can be base-generated in SpecTopP
(see Douglas 2016 for discussion). What is interesting for present purposes is
that, once again, the categorial distinctness effect holds between the constituents
in SpecFocP and SpecTopP. According to Richards’s (2010) account, this would
mean that Top is not a phase head. If it were, the constituent in SpecTopP and
the one in SpecFocP would be in different spellout domains and we would not
expect any categorial distinctness effect, contrary to fact.9
Why does the RC head in finite wh-RCs not exhibit categorial distinctness
effects with the relative pronoun?
9Note that, if this is correct, it would suggest that the C-domain is not a dynamic phase domain
(in the sense of Bošković 2014; Harwood 2015), i.e. it cannot be the case that the highest head
in the C-domain (whatever it may be) is necessarily phasal (in fact, Bošković 2014 explicitly
leaves the C-domain out of his discussion of dynamic phases). If it were, we would expect the




a. the man whom I should speak to
b. the man to whom I should speak
The answer that our analysis provides is that the relative pronoun is located in
SpecTopP in such cases and the RC head is higher, i.e. in SpecForceP, as schema-
tised in (95).
(95) Finite wh-RCs
a. [DP D [ForceP [DP RC head] Force [TopP [DP wh-relative pronoun] Top
[FocP Foc [FinP Fin [TP …]]]]]
b. [DP D [ForceP [DP RC head] Force [TopP [PP P [DP wh-relative pronoun]]
Top [FocP Foc [FinP Fin [TP …]]]]]
In other words, whilst there is a categorial distinctness effect between constitu-
ents in SpecFocP and SpecTopP, there is no such effect between constituents in
SpecTopP and SpecForceP. Again, on Richards’s (2010) account, this would sug-
gest that Force is a phase head. As a result, the constituents in SpecForceP and
SpecTopP would be in different spellout domains and no categorial distinctness
effect would arise between them, i.e. if the constituent in SpecForceP is a DP, the
constituent in SpecTopP can be either a PP, as in (95b), or a DP, as in (95a).
I have thus argued that infinitival wh-RCs are FocPs with the RC head being
located in SpecTopP, and the finite wh-RCs are TopPs with the RC head being
located in SpecForceP. This analysis allows us to give a uniform analysis of the
categorial distinctness effects in the three contexts identified above: (i) between
topics and foci in non-RC contexts, (ii) between relative pronouns and fronted
foci in finite wh-RCs, and (iii) between the RC head and relative pronouns in
infinitival wh-RCs. This brings our proposal very close to the configurations
proposed by Bianchi (1999; 2000; 2004). However, whilst Bianchi proposes that
the RC head moves into SpecTopP or SpecForceP, i.e. a head raising analysis of
RCs, I believe that there are various reasons for adopting a matching analysis
of RCs instead whereby the RC head is base-generated in SpecTopP or SpecFor-
ceP rather than moving into these positions (see Douglas 2016: Ch. 2 for details
and discussion). Although it might be unorthodox to posit that the RC head in
a matching analysis is base-generated in a high C-domain position, Chierchia
(2016) has recently proposed that the crucial property of A-positions is that they
are positions that introduce discourse markers. This applies to theta-positions
and the EPP-subject position, but also to certain discourse-based positions such
as topic positions. This potentially provides a rationale for why the RC head may
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be base-generated in SpecTopP (self-evidently a topic position). Whether it can
be extended to SpecForceP is a matter I leave for future research.
I have proposed that the restrictions on argument fronting found in finite wh-
RCs manifest the categorial distinctness effect found more generally between
the constituents in SpecTopP and SpecFocP in English. Recall that the categorial
distinctness effect I have been considering effectively restricts the distribution of
fronted DP arguments, i.e. I have said that two fronted arguments cannot both
be DPs. What about PPs? If the effect is really one of categorial distinctness, we
would predict that two fronted arguments cannot both be PPs either. However,
PPs do not seem to be sensitive to the categorial distinctness effect. Recall (44),
repeated as (96) below:
(96) I met a man with whom, about linguistics, I could talk all day.
In (96), the relative pronoun and linguistics have both pied-piped a preposition
resulting in two fronted PPs in the C-domain. Totsuka (2014) concludes on the
basis of such examples that there is no categorial distinctness effect between
the relative pronoun and the fronted argument, contrary to what I have demon-
strated for DPs (Totsuka does not discuss the data I have been concerned with
though). However, there is a serious question about whether about linguistics is
an argument PP as opposed to a fronted adverbial PP (see Rizzi 1997: 294, 322–
325). Although it is difficult to front a lot of material simultaneously in English,
it at least seems marginally possible to front the RC subject in an example like
(97).
(97) ? I met a man with whom, Mary, about linguistics, could talk all day.
Crucially, both the focussed subject DP and the PP about linguistics can co-occur
suggesting that they are not competing for the same position (by hypothesis,
SpecFocP). This suggests that the PP about linguistics is lower than FocP, plausi-
bly in SpecModP. In fact, given the difficulty of finding multiple PP arguments
with any single predicate in English, it may be that the fronted “argument” PP
in all examples like (96) is in fact a fronted adverbial PP.
Finally, I return to the issue of categorial distinctness effects in finite that-RCs,
illustrated in (53) and (54), repeated below.
(98) a. I bought a dress that, to Mary, I might consider giving (as a present).
b. I bought a dress that, to Mary, could be given (as a present).
c. I bought a car that, to children, would give hours of entertainment.
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(99) a. * I bought a dress that, Mary, I might consider giving to (as a present).
b. * I bought a dress that, Mary, could be given to (as a present).
c. * I bought a car that, children, would give hours of entertainment to.
This pattern can be straightforwardly assimilated to the pattern in finite wh-
RCs if that is analysed as a relative pronoun rather than a complementiser, ex-
cept that unlike the wh-relative pronouns it cannot pied-pipe a preposition (see,
e.g., Kayne 2014). However, there are dialects of English where both a relative
pronouns and that can co-occur (see Trotta 2004: 6) suggesting that that is not
a relative pronoun and is in fact a complementiser.
If that is a complementiser, we can hypothesise that the fronted argument is
interacting with the null relative operator in finite that-RCs, which (for whatever
reason) is always a DP, never a PP. This is potentially problematic for Richards’s
(2010) approach to categorial distinctness, according to which categorial distinct-
ness effects arise when linearisation statements involve two non-distinct cate-
gories. If one of those elements does not require linearisation, e.g. if it is unpro-
nounced, Richards suggests that there will be no distinctness effect. For example,
Richards proposes that traces (or the unpronounced copies in a movement chain)
do not count for linearisation because the system can tell pre-linearisation that
such elements will be null. If we wish to maintain Richards’s system for finite
that-RCs, the system must not be able to tell that the relative operator in finite
that-RCs is going to be null until after the linearisation statements have been cal-
culated. The raising analysis would have trouble accounting for this under Rich-
ards’s system since the relative operator is a trace/copy, whilst the matching an-
alysis could capture this if the relative operator becomes null post-syntactically
(see Douglas 2016 for further discussion of the raising and matching analyses).
5 Conclusion
I have reached the conclusion that the different types of clausal RCs in English
systematically differ in structural size. This accounts for the various fronting pos-
sibilities. Finitewh- and that-RCs are the largest: they can host fronted adverbials
and fronted focussed arguments. Infinitivalwh-RCs are the next largest: they can
host fronted adverbials but not fronted arguments. Finite ∅-, infinitival for- and
infinitival ∅-RCs are the smallest: they do not permit fronting of any kind. This
is summarised in Table 15.4.
I argued that argument fronting in finite wh- and that-RCs is focalisation, not
topicalisation. I suggested that topicalisation in these RCs is ruled out because rel-
ativisation and topicalisation compete for the same structural position. Similarly,
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fronting
(✔) (✔) * * * *
Structural
size
⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞TopP ⏞FocP ⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞FinP (or unsplit CP) ⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞FinP/TP
I suggested that focalisation in infinitival wh-RCs is ruled out because focalisa-
tion and relativisation compete for the same structural position. I thus concluded
that finitewh- and that-RCs are TopPs, whilst infinitivalwh-RCs are FocPs. I also
proposed that the other types of RC are FinPs (or unsplit CPs), i.e. they have a
C-domain with a single C head, or, in the case of infinitival ∅-RCs, perhaps no
C-domain at all.
I also observed that English exhibits a categorial distinctness effect in the
C-domain in (at least) three environments: (i) between the relative pronoun/
operator and fronted (focussed) argument in finite wh- and that-RCs; (ii) be-
tween topic and focus in non-RC contexts; and (iii) between the RC head and
relative pronoun/operator in infinitival wh-RCs (following Richards 2010). I pro-
posed that these are three instances of a single effect, namely the categorial dis-
tinctness effect between topic and focus in English, and that relativisation and
topicalisation are formally similar (at least in finite RCs).
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In this paper we compare new data from Dutch urban youth varieties to emerging
varieties in other Germanic languages like German and Norwegian. We argue that,
unlike previously thought, V3 word orders can be found in urban youth varieties of
Dutch as well and present data from our new corpus. The V3 patterns in our dataset
share most characteristics of the optional V3 innovations observed in other Ger-
manic urban youth varieties: the sentence-initial constituent is a frame-setter of
any category and the preverbal constituent is mainly the subject that functions as
a familiar topic.We adoptWalkden’s (2017) analysis and extend it by adding an addi-
tional FrameP so that preverbal constituents that do not function as familiar topics
could be accounted for as well. Following Wolfe’s cline of possible V2-languages,
we argue that the Dutch urban youth varieties can best be analysed as “Force-V2
system 1” grammars with V-to-Force movement + an additional FrameP. They thus
differ from Standard Dutch, which is argued to be a “Force-V2 system 2” based on
the fact that only hanging or left-dislocated topics can be found in sentence-initial
position of superficial V3 patterns. This data thus presents an interesting case of
syntactic change in the opposite direction: from strict V2 to V2 with optional V3
orders.
Marieke Meelen, Khalid Mourigh & Lisa Lai-Shen Cheng. 2020. V3 in urban youth
varieties of Dutch. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner
(eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology,
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1 Introduction
Main clauses in Modern Dutch are characterised by the verb-second (V2) con-
straint (cf. Zwart 1997). Just like in Modern German and Scandinavian languages,
the finite verb linearly follows a variety of sentence-initial constituents, as shown
































‘Ian celebrated his birthday yesterday.’
All three options are grammatically correct in Standard Dutch, but the choice of
sentence-initial constituent is pragmatically conditioned. Verb-third (V3) orders













Intended: ‘Ian celebrated his birthday yesterday.’
Recently, some varieties of Germanic V2 languages have been reported to exhibit
V3 orders alongside the standard V2 patterns (see, among others, Freywald et al.
2015,Wiese 2013,Wiese &Rehbein 2016 andWalkden 2017). These newGermanic
varieties have emerged inmultilingual settings in large cities in various countries
in Europe.2 Various examples of these unexpected V3 or XSV orders in these
1Throughout this article the inflected verbs in the examples will be indicated in italics. Unless
specified otherwise, all examples are from a small corpus of a Dutch urban youth variety com-
piled by Khalid Mourigh in 2013–2017, recorded in Gouda (see also §2 and the Appendix).
2The term “urban youth varieties” will be used for these varieties of Dutch throughout this pa-
per, because it has the least pejorative connotation and it captures the sociolinguistic character-
istics of being spoken by young people in urban, multilingual settings. Other terms for these
varieties of Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and German, such as “ethnolect”, “multiethnolect”,
“Kiezdeutsch” (‘neighborhood German’) or “Kebab Norwegian” are problematic because they
do not characterise the exact nature of the varieties and often have strong derogatory over-
tones (cf. Walkden 2017; Aarsæther 2010).
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languages that usually exhibit the V2 constraint have been cited by Freywald et
al. (2015) and Walkden (2017):3









‘Tomorrow I will go to the job centre.’









‘Now they have to pay.’











‘Normally you attend the youth club.’











‘Then everyone started hating her.’
Appel (1984), Appel &Muysken (1987: 91) and Schwartz & Sprouse (2000) have re-
ported that adult L2 learners of Dutch produce adverb-subject-verb orders (XSV
or AdvSV) as well:











‘And then he goes away.’
3Since the preverbal constituent is usually the subject of the sentence, Freywald et al. (2015)
refer to them as “XSV” with any type of constituent “X” preceding the subject and the verb. In
our present corpus, we only find preverbal subjects as well. Walkden (2017), however, presents
some examples of light adverbials in the German urban youth variety “Kiezdeutsch”. The lack
of light adverbials like hier ‘here’ and da ‘there’ in our present corpus is presumably the result
of our small dataset rather than the result of a structural restriction. The Dutch adverbs (hier
and daar) are functionally equivalent to their German counterparts and we therefore have no
reason to assume urban varieties of Dutch differ in this respect from Kiezdeutsch. The Dutch
urban dialect could in theory be different, however. Therefore, we continue to use the term
“V3” to refer to these innovative word order patterns.
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However, according to Freywald et al. (2015), there are very few violations of
the V2 constraint found in three case studies of Dutch they examined: bilateral
interviews with a mixed groups of young people from Lombok (Cornips 2002),
interviews with four male adolescents of Surinamese, Creole descent (Cornips
& De Rooij 2013) and in- and out-group conversations in the classical Labovian
methodwith speakers from aDutch, Moroccan–Dutch, and Turkish–Dutch back-
ground. The only three examples are the following (cited by Freywald et al. 2015:
86–87):



























‘That’s why I don’t have that problem.’

















‘That’s why the Netherlands is no longer more like eh …’
They conclude from this that the Dutch urban youth variety, unlike its V2 neigh-
bours in Germany, Denmark, Norway and Sweden, “does not allow loosened
grammatical restrictions in respect to the XSV order” (Freywald et al. 2015: 88).
In this article we first present new data from a Dutch urban youth variety
spoken by Dutch teenagers with a Moroccan heritage in Gouda (§2 and §3). We
argue that these new data show that this Dutch urban youth variety indeed ex-
hibits violations of the strict V2 constraint. V3 orders are attested in our dataset
and we suggest this is an indication that Dutch urban youth varieties show the
same characteristics as their Germanic neighbours (§3). We then proceed to con-
sider these V3 orders in their syntactic context. Although our present dataset
is still quite limited, we will present a tentative synchronic analysis, elucidating
this optional variation in the context of the Standard Dutch C-domain (§4.1). We
then sketch a possible scenario of language change and how this relates to the
diachronic analyses that have been proposed for this phenomenon in other Ger-
manic urban vernaculars (section §4.2). Finally, we define some areas of future
work, based on the need for different types of data collection and other syntactic
deviations from Standard Dutch that affect the C-domain (§5).
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2 Linguistic setting
The present study is based on a corpus of oral interviews conducted by one of
the authors with Moroccan Dutch teenagers in Gouda. Gouda, which is a rather
small city with 71,105 inhabitants, has the largest Moroccan Dutch population
in the Netherlands with 6,892 members. About half of the Moroccan population
in Gouda belong to the second generation, meaning that they were born in the
Netherlands and have at least one parent who was born in Morocco. According
to the people interviewed in Gouda, most members of the local Moroccan Dutch
community originate from the region of Nador in North Morocco, more specifi-
cally from Ayt Said, making this linguistically a tight-knit group.
This means that a large percentage of its members have Riffian Berber as their
heritage language (98.5% of the population of the countryside of Ayt Said speaks
Tarifiyt Berber4). Dialectal Arabic also plays an important role as a lingua franca
in general. While it is not used for everyday communication, Standard Arabic
still plays an important role in religious life and in the media. People who were
born and raised in the Netherlands primarily use Dutch in daily life (already
in the 1980s, cf. De Ruiter 1989). With their parents they often speak Berber or
(dialectal) Arabic, or they code-switch between one of these languages andDutch.
Therefore, Berber and Arabic can be considered heritage languages (cf. Montrul
2016).
The total corpus consists of roughly thirteen hours of interviews with thirty-
one people (see the Appendix for a full overview of speaker codes we use in
our examples, including interview settings and language backgrounds, based on
Mourigh 2017). The interviews were conducted in groups of at least two people
with the interviewer always present. All interviews were conducted with male
teenagers except for two teenage girls who have the same ethnic background.
The teenagers share a similar socio-economic and educational background. At
the time of recording they either attended secondary school (VMBO) or lower
vocational training (MBO). The interviews were conducted at different places in
informal settings such as the hallway of a sports club, a cultural centre, close to
the school and in the town centre. All interviews were conducted in Dutch with
occasional code-switching to Berber or Arabic.
The interviews inevitably suffer from the observers’ paradox, and even though
the interviewer shares the ethnic background of the interviewees, he does not
share other characteristics such as age and place of residence. The interviewer
4Statistics from www.hcp.ma, last accessed on 13 December 2017. Tarifiyt Berber is one of the
three major Berber languages spoken in Morocco.
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had the impression that many interviewees were quite comfortable. However,
the lack of certain lexical elements, such as Berber and Arabic discourse mark-
ers, which are typical for Moroccan Dutch discourse indicate that their speech
was somewhat influenced (Kossmann 2017). This might also be a reason for the
infrequent occurrence of V3 order in the corpus. In general, even in the corpora
of other Germanic urban varieties, V3 occurrences are quite rare, both in inter-
views and in self-recordings (cf. Ganuza 2008).
In addition to the corpus, from which most of the examples were drawn, some
data originate from videoclips that Moroccan Dutch youngsters themselves put
on YouTube.5 These are not from Gouda and therefore indicate that it is a more
widespread phenomenon.
3 Describing the V3 data
In this section we present the data that show deviations from the Standard Dutch
V2 pattern. We describe this data in terms of the initial constituent (the “X” in
XSV orders), the preverbal constituent (the subject) and, finally, the distribution
of possible V3 orders. Before moving on to the aberrant V3 orders in these ur-
ban varieties, however, we must discuss the superficial V3 orders that are in fact
allowed in the Standard Dutch V2 grammar.
The occurrence of such V3 orders in our urban vernacular data would not
be unexpected if these sentences are acceptable in Standard Dutch. Therefore









































‘As for those books, you should treat those with care.’
Greco & Haegeman (2020) discuss another type of V3 order in Standard Dutch
that appears in the context of circumstantial frame-setters. Frame-setting topics
5Data taken from videos on the following channels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
acFL0W3Y1ZY and https://www.youtube.com/user/Youstoub, last accessed on 13 December
2017.
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are usually adjuncts in sentence-initial position. They set the scene and/or de-
limit the space or time in which the event described in the following comment
takes place. These frame-setters can be combined with non-subject initial orders













































‘If there is a problem tomorrow, don’t call ME!’
Because these are allowed in Standard Dutch6 as well, this paper about the Dutch
youth varieties from Gouda is not concerned with these types of V3 orders. In
the following sections we will present the data and describe their characteristics
in terms of type of initial constituent, preverbal constituent and distribution in a
wider context.
3.1 The sentence-initial constituent
There seems to be no categorial restriction on the initial constituent in the Dutch
urban vernacular dataset. There are determiner phrases (DPs), prepositional
phrases (PPs), adverbial phrases (APs) or entire clauses (CPs) shown in exam-


















‘One time I was just cycling.’
6Greco &Haegeman (2020) note that sentences with subject-initial V3 orders and circumstantial
frame-setters are acceptable in the West-Flemish dialect of Dutch, but not in Standard Dutch.



















‘When my text is ready, I will send it.’
They argue, however, that these V3 orders systematically differ from the V3 orders inno-
vated by young Germanic speakers in urban settings discussed in the present paper. We will
leave this discussion for future research.
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‘If we beat him he immediately starts to cry.’
This lack of categorial preference for the sentence-initial constituent corresponds
to the V3 patterns found in urban varieties of Norwegian, Swedish and German.
Walkden (2017) illustrates this with examples from Kiezdeutsch in particular, but
the same seems to hold for the new V3 patterns observed in Norwegian and
Swedish urban youth varieties.
3.1.1 Sentence-initial frame-setters
Although our dataset is limited, we still find such categorial variety. All these
initial constituents are adjuncts indicating a specific time or location. This is
exactly what has been observed in other Germanic urban youth varieties (see
Freywald et al. 2015: 84 and Walkden 2017). Freywald et al. (2015) characterise
this type of initial constituent as “an interpretational frame or anchor” for the
immediately following proposition. This type of “frame-setter” (cf. Chafe 1976)
thus provides a certain limitation in terms of time or place.7 As Walkden (2017)
points out, it is important to note that this type of frame-setter may also occur
as the initial constituent in regular V2 structures in the standard varieties of
Germanic V2 languages. Example (9), in Standard Dutch, would have subject-
verb inversion as expected in V2 languages:8
7Freywald et al. (2015) add a “conditional” function to temporal or locational functions of these
frame-setters. However, in light of the possible V3 orders with conditional frame-setters in
Standard Dutch discussed above, we leave the “conditional” specification in Dutch urban ver-
naculars out of the present discussion.
8The use of the diminutive keertje ‘small time’ is actually a further characteristic of non-standard
Dutch.
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‘One time I was just cycling.’
3.1.2 Other sentence-initial constituents
Apart from these adjuncts of time and location, there are some other types of ini-
tial constituents in V3 structures in our dataset. These can be grouped into three
categories, which we briefly discuss below. These examples are less straightfor-
ward, because the direct equivalent with subject-inversion in Standard Dutch
does not exist. We therefore do not take these into consideration in our analysis
in §4.



























‘Obviously because he is Moroccan.’
These examples are difficult because omdat introduces a subordinate clause in
Standard Dutch. Subordinate clauses have SOV order and therefore the Standard

























‘… obviously because he is Moroccan.’
In the examples from the Dutch urban youth varieties dataset, omdat seems to
behave like another Dutch conjunction with the same meaning: want ‘because’.
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‘Because I don’t think it’s right.’
If the conjunction omdat in the Dutch urban youth varieties indeed has the syn-
tactic specifications of Standard Dutch want, the superficial V3 order we observe
here is not unexpected. If want is followed by subordinate-clause syntax, not the
lack of V2 with subject-inversion, but the lack of SOV order is unexpected. Ac-
cording to Zwart (2011: 123–125), omdat can be followed by V2 in the contexts
of bridge verbs like zeggen ‘to say’ as well. We therefore do not consider omdat-
clauses in our urban varieties corpus as part of our proper V3 dataset. We will
briefly discuss the implications for subordinate clauses in §5 below.
The second group of examples with superficial V3 orders in the Dutch urban








































‘You hear one of those: qa I have today uh’
There are also examples of code-switches or Arabic/Berber interjections with V2
and the expected subject-verb in the urban youth varieties, as shown in exam-
ple (14).













‘And, inshallah, you’ll get good grades.’
These sentences with Berber or Arabic discourse markers, however, cannot be
compared to Standard Dutch either; we leave them out of the present analysis.
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Finally, there is one category of adverbials that do not normally occur in sen-
tence-initial position in Standard Dutch, but that do occur several times in our


























‘…but I do understand everything’
The adverbs zogenaamd ‘as-if’ and wel ‘still, nonetheless’ cannot occur in sen-
tence-initial position in Standard Dutch. In their Standard Dutch equivalents,


























‘… but I do understand everything’
Again, because these sentence-initial constituents with superficial V3 orders in
our dataset do not have a direct equivalent, we cannot compare them to Standard
Dutch V2. We will exclude these from our analysis presented in §4 below.
3.2 Preverbal constituent
The next crucial element in the superficial V3 orders is the preverbal constituent.
In Standard Dutch V2 order, the preverbal constituent is the sentence-initial con-
stituent and it can be an argument or adjunct of a wide variety of phrase types.
The V3 orders in the Dutch urban youth varieties mostly exhibit arguments, or,
more specifically, subject pronouns in all persons and number, as shown in ex-
amples (17a), (17b) and (17c):
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‘Then they asked for ID.’
The second-person singular pronoun has stressed and unstressed variants in
Standard Dutch: je (unstressed) vs. jij (stressed). Both occur as the subject in



















‘Afterwards you went along.’
From a cross-linguistic perspective, the occurrence of the stressed pronoun jij
‘you’ is unexpected. Freywald et al. (2015: 84) observe that preverbal constituents
in urban youth varieties in Germany, Norway or Sweden are “virtually always
unaccented” (see also Walkden 2017). Cross-linguistically, the preverbal element
is usually the subject of the clause, but as Walkden (2017) points out, this is a
“strong tendency rather than a requirement”. In the Dutch urban youth varieties











‘In the past people would go on foot.’
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‘Afterwards that, that teacher hasn’t taught anymore.’



































































‘Often the problem is that they – as the years go by – expect more.’
According to Freywald et al. (2015), a common denominator of these preverbal
constituents lies in their information-structural nature: they are all familiar topics
that refer to a contextually given or salient discourse referent. Not all examples
in the Dutch urban youth varieties data presented in (19) contain familiar topics,
however. The subjects of examples (19a) and (19b) could indeed be argued to
be linked to the common ground, either because they are generic concepts (like
mensen ‘people’) or because they have been explicitlymentioned in the preceding
discourse (like die leraar ‘that teacher’). The teacher is the topic of the preceding
sentences (all in Berber), in which a boy is being beaten by his teacher, but later
comes back to seek revenge and hits the teacher.
The subject of example (19c), iemand ‘someone’, is technically inert and would
function more as a shift topic than a familiar topic. The referential status of the
subject in (19d), de rest ‘the rest’, can be inferred from the context, but it clearly
indicates a contrast between this subject and the topic in the immediately pre-
ceding discourse. Example (19e) is a copular clause in which het probleem ‘the
problem’ in preverbal position could be argued to be the predicate, with the dat-
clause as its subject. The analysis of these types of copular clauses goes beyond
the scope of the present paper, but the fact that a noun phrase like het probleem
‘the problem’ can occupy the preverbal position cannot be ignored. This phrase
is certainly not a familiar topic. We will come back to these subtle information-
structural differences in §4 below.
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3.3 Distribution of V3 orders
The V3 orders in our data do not occur in every main clause. Just like in other
Germanic urban youth varieties, the V3 orders are optional deviations from the
regular V2 patterns. V3 orders can be found immediately preceding or following
regular V2 sentences uttered by the same speaker in the same type of context.
Example (20) immediately follows another clause with the same sentence-initial
constituent toen ‘then’. The first clause exhibits regular V2 order, whereas the


















‘Then we ran away. Then they asked for ID.’
TheV3 orders do not occur very often andwhen they do, they are found alongside
very similar sentences with Standard Dutch V2 order. Since our current data
consists of non-elicited sentences only, we cannot check the (un)grammaticality
of certain types of V3 orders in different contexts. This is difficult to verify in
general, because we are dealing with a non-standard variety of the language
which is subject to stylistic variation. The young people who speak this variety
often change to Standard Dutch in the presence of people who are not from their
peer group.
Ganuza (2008: 109–130) discusses the same sociolinguistic conditions for her
focus group speaking Swedish urban varieties. Walkden (2017), based on previ-
ous work on Kiezdeutsch byWiese and Swedish urban varieties by Ganuza, notes
that there are three contexts in which these types of V3 orders are not allowed.
These are sentences in which the preverbal constituent is the object (rather than
the subject), wh-interrogatives and subordinate clauses. All examples in our cur-
rent urban vernacular dataset of Dutch have preverbal subjects and none of the
examples are wh-interrogatives. This might be due to a limited dataset, but since
these options seem to be excluded in other urban vernaculars, the same gen-
eralisation might hold for the Dutch urban vernacular. We have already briefly
mentioned our exampleswith subordinate clauses introduced by omdat ‘because’.
Walkden (2017) notes that there are occasional examples of V3 in clauses intro-
duced by the German weil ‘because’, but that “this is a context in which it is well
known that main clause word order may occur in colloquial usage” (Walkden
2017), which is reminiscent of the above-mentioned omdat-clauses in Dutch we
left out of our proper V3 dataset for now (see also Antomo & Steinbach 2010 and
Reis 2013).
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4 Analysis
Although our current dataset is still fairly limited, we will attempt to offer a pre-
liminary synchronic analysis of these V3 orders in Dutch urban youth varieties.
Until we collect more data, this analysis is necessarily preliminary, but it will
help our attempts to sketch a diachronic analysis of ongoing syntactic change in
Dutch.
4.1 Synchronic analysis
It is important to emphasise that the synchronic analysis of the V3 patterns
should be compatible with a V2 grammar as well, because these V3 orders are
only optional variants of the Standard Dutch V2. In other words, all speakers
with innovative V3 patterns also (indeed, mostly) utter V2 sentences that are
the norm in Standard Dutch. Although the V2 constraint observed in various
languages shares two crucial characteristics (verb-movement to the C-layer ac-
companied by the merger of a phrasal constituent, cf. Holmberg 2013 and Wolfe
2015), V2 languages can differ in the way they exhibit these characteristics. Apart
from a traditional distinction based on whether V2 is limited to main clauses (as
in Dutch, German andMainland Scandinavian) or appears in subordinate clauses
as well (as in Icelandic or Yiddish) (cf. Holmberg 2013), languages also appear to
differ in terms of their CP structure.
Recently, the typology of different types of V2 languages was further devel-
oped by Wolfe (2019) on the basis of the availability of pro-drop and optional
V3 orders. In this typology of V2 languages, Wolfe (2019: 31) distinguishes three
types of V2 systems named after the landing site of the verb, based on the landing
site of the finite verb (Fin or Force):
Fin-V2: Frame-setter + topic + focus (Old English, Middle Low German, etc.)
Force-V2 system 1: Frame-setter + topic/focus (Later Old French, Spanish, etc.)
Force-V2 system 2: Frame-setterHT/LD + topic/focus (ModernDutch andGerman,
etc.)
Standard Dutch is classified by Wolfe (2019) as a “Force-V2 system 2” language,
because regarding V3 orders, Standard Dutch can only accommodate hanging
(HT) or left-dislocated (LD) topics as a sentence-initial constituent. V3/XSV or-
ders found in urban youth varieties are ungrammatical in the standard language.
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‘Cape Town, that’s a really lovely place to go on holiday.’





























intended: ‘In summer, Cape Town is really a lovely place to go on
holiday.’



















‘Then they asked for ID.’
As described in §3.1 above, the sentence-initial constituents in the superficial V3
orders in Germanic urban youth varieties function as a frame- or scene-setter.
The initial constituents are not arguments, but adjuncts with a temporal or lo-
cational meaning such as toen ‘then’, een keer ‘one time’ or hier ‘here’. The su-
perficial order of constituents in these sentences is thus: Frame – Subject – Verb.
In line with Walkden (2017), we assume general V-to-C movement in standard
modern Germanic V2 clauses in general and therefore Standard Dutch as well. If
the inflected verb moves to a C-head and the subject moves to its specifier, the
easiest analysis for the urban vernacular V3 sentences would involve an extra
structural layer to host this frame-setting sentence-initial constituent. Indepen-
dent evidence for extra structural layers in the C-domain is abundantly found in
Romance languages, upon which Rizzi (1997: 283) based his split CP:
(24) [Frame… [Force… [Topic… [Focus… [Fin… [TP… ]]]]]
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Variations on this were further developed by Benincà & Poletto (2004: 71) and by
Frascarelli & Hinterhölzl (2007: 112–113), who later apply this to early Germanic
(Hinterhölzl & Petrova 2009):
(25) ForceP > ShiftP > ContrP > FocP > FamP* > FinP
As Roberts (1996a) already observed, analysing V3 orders in Old English, we need
to postulate at least one extra layer in the CP if we assume V-to-C movement
always occurs in these V2 languages. Roberts (1996b) assumed a distinction be-
tween Fin and Focus/Force as the landing site of the finite verb in these cases.
Until we have evidence for a further split, we will assume a simple split of the
CP into two layers. Note that the so-called “bottle-neck effect” in strict V2 lan-
guages like Standard Dutch and German uses locality to prevent movement of
more than one constituent into the C-domain (cf. among others Roberts 2004
and Mohr 2009). From this perspective a V2 language with multiple constitu-
ents in the C-domain is unexpected and needs to be explained. We follow Walk-
den’s (2017) assumption, based on earlier work by Rizzi (1997) and Haegeman
(1995), which states that certain heads may be associated with criteria requir-
ing them to enter into a spec-head configuration with an appropriate XP. This
then motivates interpretively-driven movement such as topicalisation, focalisa-
tion, wh-questions, etc. Languages with syncretised left peripheries, such as Stan-
dard Dutch, only allow one criterion to be active, resulting in the movement of
one (and only one) constituent to the C-domain.WithWalkden (2017), we assume
that V3 orders arise when not one but two of these criteria are to be satisfied.
Since the sentence-initial constituent in Dutch urban youth varieties is always
clearly a frame- or scene-setter, it seems appropriate to add an additional FrameP
on top of the Standard Dutch ForceP to accommodate the V3 orders in urban
youth varieties. Compare example (22) above to the innovative V3 option from
our dataset of Dutch urban youth varieties with similar V-to-Force movement,



















‘Then they asked for ID.’
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Wolfe’s typology assumes a cartographic CP-structure based on Rizzi (1997) with
a FrameP on top of ForceP, followed by TopP, FocP and FinP. Since urban youth
varieties of Dutch allow various kinds of frame-setters (e.g. daarna ‘afterwards’,
soms ‘sometimes’, etc.) and only one preverbal topic/focus, the grammar of these
varieties can therefore be best described as “Force-V2 system 1” in Wolfe’s ty-
pology. Speakers with optional V3 orders have access to two registers of Dutch:
Standard Dutch with strict V2 (“Force-V2 system 2”) and urban varieties with
optional additional frame-setters (“Force-V2 system 1”). We assume that style-
shifting occurs in more formal contexts, e.g. writing, speaking to non-peers, etc.
Wolfe’s V2 typology is ultimately a diachronic typology. In the next section, we
will turn back to his typology in the light of our diachronic analysis.
4.2 Diachronic analysis
Old English was already analysed as a V2 language by Van Kemenade (1987). In
1996, Ian Roberts makes inferences based on this and work on Gothic by, among
others, Kiparsky (1994) and observed that “residual V2” in Present-day English
is a misleading term for the actual state of affairs. Comparing characteristics of
Old English V2 and V3 orders, it appears that “Full V2” of Modern German and
Dutch is better described as an innovation: a stage of “strict V2” that English has
never reached. Roberts (1996b) suggests that the V2 and V3 orders in Old English
can be analysed with a “split-Comp” structure allowing multiple landing sites for
the verb in the left periphery.
To our knowledge, Walkden’s (2017) paper on Germanic urban youth varieties
(or “urban vernaculars” as he calls them) presents the only comprehensive di-
achronic analysis of these innovative types of V3 orders. In addition to the urban
vernacular data, he draws on insights from, among others, Roberts (1996b) to
develop a similar account for the situation in Old English. Walkden’s analysis
is based on a scenario of imperfect L2 acquisition of the standard V2 language
by speakers from a different linguistic background (e.g. immigrants from Turkey,
Morocco, etc. moving to Germany, or, in our case, the Netherlands). He proposes
three separate stages for the development of optional V3 orders (cf. Walkden
2017):
Stage 1: L2 learners of standard Germanic V2 fail to acquire verb movement to
C, resulting in SVO orders
Stage 2: L1 learners (e.g. children of first-generation immigrants) attempt to rec-
oncile mixed input of SVO and V-to-C, resulting in a split-CP (CP1 & CP2)
that allows for the observed optional V3 structures in the urban vernacu-
lars
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Stage 3: V3 structures are propagated across communities and successive gener-
ations increase their use
These diachronic developments are straightforward and they fit the overall soci-
olinguistic situation with first- and second-generation immigrants in the Nether-
lands as well. Through socio-historical circumstances, certain areas of the coun-
try had a high proportion of L2 learners. Let us go through the implications for
the analysis of the Dutch urban vernacular V3 sentences stage by stage.
Stage 1 of the analysis hinges on the failure of the acquisition of verb move-
ment to C. This is necessary for the subsequent stage in which the second gen-
eration attempts to make sense of a mixed SVO/V-to-C input. The question is
whether this scenario of failure of the acquisition of V-to-C movement is likely
for the Moroccan immigrants in the Netherlands. The native language of this
first-generation L2 learners is Berber or Moroccan Arabic, although all of them
have a good understanding of Standard Arabic as well. Both Berber and Arabic
are VSO languages with optional SVO orders. Verb movement in pragmatically
neutral matrix clauses in these languages is usually argued to be limited to V-to-T
or V-to-AgrSP (cf. amongst others Benmamoun (1992), Jouini (2014) and Shlon-
sky (2000) for Arabic and Choe (1987) for Berber). In both languages, sentence-
initial frame-setters can occur with following VSO orders as well. In a corpus
study of child-directed Dutch, MacWhinney & Snow (1985) observed that only
23% of the input was non-subject initial. Although this is apparently enough for
Dutch L1 learners to acquire the V2 constraint (see also Yang (2000: 114) for a
full discussion), L2 learners might initially interpret the non-subject initial or-
ders in a way that is compatible with the grammar of their first language. We
would thus hypothesise that they do not postulate a phi-probe in the C domain
resulting in V-to-C movement because they do not require this phi-feature on C
to yield XVS orders in their native language. With the next generation, they use
their mixed input, leading to Stage 2 in Walkden’s proposal. Although at home
they might also speak Berber or Moroccan Arabic, Dutch is frequently used in
the Moroccan community; there are multiple dialects and languages that are not
always mutually intelligible. Since our current number of examples of V3 order
are still fairly limited and we have not collected any specific acquisitional data of
these L2 learners yet, we leave a further exploration of this hypothesis for future
research.
Assuming Stage 1 has resulted in the failed acquisition of V-to-C movement, in
Stage 2 the next generation consisting of L1 learners of Dutch attempt to reconcile
their mixed SVO/V2 input. They acquire V-to-C successfully and their language,
the urban youth variety under discussion, has a V2 grammar. To reconcile this
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V2 grammar with the SVO input as well, they are forced to postulate a split of
the CP to accommodate additional frame-setters.
In Stage 3 this split is then postulated to be propagated throughout the com-
munity. The V3 orders in our data are not limited to a single speaker, but found
in interviews with various teenagers from Gouda. In addition to this, we found
several examples of these V3 innovations in YouTube videos of young speakers
with a Moroccan heritage from other parts of the country. This is a clear in-
dication that the new split-CP grammar has spread amongst teenagers with a
Moroccan background in the Netherlands at the very least. The young people
with optional V3 orders seem to be aware of the fact that this grammar is associ-
ated with a specific register, as they are able to switch to a purely V2 grammar
in formal contexts or simply when talking to Dutch speakers outside of their
Moroccan Dutch community.9
4.3 V3 innovations in a diachronic typology of V2
Recall Wolfe’s typology of V2 languages from §4.1, which we present in Fig-
ure 16.1. Wolfe (2019) argues that older Germanic varieties provide more options
for V3 orders. EarlyMedieval Romance and Early Old High German allowed both
topics and foci in sentence-initial position and are thus classified as a “Fin-V2”
system. In later Old French and Spanish and New High German, on the other
hand, only a frame-setter and either a topic or a focus constituent was found
sentence-initially, making them “Force V2 system 1” languages. In both Germanic
and Romance,Wolfe thus observes a change from Fin-V2 to Force-V2 (and within
Force-V2 from system 1 to system 2, which ultimately happened inModernDutch
and German).
From this perspective, the optional V3 orders in the Dutch urban varieties
could indicate that this variety of Dutch is in transition (again) from a Force-V2
system 2 (back) to system 1. Would this typology be appropriate for the scenario
of language contact and change proposed by Walkden (2017)? A crucial aspect
of Walkden’s scenario is that the CP cannot be split in the standard V2 language.
The simple non-cartographic synchronic analysis with a single CP in Standard
9As we have only collected data from young people with a Moroccan background, at this stage
we cannot comment on how widespread this phenomenon is outside the Moroccan commu-
nity in the Netherlands. In addition, more data is needed on the socio-linguistic parameters
associated with the possible switch in register. This, however, goes beyond the scope of the
present paper and we leave this for future research.
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Fin-V2 system























Figure 16.1: V3* in V2 languages (Wolfe 2019: 31)
Dutch splitting into a CP1 and CP2 would therefore work. In the grammar of
Dutch urban youth varieties, the outer CP2 is reserved for any type of frame-
setter and the inner CP1 hosts the verb and any type of preverbal constituent.
These labels need no further specification, although the outer CP2 could be seen
as a FrameP since it always hosts a frame- or scene-setter. This consistency pro-
vides a good argument for the mapping of information-structural features to a
further-defined hierarchical structure in the left periphery, at least for FrameP
and ForceP.
If we were to assume the CP of Standard Dutch is already split into further
layers of ForceP, FocP, FinP etc. and we thus take a cartographic approach, Walk-
den’s diachronic scenario can only work if the verb in Standard Dutch is in the
left-most possible position. If the verb were in a lower position, the need to pos-
tulate more structure to reconcile the SVO/V2 input would not arise, so the split
sketched by Walkden would not be motivated. The left-most position would be
Force in a “ForceP system 2” type of language, which is indeed the position in
which the verb lands according to Wolfe (2019). If Walkden’s scenario is correct
this implies there might be diachronic evidence in addition toWolfe’s synchronic
V3 analysis tomotivate V-to-Forcemovement in Standard Dutch. The forced split
of the CP (or ForceP)Walkden describes could result in the creation of extra struc-
ture in the form of a FrameP that can host any type of frame-setter in a “Force-V2
system 1” type of grammar.
Walkden (2017), however, suggests this split CP conflates information-struc-
tural layers as follows:
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• CP2 = ForceP, ShiftP, ContrP and FocP (for sentence-initial frame-setters)
• CP1 = FamP and FinP (for preverbal subjects)
CP2 does not include FrameP in this system, forcing the sentence-initial frame-
setter to occur lower in the structure, in ForceP, ShiftP or ContrP. CP1 is reserved
for FamP and FinP as these host the preverbal subject that are (almost) always
familiar topics in the data Walkden discusses. Recall, however, that preverbal





































































‘Often the problem is that they – as the years go by – expect more.’
These types of contrastive or shift topics in preverbal position would be in CP2 in
Walkden’s split CP if we take the information-structural labels of the split CP se-
riously. Walkden’s mechanism of change can thus only be extended to the Dutch
urban varieties if the CP is split differently. We therefore propose the following
split:
• CP2 = FrameP (for sentence-initial frame-setters)
• CP1 = ForceP (for preverbal subjects with any information-structural sta-
tus)
To conclude, we adopt Walkden’s diachronic scenario resulting in a situation
in which second-generation L1 speakers of Dutch solve their ambiguous SVO/V2
input by creating additional structure in the C-domain. If we confine ourselves
to an analysis of Dutch only, it would suffice to postulate a single CP in Stan-
dard Modern Dutch that is subsequently reanalysed by the speakers of urban
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youth varieties as a simply binary split into CP1 and CP2. From a cross-linguistic
perspective, however, it might be desirable to adopt a cartographic layering of
the CP that can account for the observed differences in terms of pro-drop, op-
tional V3 orders and the landing site of the verb, as proposed by Wolfe (2019).
If we combine Walkden’s diachronic scenario with Wolfe’s (2019) typology of
V2 grammars, the Dutch urban youth varieties are moving away from a “Force-
V2 system 2” (Standard Modern Dutch) to a “Force-V2 system 1” with an addi-
tional FrameP. Although Wolfe’s typology is also based on diachronic syntac-
tic changes, both the Romance and Germanic languages he studied have moved
from “Fin-V2” to “Force-V2 system 1” and, in the case of Dutch and German, all
the way to “Force-V2 system 2”. The innovative V3 orders in urban youth vari-
eties present an interesting case of syntactic change in the opposite direction, i.e.
from “Force-V2 system 2” to “Force-V2 system 1”.10
5 Future work
Some issues discussed in the present paper provide interesting pathways for fu-
ture work. The generalisations and analyses presented here are based on a small
dataset. It would first of all be important to extend our dataset in both qualitative
and quantitative ways. The quality of our current data is limited to interview set-
tings with young people from Gouda and some videos in which Dutch teenagers
with a Moroccan heritage present themselves and discuss their lives. As men-
tioned by Freywald et al. (2015), these methods do not necessarily get the best
results, because young people change to amore formal (i.e. more Standard Dutch)
register whenever an interviewer is present. In our future attempts at data col-
lection, we will therefore aim to leave the recorder with the young people and
let them speak without any interference.
From a synchronic point of view, there are some more observations in our
current dataset that warrant further discussion. One pattern that is repeatedly
found in these urban youth varieties, but not in Standard Dutch, is dat-deletion,


















‘Do you think (that) he knows Gouda by heart?’
10A reviewer speculates this type of change in the opposite direction might be associated with
language contact and L2 acquisition, whereas change from “Force-V2 system 1” to “Force-V2
system 2” might be “the more natural ‘endogenous’ change”. This is an interesting suggestion
that we would like to explore in future research.
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‘Do you think (that) he knows Gouda by heart?’
Both the deletion of the complementiser and the lack of subordinate word order
(SOV in Standard Dutch) need to be addressed in any future discussions on the
C-domain of these urban youth varieties.
From a diachronic perspective, there are numerous strands for future research,
especially from a cross-linguistic perspective. Tomention just one inDutch alone:
a more thorough study of the process of L2 acquisition would be beneficial to
provide further evidence for the scenario sketched by Walkden (2017).
6 Conclusion
In this paper we compared new data from Dutch urban youth varieties to emerg-
ing varieties in other Germanic languages like German and Norwegian. We first
of all argued that, unlike previously thought, V3word orders can indeed be found
in urban youth varieties of Dutch as well. We supported this with evidence from
a small dataset consisting mainly of interviews with teenagers with a Moroccan
heritage living in Gouda, in the west of the Netherlands. Some further exam-
ples from Dutch-Moroccan teenagers from other parts of the country presenting
themselves on YouTube and online forums suggest this phenomenon is not lim-
ited to this community in Gouda. The V3 patterns in our dataset share most
characteristics of the optional V3 innovations observed in other Germanic urban
youth varieties: the sentence-initial constituent is a frame-setter of any category
and the preverbal constituent is mainly the subject that functions as a familiar
topic.
There are, however, a couple of examples in our current dataset that do not
function as familiar topics. We adopted Walkden’s (2017) analysis and extended
it by adding an additional FrameP so that preverbal constituents that do not func-
tion as familiar topics could be accounted for as well. This type of analysis fits
well intoWolfe’s (2019) typology of V2 languages. FollowingWolfe’s cline of pos-
sible V2-languages, we argued that the Dutch urban youth varieties can best be
analysed as “Force-V2 system 1” grammars with V-to-Force movement + an ad-
ditional FrameP. They thus differ from Standard Dutch, which is argued to be a
“Force-V2 system 2” based on the fact that only hanging or left-dislocated topics
can be found in sentence-initial position of superficial V3 patterns.
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Appendix
Table 16.1 shows the dates and locations of interviews in conducted with young
speakers of Moroccan Dutch in Gouda. More details about the speakers and the
corpus in general can be found in Mourigh (2017).
Table 16.1: Background of speakers from Mourigh (2017)
Speaker Interview Date Location Heritage language Duration Age
MD-A 20-11-2014 City centre Berber 45 min 18
MD-B1 02-10-2014 Sports club Berber 23 min 17
MD-B2 02-10-2014 Sports club (same speaker) 8 min 17
MD-B3 16-10-2014 Sports club (same speaker) 36 min 17
MD-C 02-10-2014 Sports club Arabic 23 min 15
MD-E1 26-10-2014 Park Arabic 35 min 17
MD-E2 15-06-2015 City centre (same speaker) 60 min 17
MD-H 26-10-2014 Park Arabic 40 min 17
MD-I 15-06-2015 City centre Berber 60 min 21
MD-K 30-10-2014 Community centre Berber 90 min 14
MD-L 30-10-2014 Community centre Berber 90 min 15
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Rethinking passives: The canonical
goal passive in Dutch and its dialects
Liliane Haegeman
Ghent University
Themain goal of this paper is empirical: it challenges the claim repeatedly found in
the current generative literature (Alexiadou et al. 2014; Broekhuis & Cornips 2004;
2012) that Dutch lacks the goal passive. As will be shown, among other things,
these claims fail to take into account the microvariation already reported in the
earlier generative literature.
The paper contains a detailed discussion of the properties of goal passive in West
Flemish, showing that, based on the standard diagnostics, the goal argument has
acquired subject status in the passive. This conclusion thus provides a challenge for
those accounts of Germanic passivization which are crucially based on the claim
that English is the only West Germanic languages with a canonical goal passive
(cf. Stein et al. 2016).
1 The typology of double object patterns
The cross-linguistic variation in passivization of double object patterns has re-
cently been the source of renewed interest. It is sometimes claimed (most recently
in Stein et al. 2016) that English is the onlyWest Germanic language allowing for
the passivization of the indirect object, illustrated in (1). The passive form in (1b)
is variously referred to as the indirect object passive, the goal passive (Haddi-
can & Holmberg 2012; 2015) or the recipient passive (Stein et al. 2016). I will use
the label goal passive for convenience sake, as this term allows me to use the
same term to refer to the constituent which functions as the indirect object in
the active sentence and to the constituent that becomes the subject in the passive
Liliane Haegeman. 2020. Rethinking passives: The canonical goal passive in Dutch
and its dialects. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner
(eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology,
357–368. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4280659
Liliane Haegeman
sentence.1 Stein et al. claim: “the recipient passive arose in English but not in other
West Germanic languages” (2016: slide 3, my italics). German has been reported
not to have a canonical goal passive (2) (Anagnostopoulou (2003: 70); Alexiadou
& Schäfer (2013: 9); Alexiadou et al. (2014: 10) for recent discussions). The claim
that, like German, Dutch lacks a canonical goal passive, as shown in (3), is also
common in the literature, as in, for instance, Broekhuis & Cornips (2004; 2012);
Broekhuis et al. (2015); Alexiadou & Schäfer (2013: 8); Alexiadou et al. (2014: 10).
(1) Haddican & Holmberg (2012; 2015)
a. They gave the girl the ball.
b. The girl was given the ball.
c. % The ball was given the girl.















‘She has given the man the flowers.’
b. * Er wurde die Blumen geschenkt.
he.nom was the.acc flowers given
‘He was given the flowers.’
c. * Die Blumen wurden dem Mann geschenkt.
the.nom flowers were the.dat Mann given
‘The flowers were given to the man.’











































‘The food was delivered to him by me.’
1I leave aside “non-canonical” passives such as the English get passive and the German/Dutch
non- canonical kriegen/krijgen (‘get’) passives (Alexiadou & Schäfer 2013).
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The goal of this paper is essentially empirical: it challenges the claim that En-
glish is the onlyWest Germanic languages with a goal passive, and it challenges
the specific claims made in the generative literature (Broekhuis & Cornips 2004;
2012) that Dutch lacks the goal passive. As I will show, among other things,
such claims fail to take into account the microvariation reported in the earlier
literature. The paper contains a detailed discussion of the goal passive in West
Flemish.
2 The IO passive in West Flemish
2.1 The data: overview
As shown by the examples in (4) and (5), West Flemish (from now on WF), a
dialect of Dutch and a West Germanic language, does have a goal passive: the
definite goal, Valère in active (4a), has been promoted to become the subject of
the passive sentence (4b). Similarly, the indefinite goal nen student (‘a student’)
in active (5a) has been promoted to subject status in the passive (5b). The discus-
sion in this section is based on my own dialect intuitions; the core intuitions are




































































‘that a student was promised those jobs’
2A reviewer for this volume asks whether there are animacy effects for the double object pat-
tern with verbs of motion, like those discussed by Haddican (2010). At first sight the effect is
replicated in WF, but this issue needs further research.
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Observe that the obligatory presence of expletive (d)er (‘there’) in (5b) is not
a property specific to the goal passive. The obligatory presence of (d)er is fully
in line with the patterns found elsewhere in (W)F: an indefinite or a quantified
subject systematically requires that the sentence appear in the existential pattern
































‘that three students were caught’
§2.2 provides arguments to the effect that in WF goal passives, the goal argu-
ment is promoted to subject status. §2.3 shows that WF goal passives also com-
ply with two specific diagnostics for Dutch passivization set out in Broekhuis &
Cornips (2004; 2012), in particular with respect to the presence of an agent and
the eventive interpretation.
2.2 Subject diagnostics for the goal passive
In the WF goal passives (4b) and (5b), the promoted goal acquires the syntactic
properties of the WF subject, both when definite (4b) and when indefinite (5b)
(for early diagnostics, cf. Haegeman 1986a,b).
2.2.1 Agreement
In the goal passive, the goal DP agrees for person and number with the finite
verb and (in the relevant contexts) with the complementizer (7–8). (7a) illustrates
a passive with a definite goal: the finite auxiliaries wierden/woaren (‘were’) are
plural, as is the complementizer dan (‘that’), and they thus can be seen to agree
with the plural DP de studenten (‘the students’). Neither complementizer nor aux-
iliary can be singular (7b–d). In (8a) agreement is triggered by the plural indefi-
nite drie studenten (‘three students’). Again the agreement is mandatory (8b–d).
The patterns in (7) and (8) also entail that, in the passive sentences, singular agree-

































































































































When pronominal, the goal DP is realised as a nominative, and, like other nom-
inative pronouns, it allows for pronoun doubling. In (9a) the strong nominative
pronoun zie is a doubler for the weak form ze. For full discussion of WF subject
pronouns I refer to my earlier work (Haegeman 1990; 1992; 2004). In the Flemish
regiolect, the subject of the goal passive can be the impersonal pronoun men
(‘one’), which is restricted to subject position of a finite clause (9b).3







































‘It is quite common that one is advised against that treatment.’
2.2.3 Relativization
Like canonical definite subjects, relativized goal DPs are associated with rela-
tivizer die (10a) and with dat/die alternations (10b). These properties are charac-
teristic of subject relativization in WF (10b), and they are unavailable in object




































































‘Those are the books that I think that Valère has ordered.’
2.2.4 Existential patterns
When the goal is an indefinite nominal (5b), a numeral (11a) or a wh-constituent








































‘I don’t know who was promised that job.’
Obligatory (d)er-insertion is associated with indefinite or quantified subjects
and not with objects.
2.2.5 Distribution
Like canonical definite subjects, the definite goal DP in the goal passive has
to be linearly adjacent to the complementizer dat (‘that’)4 in embedded clauses
(12) and to the finite verb in root clauses (13). In (12a), adjuncts such as gisteren
(‘yesterday’) or verzekerst (‘probably’) cannot intervene between the complemen-
tizer dat (‘that’) and the goal Valère. In (12b), the theme die posten (‘those jobs’)
cannot intervene between the complementizer dat (‘that’) and the goal Valère.
In (13), the same adjacency requirement is illustrated for root clauses in which
the finite verb, here the auxiliary wierd (‘was’), has moved to C. (14) and (15)































































4InWF the complementizer dat is obligatorily present in all embedded clause, frequently leading
































































The goal passive is available in non-finite control clauses, inwhich case the goal
will be a controlled PRO (16a). The goal subject of a passive clause may undergo







































‘She used to be prescribed that medication.’
2.2.7 Coordination
That it is the goal nominal which is promoted to subjecthood in the goal passive
is confirmed by coordination data. For instance, an active clause can coordinate
with a goal passive clause under one shared subject (17a); a clause with a theme
passive of a transitive verb can coordinate with a goal passive clause under one



































‘that those two students were allowed to go home and now will no































‘that Valère was first invited for an interview and was promised the
job there.’
2.3 The agent in the goal passive



















‘that I was recommended that bike by two colleagues.’
An implied agent can be modified by an adjunct: in (19), per ongeluk (‘unin-






















‘that Valère was prescribed too many cortisone pills by accident /
intentionally.’
2.4 Event passive
Based on the diagnostics in Broekhuis & Cornips (2004; 2012), I conclude that the
WF goal passive can have an eventive reading both with the auxiliary worden
(‘become’) and with the – probably much more common – alternative zijn (‘be’).





















‘that Valère was prescribed too many cortisone pills yesterday.’
2.5 Conclusion: WF has a goal passive
All the diagnostics discussed above converge and point clearly towards the con-
clusion that WF, a dialect of Dutch and a West Germanic language, has a produc-
tive goal passive, contrary to claims in the current generative literature.
Whether the emergence of the goal passive in WF can also be attributed to
contact with French, as argued for English by Stein et al. (2016), is a question that
needs to be addressed. It is true that the WF lexicon provides strong evidence
of contact of French as shown in Haegeman (2009). An alternative hypothesis
might be that the emergence of the goal passive is due to Ingvaeonic influence
(see Dhaenens 2014). I do not further speculate on this issue here.
3 Conclusion
This paper provides empirical evidence against persistent claims in the formal
literature to the effect that English is the only West Germanic language with
a goal passive, showing that at least the West Flemish dialect of Dutch has a
productive canonical goal passive. The WF data strongly challenge the claims
in the current literature that Dutch lacks a canonical goal passive, since at least









I dedicate this paper to Ian. I have known Ian from the earliest stages of his career
and I have been lucky enough to be able to workwith him in Geneva. I admire the
tenacity with which Ian has continued to rethink the linguistic themes that had
initially preoccupied him in his early research and the way in which his research
has developed into a full-fledged research programme that allows us to attain a
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Thanks to Roberts (2010), the second-position (2P) effect is given a natural explana-
tion using narrow-syntactic utilities alone, resting on his notion of defectivity. In
this paper, I review and extend a narrow-syntactic approach to some other types
of 2P effects that have, as far as I know, not been studied in tandem; particularly
extraordinary 2P effects involving a combination of 2P placement and left branch
extraction (LBE).
1 Introduction
Thanks to Roberts (2010), the second-position (2p) effect is given a natural expla-
nation using narrow-syntactic utilities alone, resting on his notion of defectivity.
In this paper, I review and extend a narrow-syntactic approach to some other
types of 2p effects that have, as far as I know, not been studied in tandem; par-
ticularly extraordinary 2p effects involving a combination of 2p placement and
left branch extraction (LBE).
There is no single treatment and theory of all 2p effects: 2p typology comprises
at least three classes, based on the categorial size properties of the 1p prima fa-
cie “hosting” element. The first is the one where the host is a maximal category –
these constructions are exemplified by verb-second (v2) or LBE phenomena. The
second type involves a host of minimal category and are demonstrated by V-
fronted constructions (e.g., long head movement in Breton, V-topicalisation in
Slavonic, etc.). Both these types are discussed on a par and given a uniform treat-
ment in Roberts (2010). The last type features non-constituent hosts comprising
of a head, say a preposition, and a maximal category, say an AP. This last type is
incarnated by what Bošković (2005) calls extraordinary LBE (XLBE). It is this last
Moreno Mitrović. 2020. Extraordinary second-position effects. In András Bárány,
Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its
consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 369–401. Berlin: Language Science
Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.4280661
Moreno Mitrović
type that is most resistant to narrow-syntactic explanation and, as far as I can
gather from the literature, no definitive and purely syntactic account has been
proposed.
I aim to derive the last type of 2p effect using Chomsky’s (2001) triadic charac-
terisation movement that Roberts (2010: 208) restated in parametric format (1):
(1) Move Agree Pied-pipe
a. + + + A-movement
b. + + − incorporation
c. + − + Ā-movement
d. − + − Agree
e. − − − ∅
f. − + + *
g. − − + *
h. + − − Ā-incorporation
If all three operations apply in tandem, A-movement obtains, while a combi-
nation of Move and Pied-piping along yield Ā-movement (with the absence of
an Agree operation in Ā-processes being highly problematic). Head movement,
on the other hand, can be seen as deriving from a combination of Agree and
Move. While options (f) and (g) are impossible, by virtue of the axioms of Min-
imalist syntax (Collins & Stabler 2016), Roberts (2010) takes the last option as
corresponding to predicate clefting or Ā-incorporation.1 This paper shows that
this last movement operation derives XLBE.
Roberts (2010: 421) defines intrinsic formal features (IFFs) on terminals in the
clausal spine, which are provided in Table 18.1 along with corresponding IFFs in
the nominal domain.
Table 18.1: Intrinsic formal features (IFFs)
in the verbal domain in the nominal domain
Cmin [𝑖C] [𝑖T] [𝑖V] Pmin [𝑖D] [𝑖N]
Tmin [𝑖T] [𝑖V] Dmin [𝑖D] [𝑖N]
vmin [𝑖V] 𝑛min [𝑖N]
Vmin ∅ Nmin ∅
1For further empirical evidence of Ā-incorporation, see Mitrović (2017b) and those he cites.
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I assume that prepositions have no IFF other than N and D. By adopting the
view that the presence of the (phasal) D head is subject to cross-linguistic param-
etrisation, languages lacking the D-structure will correspondingly have preposi-
tions with only one IFF, i.e. N.
The remainder of this section is devoted to explicating some background as-
sumptions and introducing the relevant discussion within which the analysis is
couched. After a brief survey of explananda for 2p effects (§1.1), the preliminary
details of the N/D parameter of Bošković (2005; 2008), which I am going to as-
sume, are given in §1.2. Finally, in §1.3, I outline the defectivity system of Roberts
(2010) that underlies the account proposed here. §1.4 provides the reader with di-
rections I take in the following sections.
1.1 The 2p effect and its explananda
There are two general stances to explaining cliticisation phenomena. By the end
of this subsection, I hope to demonstrate that one of these approaches should be
preferred on both theoretical and empirical grounds.
One of the foundational questions concerning 2p cliticisation phenomena is:
Where does cliticisation take place? At least two answers have been around for
decades: either cliticisation configurations are established and derived in nar-
row syntax (NS) or, otherwise, they are epiphenomenal and reflective of post-
syntactic (or more precisely phonological or prosodic) displacement and rear-
rangement. Let me briefly lay out a two-tiered motivation for preferring the for-
mer over the latter.
A phonological/prosodic (i.e., “anti-syntactic”) motivation for second-position
(2p) cliticisation is most notably and influentially characterised by the theory of
prosodic inversion (PI) as advocated by Halpern (1992; 1995). As Roberts (2012:
422) notes, there are three ingredients to this theory as given in (2).
(2) i. 2p clitics are prosodically subcategorised to appear right-adjacent to a
prosodic word;
ii. clitics adjoin to IP;
iii. where no element with a phonological matrix appears to the left of the
IP-adjoined clitic, then PI must apply, in line with (3).
(3) clitic > 𝑋 > 𝑌 ⟶ 𝑋 > clitic > 𝑌
Given a relevant prosodic domain, the clitic and the rightmost element thus
prosodically flip and the second-position effect obtains (3), in line with the prin-
ciples in (2). Note, however, that (3) is a sketch and there are certainly works
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within this approach where 2p clitics are located in positions other than IP. (For
a detailed overview and a summary of all relevant arguments, I refer the reader
to Bošković 2001: 75ff and citations therein.)
Let me now review some arguments that undermine the nature of such princi-
ples.2 Firstly, with respect to (2i), the 2p order may be derived using more general
syntactic principles, as I will demonstrate. Additionally, categorising an element
as, and assigning it a descriptively arbitrary label of, a clitic is extraneous insofar
as the “clitic effect” may arise from the configuration of the clitic with respect
to other elements, especially its “host”. Secondly, and in connection to (2ii), it is
not only stipulative but also counter-theoretical to assume that clitics adjoin to
IP. On the one hand, the current minimalist model of phasal syntax demonstra-
bly takes the C0, and not the T0, head to be a phase head and, as such, the locus
of clitic-clustering should be on phase heads, i.e. C0 and v0 (I demonstrate the
conceptual and empirical connection between cliticisation target sites and the
phasal nature of such sites below but see Roberts (2010; 2012) for a detailed ac-
count and motivation). An additionally problematic conception of (2ii) concerns
the nature of “adjunction” which cannot be maintained in line with the standard
assumptions of syntax. This proviso of PI predicts all clitics to either be base gen-
erated at IP-level or internally moved to an IP-level adjunct position. Consider
empirical instances of DP-level conjunction clitics in Indo-European (e.g. Latin
-que, or Hittite -a) or, say, object clitics in Romance or South Slavonic in relation
to this proviso. The amount of stipulation that would ensue if I assume there
exists movement of a DP conjunction in the former example or object DP in the
latter in order to render the syntactic conditions for PI to apply, in line with (2ii),
would be too great for a theory of syntax to remain consistent.
On amore general level, the existence of a structure-tampering operation, such
as PI as formulated above, breaches the basic tenets of the minimalist linguistic
theory or, at least, cannot be defined in accordance with the general minimal-
ist assumptions. Since the Merge operation derives syntactic structures and the
nature of movement operations, it has to be confined to the core syntactic mod-
ule of grammar. I thus cannot maintain this theoretical principle and expect to
find displacement operations, derived by Merge, outside the modular confines of
syntax.
A less general and more damaging evidence against PI is empirical. I briefly
provide an argument coming from Ser-Bo-Croatian LBEs. Bošković (2009),
among others, convincingly shows that PI cannot account for the following mor-
phosyntactically conditioned violations of the left branch condition (LBC).While
2In doing so, I also adopt the rationale of Roberts (2012: 422).
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non-extractedDPs containing both forenames and last names allow the forename
to be unmarked for case, a left-branch extracted forename must obligatorily be





































‘I was reading Leo Tolstoy.’
If some post-syntactic algorithm did in fact derive PI, it is nearly impossible
to account for the empirical facts stated above without having the phonological-
prosodic module of grammar be sensitive to narrow morphosyntactic properties
or features such as case marking.
Also consider the fact that it is not clitics alone that may interrupt a complex
DP, such as the “Leo Tolstoy”-type compounds names above. As Bošković (2009)
observes, a non-clitic item, such as a full finite lexical verb čitam ‘read.1sg.prs’,
may also break up the name (5). In line with Roberts (2012), I assume that the
first-name Dmax Ā-moves to the position of Spec(Forcemax) with the full verb









‘I’m reading Leo Tolstoy.’
Furthermore, the following is also well-formed, which lends empirical support
to Roberts’s (2010) motivation that Ā-movement of minimal categories should
exist. The continued range of cases of clitic interruptions of the first-last-name



































































‘Leo Tolstoy (himself) made himself breakfast.’
Note that some speakers concede that (6b) is degraded without a pause follow-
ing Lava. The requirement for the pause is captured prosodically by a generali-
sation that Ser-Bo-Croatian 2p clitics must be second within their intonational
phrase (Bošković 2001: 65, n. 120). The account I provide is consistent with this
generalisation as I advocate a view that NS movement coincides with intona-
tional phrasing.
If the theory of PI cannot account for the contemporary LBE phenomena found
in Ser-Bo-Croatian, I inductively find it untenable to entertain this theory as gen-
eral explanandum applicable to a cross-linguistic patterns of cliticisation which
also display LBC violations. On grounds of both theoretical and empirical mo-
tivation, I thus pursue a NS aetiology of cliticisation, also for reasons of more
general parsimony, as noted by Roberts (2010: 73–74); namely I choose, and logi-
cally prefer, not to accord extra-syntactic factors too prominent a role in order to
maintain the approach in full generality. It is thus, ceteris paribus, more theoreti-
cally consistent to adhere to the central syntactic account and derive a maximally
possible account of the distribution of facts from that.
More specifically, since a NS account of cliticisation does not suffer from the
two drawbacks stated above, I am lead to maintain this assumption in the ana-
lysis.
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1.2 The N/D parameter
With background notions in place, I discuss in the remainder of the paper how
the relation between the N/D parameter and the system of defectivity can be
married in an analysis of XLBE.
Assuming that Dmax constitutes a phase, Bošković (2005) provides an account
of why some languages allow and others disallow LBE.3 Given that Dmin is a
phase head, it prohibits movement of its complement with only its edge being
accessible as per the PIC. His first assumption is that languages like Ser-Bo-
Croatian lack the D-layer in their nominal spine and, due to this, lack a nominal
phase, making their interior accessible. His second assumption is that adjunc-
tion structures come in two parametric options: either the adjective takes an NP
complement (AP-over-NP) or the AP is adjoined to NP (NP-over-AP).
Consider a scenario of AP-extraction in English which is barred due to the
presence of the phasal D. In order for AP to extract, it must pass through D’s
edge, i.e. Spec(Dmax). This, however, is an anti-local move and thus prohibited
by the independently motivated principles of grammar. Thus, the combination
of the PIC and anti-Locality bans LBE in D-containing language like English.
By contrast, Bošković (2005; 2008) contends that Ser-Bo-Croatian is a D-less
language in which nominals are not phasal, hence the PIC is inapplicable. Con-
sequently, there is no need for anti-local moves of the AP since the AP may im-
mediately and directly extract to the final position. This is the line of reasoning
I will adopt on both empirical and theoretical grounds.
1.3 Defectivity
The second and more foundational is the assumption surrounding triggers of
head-movement. Roberts’s (2010) system predicts incorporation to take place
where an Agree relation holds between a probe and a goal such that the formal
features of the goal form a proper subset of the features specified on the probe.
This constitutes the goal as defective and such goals incorporate. The concept of
defectivity thus regulates movement of the minimal category.
(8) defectivity (Roberts 2010)
A goal G is defective iff G’s formal features are a proper subset of those of
G’s probe P.
Thus, in more formal terms, a set of formal features (F) on a minimal category
that enters an Agree relation as a Probe (P) will incorporate the Goal (G) iff (9)
is met.
3See Bošković (2013) for a more recent and phase-based discussion of LBE.
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(9) FG ⊂ FP
For instance, Romance pronominal objects clitics are taken to correspond to
φmin/max, lacking a D feature. The vmin, bearing an IFF [𝑖V] (Table 18.1), probes for
valuing its [uφ]. Upon valuation, 𝐹𝐺 ⊂ 𝐹𝑃 holds and the object φmin/max incorpo-
rates into vmin. As Roberts (2012: 391) further notes, “[t]his means that the Match
relation holding in virtue of Agree causes the host to become a featural copy of
the probing features of the host.” The chain reducing algorithm that applies post-
syntactically, and which ensures economical assignment of phonological indices,
will treat the host-probe and the defective clitic-goal as a single feature bundle.
Thus, for a chain
⟨[G+P],tG⟩
the algorithm will pronounce the head of the chain only, giving the effect of
movement.
By contrast to Romance, Slavonic clitics are not v-oriented but cluster in the C-
domain. Roberts (2010) derives the C-orientation by positing that Slavonic clitics
are not φmin/max elements (since they would be v incorporating otherwise) but
Dmin/max. Since vmin has no uninterpretable D-feature, these clitics can thus es-
cape incorporating into v.4 By virtue of C’s bearing an uninterpretable D-feature,
pronominal Dmin/max elements (as well as D-bearing auxiliaries sitting in Tmin)
cliticise onto C.
In conclusion to this section, consider the apparent contradiction that arises
in our assuming the systems of Roberts (2010) and Bošković (2005). For Roberts
(2010), it is critical that pronominal clitics in Ser-Bo-Croatian be Dmin/max. For
Bošković (2005), on the other hand, Ser-Bo-Croatian has no D category. I pro-
pose to reconcile the two approaches, in their assumptions and conclusions, by
treating Ser-Bo-Croatian pronominal clitics not as D elements but as making up
Nmin/max. To maintain the defectivity approach of Roberts (2010), I take the Cmin,
conversely, as being specified with a [𝑢N].
This view of subsuming the N/D parameter alongside a defectivity-based sys-
tem of explananda which require me to adjust some of the basic assumptions and
tenets of Roberts (2010). As preliminarily discussed in the following subsection,
this is a fully compatible view which expands the explanatory adequacy of the
defectivity approach and helps resolve XLBE.
4On the escape system, see Roberts (2012: 391–392) and references there.
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1.4 Desiderata and roadmap
In the previous two subsections, two seemingly orthogonal ideas were laid out:
a parametric and a presumably universal one. The former concerns the choice
between encoding arguments as N- or D-elements. The latter concerns defec-
tivity conditions defined on an Agree operation between objects bearing formal
features which, when met, legislate incorporation of the goal into the probe.
The two views, while appealing to different derivational devices and condi-
tions, are seemingly incompatible as one assumes that clitics are D-elements
(Roberts 2010) while another opposes this view (Bošković 2009).
The primary desideratum is to derive a narrow-syntactic analysis of the word-
first 2p effect by suggesting that the effect derives from constituent-only consid-
eration, as opposed to (linearity-based) word-level “counting” which phonologi-
cal explananda suppose.
Secondarily, I will restate the N/D parameter in terms of the defectivity tech-
nology that applies to a pair in an Agree relation, rather than general structural
edge- or barrier-based restrictions on extraction domains. This will show that the
N/D split theory is compatible with the defectivity approach to head movement.
The scope of this paper is largely restricted to achieving the first desideratum,
with the second one requiring apparent abandonment of the assumptions made
in the previous subsection, especially in connection to defectivity. §5, however,
outlines a resolution for the question of how the defectivity approach may be
integrated with the N/D parameter.
In §2 I outline a technical assumption which will allowme to combine the N/D
and cliticisation parameters. In §3, a second position typology is presented with
the empirical core of XLBE, which is analysed in §4. §5 provides a programmatic
post hoc outlook on rectifying the counterintuitive assumption on the internal
structure of clitics in South Slavonic. I essentially appeal to a parametric recasting
of the nature of the relevant IFF in pronominal clitics which would yield the
two core taxonomies, C- and v-oriented clitics, while retaining the view that
South Slavonic pronominal clitics are not D-elements, in line with the tenets of
Bošković (2001; 2004; 2005; 2009). The following section first provides another
crucial piece of technology I rely on in order to derive a narrow-syntactic analysis
of XLBE.
2 The unrolling spine: Shimada (2007)
While my account rests on the notion of defectivity as underlying narrow-syn-
tactic incorporation as per Roberts (2010), I add another theoretical ingredient.
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I follow Shimada (2007) in assuming that the clausal spine in fact results from a
successive unrolling or excorporation of a head verbal complex that contains the
entire clausal extended projection (cf. Saito 2012). I assume that the label every
branching non-root node in the head-complex lacks the label (λ). I define on the
clausal terminals their IFFs along with the [uφ] and [𝑢D] at phasal levels of vmin













Note that prior to excorporation of Compl(Vmin) in (10), there is only one
pair of terminals satisfying the defectivity condition on incorporation: Tmin and
Cmin. However, the linear correspondence axiom (LCA) prohibits such movement,
making incorporation inapplicable at this stage.
Once the V has combined with an argument, say Dmax (which has undergone
spine-unrolling), its complement, headed by vmax, excorporates to the root for
two reasons: semantically, there is a type-mismatch (hence the λ) and, perhaps
more importantly for our syntactic purposes, Complement(Vmin) is lacking a
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Given the strong cycle, Vmin-incorporation takes place as well as External
Merge of the argument, checking [uφ] on vmin. In the next derivational step, the
remaining λ-complex containing Tmin and Cmin excorporates for the same rea-
sons I gave earlier. The result, after subject raising (sbj) and final excorporation


























Figure 18.1: A clause-unfolding analysis utilising successive excorpora-
tion (Shimada 2007)
The resulting derivation is identical to the standardly assumed one, hence stan-
dard operations, including A- and Ā-processes, apply. I will tacitly assume in the
remainder of the paper that the spine unrolls along the lines just sketched and,
therefore, use a traditional and simplistic drawing of the trees. In §4, the details




3 Deriving the phrase-/head-first 2p effect
In this section, I provide a derivational account of constituent-first 2p effects. In
§3.1, I sketch an account of Wackernagel effects found across old IE conjunction
structures which feature a minimal category as the host of enclisis. I turn to
hosts of maximal categories in §3.2, and, lastly, to a phenomenon which seems
to alternate between phrase/head-first in Slavonic in §3.3.
Note however, that the empirical locus of paper lies in XLBE (§3.3). While
other phenomena, including v2 and V-topicalisation may well be analysed using
the same principles of the derivation I adopt and propose, these fall outside of
the scope of the present paper.5
3.1 X-first
Word-first constructions are a wide-spread phenomenon in old IE coordination
structures and were first described by Wackernagel (1892). I cite below three
examples from Old Irish (12), Gothic (13) and Old Avestan (14). 6









‘And he was king of Tara.’











‘(Then Pilate entered into the judgment hall again, and) called Jesus, and
said unto him.’

















‘O Lord, may you give strength to them through truth and that power
[…]’
5For an analysis of v2, compatible with the spine-unrolling tenets, see Shimada (2007: Ch. 2).
For an analysis of V-topicalisation, see Ćavar & Wilder (1994), Mitrović (2017a), among others.
6For a detailed view, see Mitrović (2014; 2021), and references therein.
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The common pattern that emerges in these coordinate constructions is that
there is exactly one word preceding the conjunction maker. Assuming a J(unc-
tion) structure, I take this one-word precedence to derive from head-movement






Coordination structures of this type are semantically unmarked across all old
IE languages. Since incorporation into the coordinator is consistently blind to
the category of the incorporee, Ā-incorporation would appear as the best candi-
date for an explanandum. This would require positing some Ā-feature such as
[edge feature (EF)] on Jmin, making it phasal in nature. Assuming that it lacks a
categorial label (see Chomsky 2013, inter alia), Jmin has some IFF and an uninter-
pretable categorial feature which is checked via c-selection. Note that its bearing
an uninterpretable feature makes Jmin potentially phasal in nature.7
An alternative view to Ā-incorporation would be to adopt an Agree-based ac-
count of incorporation. Assume J has no [EF] specified, but does have a category
feature without a value, as per standard assumptions. Once valued, every acces-
sible minimal category in Compl(Jmax) is a defective goal and the closest one
undergoes incorporation. (For a synchronic and diachronic account of the syn-
tax of coordination in IE, see Mitrović 2014; 2018; 2021.)
Similar 2p effect with a minimal category can be observed in Slavonic. Unlike
the Wackernagel data above, it is the pronominal clitics that undergo movement
by virtue of their being defective goals. In Slavonic, pronominal clitics are treated
as Dmin/max which are probed by a [𝑢D]-carrying C (more precisely, Finmin). Once
incorporated, the C’s [EF], specified presumably on Forcemin, is checked via Ā-
movement to its edge (see Roberts 2012: 386–399 and citations there for details).
7Mitrović (2014) provides semantic arguments for information-related properties of 2p in IE,




The phrase-first 2p effect is elegantly parallel to the head-first 2p effect. One
difference is that in XP-first constructions, the phasal [EF] is checked by phrasal
movement.
The Germanic v2-type falls into this category and differs minimally from the
Slavonic type in that, as Roberts (2012: 401) writes, while Slavonic 2p “require[s]
fronting of just one element – either a head or an XP – the latter require fronting
of both a head and an XP.”
3.3 XP/X-first
What follows is the core of this section: there are configurations which seemingly
alternate between X-first and XP-first. The constructions in question concern
Ser-Bo-Croatian subject conjunctions (SCS).
































‘Mujo and I are going for a beer.’
While (16) shows a plain vanilla subject conjunction structure, the availability
of (17) does not readily follow, prima facie, from Roberts’s (2010) tenets. With re-
gards to the conjunction subject, the plural auxiliary verb ćemo, once raised from
Auxmin to Tmin, is in 2p with respect to the maximal category linearly to its left.
What (17) shows, however, is that the Aux may be placed in a 2p with respect
to the minimal category – I refer to this construction as second-word (2w) ef-
fect. This very oscillation between word- and constituent-second configurations
raises the core question on how a narrow-syntactic explanandum for seemingly
string-related, and linearity-based, behaviour may obtain.8
On independent empirical grounds, then, we are led once more to reconsider
the 2p effect with regards to the structural size of the first-position host.
8For independent arguments against the view that second-position effects derive from phono-
logical processes, see Bošković (2001: 11–36, 75–93), Roberts (2010: Ch. 3), and further refer-
ences therein.
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While nominal clitics in Ser-Bo-Croatian are Dmin elements that obligatorily
incorporate into (some) Cmin by virtue of defectivity, there is no defective re-
lation constituted by an Agree chain between a clausal head and the verb, or
Aux. Roberts (2012: 391) takes the auxiliary clitics to also bear D-features, just
like nominal clitics, and assumes they are first-merged in Tmin. Hence they are
specified with [𝑖D, 𝑖T]. Since Fin also bears [𝑖T], auxiliaries are further assumed
to incorporate to Finmin, presumably after its [𝑢𝜙/D] is valued. By contrast, full
main verbs do not raise to Fin since they lack the relevant [𝑖T] feature. If the
Aux/T moved, accordingly, to Fin, wrong word order would ensue, assuming the
subject conjunction is in Spec(TP). I exploit this seemingly wrong prediction to
derive the 2w effect.
We take a slight excursus to discuss Ser-Bo-Croatian auxiliary clitics. While
auxiliaries are in Tmin, by being first-merged there Roberts (2012) or moving
there from, say, Auxmin, there is one auxiliary clitic, je ‘is.3sg’, displaying differ-
ent distribution. I take this auxiliary to be first-merged in C, specifically as the
Fin category.9




To maintain the special syntactic status of je as a C-occupying clitic with its
morphology, I take its form to be an allomorphic default. Hence, at C-level, its
𝜙/D-features are not only irrelevant but non-existent:
(19) a. /je/ ⇔ Aux
b. /sam/ ⇔ Aux / [1sg]


















This leads me to assume that Fin, where je is first-merged, does not carry
a probing feature [uφ] but, as Roberts (2010; 2012) contends on independent
grounds, the probe [𝑢D].
A standard 2p clitic construction with a conjoined subject is then the one in






















Note that the [1sg.nom] pronoun ja is not a clitic but truly a Dmax. This is
confirmed by the fact that ja may coordinate and a pronominal clitic like me
‘me.acc’ may not, since only maximal categories coordinate (Kayne 1994).
As for the position of the Aux/Tmin, I take it to raise to Finmin, as per Roberts
(2012: 396) and references therein. Full main verbs or long/non-clitic auxiliaries,
are taken to originate as Vmin and raise to Tmin, presumably via vmin and any
other relevant aspect/mood head on the way to Tmin. Once there, however, full
verbs and full auxiliaries are not assumed to be able to raise to Finmin as Finmin
lacks the V-feature specified on the complex Tmin. As such, they are fronted by
virtue of [EF] on Forcemin. This, then, constitutes an instance of Ā-movement of a
minimal category to the Spec(ForceP) position, as Roberts (2012: 396) contends.11
The set of probing features [𝑢D, 𝑢T] on Finmin in (22) are valued with the rais-
ing or incorporation of Tmin which carries the corresponding values for [𝑢D, 𝑢T]
10Since the system resting on defectivity we are adopting requires valued uninterpretable fea-
tures to not undergo deletion upon valuation, I represent checked [uF]s with a superscripted
3 next to the [uF]. Equally parsimoniously, if [uF] do not delete once checked, neither should
discourse-related [EF] or [epp] delete by the same token.
11Another view would be to maintain head-to-head movement and assume that Force’s ef may
be checked by incorporation of Tmin, as Roberts (2012) proposes for European Portuguese. If this
is desirable, then incorporation is extendable to Ā-processes, as well as prima facie potentially
non-defective goals.
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and which constitutes a defective goal with regard to Finmin which, aside from
























Upon raising to Finmin, the subject, independently of its internal (non/conjun-
ctional) structure, moves to Spec(ForceP) to check the relevant [EF]. The subject
may well move to, say, Spec(TopP) and check the clausal [EF] there; nothing


























The derivational step involved movement of the maximal category for pur-
poses of [EF]-valuation. How do I then derive the 2w configuration using the
exact set of narrow-syntactic devices?
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The most obvious option, given the analysis thus far, is to focus methodologi-
cally on the derivational steps motivated thus far and maintain as much as pos-
sible for the 2w configuration. In this view, I solely restrict or modify the appli-
cation of a rule that operates anyway. Since a coordinate structure (CS) should
not introduce any special restrictions on phrase structure, it is untenable on con-
ceptual grounds to assume that a presence of a subject CS would tamper with
the rules operating independently of it. What I would like to maintain, ceteris
paribus, is the raising of the defective Tmin as probed by Finmin’s [𝑢D, 𝑢T], and
the raising of the subject to check locally the [EF].
Two narrow-syntactic options make themselves available and amenable to an
analysis that bears out the desired word order. The first is methodologically par-
simonious insofar as it maintains both of the movement steps. One entails move-
ment out of a CS, violating Ross’s (1967) coordinate structure constraint (CSC).12
Another option violated anti-locality involving movementmovement into the CS.
In what follows, I consider each of the analyses in turn concluding with a note on
theoretical risk management and appeal to some wider economy considerations.
Let me repeat the relevant 2w configuration I focus on: in the two subexamples,
I make reference to the base/trace option underlying the 2w configuration by
assuming that either the Dmax conjunct moves from the CS in (25a) or that the
















‘Mujo and I are going for a beer.’






























Let us start with the latter idea exemplified by (25b) involving the movement
of Aux in Tmin to Jmin. While incorporation into the conjunction maker, for
which I use the category Jmin, is a well-attested phenomenon across old Indo-
12For other analyses of CSC violations in Ser-Bo-Croatian, see also Stjepanović (2014), Oda (2017),
or Bošković (2017).
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European languages,13 movement of a head (Tmin) into its own specifier, i.e.,
Jmax in Spec(Tmax), is both anti-local14 and is ruled out by extension. The idea
that a Probe and a Goal constitute two separate syntactic objects seems to be
an axiomatic foundation of the Agree-based Minimalism I assume. Attraction,
resulting from Agree, is, as Roberts (2012: 397) succinctly notes, an irreflexive
relation. Even if such strong evidence is suppressed, it remains untenable to mo-
tivate movement of Tmin into Jmin which by feature-absorption acquires the label
[D], since (con)junction inherently lacks categorial features. Therefore, if the cat-
egorial label of Jmax in Spec(Tmax) is [D], setting aside the anti-locality and exten-
sion issues, it is still untenable to motivate incorporation of Tmin into what may
essentially be Dmin. Such a D/Jmin object lacks neither the 𝜙/D-features which
Tmin could (even more) locally check – hence any variant of A-movement is dis-
pelled. It is also unnatural to ascribe the CS subject with any [EF] which could be
checked by movement of Tmin. Lastly, the formal feature specifications on Tmin
do not in any way constitute a proper subset of the features on D/Jmin, hence the
defectivity of Tmin and its subsequent incorporation cannot be motivated.
By unsuccessfully exhausting the theoretical space that the first analysis of
T-to-J movement would entail, we are led to abandon this view and turn to the
second view.
The second analysis appeals to the Ā-movement of the maximal D category ja
‘I’ from within the coordinate Jmax to the clausal subject position, maintaining
both T-raising and subject movement. This approach in fact parallels, and falls
within, the well-observed pattern of left branch condition (LBC) violations, a.k.a.
left branch extraction (LBE), see Figure 18.2.
Ignore temporarily the fact that this analysis rests on a violation of CSC. Once
ignored, the question concerns the computational preference, or indeed availabil-
ity, of the conjunct Dmax for extraction. In this regard, I appeal to the A-over-A
condition as formulated in Rackowski & Richards (2005) and applied in Roberts
(2010).
What derives the 2w configuration is Rackowski & Richards’s (2005) definition
of the closest available goal (26):
13Such constructions derive from the well-known Wackernagel’s (1892) law and give rise to the
2p effect. For an extensive overview of this phenomenon, see Mitrović (2014) and references
therein.
14For overwhelming evidence that movement of a head into its own specifier is anti-local, see
Saito & Murasugi (1999); Abels (2003); Grohmann (2003); Doggett (2004); Bošković (2005);
Boeckx (2007), among others. As a reviewer reminds me, the ban on movement that is too
short was first stated in Bošković (1994).
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(26) A goal α is the closest one to a given probe if there is no distinct goal β
such that for some X (X a head or maximal projection), X c-commands α




























Figure 18.2: Deriving clitic placement using Ā-incorporation in the
clausal edge
4 XLBE and non-constituent-first
Roberts (2010; 2012) has convincingly demonstrated not only that an exclusively
syntactic approach to cliticisation phenomena is possible but that such an ac-
count is elegantly couched within some primitive theorems of syntax. If all cliti-
cisation phenomena find a natural explanation, then it seems objectively odd,
and subjectively disturbing, that one type of 2p effect should be afforded an
extra-syntactic explanation. In fact, as it turns out, such an explanation is in-
tractable. Hence, if narrow syntax cannot generate the XLBE string, which post-
syntactic operations cannot derive (to which I turn), then the phenomenon of
non-constituent-first (XLBE) constructions is even more intriguing.
What I aim to explain is the derivational nature of the strings such as the
following, involving movement of a non-constituent.
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‘He went into a big room.’ (Bošković 2005: 30n78)
As Bošković (2005: 30) notes, “under no approach to the internal structure of
PP and the traditional NP do the preposition and the following adjective form a
constituent to the exclusion of the noun modified by the adjective.” This seem-
ing fact potentially devastates an exclusively syntactic approach to XLBE. To
maintain such an approach, for reasons of generality just given, one must log-
ically invalidate Bošković’s assertion. What I will develop is an approach that
utilises the unrolling view of the spine that allows for a constituency structure
of the preposition and the adjective. In concert with Roberts’s (2010) approach to
defectivity, a perfectly syntactic view of XLBE will be demonstrated. Before pro-
ceeding, I review the failed analyses. In doing so, I follow Bošković (2005: 30ff.)
and cite two syntactic approaches first, and then a post-syntactic analysis.
The first possible analysis is syntactic. One way of deriving constituency of
P and A is to posit remnant movement, as Franks & Progovac (1994) assume,
namely movement of the NP to the edge of PP, followed by PP-fronting.
(28) [pp U veliku 𝑡𝑖 ]𝑗 on uđe 𝑡𝑗 sobu𝑖. (Bošković 2005: 30, n. 79)
Bošković (2005) gives evidence against the remnant PP analysis. If the phrasal
movement of the noun is what the remnant PP analysis rests on, it is predicted












The remnant PP analysis supposes PP extraction which precedes remnant
fronting. Among other arguments, Bošković (2005) shows that, given the evi-
dence from adjunct extraction (30), the analysis predicts movement of the noun
studenata out of an adjunct, which should be barred on independent grounds.











‘He arrived because of whose students?’
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The second syntactic approach is that of Borsley & Jaworska (1988), who as-
sume XLBE instantiates ordinary adjectival LBE. By invoking a restructuring
operation, Borsley & Jaworska (1988) analyse XLBE as involving P-adjunction to
the adjective. In a similar vein, both Corver (1992) and Franks & Progovac (1994)
assume XLBE is derived from lowering, resulting in procliticisation of the prepo-
sition. Recall that the system we are assuming, most notably the LCA, prohibits
rightward movement, qua lowering, and is both methodologically and concep-
tually reluctant to making reference to phonological operations if we are not
forced to so independently. Note, however, that the preposition indeed shows
phonological and prosodic evidence of proclisis (Talić 2013; 2015). Our account
should, therefore, provide means for these post-syntactic facts to obtain without
positing post-syntactic movement. I revisit this at the end of the section.
The third final possible alternative that Bošković (2005) entertains is to as-
sume post-syntactic processes of scattered deletion or copy and delete (CD) that
manipulate the linear configuration of the PP containing a modified noun and
pronounce, in one segment, the P and the A strings in a moved constituent, while
pronouncing the N in the base/trace position. This approach is sketched in (31).
(31) [U veliku sobu] on uđe [u veliku sobu] (Bošković 2005: 32n85)
A serious impediment to the CD account is the fact that it cannot predict the
elements that may and may not undergo “deletion”, since it is not the case that
“anything” goes, as long as it is split. (See Bošković 2005 et seq. for more argu-












[pravo u veliku sobu]
room
Now let us turn to explicating the proposal. Given that the structural spine is
taken to enter the derivation in the form of a head-complex, I take the following
unfolding steps in the derivational course of a PP.15
Bošković’s (2005) phase-based account of LBE rests on Ser-Bo-Croatian being
an NP-over-AP language (33a), unlike English which is AP-over-NP (33b).16 I
take the sole derivational difference between the NP-over-AP versus AP-over-
NP structure to lie in the resulting label.17
15Since adjectives in Slavonic display morphological definiteness (via so-called short/long form),
I take them to bear an IFF [𝑖def].
16The NP-over-AP vs. AP-over-NP difference/parameter is also entertained as an alternative to
the phase account in Bošković (2005).
17For a conceptually parallel approach, see Donati & Cecchetto (2011).
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In what follows, I provide a stepwise derivation of the PP and derive the avail-
ability of XLBE in line with the assumptions with which I started. At the onset,










Note that the present proposal actually strengthens Bošković’s (2005) proposal
regarding the NP-over-AP structure, which amounts to stating that the A cate-
gory is too weak to label in Ser-Bo-Croatian, a theoretical possibility argued for
in Chomsky (2013).
Following the tenets laid out in §2, while Nmin projects, its complement excor-
porates, as shown in (35). Since APs in Ser-Bo-Croatian do not project a label, P
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projects upon excorporation (nothing hinges on this, as far as I can tell, but cf.
the adjunction possibility discussed below).
Upon raising, the case-features are checked as the c-commanding relation is















By virtue of the def feature on the Amin, Pmin under sisterhood constitutes a
















Upon final movement, the adjective is a maximal category via a mechanism of
reprojection or Self Merge, see Figure 18.3 (I remain agnostic or rather apathetic
with regards to this issue).
Note that even if I were to adopt a view according to which the A-adjunction
is external to the unrolling of the nominal spine, I would arrive at a critically sim-
ilar configuration. Since Amax adjoining the N-complex would not project, due
to the nature of the NP-over-AP status of Ser-Bo-Croatian, Pmin, contained in
18The fact that XLBE material is in focus testifies to the definiteness of the AP. Unlike ordinary
LBE, XLBE obligatorily displays a definiteness effect.
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Figure 18.3: Successive excorporation as derivation of XLBE effects
Compl(Nmin), would excorporate to the root, ceteris paribus. Amin would have
its [uφ] features checked via c-selection of N and its [𝑢case] feature valued pre-
sumably via the chain 〈Nmin[ucase: ], Nmin[icase:loc]〉. In case Amin is specified
with a [def] feature, the features constitute a superset of those on Pmin which
would, in absence of [def] on Amin, otherwise excorporate to the root. This way,
P is a defective goal that would undergo A-incorporation.
The preposition u has the prosodic properties of a proclitic, as mentioned ear-
lier. Due to this, Talić (2013; 2015) provides a morphosyntactic account that is
predicated on the assumption that proclitics, like prefixes, incorporate into the







(Talić 2015: ex. 7)
However, the clitic cannot interact with accent when syntactically attached to
a branching host. In this case, the latter forms a prosodic phrase (φ) to which the










(Talić 2015: ex. 8)
Therefore, for the correct prosody to obtain, the syntactic configuration in (37)
is required. Since under no approach can I derive such base-generated constitu-
ency (recall the drawbacks), Talić (2015) assumes that such orders are syntacti-
cally derived. In (39), I show her approach as demonstrated by her example (15)













Such a syntactic approach assumes adjunct raising to Spec(root), viz. 〈Amax1 , t1〉,
and subsequent incorporation of the preposition. This approach is architecturally
rather similar to the approach I developed, with one crucial exception. The chain
〈Pmin2 , t2〉 can be seen as breaching the anti-locality condition bymoving the head
into its own specifier.19 The author, however, adopts the lines of reasoning from
Matushansky (2006), i.a., which are, on independent grounds, divorced from the
system of Roberts (2010; 2012) I am building on.
Also note that the relation between the prosodic constituency property and the
availability of XLBE is not one of entailment. While the preposition u I have been
citing in our data does have proclitic properties and is monosyllabic (its syllabic
𝜔-weight: 𝜔𝜎 (Pmin) = 1) there are other, prosodically non-simplex prepositions
that feature in XLBE:
19See footnote 14.
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‘He went towards a big building.’















‘Due to difficult circumstances, he still succeeded.’
Thus, independently of the prosodic mappings, the anti-local configurations
in (39) look as if, ceteris paribus, they should represent a standard derivation of
Ser-Bo-Croatian PP grammar. Instead, I proposed a non-violating derivation that
maintains the approach in full format, with little stipulation, and no reference to
extra-syntactic modules.20
5 Phase-parameters of defective goalhood
Following Chomsky (2008) in assuming that only phase heads trigger movement,
Roberts (2010) concludes that phase heads must, thereby, constitute the only cliti-
cisation sites. For the clause, such phase heads are only C and v and may adduce
from this idea of landing sites, or incorporation loci, a dichotomous typology of
pronominal cliticisation: D-level arguments obligatorily cliticise onto C0, while
φ-level pronouns target v0, as outlined in previous sections.
It is a fundamental requirement of the defectivity system that Roberts (2010)
develops that lexical categorial features not constitute formal features on which
the notion of defectivity is defined.
Assume a configuration in which v0 combines with a φ-bearing nominal ele-
ment, 𝑛0. According to the theory, the minimal noun, bearing [𝑖𝜙], incorporates21
into v0 after valuation of [uφ] on the latter. This is demonstrated in (42). Assume,
on the other hand, that lexical categorial features constitute legitimately formal
features: since [n] ≠ [v], the condition on defectivity is not met in (43) and in-
corporation does not obtain. This is the problem I propose to resolve.
20The end result is similar to one Bošković (2005) achieves, being the only other account which
achieves the required constituency here, but the road to it is very different.
21Or, rather, the feature valuation gives the effect of incorporation given that the chain reduction
algorithm pronounces the copy at the head (effectively “in” v0, by virtue of its feature makeup).
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For the principle of defectivity to be operational in its full generality, it is nec-
essary to develop the conditions under which both nominal and verbal categorial
(formal) features are subsets of a larger feature-class which would legitimise (43).
In this regard, I adopt the tenets that the lexical categorial features are located
in the categorisation formatives which combine with categoriless roots. These
are the standard assumptions of Distributed Morphology.
Furthermore, it has been independently motivated that categorisers constitute
the First phase. I propose to treat categorisers as phasers more explicitly. In this
regard, I treat categorisers as “first-phasers”, with the nominal or verbal lexical
category as their attribute.
(44) a. 𝑣0 =def [𝜋 ∶ v]
b. 𝑛0 =def [𝜋 ∶ n]
What satisfies the defectivity condition in (43) is that both the probe and the
goal bear the feature [𝜋], regardless of its (nominal or verbal) attribute.
This alone derives the non-arbitrariness of the defectivity system, as developed
in Roberts (2010), which recognises and addresses only two types of defective
goals insofar as pronominal cliticisation is concerned.
(45) a. C-orientation:
i. The relevant category of the defective goal α: D/N
ii. The category of the relevant probe β: C
iii. Agree between phase-phase objects yielding incorporation via
chain 〈α[+π], α[+π]〉
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b. v-orientation:
i. The relevant category of the defective goal α: φ
ii. The category of the relevant probe β: v
iii. Agree between phase-non-phase objects yielding incorporation
via chain 〈α[+π], α[−π]〉
My account leaves the analysis of Romance pronominal cliticisation, which
Roberts (2010) treats as involving a defective φ goal and overall v-orientation,
untouched. What we are allowing for is that the minimal D-less noun may count
as a minimal phase and, thus, as a defective goal by virtue of categorisation con-
stituting a first phase.
Let me wrap up this section on a diachronic note and the question of the his-
torical sources of the D category in Slavonic as compared to, say, Romance.
(46) a. Romance pronominal clitics are φ-categories.
b. South Slavonic pronominal clitics are N-categories.
Some varieties of South Slavonic (including Macedonian, Bulgarian, and, to
some extent, Slovenian) have developed an overtly full-fledged D-category
which historically derives from demonstratives, in contrast to Romance, where
it derives from pronouns. Given the approach I just outlined, the N/D parameter
is therefore independent from the C-orientation parameter for cliticisation.
6 Discussion & conclusion
Let me take stock of the specific results this paper provides. The particular goal
was to derive a NS constituency-compliant analysis of XLBE and x2p. To achieve
this, I assumed an unrolling excorporation mechanism, according to which all
functional layers of the clause (and, inversely and similarly, any other functional
structure) originate as a complex head and proceed to unroll and excorporate as
each argument is introduced in the structure. XLBE/x2p effects derive, as I have
shown, from the featural subset relation, which either holds or does not hold at
the point when the functional structure excorporates form the nominal category.
In the last section, I showed how the defectivity-driven approach to cliticisation
is consistentwith theN/D parametric theorywhich assumes that some languages
lack the functional D-layer. Assuming categorisation is an attributive property of
the first phase, I have posited, on conceptually natural grounds, that phasality be
recast as a feature with categorial attributes. With this twist, the subset relation
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between N and C categories can be established, and the N-clitics consistently
treated as C-orienting in South Slavonic.
The analysis I provided derives from basic properties of phrase-structure build-
ing, coupled with the notion of defective goals and a derivational onset as involv-
ing a head-complex (Shimada 2007). As it turns out, XLBE is perfectly amenable
to an exclusively syntactic account of its configuration, thanks to Roberts’s (2010)
defectivity. A side product of such an approach was also a desirable account of
2p phenomena found in Bosnian CSs, which feature the seeming movement of
the plural auxiliary into the first conjuncts.
Such an approach may be a stepping stone to understanding the interaction
of pragmatics with speech act and vocative driven (X)LBE phenomena, as the



























EPP extended projection principle
gen genitive
IFF intrinsic formal feature
LBC left branch condition
LBE left branch extraction
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This contribution addresses person splits in which 1/2P and 3P, or 1P and 2P sys-
tematically differ from one another with respect to the core grammar properties
of case and agreement, giving raise to parametric variation. We consider two case
studies from Romance varieties. The first one concerns 1/2P object clitics which,
in Italian like in other Romance languages, have a simplified morphology with
respect to 3P clitics, namely a single gender- and case-neutral object form, as op-
posed to the accusative vs. dative distinction, and the gender distinctions found in
3P. Moreover, 1/2P clitics only optionally trigger perfect participle (v) agreement,
otherwise obligatory with 3P accusative clitics. We argue that these behaviors cor-
respond to a core syntax phenomenon, whereby 1/2P clitics trigger DOM, which
in the Romance languages takes the form of obliquization. The fact that 1/2P clitics
are DOM obliques explains their specialized behavior in comparison with 3P clitics.
The second case study has to do with partial pro-drop patterns in Northern Italian
dialects involving the 1P vs. 2P split, interacting with the Externalization process
and the Recoverability principle. We show that the (micro)parameters regulating
the distribution of subject clitics are best seen as a reflex of macrocategories of
grammar. Finally, we compare our approach with the literature on these phenom-
ena (Cardinaletti & Repetti 2008; Calabrese 2008) and with the ReCoS parametric
theory of Ian Roberts and his collaborators, discussing their different explanatory
capabilities and results.
M. Rita Manzini & Leonardo M. Savoia. 2020. Person splits in Romance: Implica-
tions for parameter theory. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas &
Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Between syntax and
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1 Introduction
Our focus in this contribution is person splits, by which we mean interactions
between pronouns and syntactic rules and relations such as Agree, Case, etc.
in which 1/2P and 3P, or 1P and 2P, are seen to systematically differ from one
another. We provide two case studies from Romance varieties.1 In §2 we argue
that partial pro-drop patterns in Northern Italian dialects involve the 1P vs. 2P
split, interacting with the Externalization process and the Recoverability prin-
ciple. Though the possible parametric values individuate a microvariation set
(including only subject clitics), the parameters are best identified with the cate-
gorial splits themselves (such as 1/2P vs. 3P etc.), which involve macrocategories
of grammar.
In this section, we concentrate on object clitics in Standard Italian, henceforth
Italian. 1/2P object clitics have a simplified morphology (a single object form,
gender neutral) with respect to 3P clitics (encompassing the accusative vs. dative
distinction and gender distinctions). They also only optionally trigger perfect
participle (v) agreement.We argue that these behaviours do not involve low-level
morphological readjustments – but correspond to core syntactic phenomena. In
this respect, we reject not just descriptive accounts, but also accounts that require
an independent morphological component within formal models.
Several properties distinguish 1/2P clitics from 3P clitics in Romance, which for
ease of exposition we will illustrate with just one language, namely Italian. Leav-
ing aside the locative/instrumental ci, the genitive ne and the middle-reflexive
si, the inventory of Italian clitics is as in Table 19.1. What is immediately evident
from the table is that 3P clitics are differentiated by gender (masculine/feminine)
and by case (accusative/dative) – but 1/2P are insensitive to either distinction.
The classical approach to asymmetries like those in (1) is to postulate a single
underlying phi-features and case system, namely a system rich enough to be
able to account for 3P – and to assume that morphological mechanisms (perhaps
impoverishment and underspecification, in the way of Distributed Morphology)
are responsible for the surface syncretisms observed in 1/2P. However, there is
a third phenomenon with respect to which 1/2P and 3P differ, which does not
directly involve the morphology of the clitics, but rather their syntactic behavior.
As shown by Kayne (1989), in Italian (and French, etc.) perfect participles Agree
with D(P) complements moved to their left, hence with accusative clitics. Dative
1Though our focus is on Northern Italian dialects (§2) and on Standard Italian (§1), the title
refers to Romance varieties, in that the database of Manzini & Savoia (2005), which we use
in particular in §2, includes Occitan, Franco-Provençal and Ladin (Rhaeto-Romance) dialects,
spoken within the borders of Italy and Switzerland.
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Table 19.1: Italian accusative and dative clitics
acc.m acc.f dat.m dat.f
1sg mi
2sg ti
3sg lo la gli le
1pl ci
2pl vi
3pl li le (loro) (loro)
clitics do not Agree, even if they are associated with gender features in normative
Italian. We may assume that this is due to the fact that they are embedded under






















































‘He talked to him / her’
Surprisingly, notionally accusative 1/2P clitics may not Agree in either gen-
der or number, as in (2a), paralleling the dative clitic in (2c). Agreement of the
1/2P clitic with the perfect participle, as seen in (2b), remains possible, but it is
optional. Free alternations of this type are standardly seen as pointing to the exis-
tence of two slightly different grammars. In the first one, 1/2P clitics Agree with
the perfect participle; in the alternative grammar they do not. If two slightly
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different languages are involved in the free alternation of agreeing and non-
agreeing participles in (3), we expect there to be languages where only agree-
ment is allowed and languages where only invariable participial forms are. In-
deed there are many Italian varieties where 1/2P never trigger agreement (con-






















































‘He talked to me / you / us’
It is true that, as we have noticed at the beginning, 1/2P pronouns lack nominal
class features, but they have overt number properties. Therefore, relating option-
ality in agreement to the lack of (overt) morphological features is not immedi-
ately possible. What is more, under a morphological analysis, we would expect
1/2P to always display optional agreement, while agreement is clearly obligatory
in subject contexts, as in (3). The same incidentally is true in Northern Italian di-
alects where 1/2P subjects are obligatorily realized as clitics. This forces the view
that the optionality of 1/2P object agreement depends not on the lexical content
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The alternative option, taken by Manzini & Savoia (2005) and Kayne (2010), is
embedding the analysis of clitics firmly within core syntax, including their ap-
parently idiosyncratic syncretisms. As Kayne (2010: 144) argues, “syncretism of
the sort under consideration is nothing other than a particular kind of syntactic
ambiguity”. Specifically, addressing the 1st pronoun plural ci (syncretic with loca-
tive) he proposes that “it is not that ci has multiple possible values. Rather, ci, the
same ci, is compatible in Italian with a certain range of syntactic contexts, … a
silent PLACE, … a silent 1pl”, where silent constituents are constituents grammat-
ically represented but not pronounced. Manzini & Savoia (2005), Manzini (2012),
andManzini & Franco (2016) provide partial discussions of the range of empirical
data that interests us here, which we will pursue in a more systematic manner
in what follows.
1.1 Clitics and Case
We pointed to three respects in which 1/2P objects differ from 3P objects. Two
of them involve relational notions, namely case and agreement. Before we turn
to them, let us consider the different phi-features make-up displayed by the two
series of pronouns. The absence of nominal class endings (gender) on 1/2P cli-
tics is a pan-Romance characteristic. In fact, according to Siewierska (2004: 194),
“gender oppositions are characteristic of third rather than first or second person.
Of the 133 languages in the sample (33%) which have gender in their indepen-
dent person forms, 129 (97%) have gender in the third person as opposed to 24
(18%) in the second and three in the first (3%)”.2 Furthermore 1/2P forms are dif-
ferentiated for number via their lexical basis. Thus even in Romance languages
in which number is factored away from nominal class and lexicalized by a spe-
cialized -s ending, it is impossible to have 1st plural formed by adding -s to 1st
singular. This is not necessarily a consequence of the absence of gender inflec-
tions. For instance, Sardinian varieties which present a dative singular form not
inflected for gender, of the type li ‘to him/her’, also regularly pluralize it as li-s
‘to them’ (Manzini & Savoia 2005).
By contrast, the generalization holds that in Romance languages 3P clitics have
an internal structure comparable to that of lexical nouns. Simplifying somewhat,
the consensus in the literature is that at least two functional projections are
needed for Ns – corresponding roughly to gender and number. In homage to
the cross-linguistic comparison with Bantu languages, the lower category is of-
ten labelled Class, the higher category is Num (Picallo 2008), i.e. [[√ Class] Num].
2We thank Ludovico Franco for research and discussion on this point.
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Extra complexity arises in Indo-European languages from the fact that there is no
one-to-one mapping between the content of Class, which enters agreement with
determiners and modifiers of N, and the inflections immediately following the
root. We tentatively assign the inflectional vowel of Italian to an Infl position –
which embeds both the root and the Class node. Transposed to the analysis of









Languages like Spanish have an independent lexicalization for the plural,
namely -s; in Italian however pluralization is obtained by a change of the in-
flectional vowel. We may suppose that the plural 3P clitics, namely li/le, have the
structure in (5), where the plural property is associated with the Class node. Note
that this is in keeping with current ideas about Num not being a quantifier – but










The morphological structures in (4–5) map to a compositional semantics, es-
sentially as outlined by Kratzer (2009: 221):
the alleged “3rd person” features are in fact gender features, a variety of
descriptive feature ... If [a descriptive feature] is to grow into a pronoun,
it has to combine with a feature [def] that turns it into a definite descrip-
tion. If [def] is the familiar feature that can also be pronounced as a definite
determiner in certain configurations, it should head its own functional pro-
jection, hence be a D. It would then not originate in the same feature set as
descriptive features, which are nominal, hence Ns.
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In this perspective, the pan-Romance (near-universal) fact that 1/2P forms are
not associated with gender morphology, far from being a morphological syn-
cretism or other quirk of pronunciation, corresponds to a potentially interesting
(morpho)syntactic generalization – namely that 1/2P are pure deictic forms, de-
prived of predicative restrictions, even as elementary as Class (gender, countabil-
ity).
A notable characteristic of Italian 1/2P clitics, apart from the lack of nominal
class inflections, is the absence of case differentiations or, if one wishes, the ac-
cusative/dative syncretism – which is also replicated by many languages (e.g.
French, Spanish, Albanian), though not by all (e.g. Romanian, Greek). In fact,
in Italian (2), the m-i, t-i 1/2P person forms have the same -i inflection as the 3P
dative gl-i. This inflection contrasts with that of the accusative in (1), correspond-
ing to gender morphology (-o, -a, -i, -e).3 Now, obliquization and specifically da-
tivization of highly ranked referents normally characterized differential object
marking (DOM) in Indo-European languages (Manzini & Franco 2016). Specifi-
cally in Romance, DOM marking of lexical DPs generally takes the form of the
preposition a ‘to’ (in Ibero-Romance, in Southern Italian dialects).
At the basis of DOM is the fact that in many languages, case assignment de-
pends on the referential content of the argument DPs. This is often described in
terms of an animacy hierarchy. The classical discussion by Dixon (1979: 85–86)
is based on the “potentiality of agency” scale, i.e 1st person < 2nd person < 3rd
person < proper name < human < animate < inanimate. According to Dixon,
it is plainly most natural and economical to “mark” a participant when it is
in an unaccustomed role… A number of languages have split case-marking
systems exactly on this principle: an ergative case is used with NPs from
the right-hand end, up to some point in the middle of the hierarchy, and
an accusative case from that point on, over to the extreme left of the hier-
archy… Though the phenomenon is often referred to under the heading of
split ergativity, it is evident that in the typological continuum it touches
what we may call split accusativity.
Similarly, using a different terminology, Aissen (2003: 473) states that “the factors
that favor differential subjectmarkingwill be themirror image of those that favor
DOM”.
3-i is the Latin inflection of the dative singular (in all declension classes excepting the II), also
syncretic with the genitive (in the I class). Note further that though in Table 19.1, we have
illustrated normative Italian, in colloquial Italian there is a single dative form for masculine
and feminine, singular and plural, corresponding to gli (l- definiteness base + -i inflection).
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The overt dative morphology of DOM objects suggests that these forms are
not directly embedded as the internal argument of the event. Rather, their em-
bedding requires the presence of a case layer, the dative, dedicated to the expres-
sion of possessors. We follow Belvin & den Dikken (1997: 170) in characterizing
the possession relation in terms of zonal inclusion, i.e. “[e]ntities have various
zones associated with them, such that an object or eventuality may be included
in a zone associated with an entity without being physically contained in that en-
tity”. Following Manzini (2012), we label the dative case, carrying the relational
inclusion content, as ⊆.
In these terms, the structure of embedding of mi/ti in (2) remains constant
despite the fact that two different structures of embedding are implied by the
predicates aiutare ‘help’ and parlare ‘speak (to)’ with 3P clitics in (1). In the struc-
ture in (6) we propose that the two arguments of ⊆ are the 1/2P clitic and – we
assume – the event itself, adopting and adapting in this respect an idea of the













Intuitively, transitive predicates can be paraphrased by an elementary predi-
cate associated with an eventive name. Thus aiutare ‘help’ alternates with dare
aiuto a ‘give help to’. Hale & Keyser (1993), Chomsky (1995) formalize this in-
tuition about the complex nature of transitive predicates by assuming that they
result from the incorporation of an elementary state/event into a transitivizing
(typically causative) predicate. Within such a conceptual framework it becomes
clearer what we mean when we say that in (6), ⊆ takes as its arguments the 1/2P
pronoun and an elementary state/event. In other words, (6) can be informally
rendered as ‘He caused me to have help/talk’. We claim that the 1/2P pronoun
in (6) is introduced as a possessor, taking in its “zonal inclusion” domain an ele-
mentary event – for instance aiuto ‘help’. By contrast, 3P complements of aiutare
‘help’ (or rather ‘cause help’) are embedded in a canonical transitive (causative)
structure comprising a nominative agent and an accusative theme. The fact 3P
arguments of parlare ‘talk (to)’ require the ⊆ embedding must be considered a
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lexically governed alternation (subject to considerable cross-linguistic variation,
see Svenonius 2002).
Manzini & Franco (2016) discuss potential problems for the present analysis in
some detail. Specifically, the 1/2P argument of aiutare ‘help’ raises to the nomi-
native position in the passive, while that of parlare ‘talk (to)’ does not, as in (7a)
vs. (7b). The contrast in passivization is traditionally explained by the assump-
tion that underlying cases are identical for 1/2P and 3P, though 1/2P are morpho-
logically syncretic between dative and accusative. Thus the accusative object of
aiutare ‘help’ can be passivized independently of whether it is 1/2P or 3P, while
that of parlare ‘talk (to)’ cannot. Therefore the possible way to passivize parlare




























‘It was talked to me (about you)’
Manzini & Franco (2016) propose a different explanation. They argue that the
dative case with parlare ‘talk (to)’ is inherent, in the sense of Chomsky (1986), i.e.
it is selected by the verb. Under passive, inherent dative case must be preserved,
yielding an impersonal passive, as in (7b′) but barring raising to nominative po-
sition as in (7b). On the contrary, the dative case with aiutare ‘help’ and 1/2P
objects is structural, since it depends not on the selection properties of the verb,
but on the DOM configuration. Passive voids the context for the application of
DOM, since the internal argument is raised out of its VP-internal position to
[Spec, IP]. Therefore, no dative need be present in the derivation and sentences
like (7a) are well-formed.
Before turning to agreement, it is worth mentioning that independent evi-
dence for the presence of 1/2P vs. 3P splits in Romance DOM comes also from
full pronouns – though it can only be briefly reviewed here. The standardly
recognized manifestation of DOM in the Romance languages is the so-called
prepositional accusative, whereby in a large number of Romance varieties (Ibero-
Romance, Central and Southern Italian dialects, Romansh, Corsican, Sardinian,
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Romanian) highly ranked objects are introduced by a preposition (with or with-
out clitic doubling), most often a. The best known and most frequently attested
pattern has DOM associated with definite/animate DPs, as in Standard Spanish
(see Aissen 2003 for a typological survey, von Heusinger & Kaiser 2011 for a cor-
pus study). However, as illustrated Manzini & Savoia (2005: §4.9), D’Alessandro
(2015), other splits along the descriptive animacy/definiteness hierarchies are at-
tested by Italian varieties. What is relevant for present purposes is that in some
Center-South Italian varieties only 1/2P internal arguments require DOM, as in
(8a). 3P pronouns and kinship terms (essentially functioning as proper names)
undergo ordinary (bare) embedding, as in (8b).4
























‘He called him / my brother’
Importantly, though the evidence from Italian 1/2P clitics reviewed would tra-
ditionally be treated in terms of morphological syncretism, there is no question
that facts like (8) are syntactic.
1.2 Clitics and Agree
Let us then turn to agreement. Consider first 3P clitics. Under Chomsky’s (2000;
2001) model of Agree, wemay say that transitive verbs (i.e. verbs with an external
argument and a v structural layer) include a probe on v, which attracts the closest
4Other varieties displaying the same pattern are Cagnano Amiterno (Abruzzi) and Borbona
(Lazio); optionality of DOM in the 3P characterizes a few more dialects in the corpus, specifi-
cally Avigliano Umbro (Umbria), Torricella Peligna (Abruzzi), Canosa Sannita (Abruzzi). In fact,
in contexts involving 1/2P pronouns, or in any event pronouns, DOM and clitic doubling can
also surface in Northern Italian. In (i) we reproduce an example from Trieste (an anonymous
reviewer suggests data from the dialectologically close variety of Padua).













‘He beat you up’
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argument (byMinimal Search), namely the object of V. Agree (i.e. Match/Identity)
then goes through, yielding (9a); for the sake of exposition we have assumed
that the clitic has a base position inside the VP. Otherwise, the perfect participle
turns up inflected with the invariable masculine singular ending, as in (9b). The
traditional assumption in this respect is that some sort of morphological default
repairs the lack of syntactic agreement.
(9) a. [vP aiutata [D la]]
b. [vP parlato [⊆ [D gli/le]]]
For ease of exposition, we have assumed that the perfect participle is an unan-
alyzed unit, associated with a probe in the form of a feature matrix, essentially
as in Chomsky (1995). In reality, the perfect participle consists of a lexical base
(inclusive of a so-called thematic, or inflectional class, vowel, which will be disre-
garded here), followed by a perfect ending -t, followed in turn by a suffix contain-
ing gender and number information (-o, -a, -i, -e), as in (10). The φ constituent is









Classical theories of null subjects hold the view that the finite inflection of
languages like Italian is pronominal-like (Rizzi 1982), hence it represents a lexi-
calization of the subject. In fact, in some models the pro empty category is dis-
pensed with altogether (Borer 1986 for an early statement, Manzini & Savoia
2005; 2007). Suppose we generalize this idea to all agreement inflections. The
perfect participle inflection, seen in Italian (9), will be construed as an elemen-
tary lexicalization of the internal argument within the morphological structure
of the verb, as schematized in (10). Classical theories of pro-drop hold the view
that the finite inflection of languages like Italian is pronominal-like (Rizzi 1982);
in fact, some models treat it as satisfying the EPP, so that the pro empty cate-
gory becomes redundant (Borer 1986; Manzini & Savoia 2005; 2007). Suppose we
generalize this idea to all agreement inflections. The perfect participle inflection
will then be construed as an elementary lexicalization of the internal argument,
as schematized in (11).
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In (11), the φ constituent endowed with gender and number (i.e. nominal class)
specifications needs a 1/2P or D closure in order to achieve referential status. This
can only be obtained via the application of Agree. According to Chomsky (2000:
122) “the simplest assumptions for the probe–goal system” are formulated as in
(12). Matching, namely feature identity according to (12a), “is a relation that holds
of a probe P and a goal G. Not every matching pair induces Agree. To do so, G
must (at least) be in the domain D(P) of P”, defined as in (12b). Furthermore, “a
matching feature G is closest to P if there is no G’ in D(P) matching P such that
G is in D(G’)” as in (12c).
(12) Chomsky (2000: 122)
a. Matching is feature identity.
b. D(P) is the sister of P.
c. Locality reduces to closest c-command.
Our proposal (see also Manzini & Savoia 2005; 2007; 2011) holds on to these
“simplest assumptions”, but revises their standard implementation, in keeping
with the need to interweave morphological and syntactic analysis. Specifically,
we may expand the schematic structure in (9a) as in (13). We translate the classi-
cal idea that φ features percolate to the head level v by assuming that labelling
creates a (v, φ) projection. At this point Agree proceeds along the lines in (12) cre-
ating a pair ordered by c-command and obeying locality, normally taken to be
(aiutata, la). We may equally, and more perspicuously, pare the Agree sequence
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We know that in Chomsky’s (2000; 2001) conception, Agree is amatter of delet-
ing the uninterpretable features of the probe, with the result that a single copy of
an agreement pair survives, namely the interpretable copy of the goal. But this
is simply a technical implementation. One may keep closer to the morphological
reality of agreement and assume that agreement is a matter of feature unification.
Thus the agreement pair for (13) unifies the feminine features instantiated by the
-a inflections of v and D. As a result, the D features morphologically instantiated
by l- provide the necessary and sufficient referential closure for the internal argu-
ment of aiutare ‘help’. In this perspective, the satisfaction of Full Interpretation
at the conceptual-intentional (CI) interface depends on the fact that the opera-
tion of Agree creates an equivalence set, interpreted as a single argument with
multiple occurrences (what Manzini & Savoia 2007 call agreement chains).
Let us then consider the 3P non-agreeing pattern in (9b). The internal struc-
ture of the perfect participle is as already indicated in (9), except that parlare
‘speak (to)’ does not introduce an internal argument. Rather, it selects the da-
tive preposition or case, i.e. an element with (⊆) relational content, introducing
a possessor. As a consequence, the φ node is externalized by the invariable -o
ending, as in (14); the latter could be the realization of an empty φ node, i.e. what









At this point, we are in a position to consider the crucial 1/2P data. Specifically,
with aiutare ‘help’ two alternatives are possible. In present terms, the first alter-
native consists in the partial saturation of the internal argument of the participle
by a gender and number inflection, as in (15). The φ probe can be matched with
the 1/2P content as a goal, creating an agreement pair. The operation requires
that the 1/2P constituent is visible despite the presence of ⊆ oblique morphol-
ogy; in other words the ⊆ case morphology must be transparent. We already
suggested in the discussion surrounding (13) that the right way to think about
5In a less stipulative way, in the absence of an internal argument, we could take the φ node
to realize the abstract event argument. Note that in Romance languages where productive
neuter gender is available (Central Italian dialects, Manzini & Savoia 2005; 2017), the latter is
associated with mass and eventive contents and also with invariable perfect participles.
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agreement pairs is not in terms of feature deletion (à la Chomsky), but rather of
feature unification. Hence the descriptive gender and number properties of the
-a inflection are unified with the 1/2P deictic properties of the clitic m-/t- under
non-distinctness. More conventionally, we may add to the structure of the m-/t-
clitic an abstract φ node, and assume that the content of this abstract φ node
















Next, consider the non-agreeing 1/2P structure in (16). With parlare ‘talk (to)’,
as already reviewed in relation to the 3P clitic in (13), ⊆ is selected by the verb,
and an agreement probe cannot be generated; rather the φ slot of the participle is
empty, i.e. a default (but see footnote 5). With aiutare ‘help’ the agreement probe
may be generated and satisfied along the lines of (15). We now propose that the
agreement probe may equally not be generated, since the structure includes an
oblique ⊆ object, albeit a structural (non-selected) one as in (17).
(16) [vP aiutato/parlato [⊆ [1/2P m-/t-] [⊆ i]]]
Let us summarize so far. We propose that a verb like parlare ‘talk (to)’ select-
ing an inherent ⊆ oblique, never generates a φ probe on the participle. A verb
like aiutare ‘help’ generates a φ probe, when it is construed with an internal ar-
gument. However if DOM changes the internal argument to an ⊆ oblique, two
possibilities are available. The first one is that the φ probe is generated on the par-
ticiple and matched to the DOM object – in other words the latter is treated like a
direct object and unlike an inherent oblique. Alternatively, the structural oblique
is treated like an inherent (i.e. selected) oblique, resulting in empty/default agree-
ment.
An analysis along these lines is supported by the observation that agreement
is optional also with 3P clitics, if they are associated with structural oblique case,
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i.e. oblique case which is not inherently assigned by the verb. Thus the ne geni-
tive clitic in (17) licences agreement in the plural (masculine or feminine); how-
ever the invariant (masculine singular) form of the perfect participle is equally
allowed in the relevant idiolects. We assume that genitive represents an instanti-
ation of the same predicative content (⊆) as dative – except that dative predicates
possession/inclusion between two arguments of a VP, while genitive predicates
possession/inclusion between a D(P) and a modifier it embeds. In (17) the geni-
tive ne clitic refers to a larger set including the two (due) objects I bought. On
this basis, an agreement alternation is as expected depending on whether the (⊆)














‘I have bought two of them’
The facts that we have considered so far involve an extremely limited portion
of the lexicon of just one language, essentially Italian clitics. Yet we have sought
to explain them in terms of syntactic macrocategories, such as the Participant/
non-Participant Person split and specifically its interaction with DOM phenom-
ena. We must therefore briefly pause to consider whether these proposals are
tenable with respect to available crosslinguistic evidence.
Importantly, the optionality of agreement with 1/2P clitics in Italian simply
replicates at a smaller scale a well-known independent parameter affecting DOM
obliques. The Indo-Aryan languages are a case in point. On the one hand, these
languages present agreement of the perfect participle with the internal argument,
for instance in Hindi (18a), where the internal argument is absolutive (and the
external argument ergative). On the other hand the relevant languages are char-
acterized byDOM, generally opposing animates to inanimates, realized bymeans
of a postposition, which in Hindi is -ko, as in (18b). What is relevant here is that
the DOM object does not Agree with the perfect participle, which shows up in
the default masculine singular.
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Though the Hindi pattern is robustly attested, in some Indo-Aryan languages
DOM objects, also realized by an oblique postposition Agree with the perfect
participle exactly as absolutive objects do. Thus in Marwari, a Rajasthani lan-
guage the perfect participle “always agrees with O whether it is [DOM] marked
or not” according to Verbeke (2013: 234). Crucially “agreement with an IO or an
experiencer, marked with the same postposition is out of the question” (Verbeke
2013: 234). In (19) we illustrate just agreement of the perfect participle with DOM
objects (-nai).









‘Rawan has beaten Gita’
Recall that our thesis is that it is not possible to explain the case and agree-
ment patterns of 1/2P clitics in Italian in terms of morphological idiosyncrasies.
Rather, 1/2P clitics are targeted by DOM, hence they are externalized by oblique
case. This in turn yields two possible grammars for agreement, one in which
agreement probes characterize bare objects and DOM objects – and an alterna-
tive grammar in which agreement probes are restricted to bare objects. The data
from Indo-Aryan languages are introduced here to confirm that these two op-
tions characterize DOM (of the Indo-European type) quite generally.
Thus, given any language in which we have evidence for both object agree-
ment and DOM (on a person split basis, on an animacy basis), we expect op-
tionality of DOM agreement (Italian) or obligatoriness of DOM agreement (Ra-
jasthani/Marwari) or impossibility of DOM agreement (Hindi). These predictions
are quite weak, but the data do not seem to warrant any stronger analysis; in
other words we only predict that we will not find agreement with DOM objects
to the exclusion of bare objects – which is correct.6
In conclusion, Italian (and Romance) object pronouns (clitic and full) provide
evidence for the presence of 1/2P vs. 3P splits. Some of the facts we observed
could in principle be handled in terms of morphological idiosyncrasies. Here we
6We do not have data on how DOM interacts with perfect participle agreement in varieties
like Colledimacine in (8) or Trieste in fn 4. In any event, the analysis in the text excludes
only the possibility that 1/2P agrees while 3P does not; this state of affairs is not attested in
any Italian dialect, to the best of our knowledge. Note also that we do not make predictions on
languages with no DOM. In principle we do not expect any asymmetries (for instance between
1/2P and 3P) in (object) agreement – but there may be reasons independent of DOM why such
asymmetries are found.
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argued instead that their lack of gender/number inflections may points to a gen-
uine difference in constituent structure with 3P pronouns, which are effectively
definite Ds. More to the point, the so-called accusative/dative syncretism in Ital-
ian 1/2P clitics and their optional activation of perfect participle agreement are
connected with the DOM treatment of 1/2P clitics in the core syntax.
2 1P vs. 2P: Northern Italian subject clitics
In this section we address the issue of whether the Romance languages display
evidence for a 1P vs. 2P split. To this end we consider subject clitics in Northern
Italian varieties and specifically patterns of partial pro-drop. The microparamet-
ric variation involved (in the sense of Kayne 2000) will ultimately lead us to
discuss recent proposals as to the nature of parameters and specifically their re-
lation to macrocategorial splits such as 1P vs. 2P or, going back to §1, 1/2P vs.
3P.
2.1 Partial pro-drop in Northern Italian dialects
Manzini & Savoia (2005: §2.3) provide subject proclitic paradigms for 187 North-
ern Italian varieties (as counted by Calabrese 2008). Many of these dialects are
characterized by partial pro-drop, namely the presence of no lexicalization for
certain forms of the paradigm. The interest of the phenomenon is that only a mi-
nority of the logically possible patterns are actually attested. To begin with, 3P
clitics (or a subset of them) are lexicalized in the quasi totality of Northern Ital-
ian dialects. Because of this, we illustrate first variation in the P(erson) paradigm,
keeping the presence of D (i.e. 3P) forms constant.
The logical possibilities for combining four person denotations with two
choices for lexicalization (P vs. zero) are sixteen. In the absence of further con-
straints, we expect to find all of them. HoweverManzini & Savoia (2005), Manzini
(2015) tabulate only six possible proclitic patters, as shown in (20). This result re-
mains constant if instead of considering null subjects slots, we consider slots
taken by syncretic clitics lacking specialized P morphology.
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(20) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
1. Prali — P D P P D
2. Corte/Sief — P D — — D
3. Càsola — P D — P D
4. * — P D P — D
5. * P — D P P D
6. * P — D — — D
7. * P — D — P D
8. * P — D P — D
9. French P P D P P D
10. Sillano P P D — — D
11. * P P D — P D
12. * P P D P — D
13. Livo — — D — — D
14. * — — D P P D
15. * — — D — P D
16. * — — D P — D
French in line 9 is the best-known Romance language that lexicalizes all P and
D subject clitics. A language like Livo in line 13 further implies a 1/2P vs. 3P
split. Apart from French and Livo, the other existing languages of (20) external-
ize subject clitics along a finer fault line, that between speaker and hearer. This
may result in the externalization of just hearer reference, as in line 3 (Càsola);
however, the lexicalization of just speaker is unattested. In order to account for
the speaker/hearer asymmetry, Manzini & Savoia (2011), Manzini (2015) formu-
late the split between speaker and hearer (1P vs. 2P) as in (21), in terms of the
salience of speaker reference.
(21) Speaker reference is (pragmatically) salient
(21), interacting with a universal rule/principle of grammar, namely Recover-
ability (22), explains why Càsola in line 3 of (20) is a possible language, while
its mirror image in line 8 is impossible. Recoverability is standardly conceived as
a principle constraining the deletion operation. Equivalently one may construe
it as a constraint on the enrichment of L(ogical)F(orm), as in (22); in either case
its content remains constant, i.e. that of licensing lack of Externalization. The
salience of 1P in (21) makes it (pragmatically) recoverable, in the sense of (22), in-
dependently of any other syntactic or semantic condition being satisfied – licens-
ing its lack of externalization. This is not the case for 2P, which must therefore
be lexicalized. Therefore (21) crossed with Recoverability yields the prevalence of
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2P lexicalizations over 1P ones in (20). To be more precise, rows 1-3 are allowed
because 1P is not lexicalized and 2P is; rows 5 to 8 are excluded because 1P is
lexicalized and not 2P; rows 4, 12 and 16 are excluded because this latter pattern
holds in the plural.
(22) Recoverability
Recover non-externalized LF content (referential etc.)
Nevertheless, there are patterns in (20) which are excluded even though 2P is
lexicalized, including rows 11 and 15. Descriptively, what seems to be relevant is
that the speaker vs. hearer split is defined in the plural but not in the singular.
We may therefore assume that (21) either applies to the singular, i.e. to speaker
proper, or it cannot apply at all, as in (23). In other words, it is possible for it to
be defined in the singular of a given language, and not in the plural– but not vice
versa. A point to which we will return is that (23) is a statement about a value
of a given categorial split (singular vs. plural) blocking another categorial split,
namely the salience or prominence of speaker (vs. other referents).
(23) (21) is not defined in the plural.
Recall next that (20) records the attested variation in P lexicalization in lan-
guages where 3P (D) is invariably lexicalized. It is implicit in the way data are
tabulated that the lexicalization of 3P is assumed to define an independent pa-
rameter. Thus in (20) there are varieties, for instance Livo, where the D series is
lexicalized, but there is no exponent for P, defining a categorial split along the
lines of (24), i.e. the 1/2P vs. 3P split also dealt with in §1.
(24) P (Participant) vs. D (Definiteness) referent
One may then expect the reverse situation to (20) to be attested, where 3P
pronouns are not lexicalized, while on the contrary P pronouns are. Specifically,
we may expect six languages to be generated, where 3P is zero and P slots vary
along the lines discussed for (20) – i.e. lexicalization only of 2P is possible, and
plural is not more differentiated than singular. If D is not lexicalized and P is not
either we obviously have a classical pro-drop language like Italian (pattern 13).
Pattern 2, with 2P as the sole lexicalized Participant form is also found. Pattern
9 is possible in turn – but it should be noted that in the dialect of Faeto (and the
similar dialect of Celle, cf. footnote 5), the 3P form is undifferentiated/syncretic,
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rather than zero.7 These facts are depicted in (25), where pattern numbers re-
fer back to corresponding patterns in (20). Evidently, our analysis overgenerates
three patterns, namely 1, 3, 10. However, the sample of dialects missing 3P is very
small (cf. footnote 7). This means that the conclusions we can infer from it are
not necessarily significant when it comes to overgeneration. In any event, the
analysis does not undergenerate.
(25) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
1. * — P — P P —
2. Tetti — P — — — —
3. * — P — — P —
9. Faeto P P — P P —
10. * P P — — — —
13. (Italian) — — — — — —
We should also consider the possibility that 3P singular splits from 3P plu-
ral. The lexicalization of the 3P plural to the exclusion of the 3P singular is not
attested; this may be due to the fact that the plural cannot be more highly dif-
ferentiated (via lexicalization) than the singular. In other words, the proposal we
put forth in (23), saying that the 1P vs. 2P split may not be instantiated in the
plural, should really be generalized to the possibility that any given split may be
instantiated in the singular and the plural, along the lines in (26), but not vice
versa. Thus, since 3P singular will have nominal class properties, along the lines
of §1, wemay conclude that it is possible to have them represented in the singular
and not in the plural (pro-dropped) but not vice versa.
(26) Categorial split x is not defined in the plural.
By combining a lexicalized 3P singular, a zero 3P plural and the attested P
configurations in (20), we may expect six patterns, as in (27). Only two of them
are found, namely pattern 13, where only the 3P singular is lexicalized, and pat-
tern 2 where 2P singular and 3P singular are lexicalized.8 We observe that in
all possible patterns the plural is consistently zero, suggesting that patterns 1, 3
7Besides Tetti (Dronero, in the Occitan Val Maira) other varieties that display the pattern in line
2 are Sarre (Franco-Provençal), and Bonifacio (at the southern tip of Corsica). Celle San Vito
and Faeto, exemplifying the pattern in line 9, are Franco-Provençal varieties of Southern Italy
(Franco-Provençal colonies).
8Besides Olivetta (West Ligurian, on the Occitan borders), other varieties that display the pat-
tern in line 2 are Olivetta San Michele (Western Liguria, on the Occitan borders), Varese Ligure
(Liguria), Calasetta (Ligurian dialect of Sardinia) and Como (Lombardy). Acceglio (in the Occ-
itan Val Maira) is the only representative for the pattern in line 13 present in the corpus.
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and 9 ought to be excluded because of the presence of plural P forms. Again the
relevant idea seems to be that the plural cannot be more highly differentiated
than the singular, excluding a person split in the plural (zero 3P vs. lexicalized
1/2P) where there is none in the singular. This would mean that our approach
overgenerates only pattern 10 – though the disclaimer about the small number
of dialects with the desired 3P configuration (cf. footnote 8) applies here as well.
Importantly, the approach does not undergenerate.
(27) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th
1. * — P D P P —
2. Olivetta — P D — — —
3. * — P D — P —
9. * P P D P P —
10. * P P D — — —
13. Acceglio — — D — — —
Moving away from the finer empirical details and on to the overall theoreti-
cal picture, we assume that a rule of Externalization, in the sense of Berwick &
Chomsky (2011) pairs a CI content with a sensory-motor (SM) content, as in (28).
Parameter values are the SM choices that (28) brings into effect, by interacting
with C-I categorial splits such as Participant vs. Definite/Demonstrative, 1P vs.
2P, singular vs. plural. Similarly the 1P vs. 2P categorial split may interact with
Recoverability, determining a fundamental asymmetry in Externalization. If so,
the parameters are effectively the categorical splits themselves.
(28) Externalization
Pair a CI content x with a SM content y
Activating a yes value of a parameter implies activating the categorial split –
otherwise the split remains inactive, corresponding to the zero value of the pa-
rameter. Generalizing from statements like (23), (26) one may further surmise a
schema for the interaction between parameters, as in (29). In other words, when
parameters cross, one of them may remain undefined for one value of the other.
Thus the Speaker vs. other referents parameter (or categorial split) may remain
undefined for value plural of the singular vs. plural parameter.
(29) Parameter (i.e. categorial split) A is not defined for value 0/1 of parameter
(i.e. categorial split) B
In the next section we try to clarify our conception of the relation between
categorial splits and parametrization, by comparing it to the notion of parameter
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proposed within the Rethinking comparative syntax (ReCoS) project. Before do-
ing so, we will briefly turn to alternative analyses of the Northern Italian partial
pro-drop patterns, in terms either of cartographic hierarchies or of a Distributed
Morphology-type component.
2.2 Competing views of parametrization
The data tabulated in (20) have attracted at least two types of analyses, besides
the one defended here. Cardinaletti & Repetti (2008) argue that Person implica-
tional hierarchies of the type proposed by typological work translate into struc-
tural hierarchies of Person positions. As the empirical basis of their work, they
adopt Renzi & Vanelli’s (1983) generalizations, which are based on a relatively re-
stricted set of 30 dialects. These generalizations yield an implicational hierarchy
2nd singular < 3rd singular < 3rd plural. Thus a language may lexicalize only 2nd
singular; it may lexicalize 2nd singular and 3rd singular, or it may lexicalize 2nd
singular, 3rd singular and 3rd plural – but other possibilities are excluded. Cardi-
naletti & Repetti map this implicational hierarchy to the structural configuration
in (30). They propose that in (30) the 2sg position is licenced by verb movement
to it. In turn, both the 3sg and the 2sg positions are licenced by verb movement
to the 3sg, and so on. This means that no position can be licences unless 2sg is;
3sg can be licences only if 2sg is; and so on.
(30) [3pl [3sg [2sg
Cardinaletti & Repetti’s (2008) proposal is typical of a range of cartographic
responses to microparametric variation, under which a relatively simple compu-
tational component is maintained, while the underlying structures on which it
operates are finely articulated. This response is empirically inadequate for the
Northern Italian subject clitic data. The larger database of Manzini & Savoia
(2005) brings out a few systematic counterexamples to Renzi & Vanelli (1983) and
hence to Cardinaletti & Repetti; notably in varieties like Livo in (20), 3P subject
clitics are realized, but not the 2P clitic.
A different approach is taken by Calabrese (2008), who concludes that the
correct level of analysis at which to account for the intricate microvariation il-
lustrated by Northern Italian subject clitics is not syntax but morphology. Recall
that in introducing (20) we have noticed that the absence of subject clitics for
a given set of forms is attested if and only if syncretic realizations are attested
for the same set. It is therefore syncretisms, rather than partial pro-drop, that
Calabrese sets out to account for. Calabrese’s analysis is again based on a per-
son hierarchy, namely 2sg < 3sg < 3pl < 1sg < 2pl < 1pl. For Calabrese, this
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hierarchy corresponds to a set of constraints, each of which blocks the realiza-
tion of the relevant forms, as in (31). For instance, the activation of constraint
(31f) means that the feature cluster [+speak, +augm], i.e. 1st plural, is excluded.
This in turn triggers morphological readjustment, in order to allow for lexicaliza-
tion, yielding syncretism. Alternatively, the activation of a constraint can lead to
obliteration, i.e. lack of the relevant lexicalization, hence to partial pro-drop.
(31) In the context [[AgrS ] +V
a. *[+part, −speak, −augm] 2sg
b. *[−part, −augm] 3sg
c. *[−part, +augm] 3pl
d. *[+speak, −augm] 1sg
e. *[+part, −speak, +augm] 2pl
f. *[+speak, +augm] 1pl
Despite the wealth of detail present in Calabrese’s analysis, the initial step of
the hierarchy, i.e. 2P> 3P is violated by all languages where only 3P is lexicalized,
like Livo in (20). Furthermore, Calabrese also notes that his system does not deal
with the proclitics of a language where only the 1st singular is missing and all
other forms are specialized – such as Prali in (20). From a theoretical point of
view, the morphological repairs that Calabrese assumes to be at work require
Late Insertion, in the sense of Distributed Morphology; these postulates violate
minimalist principles such as Inclusiveness and no backtracking. It is possible
that these minimalist principles hold in syntax and not in morphology for some
reason, but the result is in any case an enrichment of the grammar.
It is also interesting to note that for Calabrese (2008) the conceptual basis for
lexicalizing 2P but not 1P in Northern Italian subject proclitic paradigms is that
marked forms such as 1P “shy” away from lexicalization. Technically, in his filter
hierarchy in (31), themoremarked a form is, the less likely it is that the constraint
blocking it will be deactivated. Therefore, it is it the marked status of 1P that
determines its lack of lexicalization. The present approach is the reverse – it is
the inexpensive status of 1P in terms of Recoverability that determines its lack
of lexicalization. Importantly, under this latter approach there is no special 2 < 1
markedness hierarchy for Italian dialect proclitics, but only the prominent status
of speaker reference, corresponding to the classical 1 < 2 animacy ranking.
In conclusion, both the cartographic approach of Cardinaletti & Repetti (2008)
and the morphological approach of Calabrese undergenerate in one crucial re-
spect – i.e. they do not provide for the existence of languages with 3P (i.e. D)
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clitics and no P clitic. Similarly, Calabrese’s approach undergenerates with re-
spect to pattern (21), line 1; the approach in Cardinaletti & Repetti does not really
address 1P, so that the issue remains indeterminate. The crucial assumption in
Manzini & Savoia (2005), Manzini (2015) that allows the correct results to be ob-
tained in this respect is that the P vs. D split in (24) is independent of the 1P vs.
2P split in (21) – and in fact the singular vs. plural split is independent of both.9
Vice versa the model overgenerates, at least as far as our empirical basis goes.
The order of magnitude of overgeneration is 4 patterns over 64 (26), namely one
in (27) and three in (25). The large majority of non-existing patterns is correctly
excluded (49 of them) and more importantly all existing patterns are correctly
generated (11 altogether) – i.e. the model does not undergenerate.
The absence of undergeneration (and the presence of some overgeneration)
correlates with the fact that the present model is weaker than its competitors.
Empirically, we have just argued that this represents an advantage – but the
same conclusion holds from a theoretical point of view, since both cartographic
hierarchies and a morphological filtering component are expensive devices and
best avoided (see also Chomsky et al. 2019).
Let us then turn to the notion of parameter. According to Berwick & Chomsky
(2011), parameters are not an external addition to the faculty of language, but
are coevolved with it. In other words, parameters simply correspond to degrees
of freedom open within Universal Grammar (UG), specifically in what concerns
Externalization. As a consequence, the idea that parameter values are associated
with lexical items (the so-called Borer–Chomsky conjecture, Baker 2008) takes
on better defined contours – since the lexicon is themain locus of externalization,
pairing CI and SM content.
Studies like the present one further argue that it is at best descriptively use-
ful to refer to micro- and macro-variation – the former affecting very closely
related languages and/or a small extension of the lexicon/grammar, while the
latter covers comparison between different families and a considerable exten-
sion of their grammar. However, there is no sense in which one can define an
opposition between macroparameters and microparameters. Manzini & Savoia
(2011), discussing auxiliary selection (be vs. have) in Italian varieties, have this to
say:
The distinction betweenmicroparametric andmacroparametric approaches
to variation has been so often discussed that the contours of the debate
9There is further dimension of variation, discussed by all of the works quoted – namely the fact
that enclitic paradigms differ from proclitic ones. Enclitic paradigms are largely irrelevant for
the issue at hand, since it appears that essentially all of the logically possible patterns in (20)
are instantiated (Manzini & Savoia 2005; Manzini 2015).
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have become somewhat blurred. It is evident that, to the extent that the
primitives manipulated by variation are macrocategories like transitivity
or voice, we could describe our approach as macroparametric – though the
fact that the unit of variation can be as small as a single lexical item qualifies
it as microparametric
Transposing this discussion to the case study in §2.1, Speaker, Plural, Participant,
etc. are macrocategories capable of influencing the global forms of a grammar;
at the same time, they can be seen to determine the microvariation in subject
clitic systems in (20). Going back to §1, the same holds for DOM, which may
determine macroalignment phenomena but also microphenomena restricted to
the sole clitic domain.
In the recent ReCoS model (Roberts & Holmberg 2010; Biberauer & Roberts
2012; 2015; Sheehan 2014; Biberauer et al. 2014), microparameters and macropa-
rameters simply represent different levels of application of a given parameter.
The internal organization of parametric space is determined by general proces-
sing/economy principles, specifically feature economy (FE, Roberts & Roussou
2003) and input generalization (IG, Roberts 2007). These “general cognitive op-
timisation strategies” determine the general form of parameter hierarchies by
interacting with the schema Qhh ∈ P [F(h)] regarding “generalised quantifica-
tion over formal features”. In this schema h stands for head(s) belonging to set P,
of which feature(s) F are predicated. Universal negative, universal and existential
quantification over h are ranked in this order by feature economy and input gen-
eralization. The passage from larger to smaller sets of restrictor heads yields the
descending hierarchy of macroparameters, mesoparameters, microparamenters
(Biberauer et al. 2014 and references quoted there).
Biberauer et al. (2014) exemplify their model with several different hierarchies.
Here, since we have discussed null subjects and subject clitics, we exemplify their
null arguments hierarchy (cf. Roberts &Holmberg 2010: 49), which we reproduce
in Figure 19.1.
The macroparametric region of the schema in Figure 19.1 corresponds to Fig-
ure 19.1a–c. In Figure 19.1a, lack of attestation for a particular type of features,
here uninterpretable phi-features, counts as the least marked value in the para-
metric hierarchy, namely radical pro-drop languages (languages of the Chinese/
Japanese type). In Figure 19.1b, the universal value of the parameter, correspond-
ing to pronominal argument languages, in the sense of Jelinek (1984), already
implies the restriction of the domain of application of the quantificational state-
ment to certain categories, namely functional heads. Figure 19.1c, which posits
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Are uφ-features present on probes?
Are uφ-features present on all probes?
Are uφ-features fully specified on some probes?
Are uφ-features fully specified on T?
Figure 19.1: Null arguments hierarchy
the existence of uninterpretable phi-features sets on some functional heads, trig-
gers the next set of statements (mesoparameters), concerning the association of
uninterpretable phi-features with all T heads Figure 19.1d, and presumably fur-
ther down with some T heads, and then on to microparameters etc.
Note that from mesoparameters down, what drives the construction of the hi-
erarchy is a progressive domain restriction. We already mentioned that this is
relevant for the head set h of which feature F is predicated; for instance, in the
macroparametric steps (Figure 19.1a–c), the uninterpretable phi-features prop-
erty is evaluated in relation to functional heads, while in the mesoparametric
steps from Figure 19.1d down it is evaluated in relation to T heads. But if so,
parameters are structured by something altogether more elementary than quan-
tificational schemas and processing/economy principles, namely the existence
of a Boolean superset/subset organization in the categorial domain. In the spe-
cific case at hand, this conclusion is strengthened by the observation that in the
passage from Figure 19.1b to c, the query switches from “is present” to “is fully
specified”. This means that restrictions down the scale apply not only to the head
set h, but also to the property F in the quantificational schema.
Informally, the basic aim behind the ReCoS approach is the integration of
the microparametric scale with the macroparametric one. This seems eminently
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compatible with the views expressed by Manzini & Savoia (2011) and here on mi-
crovariation and macrocategories (macroparameters). There are, however, differ-
ences between the position articulated by ReCoS and that expressed by Manzini
& Savoia (2011) and endorsed here. The ReCoS model sees macroparameters and
microparameters as applications of the same property in progressively smaller
domains. Indeed much of the discussion of the ReCoS model is devoted to the
progression down such hierarchies, like Figure 19.1. Manzini & Savoia (2011) take
a weaker position, under which no such hierarchy holds, or at least not neces-
sarily. In their terms, categorial splits between 1/2P (Participant) and 3P (Demon-
strative/Definite), between Speaker and Hearer, and so on may become external-
ized in small areas of the lexicon (Northern Italian subject clitics) or may have
systemic consequences (ergativity splits) – but this difference has no theoretical
import.
In fact, Manzini & Savoia (2011) make a stronger point, namely that “macrophe-
nomena can be decomposed into the same elementary conceptual components
that determine local lexical variation – and in fact the latter is the true matrix
of perceived macroparameters”. In other words, let us keep to the idea that (mi-
cro)parameters are binary choices (categorial splits), applying to minimal units
such as a single category or in the limit a single lexical item. Manzini & Savoia
propose that macroparameters may have a purely logical existence, as extrapo-
lations from microparameters (e.g. if category x has property P, x a functional
category, then all functional categories have property P). This second point goes
against the grain of the ReCoS models, as can be seen more clearly if we translate
the two approaches in terms of acquisition or markedness
Suppose with Manzini & Savoia that the learner fixes lexical choices such as
those concerning partial pro-drop in Northern Italian dialects locally. In their
terms, this “local lexical variation” is “the true matrix of … macroparameters”.
This means that the differential treatment of 1/2P vs. 3P (or 1P vs. 2P etc.) in the
lexicalization of subject clitics triggers the activation of the relevant categorial
splits in the grammar of the language – leading the child to look out for these
splits in other areas of the lexicon/grammar. In this sense, the microparametric
(i.e. lexical) setting has a macroparametric (i.e. systemic) consequence in the ac-
quisition process. Vice versa in the ReCoS model, if we understand it correctly,
the learning path is strictly downwards, proceeding from macroparametric de-
fault to actual microparametric settings.
Similarly, for Biberauer et al. (2014) languages that are highest in the hierarchy
in Figure 19.1, i.e. Chinese-style “radical pro-drop” languages or Jelinek’s (1984)
pronominal argument languages, are least marked. But it does not seem to be true
that unmarked status corresponds to relative frequency of these languages or
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other similar independent criteria for default status. In fact, the choice of treating
all 1/2P clitics alike by lexicalizing all of them, or by not lexicalizing any of them
(as opposed to 3P clitics) is certainly possible in Northern Italian dialects, but
unpopular. More than half of the dialects in the corpus present a pattern whereby
1P singular and 1/2P plural are associated eitherwith subject clitic drop (39/187) or
with an uninflected subject clitic (65/187). In other words, on statistical grounds
alone, one can legitimately conclude that the supposedly more marked mixed
bag choice is in fact the default one.
3 Conclusions
In this contribution, we have argued for the existence of 1/2P vs. 3P splits, and
1P vs. 2P splits in important areas of the lexicon/syntax of Romance languages.
On the one hand 1/2P vs. 3P splits (or 1P vs. 2P) interact with core grammar
properties of case and agreement. On the other hand, in so far as certain split
may or may not be activated, they yield parametric variation.
In the first part of the article, we noted that in many Romance languages, in-
cluding Italian, 1/2P object clitics have a simplified morphology with respect to
3P clitics, namely a single gender- and case-neutral object form, as opposed to
the accusative vs. dative distinction, and the gender distinctions found in 3P. 1/2P
clitics also only optionally trigger perfect participle (v) agreement, which is oblig-
atory with 3P accusative clitics. We have argued that these behaviours do not
involve low-level morphological readjustments, but correspond to core syntax
phenomena. Specifically, 1/2P clitics trigger DOM, which in the Romance (and
Indo-European) languages takes the form of obliquization. Therefore, the special
behaviours of 1/2P clitics with respect to 3P clitics (specifically the optionality of
agreement) are to be imputed to the fact that the former are DOM obliques.
Our second case study is partial pro-drop patterns inNorthern Italian dialects –
which in our terms involves the 1P vs. 2P split, interacting with the Externaliza-
tion process and the Recoverability principle. Though the possible parametric
values individuate a microvariation set (including only subject clitics), the pa-
rameters are best identified with the categorial splits themselves (such as 1/2P vs.
3P etc.), which involve macrocategories of grammar.
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High and low phases in Norwegian






This squib discusses the idea of a high and a low phase in Norwegian nominals.
I argue that ellipsis phenomena and syntactic constructions yielding speaker per-
spective meanings corroborate the proposal that nominals may have a biphasal
structure.
1 Introduction
This squib picks up on an idea most recently proposed by e.g. Cornilescu & Nico-
lae (2011), Simpson & Syed (2016), Simpson (2017), Syed & Simpson (2017) and
Roberts (2017: 161), namely that the extended nominal projection may consist of
two phases. If on the right track, this proposal gives us a new type of evidence
for parallel structure in nominals and clauses (e.g. Abney 1987; Szabolcsi 1994).1
While Cornilescu & Nicolae (2011) and the studies by Simpson and Syed focus
on Romanian and Bangla, I will discuss the idea of a high and a low nominal
phase in Norwegian. Previously, Julien (2005) has made a case for biphasal nom-
inals in Scandinavian on the basis of case-licensing and definiteness phenomena
1On phases in the clausal domain, see Chomsky (2000) and much subsequent work.
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in certain possessive constructions.2 I will introduce two types of data that are
new in the context of Norwegian: first, like Simpson (2017) and Syed & Simpson
(2017), I will look at ellipsis. Then I will consider speaker-perspective meanings,
which I, drawing on work by e.g. Sigurðsson (2014), take to be derived via syn-
tactic operations at the phase edges.3 The speaker-perspective meanings to be
considered are (i) psychologically distal demonstratives (e.g. Johannessen 2008)
and (ii) a possessive construction that I describe as psychologically proximal.
I assume the following structure of the extended nominal domain in Norwe-
gian, as proposed by Julien (2005):
(1) [QP... [DemP... [DP... [CardP... [αP... [nP... [NumP... [NP...]]]]]]]]
In this hierarchy, QP hosts strong quantifiers, DemP demonstratives, CardP nu-
merals/weak quantifiers, and αP adjectives (adjectives are sitting in the specifier
of the α head). DP and nP both contribute to definiteness; the definite suffix
originates in nP; D mostly probes and attracts lower material, or, in the case of
modified nouns, can be lexicalised by a pre-adjectival definite determiner which
comes in addition to the definite suffix (so-called double definiteness). example
(2a) illustrates the order of different elements in the nominal phrase (quantifier –
demonstrative – numeral – adjective – noun with definite suffix); example (2b)




















On Julien’s (2005: 12) analysis, DP, nP, NumP and NP are present in every DP,
whereas CardP and αP are only merged when they contain lexical material. I
take it that this also applies to QP and DemP.
2Julien argues for a low phase in addition to the more standardly assumed high phase; see Julien
(2005: 4–5, 73, 202, 219) for details.
3Cornilescu & Nicolae (2011: 40) mention speaker-perspective meanings (“judgements by the
speaker”) as a characteristic of the higher nominal phase, but not of the lower one. Their
arguments for a biphasal structure are based on the properties of prenominal adjectives and the
so-called adjectival article construction. The main data discussed in Simpson & Syed (2016) are
blocking effects on nominal-internal movement. Roberts (2017) proposes a biphasal structure
in a discussion of the final-over-final condition in DP.
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2 Ellipsis
Like Simpson (2017), I adopt Bošković’s (2014) proposal that ellipsis is constrained
by phases; more precisely, ellipsis can affect either (i) the phase itself, or (ii)
the complement of the phase head (see Bošković’s paper and references there
for cross-linguistic evidence). On this approach, ellipsis of complements of non-
phase heads is disallowed (Bošković 2014: 42). For illustration, compare (3a) and
(3b) (from Bošković 2014: 56; ellipsis is marked by strikethrough):
(3) a. Betsy must have been being hassled by the police, and Peter must
have been being hassled …
b. *Betsy must have been being hassled by the police, and Peter must
have been being hassled …
In (3a), the complement of a phase head is elided (the phase head is Asp1, spelt
out by been; see Bošković 2014: 62 for the full syntactic structure). In (3b), on the
other hand, not only been, but also being is stranded; this would involve ellipsis
of the complement of a non-phase head, which is not acceptable.
Some languages seem to disallow ellipsis for independent reasons even under
the appropriate phasal conditions (Bošković 2014: 48); thus, ellipsis being impos-
sible does not necessarily exclude the presence of a phase. However, according
to Bošković’s analysis, the possibility of ellipsis can be taken as an indication of
phasehood.
2.1 Ellipsis in the higher phase
Ellipsis data suggest the presence of a phase in the higher nominal domain in
Norwegian. It is, for example, possible to strand a prenominal possessive pro-
noun while the rest of the nominal phrase is elided, as illustrated in example (4)















































‘I was wearing my nicest dress, and Anne was wearing hers.’
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I follow Julien (2005: 207, 210), who argues that prenominal possessive pronouns
are first-merged in Spec-NP and move to Spec-DP (via intermediate positions).
What we have in example (4) then, is ellipsis of everything below D (αP, nP,
NumP and NP). The most obvious analysis that presents itself is that D is a phase
head whose complement is elided. The analysis is illustrated (somewhat simpli-
fied) in (5):
(5) hans beste venn
[DP [αP [nP [NumP [NP]]]]]
It is worth noting that not only DP, but also projections located even higher in
the nominal phrase can license ellipsis. This lends support to Bošković’s (2014)
proposal that phases are contextually defined: the edge of the phase is constituted
by the highest functional projection present. Thus, in a structure where a QP
is merged above DP, Q will be the phase head. An example of ellipsis with a
























de ekstra skru-ene i skuff-en
the spare screw-pl.def in drawer-def
‘There are some spare screws in the drawer, but don’t take all of
them.’
b. alle de ekstra skruene i skuffen [QP [DP [αP [nP [NumP [NP]]]]]]
2.2 Ellipsis in the lower phase
While the data presented above seem to indicate a phase headed by the topmost
projection in the nominal domain, Norwegian also allows ellipsis exclusively tar-
geting material in the lower part of the nominal. The perhaps clearest evidence
of this is ellipsis following adjectives, as illustrated in (7):
4It is also possible to strand a strong quantifier and a demonstrative: Alle disse bøkene er solgt,
lit. ‘all these books are sold’. Many such cases can be straightforwardly analysed as ellipsis in
the lower phase, which is discussed in the next section. An issue that invites further research,
both empirically and theoretically, concerns ellipsis of a noun modified by an adjective in such
contexts (an elided adjective would be higher than nP). I leave that aside here.
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‘I have found most of the keys that we lost, but all of the four small
ones are still missing.’
Recall that adjectives are located in αP, a projection below DP and CardP. On the
assumption that ellipsis can only affect phases and complements of phase heads,
the examples in (7) cannot be licensed by the topmost functional projection. In
example (7a), the highest element present is a pre-adjectival definite determiner,
and the phase head would be D. The elided material, a noun with a definite suffix,
is located in nP, which is a complement of α, i.e. a non-phase head. In (7b), the
highest element present is a strong quantifier, and the phase head would be Q.
Again, the elided material is located in nP, a complement of α, and in addition
to αP, both CardP and DP intervene between the ellipsis site and the highest
phase head. To account for the data, I propose, consistently with Julien (2005)
(who reaches this conclusion on different grounds), that nP is a phase and that
the examples in (7) are phasal ellipsis of nP.5 The analysis is illustrated in (8):
(8) a. de svarte t-skjortene
[DP [αP [nP... ]]]
b. alle de fire små nøklene
[QP [DP [CardP [αP [nP... ]]]]]
Having looked at some ellipsis data, we now turn to speaker-perspective mean-
ings.




There is now a significant body of work developing formal syntactic accounts of
phenomena related to speech acts, indexicality and speaker perspective, going
back to Ross’s (1970) (e.g. Speas & Tenny 2003; Giorgi 2010; Hill 2014; Sigurðs-
son 2014; Wiltschko & Heim 2016). While many works focus exclusively on the
left periphery of CP, Sigurðsson (2014: 179) connects speaker perspective (and
indexicality more generally) to phases and argues that edge linkers, a type of
feature that enables narrow syntax to link to context and that includes speaker
and hearer features, must be present in any phase (although some phasesmay not
have a full set). This proposal, which I adopt here, is consistent with the idea that
phases have a parallel structure (Poletto 2006). The edge linkers most relevant
for the present discussion are the following:
(9) a. ΛA, representing the logophoric agent (speaker).
b. ΛP, representing the logophoric patient (hearer).
If there is evidence that speaker-perspective meanings can arise from syntactic
operations both in the higher and the lower part of the nominal domain, it could
be taken to suggest that there are two nominal phases.
3.1 Speaker-perspective meanings in the higher phase
In the higher nominal domain, a clear example of speaker-perspective meanings
is provided by so-called psychologically proximal demonstratives (PDDs), most
elaborately described by Johannessen (2008) (see also further references cited
there).6 The PDD itself has the same phonological form as a 3rd person personal
pronoun, but when it combines with a (human) noun, it conveys a particular
meaning: it signals psychological distance. This sets it apart from regular demon-
stratives. Often, the PDD is used when the speaker does not know the person
under discussion personally, or when they want to signal a negative attitude
towards that person (cf. examples 10a,b).7 The reference point may also be with
the hearer: the speaker uses the PDD to introduce someone that they are familiar
with themselves, but that the hearer might not know personally (cf. 10c).
6Other relevant speaker-perspective phenomena are possibly the emotive adjectival construc-
tion (EAC) (Halmøy 2016: 294–297) and certain uses of sånn ‘such’ (Johannessen 2012).
7All examples in (10) are from Johannessen (2008); notation and translations slightly adapted.
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‘Me and Magne and that guy Mikkel, we rode our bikes’ (NoTa, M, 36,































‘You know that driving instructor I have?’ (NoTa, F, 18, Johannessen
2008: 164)
Johannessen (2008: 178) shows that the PDD in Norwegian cannot co-occur with
the pre-adjectival definite determiner in double definiteness constructions (exam-
ple 2b); the most obvious interpretation of this is that the PDD is a D element.8
Since no higher projections are merged in the examples in (10), DP is a phase and
will contain speaker and hearer features (ΛA and ΛP).
I propose that the encoding of psychological distance in relation to the speaker
or hearer is achieved in a way similar to that of deictic gender control (Sigurðs-
son 2014: 185–186). An example of deictic gender control is given in (11), where
the Icelandic 1st person pronoun triggers agreement in gender (fem. or masc., de-
pending on the speaker’s gender), although the pronoun itself does not exhibit
any overt gender distinctions.













‘I did this myself.’
Deictic gender control, according to Sigurðsson, involves gendering of the speak-
er/hearer features. In an example such as (11), the speaker feature at the C-edge
will have the value ΛA/M if the speaker is male and ΛA/F if she is female; the value
is passed down to the pronoun ég ‘I’ via Agreement with the gendered speaker
feature and triggers gender agreement in sjálfur/sjálf ‘myself’. In a similar fash-
ion, I propose that the PDDs in (10a) and (10b) get their psychologically distal
8Norwegian differs from Swedish and Danish in this respect; in Swedish and Danish the PDD
seems to be merged higher (Johannessen 2008: 175–176), probably in DemP.
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meaning via a speaker feature at the D-edge with the specification ΛA/PSYCH-DIST.
The PDD in (10c) differs in that the hearer, not the speaker, is the reference point;
in this case, the syntactic source of the psychologically distal meaning would be
the hearer feature, with the specification ΛP/PSYCH-DIST.
3.2 Speaker-perspective meanings in the lower phase?
The next question is whether there is any evidence for speaker-perspectivemean-
ings arising in the lower nominal domain. I would like to draw attention to a
particular possessive construction that might instantiate this. The construction
involves a proper or common noun and a postposed 1st person possessive pro-
noun, and it contrasts with the PDD in that it does not convey psychological
distance; on the contrary, it yields a very affectionate reading and is only ap-
propriate in intimate contexts.9 The construction seems to be primarily used in
vocatives, and to my knowledge, it has not been discussed much in the previous
literature, although it is very briefly touched upon by Julien (2016).10,11
Because the construction conveys the opposite of psychological distance,
namely psychological proximity, I refer to it as the psychologically proximal pos-



















‘Night-night, my dearest Anne. I suppose I can call you that?’ (The





























‘Our sweet Håkon, you turn 8 on 18th June, hip hooray for you!’
(Birthday greeting in local newspaper, 2013)13
9This description is based on my intuitions as a native speaker of Norwegian.
10Julien (2016: 90) writes: “The use of first person possessive pronouns in vocatives would be an
interesting topic in itself, especially since it often appears to add a flavour of endearment to
the utterance, but I will leave this topic aside here.”
11The construction bears some resemblance to the emotive adjectival construction (EAC)
(Halmøy 2016: 294ff), which consists of an adjective and a noun with a definite suffix. How-
ever, there are important differences. While the EAC is characterised by the presence of an
adjective, the construction to be discussed here does not necessarily contain other modifiers
than the possessive. The EAC occurs independently of possessive pronouns. Moreover, the
EAC does not necessarily convey affection; it can also express negative feelings.
12Some speakers report that they do not use the construction with proper names, but they gen-
erally seem to be familiar with it.
13https://www.an.no/vis/personalia/greetings/3561747 (accessed 22/11/2017).
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‘I will carry with me the memory of you in my heart for ever, my



























‘I love you a lot, sweetie!’ (Text message)16
The examples in (12a–c) illustrate the PPP construction with proper names. (12a)
is taken from a novel, more precisely from a scene in which a new couple are
saying good night to each other. Note that the person who addresses his girl-
friend as Anne min (lit. ‘Anne my’) explicitly asks for permission to do so; this
highlights the intimate style of the construction. Example (12b) is from a birth-
day greeting to a young boy from his parents; (12c) is taken from a memorial
webpage. The examples in (12d,e) illustrate the PPP construction with common
nouns; (12d) is a greeting addressed to a dog on a kennel web page; (12e) is from
a text message exchange between spouses. Note that when the noun in a PPP
construction is modified by an adjective, like in (12b), there is no pre-adjectival
definite determiner (i.e. no double definiteness); this is a characteristic of the PPP
construction (and vocatives in general).17
Now, it could be argued that the psychologically proximal meaning of the PPP
construction is a pragmatic (i.e. non-syntactic) phenomenon that automatically
14https://wang.vareminnesider.no/ (accessed 22/11/2017; full URL omitted because of the sensi-




17Occurrences of what looks like the PPP construction can be found in non-vocative con-
texts too: […] ta godt vare på Håkon vår ‘take good care of our dearest Håkon’ (http:
//www.torgeirogkjendisene.no/10/48/2/bangkok-og-cha-am-thailand-19-29-september/,
accessed 28/11/2017). However, in this paper, I limit my attention to vocatives. Postposed
possessive pronouns are regularly used in Norwegian, and in non-vocative contexts a post-
nominal 1st person possessive does not necessarily yield an affectionate reading; a statement
like Jeg skal besøke broren min ‘I am going to visit my brother’ comes across as neutral.
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followswhen certain nouns (including proper nouns) are combinedwith a 1st per-
son possessive pronoun. However, although possessives are regularly postposed,
Norwegian also allows preposed possessive pronouns, and, in these contexts, the
degree of affection and intimacy associated with the PPP construction does not
arise. Imagine a situation in which a highly respected senior member of staff in a
company is about to retire and a more junior member of staff is giving a speech.
The speaker could be expected to say something along the lines of (13a), with a
preposed possessive pronoun. The minimally different example in (13b), on the
other hand, with a postposed possessive, would come across as inappropriate;



















































intended meaning: ‘Our dear Anne, we wish you all the best in the
years to come.’
With regard to the examples with common nouns in (12d,e), one might perhaps
wonder if the proximal, affectionate reading is simply due to the lexical seman-
tics of the cited nouns; the nouns used in the PPP construction often have a
“pet-name-like” feel even in other contexts. Note, however, that nouns that are
neutral with respect to such inherent properties can also be used, and the proxi-
















‘Happy birthday, our little fire man!’ (Birthday greeting in local
newspaper)19
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Also, note that nouns whose lexical semantics are at odds with notions such
as intimacy and affection seem inappropriate in the PPP construction. Cf. the



















intended meaning:‘Go away, my enemy!’
The data presented in (13–15) seem to suggest that the speaker-perspective mean-
ing of the PPP construction follows from its syntax, not from pragmatics or lexi-
cal semantics. I propose the following analysis of the PPP construction.
nP is a phase and thus contains edge linkers. In the PPP construction, the ΛA
feature of nP is equipped with a proximal counterpart of the psych-dist specifi-
cation responsible for the PDD construction (see above); I call this Λa/psych-prox.
Now, just as in regular possessive constructions, postposing of the possessive
pronoun follows from movement of the noun from its NP-internal position past
the possessive, which is first-merged in Spec-NP (Julien 2005: 143), and up to
the edge of nP. The difference is that in the PPP construction, the possessive pro-
noun Agrees with Λa/psych-prox; this yields the psychologically proximal reading.
A sketch of the relevant pieces of structure is given in (16) (for convenience Imark
movement with traces and the Agreement relation between the possessive and
the edge linker with an arrow):21
(16) Anne min
[nP [n Λa/psych-prox Annei ] [NumP [Num ti ] [NP mina/psych-prox [N ti ]]]]
Admittedly, it is a challenge to show unequivocally that a syntactic operation
in nP is responsible for the speaker-perspective meaning in the PPP construc-
tion; it does not have overt, phase-internal morphological or syntactic effects
(unlike the PDD in the DP phase, which has a special form). A full investigation
into this issue must be left for future research; in particular, it is important to
20Example (15b) would sound stylistically marked even with a prenominal possessive pronoun,
but not as inappropriate as it does with a postnominal possessive, according to my judgement.
21I follow Julien (2005) in analysing the movement of the noun as head movement.
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consider possible interactions with the higher phase, for which the concept of
speaker/hearer-perspective is currently more established.22 However, I would
like to point out some possible indications that the PPP construction indeed gets
its speaker-perspective meaning from an edge linker in nP.
First, as shown in example (12b), repeated below in (17), the PPP construction






























‘Our sweet Håkon, you turn 8 on 18th June, hip hooray for you!’
(Birthday greeting in local newspaper)
Since adjectives aremerged in Spec-αP (cf. example 1), this suggests that the noun
does not leave nP, and that the postnominal possessive pronoun stays in an even
lower position, in Spec-NP. This does not in itself exclude the possibility of inter-
action with edge linkers in the higher phase, but it is certainly compatible with
nP as the locus of the Λa/psych-prox feature. Second, in terms of its meaning, the
PPP construction bears resemblance to diminutives; cross-linguistically it is com-
mon for diminutives to mark affection (see Jurafsky 1996 and references there).
Diminutive formation is often thought to take place in a low position in the nomi-
nal;Wiltschko (2006) proposes, on independent grounds, that diminutives (e.g. in
German) are light nouns in n, comparable to n in the framework adopted here. To
me it seems plausible that the PPP construction and diminutives have structural
similarities, so that arguments for diminutive formation in nP are also relevant
for the PPP construction. I hypothesise that a speaker-perspective n-edge-linker
is involved in diminutivesmarking affection, and that the PPP construction arises
via syntactic operations involving the same feature. The similarity between the
PPP construction and diminutives finds some support in orthography: the PPP
construction can occasionally be found with a hyphen linking the noun and the
possessive pronoun, as shown in (18):23
22In vocatives, the higher phase is probably not DP (Longobardi 1994); the lack of a D-layer
in Norwegian vocatives is evidenced by the lack of a pre-adjectival definite determiner with
modified nouns (cf. examples 12b and 14). One could perhaps argue that vocatives are small
(reduced) nominals, a parallel to small clauses (Pereltsvaig 2006), consisting of the lower phase
only. However, recent research argues for a Voc projection that encodes the vocative function
(e.g. Hill 2007; 2014; Espinal 2013; Stavrou 2014; Julien 2014; 2016). VocP would be a phase if
phases are contextually defined.
23I have only seen this orthographic pattern in PPP constructions involving proper names.
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‘Happy birthday, my dear, sweet, lovely, beautiful Marianne’ (Birthday
greeting on Facebook, 2017)
The hyphen suggests a tight connection between the noun and the possessive; it
could mean that the possessive pronoun in the PPP construction is a diminutive
suffix (see also Lødrup 2011 and Svenonius 2017).
Many Norwegian speakers can use the suffixes -mor ‘mother’ and -far ‘fa-
ther’ to form what can be described as affectionate diminutive forms of proper
names. Interestingly, some of the speakers that I have informally consulted re-
port a reluctance to use the diminutive forms in the PPP construction (I share
this intuition); cf. (19):













There are also speakers who accept (19c); clearly, further investigations into the
inter-speaker variation and its underlying reasons are needed. However, a possi-
ble interpretation of the dubious status of (19c) could be that it is not possible for
both the diminutive suffix -mor and the possessive pronoun of the PPP to enter
into a relationship with the Λa/psych-prox feature at the n-edge at the same time.
4 Conclusion
In this squib, I have discussed the idea that Norwegian nominal phrases, like
clauses, can consist of both a high and a low phase. I have shown that Norwe-
gian allows ellipsis both in the higher and lower nominal domain; according to
Bošković (2014), ellipsis is an indication of phasehood. Moreover, inspired by Sig-
urðsson (2014), I have argued that speaker-perspective meanings arise via syn-
tactic operations in the higher nominal domain (psychologically distal demon-
stratives, Johannessen 2008), and, somewhat more tentatively, also in the lower
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part of the nominal (nP) (in the psychologically proximal possessive construc-
tion). Assuming that speaker-perspective meanings are related to edge-linkers
at phase edges (Sigurðsson 2014), this also corroborates a biphasal structure.
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Chapter 21




This article explores the formal and functional organization of Romance demon-
strative systems, providing a detailed empirical overview of the vastmicrovariation
attested in standard and non-standard Romance varieties. Despite highlighting a
considerable number of distinct demonstrative systems based on different superfi-
cial person contrasts, it is argued that the underlying number of systems can effec-
tively be reduced to a much smaller number of systems based on a finite number
of options. In particular, it is argued that the feature geometric analysis of person
developed by Harley & Ritter (2002) makes some specific predictions about the
range and types of person combinations, and hence by implication also the types
and natural classes of demonstrative systems, that are cross-linguistically available.
Adopting these assumptions, it is argued that these differing person feature spec-
ifications can be profitably modelled in terms of a set of hierarchically-organized
interrelated parametric options in accordance with much recent work developed
within the ReCoS group.
1 Introduction and general remarks
Traditional descriptions of Romance demonstrative systems highlight a major
distinction between binary (cf. 1a below) and ternary (cf. 1b below) person-based
systems (cf. Meyer-Lübke 1895: 645–647; Meyer-Lübke 1900: 95–99; Lausberg
1976: 135–140; Lyons 1999: 109–111; Stavinschi 2009: 37–46; Alkire & Rosen 2010:
301f):
Adam Ledgeway. 2020. Rethinking microvariation in Romance demonstrative sys-
tems. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer, Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syn-
tactic architecture and its consequences II: Between syntax and morphology, 451–490.
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‘This / That child’









‘This / That (near you) / That child’
However, a more detailed examination of microvariation in this area reveals
a more complex and varied picture (Ledgeway 2004; 2015; Ledgeway & Smith
2016), including both binary and ternary systems in the southern and northern
Romània, respectively, and a variety of analytic formations. In what follows I
shall review (cf. §§2–5) the various functional and formal organizations of a num-
ber of Romance demonstrative systems which, to varying degrees, correspond to
different diachronic and diatopic groupings. Despite the identification of some
quite considerable microvariation in the formal and functional structure of differ-
ent Romance demonstrative systems, I shall show how the vast microvariation
revealed by this overview of the Romance evidence can be effectively interpreted
and reduced to a finite number of options. Following ideas proposed by Roberts
& Holmberg (2010) and Roberts (2012), and further developed by the Rethinking
comparative syntax (ReCoS) research group led by Ian Roberts,1 I shall explore
(§6.2) how a scalar interpretation of microvariation modelled in terms of para-
metric hierarchies can make immediate sense of the Romance data and, at the
same time, make some strong predictions about the possible combinations and
the markedness relations of different person features and, ultimately, how these
formally map onto different demonstrative systems.
2 Binary systems
2.1 Type B1 systems
Many predominantly northern Romance varieties display a person-based binary
demonstrative system (Table 21.1), in which referents which fall within the spa-
tial, temporal or psychological domain of the speaker (the deictic centre) are
1For information about the ReCoS project, including recent publications, see http://recos-dtal.
mml.cam.ac.uk/.
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marked by a reflex of (ecce/eccu/*akke/*akkʊ-)istum ‘(behold!) this’ > (aqu)e-
sto and those associated with the non-discourse participants are picked out by
a reflex of (ecce/eccu/*akke/*akkʊ-)illum > ‘(behold!) that’ > (aqu)ello.2
Table 21.1: B1 systems
Speakera Non-discourse partic.b
Occitan aqueste aquel/aquéu
Gascon (Testerin) aquis aquits
Ladin chësc chël








In these varieties the role of the addressee is not formally encoded, inasmuch as
referents associated with the addressee can a priori be marked either by aquesto
(cf. 2a) or aquello (cf. 2b) in accordance with whether they are subjectively





















‘Don’t look at me with those eyes (of yours)!’
2For extensive bibliography of the relevant varieties, see Ledgeway & Smith (2016:
879). When individual language forms are not of immediate interest, reflexes of
(ecce/eccu/*akke/*akkʊ-)iste, (eccu-)ti(bi)-iste, (ecce/eccu/*akke/*akkʊ-)ipse and
(ecce/eccu/*akke/*akkʊ-)ille are indicated with the following broadly neutral Romance
forms in small caps (aqu)esto, (co)testo, (aqu)esso, and (aqu)ello.
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These broad developments can be understood in terms of the analysis pro-
posed in Vincent (1999) who, inspired by the conception of the deictic space (cf.
Figure 21.1) proposed by Benveniste (1946), argues that with the loss of the Clas-
sical Latin speaker-oriented demonstrative hic ‘this’ – in large part due to the
erosive effects of phonetic change – the territory hic covered immediately fell













Figure 21.1: Effects of loss of hic
This explains why in Romance iste comes to mark the role of the speaker, giv-
ing rise to B1 systems. However, this development necessarily presupposes that,
before reflexes of iste grammaticalized as markers of first-person deixis, there
was an earlier stage in which such reflexes marked the shared deictic spheres
of both discourse participants, a stage directly attested in Old French where
(i)cist/(i)cil mark, respectively, “proximity (to both the speaker and the addressee)
[…] and distance (in relation to those not present, the third person)” (CNRTL 2012:
s.v. ce2; cf. also Nyrop 1925a: 293f), and which survives today in many Raeto-
Romance varieties such as Surselvan and Vallader (Sornicola 2011: §2.2.1.1). We
can therefore further distinguish between type B1A (Old French, Raeto-Romance)
and type B1B (the rest) systems.
Formally, Italo-Romance type B1 systems typically mark a distinction between
pronominal and adnominal uses of the speaker-oriented term, deploying pre-
dominantly or obligatorily eccu-reinforced forms in pronominal uses and non-
reinforced forms in adnominal functions (Rohlfs 1968: 206; Irsara 2009: 13f): Lom-
bard chest vs st. Outside Italo-Romance, by contrast, the simple and reinforced
forms appear to be in free variation (Sornicola 2011: §2.2.1.1), as in the case of Old
French (cf. 3; Nyrop 1925b: 416), Old Occitan (est vs (ai)cest/aquest; Grandgent
1909: 109), and modern Romanian (acesta/ăsta vs acel/ăla), albeit subject to regis-
ter variation with concomitant positional differences in the latter case where the
distribution of simple vs reinforced forms is subject to considerable diachronic,
diatopic, and diamesic variation (Sandfeld & Olgen 2019: 157, 161f; Caragiu Mari-
oţeanu 1989: 418; Manea 2012: 503–505).
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‘From this day on’ vs. ‘This brother of mine’
Also frequent in type B1 systems (cf. Arnaud & Morin 1920: 282f; Vanelli 1997:
112; Marcato & Ursini 1998: 84, 182; Salvat 1998: 65; Bernstein 1997; Irsara 2009:
34–48, 107f; Cordin 2016) are analytic formations with the spatio-personal ad-
verbs ‘here’ (qua, (ei)ça(i), aicí chì, sì) and ‘there’ ((ei)là(i), alà, lì, le) which,
although originally emphatic in nature, are today generally unmarked and of-
ten preferred. In most varieties the adverb follows the demonstrative pronoun
(cf. 4a,b) or the NP in a discontinuous structure (cf. 4c).











‘This one is a moss.’













‘This one’ vs. ‘That one’








In Emilia-Romagna (cf. 5a), the locative is frequently preceded by the rela-
tive/complementizer che/ca ‘that’, a relic of an erstwhile copular structure “… that
[is] here/there” (cf. Rohlfs 1968: 206; Foresti 1988: 581), a structure also found
in some Tuscan varieties (Rohlfs 1968: 203). Notable is the positional freedom
of the locative in Reggiano and Ferrarese where it is also frequently preposed
(cf. 5b). Some Occitan (especially Provençal) varieties use such adverbs to in-
troduce subtle distinctions which are not canonically marked by the type B1
system (Koschwitz 1894: 88f; Ronjat 1913: 33; Salvat 1998: 65); thus alongside
the aquest(e)/aquéu opposition, one can further distinguish within the conver-
sational dyad between the speaker aquéu-d’aqui (lit. ‘that.one-from here’) and
the addressee aquéu-d’eila (‘that.one-of there’).
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‘This woman, that woman’














2.2 Type B1C systems
Northern Italian dialects also present another binary demonstrative system,
henceforth type B1C, the deictic organization of which is identical to that of type
B1B in that it involves a simple [±1person] opposition,3 butwhich formally differs
quite markedly from type B1B systems. In the latter systems the demonstrative
was shown to be very frequently reinforced by a spatio-personal adverb, a usage
which seems to have become so entrenched over time in type B1C varieties that
all deictic force has been transferred to the adverb, reducing the demonstrative
to a mere marker of definiteness. This is evidenced by the fact that we find a mis-
match between the original person value of the former demonstrative and that of
the accompanying locative (Berruto 1974: 21; Azaretti 1982: 171; Parry 1997: 241;
Vanelli 1997: 112f; Irsara 2009: 107–110), leading to the generalization either of
(aqu)esto (cf. 6a) or aquello (cf. 6b).













‘This one instead of that one’










Interesting in this respect are some Francoprovençal dialects, such as in the
Val Terbi (Jura) where the adverbs -si ‘here’ and -li ‘there’ are (optionally) em-
ployed with a suppletive paradigm (Kjellman 1928; Butz 1981: 85) that marries
3Here and throughout the empirical presentation, I occasionally use for informal descriptive
purposes unbundled person features such as [±1], [±2] and [±3], although I shall argue in §6.2
that from a formal perspective such characterizations are ultimately flawed.
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together reflexes of iste ‘this’ in the singular (stu(-si/-li)) with reflexes of ecce-
ille ‘that’ in the plural (sé(-si/-li)). Some varieties show a transitional behaviour
with respect to the diachronic shift from type B1B to B1C. For instance, the de-
monstrative system of modern Milanese is essentially of type B1B (Ledgeway
2015: 79), but also shows a progressive neutralization of adnominal quel ‘that’
which may be used with chì ‘here’ to reference the deictic sphere of the speaker
(Irsara 2009: 108f).
Historically, French also belongs here inasmuch as, following the loss of the
earlier cist/cil opposition with the refunctionalization of the latter term as the
pronominal variant, the relevant binary distinction was initially maintained in
conjunction with the ambiguous adnominal ce ‘this/that’ through its combina-
tion with the postnominal locatives -(i)ci ‘here’ and -là ‘there’ (Brunot 1899: 325;
Nyrop 1925b: 424f; Nyrop 1925a: 292f; Price 1971: 123, 126), which became oblig-
atory with the unmodified pronominal forms celui-ci/-là ‘this/that one’. In the
modern language, however, -là has encroached upon much of the territory of -ci
(cf. 7a; Price 1971: 127; Smith 1995: §2), such that the modern French one-term sys-
tem has neutralized distance distinctions (cf. 7b; Da Milano 2007: §3.4; Rowlett
2007: 67f). Where necessary, remoteness can be marked through adverbs such as
là-bas ‘over there’ (cf. 7c; Brault 2004), though not actually integrated into the
deictic system in that là-bas does not contrast with, say, ce plat-là, nor does it
form an immediate constituent with plat in (7c) but, rather, modifies ce plat (for
thorough discussion, see Smith 1995: n.5).























3.1 Type T1 systems
In Figure 21.1 we saw how, following Vincent (1999), with the loss of hic the
deictic sphere of the speaker naturally fell within the domain of the original
addressee-oriented term iste. Implicit in this analysis is the further implication
that, initially at least, iste did not come to mark solely the role of the speaker
as eventually happened in type B1B/C systems, but by inheriting the deictic ter-
ritory of hic, it saw an expansion in its original range of reference beyond the
addressee to now also include the speaker (Ledgeway 2004: 91–96), producing
a parallel expansion of the deictic centre, originally anchored exclusively to the
speaker, to now also include the addressee (cf. type B1A). The result in many
Ibero-Romance and central-southern Italo-Romance varieties is an inclusive first-
person term ((a)qu)esto (Ledgeway 2004: 78–91), as preserved in Old Neapoli-
tan (chi)sto (Ledgeway 2009: 200–205) which readily marks inalienable refer-
ents pertaining uniquely to the addressee (cf. 8a), though second-person deixis
could be marked separately where required (e.g. ambiguity, contrast) by innova-
tive (eccu)ipsu > (qu)esso forms, witness the contrasting deictic spheres of the
speaker and addressee marked respectively by Old Neapolitan sto and sso in (8b).










































‘place five kisses on these lips (of mine) with that beautiful mouth (of
yours)!’
Jungbluth (2003; to appear) identifies an identical distribution for the first two
terms este and ese of the European Spanish ternary system where,4 contrary to
traditional studies which treat the system as simply person-oriented (Diccionario
de la lengua española 1970: 109, 581, 585; Eguren 1999: 940; Eguren 2012: 557) or
4Cf. also Gutiérrez-Rexach (2002; 2005), Langacker (1990: 52), Gómez Sánchez& Jungbluth (2015:
245–247).
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distance-oriented (Hottenroth 1982; Diessel 1999: 39), she highlights how in de-
fault face-to-face encounters the deictic spheres of both discourse participants
(the inside space) are indiscriminately marked by este (cf. 9), with referents sit-
uated outside the conversational dyad (the outside space) marked by the third
term aquel.













‘Ah! Well that watch [that you’re wearing] is shipshape!’
That the deictic domain marked by iste must have come to include both the
speaker and addressee in late Latin/early Romance is reflected formally in the de-
velopment of the Tuscan and Umbrian addressee-oriented forms codesto/cotesto
and tisto. Significantly, both these second-person forms are forged from a form of
iste, reinforced in turn by an explicit second-personmarker, namely (eccu)ti(bi)
‘(behold) for you’. If in early Romance iste only marked speaker-oriented deixis,
its presence in the term used tomark the addressee in Tuscan andUmbrianwould
remain inexplicable. Instead, iste in Tuscany and Umbria, as in many Romance
dialects (Ledgeway 2004), must have generalized as a demonstrative marking
the deictic domains of both discourse participants. However, in certain cases
(e.g., ambiguity, contrast) speakers would have felt it necessary to clearly dis-
tinguish between the deictic domains of the addressee and speaker, a distinction
which could have been marked by simply adding a second-person marker such
as (eccu)ti(bi) to iste. This mechanism in time then would have become conven-
tionalized, giving rise to the modern lexicalized forms codesto/cotesto and tisto.
As illustrated in detail in Ledgeway (2004), in type T1 systems the funda-
mental deictic contrast therefore involves a binary opposition between aquesto
[−3person] and aquello [+3person], inasmuch as the unmarked addressee-ori-
ented demonstrative is aquesto, the competing aquesso/(co)testo forms con-
stituting marked variants restricted to contexts where particular attention has to
be drawn to the addressee. This explains why the textual distribution of the latter
forms is systematically very low in all statistical studies to date: 4.8% for 15th-c.
Neapolitan (Vincent 1999), 6.4% for 13th–18th-c. Neapolitan (Ledgeway 2004: 89),
and 4.3% for 19th-c. Sicilian (Ledgeway 2004: 92). Indeed, it has not gone un-
noticed in descriptions of southern Italian dialects and Tuscan-Italian (Ledge-
way 2004: 68–70), Peninsular Spanish (Eguren 1999: fn. 31; Eguren 2012: 558f;
Gutiérrez-Rexach 2002; 2005) and European Portuguese (Teyssier 1980; Salvi
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2011: 325) how in many apparently ternary systems the use of the addressee-
oriented term proves somewhat restricted, ultimately pointing to the essential bi-
nary organization of the systems. Indeed, Jungbluth (to appear: §3.1) and Gómez
Sánchez & Jungbluth (2015: 245f) observe how in face-to-face encounters in Eu-
ropean Spanish addressee-oriented deixis is only exceptionally marked by ese,
rather than the more usual este, thereby subdividing the inside space of the con-
versational dyad, when: (i) the speaker focuses on referents in contact with the
addressee’s body; (ii) strong emotions are aroused in relation to divisive disputes
or refusals; and (iii) quarrels about possessions are at stake.
As already noted, type T1 demonstrative systems are principally found in Ibero-
Romance, large areas of southern Italy, and more limitedly in some Occitan vari-
eties. Representative of the former group is European Portuguese where, in con-
trast to traditional person-based treatments (Cunha & Cintra 1984); Tláskal 1994:
166; Topa Valentim 2015), Jungbluth (2000: 93–95; 2003: 31; to appear: §3.2.3.2)
characterizes the demonstrative system in terms of a fundamental binary oppo-
sition on a par with that analysed above for European Spanish which contrasts
the inside space of the conversational dyad (este) with the outside space of non-
discourse participants (aquele), with esse reserved for marked addressee-oriented
uses (cf. Carvalho 1976: 247–251). A similar picture arises for Asturian which,
although standardly described as displaying a person-based system (Garcıá de
Diego 1946: 166; Frıás Conde 1999: 8; Academia de la Llingua Asturiana 2001: 103),
employs the first term esti to mark referents that fall within the deictic spheres
of both the speaker and the hearer (Academia de la Llingua Asturiana 2001: 105).
Similar observations apply to Galician (aqu)iste (/(aqu)este) / (aqu)ise /(aqu)ese /
aquil (/aquel) (Garcıá de Diego 1946: 94), Leonese este/ese/aquel (Zamora Vicente
1967: 176) and Aragonese este/eše(/iše)/aquel (Garcıá de Diego 1946: 260).
Almost without exception type T1 systems in southern Italy, at least in the
modern dialects, formally mark the pronominal/adnominal paradigmatic opposi-
tion through the use of eccu-reinforced and non-reinforced forms of (aqu)esto
and (aqu)esso (Ledgeway 2004: 71–74), e.g. Anzese kwéstə/stú, kwéssə/ssú. With-
in Ibero-Romance the distribution of simple and reinforced forms in the first
two terms ((aqu)este, (aqu)e(s)se) is generally subject to diachronic and diatopic
variation (cf. use of aqueste/aquesse alongside of este/e(s)se in Old Portuguese
and Spanish; Kjellman 1928: 5; Teyssier 1980: 39; Penny 2000: 211; Sornicola 2011:
§2.2.1.1), with reinforced forms in the first two terms today surviving only in
rural dialects.
Spatio-personal adverbial reinforcement is much less frequent in type T1 sys-
tems, generally assuming, in contrast to B1 systems, an emphatic interpretation
and more frequently found with the pronominal demonstratives: Sicilian chistu
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cà, chissu dd(u)ocu, chiddu ddà (Pitré & Wentrup 1995: 72). In Ibero-Romance,
alongside the canonical, unmarked prenominal position the demonstrative may
also occur in postnominal position in the modern languages in conjunction with
a prenominal definite article (Butt & Benjamin 1994: 84; Brugè 1996; Brugè 2002;
Eguren 2012: 559–561; Ledgeway 2012: 113f), witness the Asturian alternations in
(10a; Academia de la Llingua Asturiana 2001: 104f). Unlike in Romanian where
postnominal demonstratives are immediately postnominal (cf. 10b), in Ibero-Ro-
mance postnominal demonstratives can either precede or follow postnominal
direct modifiers (cf. 10c). A further difference is that whereas in Romanian the
postnominal position is very frequent in neutral registers where it may also li-
cense contrastive focus, in Ibero-Romance the postnominal position is marked,
typically associated with topical interpretations and pejorative readings, hence
its incompatibility with contrastive focus (cf. 10d; Roca 2009).

















































‘This book, not that one’
3.2 Type T2 systems
Alongside type T1 systems we also find, especially throughout most of central
Italy (Vignuzzi 1988: 616; Vignuzzi 1997: 315; Loporcaro 2009: 129) and in Abruzzo
and Molise (Marinucci 1988: 647; Stavinschi 2009: 161f), a genuinely ternary de-
monstrative system (viz. type T2), in which reference to the deictic sphere of the
addressee is no longer canonically marked by (aqu)esto as in type T1 systems,
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but has now come to be systematically marked by (aqu)esso. Representative
examples among the many central dialects reported in this respect include Mac-
eratese (kwiʃtu/kissu/kwillu; Regnicoli 1995: 232), the southern Umbrian dialect
of Cascia (vistu (kuistu)/vissu (kuissu)/villu (kuillu); Moretti 1987: 123), and the
central Laziale dialect of Sant’Oreste (kweʃtu/kwessu/kwellu; Cimarra 1998: 74).
For Abruzzo and Molise, Finamore (1893: 22) reports contrasts such as those in
(11a) below for Abruzzese (cf. also Verratti 1968: 47), and Vincelli (1995: 75) notes
for the Molisan dialect of Casacalenda that in the ternary opposition (11b) each
of the three demonstratives refers exclusively to the spatio-personal domains of
the speaker, addressee, and the non-discourse participants, respectively.













‘This house’ vs. ‘That hand (of yours)’ vs. ‘That house’













‘This egg’ vs. ‘That tree’ vs. ‘That damned man’
Outside central Italy and Abruzzo and Molise, type T2 systems are distributed
somewhat less densely across Basilicata (Lüdtke 1979: 29), northern Puglia (Va-
lente & Mancarella 1975: 27, 60), central-southern Calabria (Ledgeway 2004: 92
n.41, 107) and Sicily (Leone 1995: 29, 41). Outside Italo-Romance, T2 systems are
even less frequent, but are reported for: (i) Old Catalan (e.g. (aqu)est, (aqu)eix,
aquell, and still occasionally found in the modern literary language) and some
conservative (eastern and southern) Catalan varieties (Badia iMargarit 1995: 500f;
Duarte i Montserrat & Alsina i Keith 1986: 81; Veny 1991: 256; Wheeler et al. 1999:
107; Moll 2006: 179; Nogué-Serrano 2015: 208f); and (ii) some Sardinian dialects
(Blasco Ferrer 1988: 839; Jones 1993: 34, 203; Corda 1994: 44; DaMilano 2007: §3.6;
Putzu 2015: 48).
Formally, most Italo-Romance type T2 demonstrative systems display a para-
digmatic distinction, though less frequently in the distal term, between adnom-
inal and pronominal demonstratives through the use of simple and eccu-rein-
forced forms, respectively. In some varieties the distinction is systematic, for
example western Abruzzese/Molisan štu/ssu/quillu libbre ‘this/that/that book’ vs
quiste/quisse/quille ‘this/that/that one’ (Finamore 1893: 22; Marinucci 1988: 647),
while in others the reinforced forms can also be used in adnominal functions, for
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example Teramano (cu)štu/(que)ssú/(que)llu vs cuštə/quessə/quellə ‘this/that/that
(one)’ (Savini 1881: 62; Mantenuto 2016).
Outside Italo-Romance, however, the distribution of simple and reinforced
forms is not correlated with the adnominal/pronominal opposition, but tends
to involve diachronic and diatopic variation (Sornicola 2011: §§2.1.1–4). For in-
stance, in the history of Catalan simple (est, eix) and reinforced (aquest, aqueix)
forms alternated up until the Middle Ages (Badia i Margarit 1991: 141; Duarte i
Montserrat & Alsina i Keith 1986: 79f; Moll 2006: 179), but are today distributed
according to areal tendencies, with the simple forms preferred in north-western
dialects and Valencian.
Typologically noteworthy within Romance is the emphatic pattern of demon-
strative doubling found in Abruzzese (Savini 1881: 62; Finamore 1893: 22; Rohlfs
1968: 209; Verratti 1968: 48f) where the NP is sandwiched between a non-rein-
forced demonstrative to its left and a corresponding reinforced form to its right:
















3.2.1 Type T2A systems
Within type T2 systems, we must also recognize at least two formal subtypes,
henceforth types T2A and T2B, in which the deictic space continues to display a
strict ternary organization, but the markers of each of the three deictic divisions
belong to a distinct system of formal exponence.
Type T2A demonstrative systems are reported to occur widely in Piedmont
and Liguria. For example, Parry (1997: 241) notes that most Piedmontese dialects
present as many as three demonstratives continuing reflexes of (eccu-)iste, ipse
and eccu-ille. Fundamentally, the system of most dialects operates in terms of a
simple type B1B opposition (cf. §2.1), namely cust/stu ‘this’ vs cul ‘that’. However,
this basic binary system can be expanded into a strict ternary system through its
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combination with one of the three spatio-personal adverbs sì ‘here’, lì ‘there’
(addressee-oriented), and là ‘there’ (cf. Lombardi Vallauri 1995: 219): cust sì ‘this’
[+1person], cul lì ‘that’ [+2person], cul là ‘that’ [−1/−2person]. As for the third
term (ë)s(ë) (< ipse; cf. Ascoli 1901), Parry describes it as spatially unmarked, com-
ing close in some respects to the functions of a definite article (cf. Lombardi Val-
lauri 1995: 214). Indeed, the weakened deictic force of (ë)s(ë) is reflected by its
frequent use in conjunction with the three spatio-personal adverbs above to pro-
duce an alternative ternary adnominal demonstrative system, viz. (ë)s(ë) sì/lì/là
(cf. discussion of type B1C systems in §2.2).
This latter formal development is widely found in dialects on the Piedmontese-
Ligurian border (Forner 1997: 251; Irsara 2009: 98f). For instance, Parry (1991;
2005: 150–153) reports for Cairese the presence of a single demonstrative, namely
ipse > es, with reflexes of iste today limited to a handful of lexicalized temporal
expressions (e.g. sc-tamatin ‘this morning’) and reflexes of eccu-ille employed
solely as adjectival/pronominal cataphors (e.g. chi u l’è cul óm ch’u vénn? ‘who’s
the/that man who is coming?’). Just like (ë)s(ë) above, Cairese es is spatially un-
marked, freely referring to the deictic space of any of the three grammatical
persons (cf. 13a–c; see also discussion of modern French ce in §2.2).





























‘What’s the name of those mountains?’
In its pronominal uses, and also very frequently in its adnominal functions,
however, es is combined with one of the three spatio-personal adverbs chì ‘here’,
lì ‘there’ (addressee-oriented), and là ‘there’ yielding once again an analytic ter-
nary system: es chì/lì/là ‘this one/that one (addressee-oriented)/that one’.
Identical T2A systems are found in many (neighbouring) Occitan dialects (Col-
lègi d’Occitania 2010: 21) which, alongside a simple type B1B opposition aqueste
‘this’ [+1person] vs aquel [−1person], may optionally operate a ternary system
through the undifferentiated use of aquel in conjunction with d’aicí ‘here’, d’aquí
‘there’ (addressee-oriented), and d’alai ‘there’.
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3.2.2 Type T2B systems
The second formal variant of the type T2 system is found in various parts of
Salento, Gascony and south-western Romania (Oltenia) and involves a remark-
able functional reanalysis of the dual formal outcomes of the reflex of aquello
(Mancarella 1998: 159f; Sornicola 2011: §2.2.1.1). In the Salentino dialects affected,
the original long lateral of eccu-ille is subject to various changes, including both
a more conservative plosive stage [-ll-] > [-dd-] / > [-ɖɖ-] (e.g. kwiddu/kwiddə,
kuddu/kuddə, kwíɖɖu) and a more advanced rhotic stage [-ll-] (> [-dd-] > [-ɖɖ-])
> [-r] (e.g. kwiru/kwirə, kuru/kurə). Although originally the plosive and rhotic
outcomes in reflexes of eccu-ille were presumably variant realizations of the
long lateral (cf. dialect of Andrano described by Mancarella 1998: 157), in the rele-
vant dialects the two outcomes have today specialized as distinct formal markers,
with the plosive and rhotic outcomes coming to mark the deictic spheres of the
addressee and non-discourse participants, respectively.
A not too dissimilar development characterizes many Gascon dialects where,
alongside reflexes of *akkʊ-iste > aquest(e) ‘this’, reinforced reflexes of ille com-
bine both with eccu (> *akkʊ) and ecce (> *akke) to produce velar and palatal
outcomes, respectively aligned with the second and third persons (Rohlfs 1970:
188; Sornicola 2011: §2.2.1.1), namely (m/f) aquéste/aquésto vs aquét(ch)/aquéro vs
acét(ch)/acéro (cf. 14a). Gascon too frequently employs spatio-personal adverbs in
conjunction with the pronominal series (cf. 14b; Daugé 2000: 34). Exceptionally,
in Aranés the roles of the palatal and velar variants are reversed, with the for-
mer (acetch) referencing the addressee and the latter (aquet) the non-discourse
participants (Rohlfs 1970: 188, n. 323).









‘This/That (by you)/that man’













‘This one, that one (by you), that one over there’
Finally, some Oltenian varieties of Daco-Romanian contrast ăsta, ala, ăla (Ion-
aşcu 1960). Once again, although it is a ternary system which continues Latin
terms, namely iste > ăsta ‘this’ and two reflexes of ille > ala ‘this/that (address-
ee-oriented)’ and ăla ‘that (over there)’, it does not continue the Latin ternary
system, and may in fact, according to Ionaşcu, be a calque on Slavonic.
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Among type T2B dialects we can formally distinguish between type T2B1 and
type T2B2 systems which contrast aquesto and aquesso, respectively, with the
dual outcomes of aquello: (i) type T2B1, e.g. province of Lecce kwíštu vs kwíddu
vs kiru (Miggiano, Surano, Presicce, Montesano); Gascon dialects, e.g. Béarnais
aqueste/aquesta vs aqueth/aquera vs aceth/acera (Rohlfs 1970: 188); and Oltenian
dialects, e.g. ăsta, ala, ăla; (ii) type T2B2, e.g. province of Brindisi kussə vs kuddə
vs kurə (Ostuni, Villa Castelli) and province of Taranto (Ginosa, Martina Franca,
Laterza, Palagianello). Both T2B1 and T2B2 variants of this system would appear
then to represent developments from earlier B2A and B2B systems (§§4.1–4.2)
in which formal marking of the addressee role has been reintroduced into the
system through the exaptive reanalysis of erstwhile free phonetic variants of
the distal term. This development can apparently be observed in progress in the
northern Salentino dialect of Mottola for which Mancarella (1998: 157, 160) re-
ports a four-way system, namely kustə vs kussə vs kuddə vs kurə, characterizing
the distribution of kustə as sporadic. Consequently, speaker-oriented deixis in
this dialect now shows advanced on-going competition between aquesto and
aquesso to the advantage of the latter, the predominant outcome in this area
(Mancarella 1998: 157), such that the specialization of aquesso in this role left a
potential gap in the system. In response to this development, the plosive variant
(kuddə) of the distal term has been pressed into service and deployed to mark
addressee-oriented deixis, perhaps still alongside residual uses of kussə.
4 Type B2 systems
4.1 Type B2A systems
I noted in §3 how in a number of central-southern Italian type T1 systems aques-
so is not integrated into the core demonstrative system, but is largely restricted
to the periphery of speakers’ grammars as a marked term. In particular, refer-
ence to the deictic domain of the addressee is in most cases already marked by
aquesto in its inclusive functions, so that the role of aquesso proves in any
case largely redundant. In view of its marginal status, it is not therefore surpris-
ing to observe that aquesso may frequently fall entirely from usage leaving a
new binary system, type B2A, in which reference to the shared deictic domain of
both discourse participants in the conversational dyad continues to be marked
by the inclusive term aquesto, with aquello marking all referents falling out-
side this domain. This is the situation reported for some varieties of modern
Sardinian (Blasco Ferrer 1988: 839), Judaeo-Spanish, and modern Catalan (cf. Ba-
dia i Margarit 1951: 281; Badia i Margarit 1995: 501; Duarte i Montserrat & Alsina
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i Keith 1986: 81; Hualde 1992: 120f; Wheeler et al. 1999: 106; Da Milano 2007: §3.3;
Nogué-Serrano 2015: 208f) where, following the loss of cussu/ese/aqueix, the de-
ictic sphere of both discourse participants is now marked by custu/este/aquest,
contrasting with cuddu/akel/aquell which marks referents that fall outside the
conversational dyad (cf. 15a,b).




















‘That overcoat which s/he’s wearing.’
An identical system is documented and analysed in detail in Ledgeway (2004:
96–104) for modern Neapolitan (cf. also Ledgeway 2009: 195–212) and, more
briefly, for some other southern dialects where there obtains a binary opposition
chisto [−3person] vs chillo [+3person]. Thus despite their formal similarity with
the Italian dyad questo vs quello, the modern Neapolitan pair entail a quite dif-
ferent reading, since the Italian opposition makes reference only to the speaker,
drawing a contrast between questo [+1person] and quello [−1person] (Maiden
1995: 125; Vanelli 1995: 324; Maiden & Robustelli 2000: 82f).
Revealing in respect to the diachronic development sketched above are some
dialects from the province of Reggio Calabria which typically display a type T2
system, but which in more recent times are reported (Loporcaro 2009: 129) to
have all but lost the original addressee-oriented term ssu, namely stu/(†)ssu/ḍḍu
mulu ‘this/this/that mule’, playing out changes which have long been completed
in other varieties. Analogously, in the dialect of Anzi the original addressee-
oriented term kwéssə is today nothing more than an occasional relic of a former
type T1 system with the deictic domain of the addressee all but systematically
marked, together with that of the speaker, by the inclusive term kwéstə (Ruggieri
& Batinti 1992: 50), exemplifying the final stages of a transitional phase from a
type T1 to a type B2A system. In addition to these varieties, type B2A systems are
reported to occur in: (i) most of northern Lazio (Stavinschi 2009: 140); (ii) large ar-
eas of Campania (Parascandola 1976: 74; Castagna 1982: 79, 81f); (iii) most dialects
south of Taranto-Brindisi (Mancarella 1975: 16, 36; Mancarella 1998: 159; Lopor-
caro 2009: 129f); (iv) small parts of Calabria (Tassone 2000: 33); and (v) much of
Sicily (Varvaro 1988: 722; Ledgeway 2004: 92).
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Quite exceptional among the northern Italian dialects, which as we have seen
in §§2.1–2.2 predominantly operate a binary [±1person] opposition in which ref-
erence to the addressee is neutralized and freely marked by either of the two
available terms, is the Romagnol dialect. According to Masotti (1999: 64f), here
stè/quèst ‘this’ and chè/quèl ‘that’ are organized in terms of a type B2A system
with the latter indicating “distance from both the speaker and the addressee”:


































‘That is my grandfather.’
As with the other southern Italian dialects, pronominal forms in type B2A sys-
tems are typically reinforced by eccu, whereas in their adnominal functions the
demonstratives typically favour unsupported esto and, especially in the extreme
south (e.g. central-southern Salento, Sicilian), ello (Parascandola 1976: 74; Man-
carella 1998: 156, 158f; Abbate 1995: 69). In some Salentino varieties where the
reinforced forms are also employed with adnominal functions, the paradigmatic
distinction between the pronominal/adnominal series continues to be marked by
the realization of the post-verbal labial as a glide or in nuclear position (Mancar-
ella 1998: 158):











Locative reinforced forms are also occasionally encountered in type B2A sys-
tems but are typically employed with, though not restricted to, the pronominal
demonstratives: Viterbo quésto qqui(ne) lit. ‘this one here’ (Petroselli 2009: 484f),
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Neapolitan chisti ccà ‘these here’, chilli llà ‘those there’ (Iandolo 1994: 168; Ian-
dolo 2001: 208, 212). On a par with Emilian-Romagnol varieties characterized by
type B1B systems, Romagnol also displays a reduced copular structure (Masotti
1999: 65): stucaquè < stu ch’è acquè ‘this one that is here’, clucalè < clu ch’è lè ‘that
one that is there’.
Observe, finally, how the availability of the discontinuous periphrasis aque-
sto (NP) + ‘there (near you)’ allows type B2A systems to single out reference to
the addressee on those rare occasions when particular emphasis is required and
simple aquesto is not suitable (Parascandola 1976: 74; Vann 1995: 258; Ledgeway
2004: 102f; Ledgeway 2009: 211; Jungbluth to appear: §5). In particular, despite
having entirely lost aquesso, the organization of the type B2A demonstrative
system functionally replicates the T1 system through the ternary opposition in-
stantiated by the use of spatio-personal adverbs, e.g., southern Italo-Romance
eccu-hac (> (a)ccà) ‘here’ [+1/±2person], *ˈllɔko (> ll(u)oco, ddh(r)(u)ocu) ‘there’
[−1/+2person], and illac (> llà, ddh(r)à) ‘there’ [−1/−2person]. For example, in
Messinese chistu (…) ccà lit. ‘this (…) here’ constitutes an inclusive expression
marking referents “close to both the speaker and the addressee”, while chistu
(…) ddhocu lit. ‘this (…) there (near you)’ only picks out referents “far from the
speaker but close to the addressee”, and chillu ddhà lit. ‘that (over) there’ marks
referents ‘distant from both the speaker and addressee’ (Quartarone 1998: 30).
Effectively, then, type B2A dialects likeMessinese operate a binary distinction be-
tween discourse and non-discourse participants (viz. chistu (ccà) vs. chillu (ddhà)),
with chistu ddhocu representing a marked expression of addressee-oriented deix-
is (cf. also Stavinschi 2009: 76f). It is significant to note that the addressee-ori-
ented spatio-personal adverb lloco (and local variants) is only compatible with
aquesto, and not aquello, an observation entirely in line with my claim that
aquesto alone may (inclusively) mark the deictic sphere of the addressee.
4.2 Type B2B systems
In type T1 systems such as Old Neapolitan there is considerable overlap in the
use of the first two terms as a result of their inclusive values,5 which we have just
5As for the inclusive value of aquesso, one could assume that it acquired this value by anal-
ogy with aquesto, with which it enjoyed, as we have seen, a certain degree of distributional
overlap. But in any case the inclusive value of aquesso was probably already present in the
deictic eccu-ipsu > aquesso from the beginning, in that the presentative eccu (and variants:
ecce, *akke, *akkʊ), besides calling attention to the addressee, also serves to identify a refer-
ent in relation to the speaker, as noted by Anderson & Keenan (1985: 279); for further detailed
discussion, see Ledgeway (2004: 78–87).
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seen in the case of modern Neapolitan and other varieties to have led to the gen-
eralization of aquesto at the expense of the marked andmore restricted member
of the system aquesso (⇒ type B2A system). Equally, however, the overlap in
the use of aquesto and aquesso, which guarantees their frequent near equiva-
lence, might just as easily have given rise to an increased use of aquesso at the
expense of aquesto, a state of affairs which could ultimately, though not neces-
sarily, lead to the total loss of aquesto. This in fact must be what happened in
a large number of southern dialects, including many northern Calabrian (Rohlfs
1977: 167; Ledgeway 2004: 104–107) and most Pugliese dialects (Rohlfs 1968: 207;
Valente & Mancarella 1975: 27; Loporcaro 1988: 248; Loporcaro 1997: 344; Lopor-
caro 2009: 129f; Ledgeway 2004: 107f), which now present a type B2B system
opposing aquesso [−3person] vs aquello [+3person], witness (18) below:



















‘This arm (of mine/of yours) hurts.’ vs. ‘That arm (of his) hurts.’
Other Italo-Romance varieties reported to display a type B2B system include:
(i) dialects around Spoleto where tistu/testo is reported to include reference to
the speaker (Moretti 1987: 98; Stavinschi 2009: 171); (ii) the central Laziale dialect
of Palombara (Stavinschi 2009: 140); and (iii) several dialects of northern Salento
(Mancarella 1998: 157, 159).
Outside Italo-Romance, type B2B systems are found in south-eastern Catalan
dialects in and around Tarragona (Badia i Margarit 1991: 141; Badia i Margarit
1995: 501), some Latin-American varieties of Spanish (Kany 1945: 170; Zamora Vi-
cente 1967: 434; Stavinschi 2009: 42, 44), and Brazilian Portuguese (Câmara 1971;
Teyssier 1976: 114f; Jungbluth 2000; Jungbluth to appear: §5; Jungbluth & Val-
lentin 2015: 317–319). Although the basic Brazilian Portuguese system is of type
B2B in which esse marks the shared deictic sphere of both discourse participants,
the so-called inside space of the conversational dyad, Jungbluth (2000) has shown
that, when necessary, the deictic spheres of the speaker and addressee can still be
formally marked off through the use of the postnominal speaker- and addressee-
oriented spatio-personal adverbs aqui and aí, respectively (cf. Carvalho 1976: 27–
51; Jungbluth & Vallentin 2015: 317), effectively restoring a type T1 system esse
(aqui) vs. esse aí vs aquele (lá).
It is also possible to identify transitional type B2B varieties including, for in-
stance, the northern Pugliese variety described by Imperio (1990: 201) which,
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although canonically contrasting cussə ‘this/that’ (speaker-/addressee-oriented)
with cuddə ‘that’, is reported as still displaying occasional residual uses of custə
‘this’. Also revealing in this respect is the description of the northern Salentino
dialect of Crispiano in Mancarella (1998: 155) where, alongside the standard for-
mal opposition kussə [−3person] vs kuddə [+3person], kuštə is also reported to
occur sporadically in place of kussə as part of the final stage in the transition
from a type T1/2 to a type B2B system. A similar picture is reported for several
northern-western and eastern Catalan dialects (cf. Duarte i Montserrat & Alsina
i Keith 1986: 81; Veny 1991: 250) where, following the loss of the original type T1
system, non-discourse participant deixis is invariably marked by aquell, but the
shared deictic domain of both discourse participants is variously marked, with-
out any distinction of meaning, either by aquest (type B2A) or aquei(x) (type
B2B).
Significantly, the loss of aquesto from the demonstrative system of type B2B
varieties faithfully reproduces what must have happened in late Latin following
the loss of hic hypothesized above in §2.1. In this respect, these varieties serve
as important models in verifying the reconstruction of the developments in the
demonstrative system proposed for late Latin. Above I claimed that with the
loss of hic, the deictic territory it covered and therefore the deictic centre, were
inherited by iste, whose domain of deictic reference was extended to include
the role of the speaker in addition to that of the addressee. This development is
accurately reflected in type B2B dialects where aquesso, having replaced aque-
sto, now functions as the term marking referents in the deictic domains of both
discourse participants, whereas aquello, in contrast to its reflexes in type B1B
systems (cf. Italian quello), picks out referents that fall outside the deictic do-
main of both discourse participants. Thus, although differing formally from one
another with respect to the choice of term employed to mark both discourse par-
ticipants (aquesso vs aquesto), functionally type B2B demonstrative systems
are identical to type B2A systems.
4.3 Type B2C systems
A number of southern Italian dialects present an interesting development of the
type B2 demonstrative system which marries together formal developments of
type B2A and B2B systems. For instance, several northern Salentino varieties
operate a binary opposition in which the distal [+3person] term is standardly
represented by aquello, but the deictic space associated with the discourse par-
ticipants is marked in part by aquesto and in part by aquesso (Mancarella 1998:
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157). For instance, in Castellaneta the pronominal form associated with the dis-
course participants is aquesso (viz. kussə), occasionally also found in adnomi-
nal functions (e.g., kussə vagnonə ‘this/that boy’), whereas the usual adnominal
form is represented by non-reinforced esto (e.g. štu libbrə ‘this book’). A similar
(partially) suppletive paradigmatic distinction is also reported for Massafra and
Ginosa, e.g. kussə (figghiə) ‘this one (son)’ vs štu fratə tuə ‘this brother of yours’,
as well as for the Pugliese dialect of Mola (Cox Mildare 2001: 62f) where, along-
side the core adnominal/pronominal opposition kɔss ‘this’ vs kɔd ‘that’, we also
find a restricted use of esto (viz. stu) in adnominal functions alone.
More robust suppletive paradigmatic oppositions of this kind are found in Cal-
abria. For example, Ledgeway (2004: 107) observes that, alongside the traditional
Cosentino type B2B system ((chi)ssu vs chiru), younger speakers, under the influ-
ence of regional Italian, have innovated a compromise suppletive system which
for the first term makes recourse to esto in adnominal functions (stu cane ‘this
dog’), but which draws on the conservative aquesso forms for pronominal uses
(chissu ‘this one’), yielding a mixed system stu/chissu vs chiru.
4.4 Type B3 systems
Finally I consider one additional binary system, henceforth B3. This system
proves relatively rare in Romance and is limited to a number of Latin-American
Spanish varieties, e.g. Chile, Venezuela, Ecuador and Cuba (Zamora Vicente 1967:
434; de Bruyne & Pountain 1995: 171). Already we have seen in §4.1 how, from
an original T1 system in which aquesso was not integrated into the core system,
a number of Romance varieties have developed a B2B type demonstrative sys-
tem in which the latter term has now fallen from usage such that reference to
the deictic sphere of both discourse participants is now marked compositionally
by aquesto. In the relevant Latin-American Spanish varieties a similar devel-
opment from an original T1 system has occurred, but with the difference that
reference to the deictic sphere of the addressee, previously marked by ese, has
not been usurped by the erstwhile speaker-oriented term este but, rather, by the
original non-discourse participant term aquel. The result then is a novel binary
system in which aquesto (viz. este) is limited to marking referents that fall ex-
clusively within the deictic sphere of the speaker, whereas aquello functions
as an inclusive category marking both addressee and non-discourse participants.
Consequently, in these Latin-American varieties este is marked [+1person] ex-
cluding reference to the addressee, whereas aquel is marked [−1person] thereby
including reference also to the deictic sphere of the addressee.
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5 Type U(nary) systems
I noted above the existence of what are effectively one-term demonstrative sys-
tems, typified by French (§2.2), where the single form ce (f cette, pl ces) functions
as a demonstrative without specification of place or person; it can be combined
with a postnominal locative, but can also occur independently, without a loca-
tive element. Cairese (§3.2.1) behaves similarly, as do the other Piedmontese, Lig-
urian, Francoprovençal and langue d’Oïl varieties reviewed in §2.2. The fact that
in these varieties there is only a single demonstrative, which is often not com-
bined with a postnominal locative, implies that the systems in question are best
analysed as underlyingly U(nary), with the addition of the locative element yield-
ing derived B(inary) or T(ernary) systems.
6 Rethinking demonstratives
6.1 Summary of findings
In Table 21.2 (page 474) I summarize the various formal and functional charac-
teristics of the thirteen demonstrative systems reviewed above.
6.2 Romance demonstrative systems: A parametric hierarchy
approach
Since the conception in early government and binding theory of Universal Gram-
mar in terms of a small set of abstract parameterized options, much work over
recent decades has radically departed from this view with a focus on predomi-
nantly surface-oriented variation (Borer 1984). This has led to the proliferation of
a remarkable number of local, low-level parameters interpreted as the (PF-)lexi-
calization of specific formal feature values of individual functional heads in accor-
dance with the so-called Borer–Chomsky conjecture (Baker 2008a: 353). While
this approach may prove descriptively adequate in that it predicts what precisely
may vary (cf. Kayne 2000; 2005a,b; Manzini & Savoia 2005), it suffers consider-
ably from explanatory inadequacy. Among other things, it necessarily assumes
such microparameters to be highly local and independent of one another. This
assumption seriously increments the acquisitional task of the child who has to
set each value in isolation of the next on the basis of the primary linguistic data
alone, and at the same time exponentially multiplies the number of paramet-
ric systems and, in turn, the number of possible grammars predicted by UG (cf.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































21 Rethinking microvariation in Romance demonstrative systems
One way to avoid the proliferation of grammatical systems that such a mi-
croparametric approach predicts is to assume a theory that combines some no-
tion of macroparameters alongside microparameters (Baker 1996; 2008a,b). Fol-
lowing ideas first proposed by Kayne (2005b: 10) and further developed by Rob-
erts & Holmberg (2010) and Roberts (2012), considerable progress in this direc-
tion has recently been made by the ReCoS research group; their central idea is
that macroparameters should be construed as the surface effect of aggregates of
microparameters acting in unison, ultimately as some sort of composite single
parameter (cf. Biberauer & Roberts 2017). On this view, macroparametric effects
obtain whenever all individual functional heads behave in concert, namely are
set identically for the same feature value, whereas microparametric variation
arises when different subsets of functional heads present distinct featural speci-
fications.
Conceived in this way, parametric variation can be interpreted in a scalar
fashion and modelled in terms of parametric hierarchies. Macroparameters, the
simplest and least marked options that uniformly apply to all functional heads,
are placed at the very top of the hierarchy, but, as we move downwards, varia-
tion becomes progressively less “macro” and, at the same time, more restricted
with choices becoming progressively limited to smaller and smaller proper sub-
sets of features, namely, no F(p) > all F(p) > some F(p), for F a feature and p
some grammatical behaviour. More specifically, functional heads increasingly
display a disparate behaviour in relation to particular feature values which may,
for example, characterize: (1) a naturally definable class of functional heads (e.g.
[+N], [+finite]), a case of mesoparametric variation; (2) a small, lexically definable
subclass of functional heads (e.g. pronominals, auxiliaries), a case of micropara-
metric variation proper; and (3) one or more individual lexical items, a case of
nanoparametric variation.
These assumptions then open the way for us to reinterpret the forms and
functions of Romance demonstrative systems in terms of a set of hierarchically-
organized interrelated parametric options based on differing person feature spec-
ifications. In particular, I adopt here the feature geometric analysis of person and
number developed by Harley & Ritter (2002), represented schematically in Fig-
ure 21.2, which makes specific predictions about the range and types of person
combinations, and hence by implication also the types and natural classes of de-
monstrative systems, that are cross-linguistically available.
For my purposes I focus here on person, namely the participant node and its
possible dependents, from which we can derive the four person specifications in















Figure 21.2: Feature geometric analysis of person and number (Harley
& Ritter 2002)
person (first and second persons), whereas its absence indicates the lack of per-
son which, following the seminal intuition in Benveniste (1956), corresponds to
the so-called third person, the non-person (cf. Harley & Ritter 2002: 488). When
projected, in the unmarked case the underspecified value (indicated by underly-
ing) is Sp(eaker) expressing the default first person value as indicated in (a). On
the other hand, second person forms are represented by projection of the depen-
dent Ad(dressee) node without the Sp node, as illustrated in (b). When, however,
the node for the default Sp value is explicitly filled in without specification of the
Ad node (cf. c), we then derive a contrastive first person reading, albeit a marked
exclusive interpretation. Finally, the most marked option obtains whenever the
part node is maximally specified as in (d), projecting both Sp and Ad nodes to
license an inclusive first person interpretation uniting the deictic spheres con-
nected to the speaker and addressee features.






[Unmarked 1person] [2person] [Marked 1person] [Inclusive 1person]
Figure 21.3: Possible person specifications
With these fundamental person specifications in place, I now turn to consider
the formal representation of Romance demonstrative systems sketched in the
parameter hierarchy in Figure 21.4.
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Q1 Does the system encode person (i.e. project part)?
Yes
Q2 Maximally (i.e. Sp+Ad)?
No




Q3 Individually (i.e. scattered)? (Figure 21.3b,c)
No = (syncretically)
Q4 part (i.e. Sp+Ad)? (Figure 21.3d)
No
Q5 Sp? (Figure 21.3c)








Figure 21.4: Parametric hierarchy for Romance demonstrative systems
In line with our markedness expectations (no F(p) > all F(p) > some F(p)), the
first question in Figure 21.4 simply asks whether a given demonstrative system
encodes person, albeit projects the part node. The least marked option is repre-
sented by varieties such as modern French and many Piedmontese and Ligurian
varieties (cf. §5) whose demonstrative systems I have characterized as unary, in
that they fail to encode any person distinctions (cf. languages lacking pronouns
such as Japanese; Harley & Ritter 2002: 512). However, as we have seen, most
Romance varieties do in fact encode person, such that the next question (viz. Q2)
in Figure 21.4 asks whether person is maximally encoded such that all possible
person features (viz. Sp and Ad) are grammaticalized within the system. If the
answer to this question is positive, then this immediately triggers the follow-up
question whether the maximal representation of person features within the sys-
tem is realized in a scattered fashion (Q3). In the case of a positive answer to
this question, we correctly identify T2(A/B) systems (cf. §§3.2.1–3.2.2) including,
among others, many central Italian dialects which reserve a distinct term for
each of the three person specifications variously projecting fully specified Part
nodes (cf. options b,c in Figure 21.3) or no part node at all in the case of the
so-called third person. If, however, the answer to Q3 is negative, this necessarily
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implies that the maximal representation of person features must be realized syn-
cretically, giving rise to inclusive forms which are typologically rarer (Harley
& Ritter 2002: 496) and hence more marked, as reflected by their concomitant
placement towards the end of the hierarchy in Figure 21.4.
Here there arise two possibilities. The first and least marked, as formalized
in Q4, is to ask whether the syncretic realization of maximal person features
involves projection of the part node, giving rise to the Sp and Ad inclusive
forms (cf. option d in Figure 21.3) found in B1A/2(A-C) systems which operate
a [±discourse participant] opposition through the formal binary distinction be-
tween aquesto (or aquesso) and aquello. The second and more marked option
is formalized through Q5 which asks whether maximal representation of person
features when realized syncretically involves a different type of split which priv-
ileges the Sp as an exclusive first person category. This marked option perfectly
describes B3 systems which we have seen are quite rare in Romance, only oc-
curring in a limited number of Latin-American Spanish varieties where an exclu-
sively speaker-oriented form este contrasts with aquel which syncretically marks
referents that fall within the deictic sphere of the addressee and non-discourse
participants. As predicted by its position towards the bottom of hierarchy in
Figure 21.4, this latter possibility admittedly represents a marked option from
a cross-linguistic perspective and is even argued by Harley & Ritter to be unat-
tested in their sample of 110 languages. In particular, they maintain:
“[w]hat we predict NOT to exist are languages that use the same pronoun
(or in a language with cases, the same set of pronouns) for both 1st and 3rd
or both 2nd and 3rd persons. In fact, none of the languages we looked at
has such a pronoun or set of pronouns in its inventory.” (Harley & Ritter
2002: 513)
Admittedly, the highly marked option of a single demonstrative term that syn-
creticallymarks first and third persons in opposition to a term uniquely restricted
to referencing the second person is not attested in my Romance sample, witness
the position of this unattested option at the very bottom of the hierarchy in Fig-
ure 21.4 which no doubt represents a no choice parameter. However, we have
seen that the less marked option of a formal opposition between a marked Sp
category and all other persons is not only attested in Romance, but, is also pre-
dicted by Harley & Ritter’s systemwhich readily allows for a marked first person
category (cf. option c in Figure 21.3) that formally excludes reference to the Ad.
Finally, I turn to Q6, a possibility that arises whenever person is not encoded
maximally in a given language (cf. Q1). In particular, if person is not encoded
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maximally, then in accordance with Harley & Ritter’s claims about markedness
and person features I askwhether at the very least encoding of person features in-
cludes the projection of the part node, represented in the unmarked case by the
underspecified value of Sp instantiating the default first person value (cf. option
a in Figure 21.3). In reality, this question involves a no choice parameter, inas-
much as a negative response, which would produce a hypothetical system that
only references the deictic sphere of the Ad, is not an option since deictic systems
must at the very least make reference to the Sp, the deictic centre to which all
deictic relations are anchored. Consequently, the positive answer to Q6 allows
us to identify B1B/C demonstrative systems such as Romanian and northern Ital-
ian dialects (§§2.1–2.2), where projection of part yielding the underspecified Sp
value does not necessarily exclude the Ad, which we have seen may be encoded
by either of the two terms of the system, but correctly places by default the Sp
at the centre of the opposition.
7 Concluding remarks
To conclude, I briefly look at a number of other significant implications of the
parametric representation in Figure 21.4. First, despite my identification of 13
formal systems in Table 21.2, the hierarchy in Figure 21.4 reduces this superfi-
cial variation in demonstrative systems to just five featural parametric options.
This is clearly a welcome result since it underlines how cross-linguistic variation
should not necessarily be taken at face value as instantiating distinct parametric
choices, but can often be reduced to a finite set of natural classes and options.
Second, although I have identified a number of binary formal systems, this
does not a priori presuppose a binary featural opposition. Rather, we have seen
that, despite operating on the surface in terms of a binary formal opposition,
B1A/2A-C demonstrative systems nonetheless involve a syncretic ternary featural
opposition in that they refer to three person values.
Third, the representation in Figure 21.4 reveals how a formal analysis in terms
of unbundled feature specifications such as [±1], [±2], and [±3] proves entirely
inadequate at all relevant levels (cf. footnote 4). For example, if we were to char-
acterize B1B/C systems in terms of a simple [±1] feature, then it would incor-
rectly predict that the first term of the system exclusively marks reference to
the speaker, with reference to the addressee marked solely through the second
term of the system together with the so-called third person. By contrast, we have
observed how in these systems reference to the addressee may ambiguously fall
between both terms of the system, a fact which is immediately captured by our
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analysis in terms of Sp which, while not formally excluding reference to the Ad,
nonetheless places the speaker at the centre of the opposition. In a similar fash-
ion, a simple [±1] feature would equally make incorrect predictions about B3
systems: if in such Latin-American Spanish varieties we were to characterize the
superficial binary opposition in terms of a [+1] (= este) vs [−1] (= aquel) contrast,
then we would fail to capture the fact that only the second term also explicitly
includes reference to the deictic sphere of the addressee, since under this simple
representation reference to the addressee could a priori also be marked by the
first term, contrary to fact.
Analogous arguments carry over to B1A and B2 systems where we might a
priori be tempted to analyse the relevant contrasts in terms of a simple [±3] op-
position. In principle, it would be possible to analyse the first and second terms
of such binary systems in terms of the feature specifications [−3] and [+3], re-
spectively, while still maintaining the correct empirical generalization that the
first term of the opposition is an inclusive category marking reference to both
discourse participants. However, to do so would force us to lose the significant
generalization (cf. Harley & Ritter 2002: 504f) that the relevant inclusive forms
are built on the saliency of the Sp (aquesto = B2A) or the Ad (aquesso = B2B).
Equally unsatisfactory would be any attempt to analyse B1B/C systems by way
of a simple [±3] opposition, since this would incorrectly entail that in such sys-
tems reference to the addressee can only be marked through the first term of the
system, but never by the second term of the system (viz. aquello).
Finally, another important consequence of the hierarchical representation in
Figure 21.4 is the conclusion that the T1 systems observed above in §3 do not
constitute under the analysis developed here independent person systems, but,
rather, represent a transitional phase in the passage from an original T2 system
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Chapter 22
Preliminary notes on the Merge position
of deictic, anaphoric, distal and
proximal demonstratives
Guglielmo Cinque
Ca’ Foscari University, Venice
In many languages the same demonstrative forms can be used either deictically
(to point to some entity present in the speech act situation) or anaphorically (to
refer back to some entity already mentioned in the previous discourse). In other
languages deictic and anaphoric demonstratives are expressed by different forms,
and in a subset of the latter group of languages the deictic and anaphoric demon-
stratives can co-occur, in a certain order. The two thus appear to be merged in dif-
ferent positions of the nominal extended projection, with deictic demonstratives
arguably merged higher than anaphoric demonstratives, as is more clearly evident
in certain languages. I submit that this is true of all languages even if most do not
provide any overt indication of a different Merge position. Some languages also
appear to provide evidence that distal and proximal demonstratives are merged in
distinct positions of the nominal extended projection.
1 Introduction
Demonstratives, whether used deictically or anaphorically,1 are usually taken to
be merged in the same position of the extended nominal projection. While most
languages do not provide evidence to the contrary, there are some that do show a
1Anaphoric demonstratives, together with “cataphoric” and “recognitional” demonstratives (the
latter used for entities known from shared knowledge, Diessel 1999), are often termed “en-
dophoric”, and are opposed to “exophoric” (deictic) demonstratives, though anaphoric demon-
stratives may also show distal/proximal/etc. deictic distinctions. For simplicity I will keep here
to the traditional terms “anaphoric” and “deictic”.
Guglielmo Cinque. 2020. Preliminary notes on the Merge position of deictic, ana-
phoric, distal and proximal demonstratives. In András Bárány, Theresa Biberauer,
Jamie Douglas & Sten Vikner (eds.), Syntactic architecture and its consequences II: Be-
tween syntax and morphology, 491–503. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/
zenodo.4280669
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distinct Merge position for their deictic and anaphoric demonstratives (pointing
to a higher Merge position for the deictic ones). Rather than taking this to be a
parametric difference among languages, I submit that all languages merge their
deictic and anaphoric demonstratives in two distinct positions. This will simply
not be visible in those languages where the two cannot co-occur and/or where
nothing raises between the position occupied by anaphoric demonstratives and
that occupied by deictic ones.
2 Languages where deictic and anaphoric demonstratives
are formally distinct and can co-occur
I consider first those languages where the two types of demonstratives are rep-
resented by different forms2 and overtly display their distinct Merge position by
occurring together.
One such language is Ngiti, a Central Sudanic Nilo-Saharan language. De-
monstrative, numeral and adjectival nominal modifiers precede the head noun
(Kutsch Lojenga 1994: §9) and deictic demonstratives are formally distinct from
anaphoric ones (cf. Kutsch Lojenga 1994: §§9.5.1–9.5.2). See (1a,b).3










‘that house (mentioned before)’
As apparent from (2), the two types of demonstratives can co-occur, with the
deictic demonstratives preceding the anaphoric ones:4
2Diessel (1999: §5.5) states that anaphoric demonstratives are morphologically more complex
than deictic demonstratives, citing a number of languages where the former are formed by
adding a morpheme to the latter. Dixon (2003: 76f) however, documents the opposite case,
where the deictic demonstrative is formed by adding a morpheme to the anaphoric one. For
the internal complexity of demonstratives, composed of a determiner and an adjectival deictic
adjective, see Leu (2007; 2015: §2.5) (pace Kleiber 1986).
3The question arises whether the “anaphoric” demonstrative of Ngiti and that of the other lan-
guages mentioned below are distinct from determiners. In Loniu at least (see footnote 5 be-
low) the post-nominal anaphoric and deictic demonstratives are distinct from the determiners,
which are pre-nominal. In the other languages, which lack determiners, this is harder to tell,
though the relevant grammatical descriptions seem not to assimilate the anaphoric demonstra-
tives to determiners. I thank Richard Kayne for raising this general question. Possibly some of
the anaphoric demonstratives discussed below correspond to the “neutral” demonstratives of
Kayne (2014: §11).
4If nominal modifiers can move only as part of a constituent containing the N (Cinque 2005),
the possibility that the deictic demonstrative of (2) is merged below the anaphoric one and is
raised above it is not viable.
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‘this house (mentioned before)’
As pre-nominal modifiers (as opposed to post-nominal ones) reflect the order
of Merge, with elements to the left higher than those to the right (Kayne 1994,
Cinque 2009; 2017), this language provides direct evidence that deictic demon-
stratives are merged higher than anaphoric demonstratives.
Another language showing the distinct Merge position of deictic and ana-
phoric demonstratives, with the former arguably higher than the latter, is the
Papuan (Yam) language Komnzo.
In addition to deictic demonstratives, Komnzo has one demonstrative, ane,
which
has no spatial reference, but it is used for anaphoric reference. It marks a
referent which has been established in the preceding context. […] It may
combine with the proximal and the medial demonstrative identifier as can
be seen in example [(3)] (Döhler 2016: 128f)
in the order N > anaphoric demonstrative > deictic demonstrative:











‘This fintath (Semecarpus sp.) here is the cassowaries’ food.’
The relative order of the two is with the anaphoric demonstrative closer to the
noun than the deictic demonstrative, as was the case in Ngiti. The linear order,
however, is the reverse, arguably due to the successive raising of the NP, with
pied piping of the whose picture-type, first above the lower anaphoric and then
above the higher deictic demonstrative dragging along the lower anaphoric one,
with the result of reversing the order entirely (cf. Cinque 2005; 2017).
Identical to the Komnzo situation is that of the Alor Pantar (Papuan) language
Kaere, where the anaphoric demonstrative erang can combine with the deictic
demonstratives ga ‘this’ or gu ‘that’ (Klamer 2014: §4) (see 4), and that of the
Oceanic language Loniu (Hamel 1994: §4.3.7), where the anaphoric demonstrative
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nropo can co-occur with the deictic demonstrative itiyen ‘that (relatively distant
from speaker)’ (see 5), in both cases with the order N Demanaphoric Demdeictic:5











‘those three boys (mentioned earlier)’














‘…to those aforementioned relatives of his …’
The Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, languages Gayo (Eades 2005) and Nias
(Brown 2005) and the Niger-Congo languages Samba Leko (Fabre 2004) and Kita-
linga (Paluku 1998) instead show post-nominally the same order shown pre-nom-
inally by Ngiti: NP > deictic demonstrative > anaphoric demonstrative:6
5“[T]he two together are equivalent to English ‘aforementioned’” (Hamel 1994: 99). In addition
to the anaphoric and deictic demonstratives in post-nominal position, Loniu appears to also
have determiners, in pre-nominal position. “The order of constituents in the noun phrase is,
generally, as shown in the formula in [(i)] below” (Hamel 1994: 89).
(i) (Det) Noun (Possessor NP) (Associated NP) (Descriptive Adjunct) (Quantifier) (Preposi-
tional Phrase) (Relative Clause) (Demonstrative)
“The personal pronouns which function as determiner are the same as those used as nom-
inals for subject, object, and so on. Although they may co-occur with inanimate nouns, the
majority of NPs in the data which contain personal pronoun determiners are animate. […]
These personal pronoun determiners, however, seem to be present only in NPs which are def-












‘The woman takes the basket’
6In (6b), the anaphoric demonstrative nomema containsmema ‘earlier’. Adjectives and numerals
follow the two demonstratives in that order (Brown 2001: 412). Another language with an
anaphoric demonstrative meaning ‘earlier/before’ is Madurese:













‘That man (we were talking about just now) went to Surabaja’
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(6) a. Gayo (Eades 2005: 225))
Serule-ni-ne
Serule-this-earlier
‘this Serule’ [Serule-this-mentioned earlier] (the aforementioned
Serule)















‘And you mean that ancestor you’ve been talking about was a noble!?’







‘that iron we talked about’ [our translation]





‘this aforementioned throat’, orig. French ‘gorge celui-ci – en
question’
My interpretation of the orders in (6) is that they are derived by raising the
NP (or constituents containing the NP) above the two demonstratives in one fell
swoop (without pied piping) (cf. Cinque 2005; 2017).7
3 Languages where deictic and anaphoric demonstratives
are formally distinct, occupy different positions, but
cannot co-occur
In the Trans-New Guinea Alor-Pantar language Abui (Kratochvíl 2007: §3.5.2;
2011) “[t]he deictic demonstratives precede the head noun while the anaphoric
demonstratives follow it” (Kratochvíl 2007: 156). See the overall structure of Abui
determiner phrases in (7) (Kratochvíl 2007: 156), and the illustrative examples of
the order of the two types of demonstratives in (8):
7For evidence that constituents appearing to the right of N/V/etc. cannot be taken to be merged




(7) (demdeictic) (nposs proposs-) n (nmod) (adj/v) (quant) (demanaphoric)





‘that house over there (far from us)’





‘the house (you just talked about)’
If deictic demonstratives are merged higher than anaphoric demonstratives,
the Abui DP internal order Demdeictic N A Num Demanaphoric can be analysed
as involving successive raisings of the NP, with pied piping of the whose picture-
type above the lower anaphoric demonstrative but not above the higher deictic
demonstrative.8
In the Dogon language Jamsay, where the deictic demonstrative follows the
noun (cf. 9a)9 and the anaphoric one precedes it (cf. 9b),10 within the overall order
〈Demanaphoric〉 N A Num 〈Demdeictic〉, the derivation must be different, involving
raising of the constituent [Demanaphoric N A Num] (itself obtained via raising of
the NP around A and Num) above the higher deictic demonstrative (cf. Cinque
2005; 2017).
















8The situation in Topoke (Bantu, C53) is only slightly different, as “the anaphoric demonstrative
always follows the noun, whereas other demonstratives can either precede or follow” (Van de
Velde 2005: §2.4). This suggests that anaphoric demonstratives are obligatorily crossed over by
the NP, while deictic demonstratives are crossed over by the NP only optionally. Only slightly
different is the case of Rama (Chibchan; Craig Grinevald 1988: §6.6), where the deictic demon-
strative is only pre-nominal while the anaphoric one “meaning ‘previously mentioned’ […] is
found either pre- or post-nominally” (p. 15).
9“núŋò is deictic, and may be accompanied by pointing or a similar gesture” (Heath 2008: 162).
10“Unlike deictic [noun + núŋò], the phrase [kò + noun] is discourse anaphoric …” (Heath 2008:
164).
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4 Languages where deictic and anaphoric demonstratives
are formally identical, occupy different positions, but
cannot co-occur
The same pattern is instantiated by a number of other languages, modulo the
formal identity of the deictic and the anaphoric demonstratives.
Migdalski (2001: 142) notes that “demonstratives may either precede or follow
a noun in Polish. The latter option is stylistically marked and is used only when









(acceptable if the book has been mentioned previously)
Here too it is possible to analyse the pattern in Demdeictic NP Demanaphoric as
involving raising of the NP (with possible pied piping) above the lower anaphoric
demonstrative but not above the higher deictic one.12
The opposite pattern Demanaphoric NP Demdeictic is instantiated by Thimbuku-
shu (Bantu language of Namibia; Fisch 1998), where “[u]sually demonstratives
11The Polish situation recalls the semantic difference between pre- and post-nominal demonstra-
tives in Spanish and Modern Greek (modulo the obligatory presence of a determiner in pre-
nominal position when the demonstrative is post-nominal). As observed by Bernstein (1997)
and Taboada (2007) for Spanish and Panagiotidis (2000) for Modern Greek, a post-nominal
demonstrative is only interpreted anaphorically (unless a demonstrative reinforcer is added),
while a pre-nominal one can be interpreted deictically. But see Brugè (2002: 50, n. 27) and
Brugè (2000: §2.5.3, p. 167, n. 51) for discussion of a number of complexities and of differences
among the Spanish distal and proximal demonstratives.
12In Italian, where no evidence exists of a different Merge position of deictic and anaphoric
demonstratives, there is still a difference between the two in the possibility for the former but
not for the latter, in its neuter usage (presumably with a silent head noun thing; cf. Kayne &


























‘That I wondered myself’
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[…] occur as postpositive determiners after the nouns to which they refer” (Fisch
1998: 50), see (11):









‘I like this guest’
“If the demonstrative preposes the noun, it carries the meaning of ‘this afore-
mentioned’, ‘this one mentioned’” (Fisch 1998: 50), see (12):13






This pattern can be taken to involve no movement of the NP above the lower
anaphoric demonstrative (or possiblymovement of the NP in the picture of whom-
mode, which has the effect of not changing the relative order of the two elements),
and raising of the NP (or of larger constituents containing the NP) above the
higher deictic demonstrative.
5 Languages where distal and proximal demonstratives
occupy different positions
In Nawdm (Niger-Congo, Gur; Albro 1998: §2.4)
there are two basic demonstratives […], corresponding to ‘this’ and ‘that’
in English. Their distribution within the DP is different. The demonstrative
corresponding to ‘this’ appears at the end of the DP […], and the demon-
strative corresponding to ‘that’ appears at the beginning of the DP.
See (13):











‘those two black (big) dogs’
13Romanian appears to be similar. Post-nominal demonstratives have a deictic interpretation
while pre-nominal ones, which belong to a non-colloquial style (cf. Brugè 2002: n. 32), have an
anaphoric interpretation (Giusti 2005: 31; Nicolae 2013: 299f).
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‘these two black (big) dogs’
According to Apronti (1971: 66ff), the same distribution (Demthat NANum and
N A Num Demthis) is found in the Kwa language Dangme.
It is thus tempting to assume that the distal and proximal deictic demonstra-
tives occupy two distinctMerge positions, with distal demonstratives higher than







The order in Nawdm and Dangme would then involve raising of the NP with
pied piping of the whose picture-type around A, Num and the lower proximal
demonstrative, but not above the higher distal one, which then appears pre-
nominally.
As in the case of Jamsay above, a different derivation must be involved to yield
the order Demproximal (Num) N (A) Demdistal of Tigre (Afro-Asiatic, Semitic),
where it is the proximal demonstrative that precedes the noun and the distal
one that follows it (see 15):















The NP must raise around A with pied piping of the whose picture-type (or
with no pied piping), and then around Num and the lower proximal demonstra-
tive with pied piping of the picture of whom-type, after which it raises around
the higher distal demonstrative again with pied piping of the whose picture-type
(a mixture of movements typically involved in the derivation of non-consistent
languages; see Cinque 2017).
The fact that the two positions are presumably close to each other may give
the impression in those languages where no material raises between them that






















To Ian, to whom nihil alienum est in things linguistic, with fond memories and
admiration. For helpful comments to a previous draft of this squib I am indebted
to Laura Brugè, Richard Kayne and two anonymous reviewers.
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